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Foreword
BY

PAULhlus

THERE
WAS A TIME, in what soon was to cease to be French Indochina, when.
secure in our long experience, we French lmked with some shade of selfcompIacency on the well-intentioned endeavors of the first American observers, later styled advisers, to assess the situation for themselves. Those of
us stiIl on the scene, mainly in private business or as educators, would have
little occasion to do so now that the collection and sorting of information, of
which the present volume is a valuable sample, is developing on a scale and
with motivations undreamt of in our day. In the United States, specialized
departments in several major universities act as rear bases. With the help of
Eastern and Western instructors and native informants, plus uptodate audiovisual centers, they have given the lie, for instance, to our setded belief
that Vietnamese was tm difficult a language to be learned by the average
European adult. Our specialists (usually only cum interpreter) now face a
growing team of American opposite numbers who axe fully aware, although
the niceties of the variotonic pronunciation remain a serious diff~culty,that
once mastered, they afford unique help in memorizing terms, distinguishing
the overtones, and feeling the drive, balance, and semantic contour of a
sentence. Le rnouwment se prouve en marchant.
This throws no discredit on previous accomplishments, which were, of
course, in keeping with earlier and very different circumstances. Father
LPopold Cadicre's contributions in so many fields to our intimate knowledge of Vietnam and the Vietnamese and Professor Pierre Gourou's masterwork, Les Paysans Qt6 Delta Tonhinois, are likely to remain long unequaled.
However, comparing Mr. Hickey's study with standard productions of the
French Colonial period, such as Kxesser's La Conamerne Annamitc en Cochinchine: Ory's La Commune Annamife au Tonkin,B or Rouilly's La Corn1.

La Commune Annamite av Cochimchine; LC Recrartement des Notables, P r e b by

J. Krautheher, Paris, Les Editions Dornat-Montchrestien, 1935.
2.

Paris, Challamel.

1%.
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mune A nnamite? rve soon discern that, although one may gather a great deal
of direct, coherent information on such matters as the organization, the c m
toms and behavior, the m i a l and moral values, as well as the historical background of Vietnamese rural communities, yet what we usually miss is the
tempo, the color of the scene, as it must have appeared to those who lived
and enacted it on such diverse and sometimes sharply difEerentiated occasions. On them, much; of them on themselves, not enough.
By welcome contrast, lively arid highly informative illustrations and episodic accounts will be found throughout Mr. Hickey's well-organized and
substantial chapters. The meaning to be read in these short documentary
films far exceeds, sociologically, the mere picturesque. A good instance of
this is the seemingly odd way some experienced members of the Village
Council wiH arbitrate a difference ktrveen two of their fellow villagers in
order to avoid embittering the dispute, a danger no one having any familiarity with Vietnamese country life will underestimate: "Part of the pattern is
for the arbitrator to appear somewhat disinterested, of ten continuing to
read a document or carry on business with mother vilIager or with the
village clerk" (p. 197)- This should by no means be construed as a slight deliberately put upon the disputing parties by a self-assertive petty of6cial; it
is part of a formal procedure reminiscent of the behavioral injunctions
{there again essentially symbolic) of ancient Roman law. Should one coin
such a phrase as manus retentio, to match the classic manta injectio? The
scenario dramatizes and publishes a repugnance to take the case into one's
h a n d d e reverse of an eaganess to step in that would portend some personal angle or leaning.
In social circles where "face" values play so dominant a role, meeting with
such a reception, or rather absence of reception, cannot but impress, especiaily on the plaintiff, a strong feeling of having become parenthetic in a
community the eyes and ears of which should be, par excellence, the notables. It must seem like being relegated to a world apart, a world of no
standing, where one remains unperceived, a barely less acute, if much
shorter, experience of what it means, institutionally, for an Indian to be "untouchable." The author continues:

The village chief employs two techniques. One is to invoke a moral
messtge, the other is to treat the situation lightly; sometimes he combines them. For example when Ong Ke Hien brought action against a
tenant farmer for cutting down a banana tree on his property, the village
g. Paris, Les Presses hfodmnes, I 929.
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chief advised him to be lenient, noting that he already had abundant
worldly goods, and mercy would befit the highest venerable. Ong Ke
Hien was moved by the argument and dropped the case.
The seeming facetiousness of the second technique appears to be a
mechanism for preventing discussion from becoming too heated.
A woman from Ap Cau and her sister appeared at the Council House
with a complaint against their neighbor who, in the course of an argument. struck her on the face. . . . Since she would require medical
treatment, she wanted her assailant to pay the bills. The village chief
agreed to give her a medical certificate to visit the clinic in Tan An
but was reluctant to pass judgment on the man's conduct. Another member of the Village Council advised her to forget it, saying that he would
receive his punishment "according to the principles of justice." . .
The woman, however, was not placated. . . . She also added that having one side of her face srvollen as it was made her ugly, whereupon the
village chief suggested that she Iet her neighhr strike her on the other
side of the £ace so as to restore the balance. This brought laughter even
horn the wornan and she agreed to drop her charges and accept the certificate for medial treatment [pp. 197-981.

.

More is meant here than meets the ey-probably more than a mere
mechanism for preventing the discussion from becoming too heated. The
process proved to be curative as we11 as preventive. In the previous instance
the viIlage chief had skillfully included the rich and influential Ke Hien in
the circle from which emanate the moral and social pronouncements on right
and wrong commonly endorsed by the consensus of the villagers as a whole.
From that comprehensive standpint and as a moral message from the sacred
precincts, an appeal to the plaintiffs sense of mercy evoked Buddhistic rather
than Confucian values-more personal, in the eyes of the community, though
urging duties toward the others; rvorld~videvalues, in short, but fitting the
l a 1 conditions. Parochial would perhaps be an acceptable approxima tion.
with purely laudative implications.
At close examination, subtle local concerns and stresses appear to be at
work behind the alleged motive. For if the village chief indisputably represents the face and mouthpiece of the administration, being the specific intermediary hetween the village and the highcr authorities, on the other
hand the Ke Hien, the "highest venerable" of the Cult Committee, stands
for wider religious and moral beliefs and motivations, including a deeply
ingrained if not always very activc revcrcnce for the Buddhistic ideals.

X ~ V
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It was, in fact, ex ofitio in oficizsm, each in his statutory capacity, that the
village chief was addressing the Ke Hien publicly. One could easily frame
his argument in a quasi-syllogisticform: The circle of the people whose opinions matter to the mind of the villagers believe that mercy befits a man; the
Ke Hien is the soul and center of such a circle; the Ke Hien consequently
will admit &at to forgive his tenant befits him-d
will drop the case. The
old man, a devout Buddhist, as a matter of fact (a circumstance neither the
village chief nor the bystanders ignored), had no escape left: he was cornered
into forgiveness.
I n the second instance, no Vietnamese will fail to sense a change of atmosphere, the key to which might well be that the parties, instead of being
inhabitants of the central portion of the setdement near the ddnh, come
from a distant hamlet, Ap Cau, "The Hamlet of the Bridge" on the Rach
Ong Dao, "favored by celestial forces," with its houses "comfortably shaded
beneath coconut and areca palms," but for all that still just a hamIet; though
integrated in the community, its denizens could not be considered full-time
participants in the social circle centering on the Council House.
In many rural societies, and particularly among the I7ietnamese, who are
endowed with a keen sense of humor, such slight inequalities usually develop a hilarious tone, the eEect of which is to mark the sociological threshhold without overstresing it; in fact, rather ameliorating it: a position
closely akin, in that respect, to Marcel Mauss' Paren tks ti Pplaanterie~.~
Relativity is the deep lesson implied: "You will ever find a rustic's rustic!"
In that light, the second anecdote evidently hinges on the artless way in
which the plaintiff betrays her feminine concern regarding the efEect of the
blow. With a woman of the inner circle, the chances are that conventional
modesty would have prevented so candid a statement; moreover, she would
have been aware that the sight of a familiar face thus altered would have
been more eloquent than words. But who knew if such was not the ordinary
appearance of that one from Ap Cau? She manifestly wanted to make the
point cIear--and there the village chief found his cue.
All considered, then, this pattern does not deviate so flagrantly from the
former one. In both cases the reference is to the same basic circle. The highest venerable did not dare to step out of it. In her turn, the lady from Ap
Cau, by joining in the general laughter, reintegrated it. She thus concurred
in erasing, or in "putting between brackets," to use Husserl's favorite phrase,
her previous assertion of herself.
4. Marcel Mauss, Parent& B p/airanberie~,Ann. de I'EcoIe Pratique dcs Hautcs Etudcs
1927-28, Paris, 19~8.
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When the time comes, and it may not be so distant, for a general and intensive elaboration and interpretation of the material collected by Mr.
Hickey and his fellow-workers in the project initiated by the Michigan State
University Vietnamese Advisory Group, my guess is that Mr. Hickey's contribution will rank high for its sharp and penetrating accommodation not,
as so often in such matters, of but to facts. In this field of the Southeast Asian
humanities there has been, in my opinion, so much honorable work accomplished by my compatriots in close cultural contact with the Vietnamw
(the latter being, however, significantly unaware that we would some day
refa to them under that name) that we should not now begrudge our approbation and often our admiration to a handful of enterprising young American scholars and to an incipient Viemamese-Amerian cooperation. They
are indubitably adding to our own contribution much that is new and much
that is true, as a confirmation of the simple, usually unobserved, yet at times
deadly circumstame that the qu-estion conditions the ~~zswer--andeven
more, what the questioner makes out of it.
The French were in charge, and too often what they finally gathered mirrored their preoccupations and prejudices, so apparent to the observant Vietnamese, in the way we had put our questions. This, however, was not without
some compensation. It is a feature of the Vietnamese character that an official investigation brought to them through regular channels will elicit from
them readier and more explicit answers than will any unfamiliar private inquirer. This remains from their long experience of Chinese and Sino-Vietnamese officialdom and administrative techniques. Inquiring in to the common weal and woe should be the strict prerogative of the sovereign, his delegates, and his advisers. Knowledge is power. 4 1 information concerning the
realm should accordingly be kept "classified," as we might put it ourselvesmade aware as we have been, thanks to the spirit and experience of the Cold
War, of the possible use and misuse of a restrictive discipline.
A Vietnamese peasant being asked a question, futile as it may seem at
first sight, by one whnse bearings are not clear to him, more often than not
will fear that a naive and open answer might latm be char& upon him as a
serious offense; and so, " W h o cares to speak the truth?" as one of Kipling's
characters asks.
Under such conditions, all question and answer processes {except in familiar intercourse between equals-the "sociabiIity level" of Gurvitch's
differential sociology) have to be presented as "on duty": official purpose on
one side and discharge of a subject's obligations on the other. Moreover, part
of those very obligations was to provide the authorities with answers that
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were satisfactory. The inquirer was supposed to be experienced and clever
enough to take due account of such a disposition in his i n h e r s , careful,
above alI, not to make him lose face.
The colonial administration, of course, had no eye for such niceties. On
the spot, or more usually through the collected and processed answers accumulated in its files, it went stmight to "facts," in the belief that knowledge
of the k t s would solve any problem, whereas, in that setting at least, the
problem was to reach them.
Yet for the reason already stated, the official inquirer gathered more basic
information, though biased, than the average private one,with the exception
perhaps of a few technicians of the humanities, usually educators or priests,
like Gourou or Cadihe, who were content to invest long years of their lives
in their studies.
The official results m a y be checked at their best, for instance, in a work
like Yves Henry's L'Econornie Agricok de l'lndochine, whose concrete information compares with Les Paysans du Delta Tonkimois or Anth~opologie
poptsbire annamitem6Its weaker point remains the heterogeneity of its
sources, carrying with them unknown coefficients of deformation, unchecked
on the spot by the same observer.
This sets off, by contrast, the advantages of the monographic method, of
which Mr. Hickey has taken full benefit, laying hold. as it were, of life itself, with all it meant and means for the participants. Other tools, ocher products; and this method also has its limitations. In times of transition, however,
not to speak of disintegration, 1-1
focus and immediacy becomes a must, if
only to keep clear of theoretical, wishful thinking.

Indirectly approached in books and memoirs, official or semiofficial documents, statistics and census tables, the first half of the twentieth century in
Vietnam would appear to be marked primarily by the conflict, the attempts
at adjustment, and the final rupture between the colonial enterprise and a
nation made aware of its qualifications by a long and often bloody, though
culturally fruitful, intercourse with its gigantic neighbor, the most absorptive
and assimilative of all the colonial powers the ~ w l d
has known--China.
From Paul Doumer, organizer of the Indochinese Federation, to Dien Bien
Phu, the whole affair would then document the struggle between \Vestern
and Eastern ideals and techniques, which now leaves that critically situated
part of the world and its final choice halfway between.
5- Lhpold Cadi&, "Anthr~~ologie
ppuIaire annamite," Bulletin dc l'.Ccok FrancaPc
d'Exh6mc Orient, 15 (1y15). 1-103.
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Such an interpretation, objective as it claims to be, depends in fact on uw,
many slogans and set judgments-"West
is \+kt . . ." and the like-to
offer an accurate idea of the story as lived at ground Ievel by go per cent of
the interested parties, in the rice fields and sheltered villages of the rural
areas. Constructing history on that elusive foundation, or rather on what of
it did not escape us, two modes of generalization are permissible and should
be complementary. T h e first would relate any limited area, such as Vietnam
or French Indochina, to a continental or even intercontinental perspective,
at the level of rvorId affairs, wars and alliances, crises, and recoveries. Vietnam would thus be brought into line with what happened during the same
period in the Philippincs, Indonesia, Burma, and India, or in African territories and by contrast in independent Thailand, in Japan, or China, following the ups and downs of the colonial or colonialist adventure.
But a diachronic rather than synchronic study-taking into account time
ratha than geographical extension, for the first method pays more attention
to the rhythm of development than to the clash and balance of factors, forces,
and s i t u a t i o ~ m p h a s i z e suniformities and changes, stagnation and acceleration, hysteresis and compensation, permanence and recurrence. It thus
remains cluser to the basic story, balanced between what made it what it is
and what it will in turn make of the future; the broad synchronic synthesis
of panoramic history seems risky, by comparison, if insufficiently supported
by these ground-level considerations.
Once thus brought down to earth-to the "Good Earth" of the Far Eastern
w u n t r y s i b t h e long and eventful French episode appears to have been
just an episode, a tool in the hands of history, rather than the creator of
history. Seen horn that standpoint, the real conflict, still continuing, might
be said to have occurred less between French and Vietnamese colonizers, or
colonialists and colonized, in a counterpoint of mutual but unequal interest and curiosity-adhesion, assirnilation, contention, rebellion, and sporadic
guerrilIa resistance-than between town and village, new values and options
having been introduced by the former element as against what the latter
traditionally stood for.
In the light of my own limited but immediate experience, which began in
1907-08, the last echoes of the rebellions once spearheaded in the interior by
the literati, and even the semipiratical guerrilla wadare doggedly carried on
by the Famous De Tham, entrenched in his long-impregnable den in the
rough Yen The region, at that time no longer deeply affected life in towns
like Hanoi, Haiphong, or Saigon, centers of the Calonial Administration and
of the bulk of the European population. Order reigned in Warsaw-though
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horn our house on the outskirts of Hanoi, halfway between the semlled
P a m of the Great Buddha and the colorful Pigsty Village (let us remember that the pig is an emblem not of uncleanliness but of prosperity: Schwein
h b e n ) , I listened as a child to the stray volleys of musketry from De Tham's
guerrilleros on the other side of the peaceful Western Lake, on the day of
the finally unsucccssfuI attempt to poison the French garrison (June 47,
1908).

To mark another significant stage in a somewhat agitated span of events,
four years later I had hecome old enough to piece out, horn bits of talk between adults and from what our servants had to say, some idea of a marked
improvement in the tactics of the revolutionaries, such being the new appellation applied to them instead of rebels or pirates. It was the time of the
Hanoi Hotel terrace "terrorist" bombing, in which two distinguished French
senior officers, Majors Montgrand and Chapuis, lost their 1ives:a a new type
of argument, visibly having more to do with US than the literati's conspiracies, screened by the barnboo curtain of back-country villages. or De
Tham's vain dream some day to storm our urban strongholds.
CompensatoriIy, however, the new brand of conspiratorsmost of them
trained and indwtrinated in Southern China or in Japan--did not at first
enjoy thc sympathy and extensive support granted by the rural masses to the
traditional leaders of the previous periud. It took time to adjust the two Factors-tirne
and costly experiences. like the premature and ill-fated "nationalist" action (nationalist in the terminology of the time meant nonMarxist) of Nguyen Thai Hoc, a noble figure in the history of his country
who was guillotined in Thai Nguyen in the early thirties with a group of
fellowconspirators. They were by no means merely "agitators" back from a
period of instruction in foreign countries, but students or former university
students whose last word on the scaffold was "Vietnam!"
Meanwhile the more positively calculating Nguyen Ai Quoc, now President Ho Chi Minh, was establishing his underground network of communications, never completely eradicated by the active French Sfire&; which was
destined to play a major role in the foIlowhg years, bringing town and
village into closer cooperation on docmine and program. This was the keg
to all further successes and, distasteful as it may be to us, there is no denying
that in such matters the Marxist line proved most effective, starting as it did
from such depressed areas as Nghe Tinh w Thai Binh.
6. By an unfortunate coincidence, both, and espt:aally hfajor Chapuis, h a p p e d to be
what some colonial circlcs of the period callcd "an~~amitophih,"
i.c. "ftiends of the
Annami tes."
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One of the distinctive features of the iggo-g I "unrest" was thus a cleavage
between the programs put forward by the more (and prematurely) active
political leaders of the new generation and the dissatisfactions and sporadic
uprisings in the rural areis; in other w-ords, between the modernized ideas
and approaches of the former and the traditional tempo of the latter.
North Viemam seems-at least official1y-to have outgro~unmost of these
conflictingfactors, but a cleavage of nearly the same order is still a disquieting element in the South Vietnamese situation. Who among the local leaders
can safely foretell the impact on rural circles of what may or may not be
planned and dccided in Saigon? It is precisely this recurrent question, to
which the colonial authorities in their day more than once gave unsatishctory-when not utterly disastrou-wers,
that so validly introduces Mr.
Hickey's study at the village Ievcl .
Let us not lose sight of George Santayana's warning that "Those who do
not remember the past are condmncd to repeat it." There is still a g o d deal
to be learned from the French endeavors to innovate as well as to preserve;
but the last and essential lesson should be wherein they failed. \tJe might here
define this, in the light of Mr. Hickey's researches, as a failure to introduce
harmony and understanding between leadership, as assumed by urban
circles, and basic productivity and political support at the village level, with
its implied sets and patterns of public opinion.
We are thus bmught back to the rough sketch of a saciological syIlogism.
drawn from hlr. Hickey's vivid and thorough account of the inner story of
his village. The major premisc presents itself neither as a circle of things nor
of persons but as the balanced total of the opinions professed on the things
that matter by the persons who count in the eyes of the community as a
whole. No person, no thing, stands any chance to be accepted locally (that is
to say, throughout the country) that has not been thus filtered. An immediate
consequence is that, for all the care with which administrative previsions and
predictions may have h e n ~ ~ a r k eout
d by the most competent experts, they
are not likely to be brought into being if sufficient account has not been
taken of that collective condition and if adequate means to implement them
have not been provided.
In his instructive study, La Commune Annamite en Cochinchine: Le
Remlcrnend des hTotables, K-nrsser sums up as follows the opinions that prevailed in the years lgeg-n6, in French administrative circles, concerning the
organic structure of the village councils in South Vietnam (i-e. Cochinchina),
as dcfined and established by a decree of the G o v m o r General dated August
27. 1904:

XX
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The communal structure . . . had ceased to be in keeping with lwal
circumstances. It had fallen behind the new needs resulting from a
soaring economy and from the extension of a network of thoroughfares
permitting fast and easy cornexions with the remotest villages of the
interior. 1t had moreover become psychologically ill-adapted to the
evolution of a people which although its solidity has long been in the
cohesion of its families, nevertheless evinces nowadays an ever increasing
leaning towards ir~dividualism.~
Khanh Hau provided an ideal setting to test the soundness of such views.
Fax enough from Saigon to be truly rural (34 miles), it is by no means a remote village of the interior; furthermore it is situated along the national
highway connecting Saigon with the Cambodian border. Better stiI1, "a spur
road capable of accommodating any kind of vehicle runs through the agglomeration, connecting at both ends with the national highway" (p.i 9).
For a11 that can thus be observed at first sight, no rural community ever
adapted itself more unreservedly to a neighboring system of communication.
Along the spur road. "a number of shops and many farmsteads are located. . .
which gives it something of a 'main street' function" @. 19). Local records
show that this spur road, a deliberate attempt to connect the village with the
outer world, was built in 1925, in perfect timing with the considerations
quoted by Kresser.
Yet, thirty-five years later-more than the span of a generation-Khanh
Hau baffles the experts' expectations. Individualism did not carry the day
after all and, instead of achieving closer communication with an outer,
modernized world, the village as Mr. Hickey sees and describes it is still a
solid, self-reliant rural community, armre of what may be going on at a
higher level but on its guard and alert to strain through its orvn social and
political syllogismswhatever it decides to accept from it.
Of this, good evidence is at hand either here or in Hendry's earlier Study
of a Vietnamese Rural Community: Economic Activities (Saigon, 1959). In
fact, some inhabitants of Khanh Hau have proved successful in commercial
enterprises, but all such ventures appear to have been mainly connected
with the ancestral way of life, comprising chiefly attempts to modernize the
traditional rice-milling process. Prior to 1950, most of the rice mills in
Southern Vietnam were in Cholon, the prosperous and extensive Chinese
establishment close to Saigon, hut by 1959 Khanh Hau p a s s 4 two ma-
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chine-powered rice mills, "one of thc most advanced technical innovations
in the village" (p. 170). TUquote Mr. Hickey's comment:

In spite of the fact that the commercial peoplc have traditionally been
ranlied low in Vietnamese society [the traditional Chinese and Sin*
Vietnamese listing was scholar, peasant, artisan, merchant] these entrepreneurs are not rwrded with disdain, and among them are
members of the Village Council and high-ranking members of the Cult
Committee [p. 1731.

That such should remain the natural and final criterion in evaluating
even innovations, as reflected in social values, speaks well for the persistent
loyalty of the community to customary srandards. The rural village stands its
ground and tailors modern initiative to its own measure.
This does not mean that individualism and free enterprise, though not
triumphant as prematurely predicted, are done with at that level. At times
they will find limited but striking expression, as f a r instance in Ong Lam's
motto: "The home of the truly big man, the clever man, is everywhere"
(p. I 73). This philosophy of "the most venturesome businessman" in Khanh
Hau runs directly counter to the outlook of most of the village. It corresponds to a larger market economy, not to the subsistence
Is Khanh Hau in transition then? The changes are bound to come. Yet,
for the time being, Mr. Hickey's evaluation would point to a side-of-the-road
rather than middle-of-the-road position. He emphasizes the Ngo Dinh Diem
government's meritorious endeavors to break through an unspoken, intangible, and, up to now, invincible reticence, the center of which, reminiscent of Blaise Pascal's famous definition of infinitude, is everywhere, the contour that would permit taking hold of it, nowhere; for, as already observed,
it is neither a circle of things nor of people but an elusive and tenacious,
though not officially assumed, body of opinions. I feel inclined to believe that
awareness of this central value and supreme source of valuation constitutes,
in hlr. Hickey's monograph, the most precious contribution to our understanding not only of South Vietnamese rural communities but by and large
of the whole situation in the area. N o prejudice, no subservience to any
biased propa,ganda, obscures his vision. Here, for a change, we meet things
and men as they arc and as thcy manifest themsdves on the spot:
Support of the ccntral government is the major theme of the National Revolutionary Movement, which is the only official political
8. Hendry, pp. 198.230.
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party in the vilhge. . . . During 1958 and 1959, at some of the large
vil lage-sponsored gatherings, speakers emphasized the necessity for
villagers to join the party to demonstrate their loyalty to the government
and their will to fight the Vict Cung [the Communist resistance moverncnt]. On these occasions the villagers appeared impassive [pp. 202031. . . . One of the primary propaganda vehicles in the village is the
Communist Denunciation Comrnittce, which consists of 24 members
who, according to the village chief, are drawn from the "eIite" of the
village (including all members of the Council and some high venerqbles) [members of the CuIt Committee]. . . . Villagers dutifully assist
at thcse mcctings but most do not appear particularly attentive. Some
squat outside the dinh chattering in low tones while a fcw read ncwspapers. After one denunciation meeting, a young farmcr regaled his
friends in one of the nearby shops by imitating the speaker of the eve-

ning [p. ~051.

Who could ask for a clearer and more convincing instance, not of just a
scoffmg attitude, even less of clownish levity, but in true rural style of a
conventional quasi-ritual action of the people as such, "putting in to brackets" as in a world apart an institution or a behavioral p t t m of which socio
logically--one may go so far as to say semantically-the village did not
approve?
This, by the way, disposes of any poIitically biased interpretation that
wouId induce us to read in such an attitude a conceded preference for the
''other side": rebels, agitators, conspirators, revolutionaries arc old names
for something not entirely new. Even when sheltering some activities of this
kind, the village remains marginal, bracketing them provisionally with the
rest.
In his parallel Study of a Vietnamese Xu-rai Comrntrnity :Administrative
Activities (Saigon, 19601, Wodruff gives the follo~vingsample of the kind of
speech current in these meetings:
hlyself, when I popularize the govcrnrnental policies, I directly participate in the political life of our country. Why not you? Why are you
somewhat afraid of politics? Comfort yourselves, I would say. Since the
top lcader of our organization4hc Yational Revolutionary hlovement
[disbanded after the coup of Nov. 1, 19631-is our Prcsidcnt himself.
any of you who fails to join shows cvidence of his indifference and could
be regarded as guilty [p. 203, n. ao].
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After such unequivocal apologia of the Fiihrer's principle, the villagem
dutifully come to the gatherings-and quietly read the papers.
What they want is an ideal wherein they can h d more that concerns
them.
In considering how far one's manner in putting questions goes in influencing and conditioning the answers, especially at the rural level where the inquiry had to be carried through, it is highly to the credit of Mr. Hickey and
his c@worka that their reports should survive without needing recasting the
dramatic turn recently taken after President Ngo Dinh Diem's assassination.
One imagines easily how confusing rvould have been the publication and
perusal of out-of-datethanes of propaganda and govcmmental selfeulogy in
the teeth of what has ensued.
Several of m y own students at Yalc are now at work in the field or just
back from it and though, to my regret, Mr. Hickey does not happen to be
one of them, I feel direct sympathy for his exertions and accompIishments.
His country has shouldered a heavy burden and done much-not perhaps
without some unavoidable misconceptions--but this alone would add up to
a net profit: no one ever improved by experience his understanding of his
fellorv men who did not in the process improve his knowledge of himself.
Vaax-surSeine
June 1964

Preface
Tm OBJ

~
F of
S this study are manifold. There is primarily the intention
ofmaking an ethnological contribution by adding a description of southern
Viemamese village society to the growing body of information about peoples
of the world. As a village study, the broad conceptual base is rooted in the
interlmking ideas of Henry Maine, Fustel de Coulariges, Lewis H. hforgan.
Emile Durkheim, Ferdinand Tonnies, and Robert R d e l d , whose discussion of the little community as an entity of human society was particularly
iduential. I have attempted to present the village as a whole--to unfold
the fabric of interrelated social institutions that have to do with all aspects
of village life, not horn a flat, twdimensional view but to show the changes
that have been occurring and continue to o c c u r a d relate it to the greater
society of which it is a part. Finally, the village is analyzed in its own terms
-as a iittle community.
Certain parts of the study speak to some specific social science theories,
concepts, and techniques. Criteria for the existence of social classes as outlined by Max Weber and Frank Lynch are favored in discussing minomic differentiation. The analysis of kinship has something to say about
ideas of kin group solidarity as expressed by Edmund Leach and Maurice
Freedman. Han Chi Fen's technique for analyzing Chinese kin terms was
used in describing Vietnamese kin terms. William Davenport suggested a
way of presenting househo1d composition which facilitated numerical determination of adherence to the residence rule, and Moni Nag provided
h u l a e for expressing fertility ratios. The technique of using profiles to
illustrate smioeconomic variations and mobility patterns was modeled on
the method employed by W. Lloyd Warner in his studies of American class

structure.

Another purpose of this study is to furnish information that may be of
to anthropology. Those interested in economic develop
ment, for example, may find the changes in livelihood pattcrns (especially in
relation to other social changes) to be of particular significance. There are
data of use to the cultural geographer. The political scientist may focus on
use in fields related
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changes in vilhge administration as they relate to other changes b t h within
the village and in the greater society; and the historian might find interesting
the microscopic view of a socicty in flux.
Research on the village of Khanh Hau was sponsored by the Michigan
State University Vietnam Advisory Group, and the study xvas sanctioncd by
the Government of the Republic of South Vietnam through its 1-1
officials-the Province Chief of Long An province and the District Chief of
Thu Thua district. The research team consistcd of Jarncs I-Iendry, an
economist, who was assisted by Nguyen Van Thuan; Lloyd ~Yoodruff,
a specialist in government, assisted by Kguyen Ngoc Yen; and myself, an
anthropologist, assisted by Bui Quang Da, who in addition to colIecting
field data reliably extricated me born periudic linguistic entanglements.
Rather than agreeing on common problcms to study, rue simply agreed to
work in the same village, pursuing our separate disciplinary paths, discussing our findings, and sharing our data. The result was stimulating
cooperation, some pooling of information, and increased sensitivity to the
tools and interests of one another's approach to the study of socicty. M e r
several months of planning and visiting villages of the Mekong River delta,
we settled on Khanh Hau, and field research began in March 1958.
In gathering anthropological data, I used a wide variety of techniques.
Besides thc actual observation and incessant note-~iking,I was able to participate, owing to the kind hospitality of the villagers, in weddings, funerals.
ancestors' death anniversaries, and lunar new year observances, and to attend
rituals in the village communal temple, the Buddhist pagodas, and the Cao
Daist temples. The Village Council also invited me to attend various meetings and village celebrations, which provided ample opportunity to construct patterns of behavior and to note deviations from these patterns. In
the course of visiting almost every household in the village, vast numbers of
genealogies and some personal case histories were collected. Chatting with
villagers on the roads and footpaths, in the shops and houses, abserving the
workers in the fields, and periodically posing questions yielded a great deal
of information on all aspccts of village life; at the same time it enabled me
to obtain some degree of consensus on information already collected, particuIarly on reports of recent changes.
Specific informants were sought for certain kinds of information; for
example, oldcr women for descriptions of birth practices, former council
members for data on organization and past Functions of the Village Council.
Buddhist monks, nuns, and adherents for information concerning Ruddhism in the village, and members of the Village Council and hamlet chiefs
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for data on all aspects of government. Visits were made to Cao Daist holy
sees at Ben Tre, Soc Sai, and Tay Ninh to obtain material on hierarchical
organization and its relations with village congregations. Leaders of the
Buddhist Association of South Vietnam at the X a Loi pagoda in Saigon

'

supplied information on the Buddhist hierarchy.
There was inevitabIe overlapping in the team's informal divisions of
labor. Examination of village legal and administrative records was primarily
Woodruff's function. but in the course of visiting the Council House I
observed some of the administrative activities as well as arbitration of vill a p ' conflicts. Hendry analyzed land records and population figures, but
since he also visited all parts of the village and participated in the activities
of the villagers, there was considerable overlapping in our field notes, which
permitted cross-checking and construction of common patterns for such
things as agriculturd techniques.
Cooperation among the team members continued, as did fieldwork, during
the preparation of the preliminary reports that were intended primarily £or
the American Aid agencies in Saigon. Vietnamese language versions of these
reports were presented to the Vietnamese Government. Some of the material £ram my coIIeagues9reports has, with their permission, been used in this

book.
Fieldwork ended in December 1959, but subsequent visits to Vietnam in
1962and
made possible by the RAND Corporation of Santa Monica,
California, gave me the opportunity to return to Khanh Hau a number of
times and permitted me to check specific information and update some of
the field notes.
Some of those who helped make possible this work already have been
mentioned, and to them I would like to express my gratitude. I also would
like to extend my thanks to others who contributed directly or indirectly.
Father Emrnanuel Jacques and members of the Vietnamese Students' Association (then in Chicago) first stimulated my interest in Vietnam, and the
, b l t y of the University of Chicago, particularly Fred Eggan. Robert
1 Redfield, and Norton Ginsberg, imparted the pmfessional skiIls necessary
I
to the mcial scientist. SaIly Cassidy and the Groom Foundation of Chicago
provided a feIlowship that made it possible for me to spend a year in Paris
doing research on I n d d i n a and attending lectures given by Claude Levi: Snauss. Paul Levi, and Georges Condominas.
Wesley Fkhel oBered me the research position with the MichiKganState
Unir.ersity Viemam Advisory Group, and David Cole encouraged the VietHendry (ig~I1)and CVnorIruff (1960).

I
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namcse Government to approve the village study. Nguyen Van Mung, an
I
old friend and former member of the Vietnamese Students' Association,
helped me in making initial contacts with the villagers of Khanh Hau and
generally provided valuable assistance in the field research. Here I would
likc to reiterate my gratitude to my Vietnamese and American fellow fieldworkers.

A postdoctoral fellowship from the Southeast Asia Studies Program of
Yale University enabled m e to spend several years in New Haven working I
on the manuscript and teaching. Adrienne Suddard, Ruth McVey, John I
Musgrave, and Huynh Sanh Thong read parts of the manuscript and ofEerd
valuable suggestions. The manuscript was typed by EIla Gibson, Helen
Reed, and Gladys Page. Nguyen Van Tam did the sketches of village houses,
construction features, artifacts, and decorative Vietnamese motifs used
throughout the book. Richard Thompson drafted the maps. The prof=- '
sional guidance of Jane V. Olson and Anne Wilde at Yale University Press
has been invaIuable in producing the 6nal product-the book.
Finally, I would like to of€ermy most heartfelt thanks to the VilIage
Council and the good people of Khanh Hau for their kindness and moperation, and for the things I learned from them.
Saigon, Vietnam

March 1964

G.C.H.

CHAPTER 1

Histoly of the Village
To REACH THE VILLAGE of Khanh Hau horn Saigon, one must travel southnest by vehicle through the clamorous Chinese city of Cholon into the delta
of the Mekong Kiver. Without a buffer of suburbs, the delta begins at the
very edge of Cholon, and the scene changes from urban to rural with
. startling suddenness. Paddy fields stretch from the highway in a monotonous
j expanse, broken here and there by great clumps of tropical greenery that
:
obscure the hamlets which form the villages of the delta. As the road con] tinues southward there are several large bridges. One of these traverses the
'
West Vaico River, and on the south bank the road swings past the town of
Tan An, a market center and chief town of Long An province, an administrative area extending from the Cambodian border to the South China Sea.
(late in 1963 a new province called Hau Nghia was formed of the northern
ponion of Long An province.) Four kilometers south of Tan An and some
kilometers from Saigon, the road passes through the village of Khanh Hau.
Unlike the agglomerative villages of northern and central Vietnam, the
Mekong River delta village is comprised of a number of dispersed hamlets.
Kbanh Hau has six adminisuative hamlets. To the west of the highway one
dlection of farmsteads is divided into nvo ham1ets-A~Dinh-A, the
%nter of the village," and Ap Dinh-%and scattered groupings of farm#eads make up the hamlet of Ap Moi. To the east of the highway are the
hamlets of Ap Thu Tuu, set amid the paddy fieIds, and the string settlements of Ap Nhon Hau and Ap Cau (see Fig. 1). Prior to 1g17, Ap Dinh
'A and B. Ap Moi, and Ap Thu Tuu had formed the village of Tuong
Kbanh; Ap Nhon Hau and Ap Cau had been the village of Nhon Hau.

The Mekong River delta is the only place in Southeast Asia where the
traditions of China and India meet. Diffusing eastward, the Indian
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1. Settlement Pattern of Khanh Hau.

tradition molded the civilizations which flourished in Burma, Thailand,
Laos, and Cambodia, but remained west of the Annamite Cordillera; the;
Vietnamese in their southward migration along the coastal plain of the:
Indorhinese peninsula carried the Chinese tradition to the delta of the Mekong River, then occupied by a Cambodian population. To understand the
place of Khanh Hau in this historical drama, it is essential to review briefly
some Viemarnese history, particularly certain aspects of the p i o d of Chinese
domination and the norn t ien or "movement southward."
In 221 B.C. the Chinese emperor Ch'in Shih Huang-ti sent an army into
the Red Rivm delta to conquer the population and incorporate the area
into his growing kingdom. By 2 18 B.C. this conquest was complete, and the
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delta became part of a military command that included much of southeastern
China. The death of Ch'in Shih Huang-ti in 410 plunged China into
. anarchy, during which the kingdom of Nam Viet+ncompassing
the Red
River delta and coastal areas of southeastern China-was
formed. The
independence of this kingdom was relatively brief, however, for when the
m i e s of the Emperor Han Wu-ti swept southward, they overran h'am Viet
in IIO and organized it as the province of Giao Chi, under a miIitary
governor.
In keeping with the Chincse pattern of sinicizing conqumed peoples, the
governors sought to impIant sinitic cultural institutions among the ethnic
groups of Giao Chi. During the governorship of Hsi Kuang at the beginning
of the Christian era, a flood of Chinese settlws-farmers, artisans, shop
keepers, deportees, and fugitives as well as literati and civil savants seeking
refuge born the Wang Mang usurpation-movcd into Giao Chi. They were
AD
encouraged by Governor Hsi Kuang who also founded schools and introduced Chinese methods of animal husbandry and agriculture to the arable
delta. In addition, he made it compulsory for the inhabitants to observe
Chinese marriage rituals and wear Chinese garb, particularly shoes and
hats-l
According to LC Thanh Khui, the introd~~ction
of Chinese agricultural
techniques, notably the iron plow, rev01utionized Vietnamese society. It
permitted them to abandon their previous subsistence pattern of hunting,
fishing, and srviddcn cultivation with a stone hoe. which precipitated an
increase in the population and a new %+myof life. He also subscribes to
Maspero's view that when the Chinese conqueror hia Yuan in A.D. 44
replaced the ancient feudal structure (localized rule by aristocratic Vietnamese families) with a Chinese type of administration (initially consisting of
Chinese administmtors), he gave the Vietnamese the means to resist later
Chinese attempts to dominate thcm. T h e centralized administration generated internal cohesion, permitting concerted action when the threat of
invasion arose:
:

F+

'

Jusque-1P trait& en simple protectorat, gardant ses institutions et ses
moeurs, il devint une vkitable province chinoise. Si 1'Annam aprks
s'l-tre lib&&, a pu pendant des sikles rhister A la puissance de la
Chine, alors que tous les autres Etats voisins, Ye Lang, Tien, Nan
Tchao, ont peu 3 pcu s u c c o r n ~soumis A I'administration r@lihe
chinoise, et que celleci, brisant les institutions particularist- et Ies
I.

LC Thanh Khoi, Le V L t Nam, pp. gcjlog. Maspcro, "dtudes d'histoire d'annam."

PP-'-55-
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groupements Imaux, et intrduisant les id& ct les formes miales
chinoises lui donna une cohbion et une force qui manqua toujours P
ses voisins. Le conqukrant en detruisant les vieilles institutions politiques du Tonkin a jet& ce pays d66nitivcment dans Ie sillage de la
civilisation chinoise, comrnenpnt par 1A 3 lui donner cette forte armature qui lui a permis de jouer depuis lc Xe siccle le premier rbIe dans
lahistoiredc I'Indochine ~ r i e n t a l e . ~

Numerous material benefits resulted from the Chinesedominated administration of this pcriod. Roads and bridges were constructed to improve
communication with China, extensive irrigation projects were undertaken
in the delta, and harbors wcre improved. In addition. Chinese cultural
influence increased and spread among the I7ietnamese.The Chinese literary
tradition provided a basis for the emerging Vietnamese literature and poetry.
writtcn in chu norn, a demotic script based on Chinese calligraphy.8 Legal
codcs were mudcled after those in China. Chinese classical opera, painting,
and architecture w a e implanted in Vietnamese society as were traditional
Chinese medical practices and pharmacy.
In the first centuries of the Chrisrian era, Confucianism and Taoism
slorvly penetrated into Giao Chi, largely confined at first to the elite because,
according to Le Thanh Khoi,Q"Neither the rationalism of the one nor the
individualistic mysticism of the other could inspire a still primitive population." On the other hand, Indian Buddhism with its "aura of tenderness,
the consolation of its ethics, and the marvelous Icgends of its bodhisattvas,"
had strong appeal among thc population, and by the end of the second
century, Giao Chi already was a "seat of Buddhist culture." Cadiha notes
that by the seventh century there H : M ~ Buddhist communities in the Red
R i v e delta, and he also points out that evidence indiates that Chinese
Buddhism rvas introduced by civil scrvants and merchants during the
period of Chinese rulc. Examining numcrous documents, Tran Van Giap6
found Indian Buddhism predominant among the Vietnamese between the
third and eIeventh centuries, with Chinese Buddhism mani f a t l y spreading
by the ninth century. By the eleventh century, Buddhism flourished at all
levels of Vietnamese society.
s. LCThanh Khoi, pp. log, 13s-gg. hiasper, "L'ex@dition de Ma Yuan," p.

11.

3. Chu n o m has rcrnaind the scholarly script in spitc of the fact that a romnizd
script intmduced by the French missionary Alexandre de Rhodes in the I 7th century,
bccame the popular script and is now the national script.
4. Op. c i ~ p, 105. (Translations by the present author.)
5. Croyances ct Pratiquex Religieacres lies YLtnamirns, 1958, pp. 1-6.
6. "Le Bouddhisme en Annam." pp. 1gl-z68.
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Although some invest i p tors contend that when the 17ietnamese gained
their independence horn the Chinese in A.n. 939, prcHan Viemamese culture persisted at thc village l e ~ ~ ethere
l , ~ is considerable evidence indicating
that during the long period of domination, Chinese influence permeated
all levels of Vietnamese society. It wouId be difficult to believe that village
society was unafFected by the introduction of sinitic cultural institutions
ranging horn rice-planting techniques to the Buddhist-Taoist-ConfucianiSt
religious ideo1og-y. Since this influence is apparent in southern 1 ietnamese
villages, it certainly must have been rooted in Vietnamese village society of
the tenth century. Even the kinship system (and kinship is considered a
relatively conservative cultural institution) reflects strong Chinese influence.
In his linguistic analysis of rhe Vietnamese system, Benedict8 finds many
terms with Chinese affinities and concludes.
It will be observed that the Annamesc nomenclature has incorporated
precisely those featurcs of the Chinese terminology which are essential
for the maintenance of distinctions in lines of ascent, which in turn are
tied in with the generalized patriarchal family system absorbed by
Annarncsc culture as a traitcomplex from the same murcc..

Also, comparison of material on the structure and function af thc Vietnamese kinship system (such as is found in this study) with the Chinese system
as presented in works by Han Chi Feng, Hsicn Chin Hu, Francis Hsu, or
Maurice FreedmanBwould reveal a great many similarities.
According to Le Thanh Khoi.lo Vietnamese southr+grd expansion began
it earnest after independence had been gained. Initially it was a ycaccful infiltration of settlers mcupying land left by the Cham who had occupied
the coastal plain of the peninsula. Village sent groups of pioneers--landIess
7. For example:
After a millennium of Sinization aimcd at assimilating anotl~ertribe into the great
family of the Chinese. thc villages of the Red Kivr- valley and those three hundred
miles down the mast wcre still inhabited by a proplc menlially unchanged since
the Chinese subjected them to their domination. Chinese culture had not pcnctratcd
into the maws of the \'i'ietmmese. [Buttingrr, The Smaller Driagnn, p. 108.1
A n c d au so1 h l'aubc dc l'histoire, lc vilIagc vietnamien auqucl Ies cunqutrants
n'ont pas touch& a wnstitk derriere sa haie dc bambous le rMuit anonymc et
insaiskblc oir s'est concen& I'esprit dr: la ~iation. [LC -rIianh Khoi, op. cit..

P-'33-1
8. "An Analysis of Annamese Kinship Terms."

9. Feng, The Chinexe Kinship System. Hu, The Common Descent Group in China and
Its Functions. Hsu. Under t hc Ancesto~iShadow. Freedman, Lineage O~gonirat
ion in
Soutkearte~nChina.
la

Op. ut.. pp. 1 6 e ; 268-74.
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young people, adventurers, and undesirablcs-to form new settlements and
clear the surrounding area for pilddy cultivation. When a new settlement
bccame self-sufficient, it achieved the status of a xu (village) by receiving a
name from the emperor who also appointed a guardian spirit or spirits to
watch over the village and bring it peace and prosperity. On its part, the
village was expected to construct a dinh or communa1 temple as a repository
Ior thc impcrrial document naming the guardian spirit. The dinh also houses
the altars honoring the guardian spirit and, in cffcct, it is a symbolic bond
betwcen the village and the emperor.
Encouraged by the central government and supported by the army, the
Vietnamese settlcrs continued migrating southward, and conflict with thc
kingdom of Champa was inevitable. In the eleventh century a series of
betrvcen the Cham and Vietnamese bcgan, and during the ncxt two centuries h e Cham continually lost territory to the Vietnamese, sometimes
by conquest and sometimes by ransom such as that paid for the rcIease of the
Cham king Che Cu (Rudravarman 111). His freedom was obtained in 1069
by conceding to the Vietnamese the present-day territories of Quang Binh
and the northern part of Quang Tri province. At other times political alliances resulted in territorial gains by the Vietnamese, as in 1307 when the
Cham empcror gave the Vietnamese princess Huyen Tran on the occasion
of her marriage the two districts of 0 and R i l l Resistance to Vietnamese
expansion came to an end in 147 i when the i'ietnamese army overran thc
Cham capital of Vijaya, assuming control of the cntire central coastal plain
with the exception of three districts in the vicinity of Phan Rang which
remained under Cham authority until the end of the seventeenth centur)..12
The final p h a ~of Vietnamese expansion occurred under the h'guyen
emperors. At the end of the seventeenth century, in addition to annexing the
last Cham territory, the N p y e n encouraged settlement of the northern
deIta, then sparsely occupied by Cambodians. Colonies were established a t
Bien Hoa and Ba-ria (now Phuoc Le), and they were rapidly settled by
pioneers, many of rvhom were refugces from the Trinh-h'guyen wars.13
Retween 1698 and 1757 the Nguyen extended their control southward to a
point below the Bassac River, and by 1;.8o they had annexed the remaining
part of the Mekong Rivcr delta west to Ha Ticn and Chau Dtx, the present
border of Cambodia. T h e delta was being settled during the nineteenth
I 1.

Le Thanh Khoi, pp. I 6 3 4 9 .

Tbid., pp. 23+31.
13. The Trin11 family, ruling norihcrti Vietnam, and thc Nguyen ZamiIy who dominated southern Victnam, engaged in intermittent wars between ti to and 1787; ibid..
I 2.

PP- 251*-
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century when the French occupicd the area and organized it as the colony
of Cochinchina.
Some of the Khanh Hau villagers relate that their ancestors came to the
south from central Vietnam either because of the dynastic wars between the
Trinh and the Nguyen or during thc Tay Son rebellion at the end of the
eighteenth century. The only written document that sheds light on the early
days of Khanh Hau is the life history of Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc, compiled by his descendants from letters, personal notes. and information conrained in the gia pho, the family geneaiogy book. (See Appendix A for the
Duc family genealogy.)
In 1748 Huynh Cong Duc, as Marshal Duc was known before receiving
imperial sanction to use Nguyen (the surname of the emperor), was born in
Tuong Khanh village. His paternal grandfather, commander of the third
k t under one of the Le emperors, had come to the Mekong delta from
central Vietnam in the early eighteenth century. According to o ~ a family
l
history, Nguyen Huynh Duc's father
born in Tuong Khanh which at
the time was supposed to have been a wooded area filled with wild animals.
He aIso berrame a military officer in the army during the Le dynasty, and he
instructed his son Duc in the military arts.
During the Tay Son rebellion, Nguyen Anh, the royal prince, was enm p e d in the area of Cia Dinh, and while hunting in the West Forest, he
encountered Duc, who was known Imlly as the "tiger officer." They viewed
their meeting as heavenly ordained, and Duc joined Kguycn Anh in his
struggle to arrest the Tay Son expansion. Huynh Duc's military prowess
m n earned him a high place in Nguyen Anh's army, and he distinguished
himself by acts of loyalty to his leader. For example, at one point Huynh
Duc was captured by the Tay Son and rejected their attempts to bribe him
into joining them. On his escape, he journeyed to Thailand where h'guycn
Anh had fled, only to find that the prince had returned to Vietnam to resume his fight against the Tay Son. In spite of great difficulties Huynh Duc
rejoined Nguycn Anh, and they fought togcther until the final defeat of
the Tay Son in 1802. Nguyen Anh proclaimed himself emperor, taking the
name Gia Long, the first of thc Nguyen dynasty.
As a reward for his valuable service, Gia Long permitted Huynh Duc to
adopt the name Nguyen, and he bestowed on him the titIe of marshal.
Nguycn Huynh Duc continued in the service of the empaor, and in 1815
he was appointed governor 01 the Gia Dinh region. During this period his
proti$. Le Van Duyet, entered the military service of Cia Idng, and eventually his military achievements won him a generalship and lasting reputa-
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tion as the most Famous hero of southern Vietnam. In 1819, because of iI1
health, Nguyen Huynh Duc returned to Tuong Khanh and in that same
year died. His tomb was constructed in the village, and Emperor Gia Long
sent special envoys to assist at thc funeral and award posthumous honors
to the family.
The guardian spirits in both thc Ap Dinh-A and the Ap Nhon Hau dinh
were awarded by Gia Long, indicating that Tuong Khanh and Nhon IXau
had been sufficiently settled to warrant village status some time in the early
nineteenth century. Village history, however, tells us nothing 01 events following the arrival of the French until 1917 when the villages of Tuong
Khanh and Nhon Hau werc fused to form Khanh Ilau. Thc Council House
in Ap Dinh, one hamlet of Tuong Khanh, became the administrative center
of the new village, and the Ap Dinh dinh became the official village tempre,
although the dinh in Ap Nhon Hau continued to function as a center of
ritual activity for the surrounding hamlets. The task of selecting a new Village Council rested with a committee of venerable, property owners. and
men of g o d rcpu te from all hamrets. T h c candidates, all of -rvhom were
members of the recently dissolved councils, were voted upon, and six members of each former council were elected.
The economic crisis of the early 1930s affected the village severely. Farmers recall that rice prices fell drastically and remaincd low until the beginning of Wrorld W a r 11. With the war, the French instituted a military conscription that drew some male villagers into the army, and the colonial administration solicited cash contributions to aid the war effort. After the fall
of France in 1940, the Vichy government assumed control over the colony
and collaborated with the Japanese when they occupied Indochina in 1940.
Villagers say that they saw the Japanese only occasionalIy when troops
moved along the main highway. In the spring of 1945, however, when the
Japancse took complete control of Indwhina, a concentration of troops was
stationed in nearby Tan An, and a small detachment was sent to guard the
bridge at Ap Cau. During this period the villagers experienced an everincreasing number of shortages, particuIarly of cloth, fuel for Iamps, gamline, bicycle parts, and manufactured p d s .
During the Japanese occupation, the Viet Minh movement spread to the
vicinity of Khanh Hau, and a cadre was organized in the village. \+%en the
Japanese quit Vietnam aftcr their surrender in August 1945. the Viet Minh
organized their own administration in each village, replacing the traditional
Village Council. In Khanh Hau the Viet Minh party members elected six
mcmbers to their Uy Ban Hanh Chanh (Administrative Committee). The
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committee chairman and his assistant w a e brothers from a relatively welltodo family; the other four members were tenant h e r s . When the French
reoccupied Indochina in January 1946 and re-established the colonial administration, the Viet hlinh committee disbanded and the traditional Village Council was reinstated.
The return of the French and the beginning of Viet Minh guerrilla activities marked the advent of the Indochina War. I n A p Dinh-A the French
constructed a small stockade and garrisoned it with Vietnam= and Cambodian troops under French oiIicers. By day the French claimed control of
most of the village, but as the sun descended, this area contracted to the
barbed wire enclosure that encompassed the stockade. Council House, and
d i d . The village was split in its sympathies, and accusations of being proFrench or pro-Vict h-iinh were common. Thaw idcntified as prmFrenchusually big landowners and members of the Village Council-were likely
victims of periodic punitive Viet Minh raids on the village at night. During
one such nocturnal raid, for example, the Wet Minh demanded a large
sum of money from Ong Ke Him, the highest venerable in Khanh Hau
and its wealthiest resident landlord. Hc refused and with the aid of his sons
fought off the raiders until they retreated. He and his family then sought
refuge in the military outpost at the bridge on the rnain highway, and when
the raiders later returned to the hamlet, they burned his sumptuous house.
On the other hand, those accused of being pro-Viet h-iinh often were apprehended by the French, and more than one villager was arrested. In 1946the
Council House 1ras burned by the Viet Minh, and French troops destroyed
the Ap h'hon Hau dinh when they learned it ~ v a sbeing used as a Viet Minh
meeting pIace. VilIagers also contend they looted the dinh of valuables.
including the imperial document of Emperor Gia Long naming the guardian spirit.
Several well-tdo villagers Ivme kidnapped by the Viet Minh, although
none suffered death at thcir hands. The only victim of these troubled times
was a daughter of the Ap Moi hamlet chief. Hearing that a Viet Minh
mecting was taking place in the hamlet, thc French oficers at the stockade
dispatched a squad which was erroneously dirccted to the hamlet chief's
house. As they approached, several soIdiers opcned fire, killing the chicf's
twelve-year-old daughter who was sIceping in the main room.
W h e n the debacle at Dien Bien Phu in May 1954 made it clear that
French control was coming to an end, Viet Minh activities became bolder.
Again the Council House was burned by night raidcrs who also burned
some landowners' houses. The Village CounciI and a nurnbcr of landowners
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fled into Tan An. After the Geneva Truce Agreement in July, relative order
was restored and the refugees returned to the village. The p o l i t i d events
of the period that followed affected Khanh Hau sa-icty dccply. T h e Republic of South Vietnam was proclaimed after the election on October 23,
1955, of Ngo Dinh Diem. In Khanh Hau the initial efEect was the establishment of President Diem's Phong Trao Cach Mang Quoc Gia (National
Revolutionary Movement) as the only oEtcia1 political party in the village.
By 1958 administration reform and agrarian reform programs hegan to
reach Khanh Hau. In that year the UNESCO-sponsored School of Fundamental Education, which had Iaunched its Khanh Hau program in 1956,
completed ncr-rv buildings next to the national highway and promised improvements in agriculturai production.
By 1958. Khanh Hau also for the first time experienced the activities of
a relatively new political movement-the
M a t Tran Dan Toc Giai Phong
Mien Nam Viet Nam (National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam),
referred to by the South Vietnamese government as the Viet Cong or Victnamese Communists (Viet Cong will be the designation used in the present
study) and invariably mlled the Viet Minh by the villagers. In the vicinity
of Khanh Hau the initial efforts of the Viet Cong were IargeIy confined to
antigovernment propaganda. Early in 1958 Nguyen Van Mung, the director
of the UNESCO School of Fundamental Education awoke one morning to
find a Viet Cong flag stuck in the ground before the entrance to his house.
Several months later, banners bearing antigovernment slogans were strung
across the spur road in Ap Dinh-A. There were guarded comments by
villagers of Viet Cong patrols coming into Khanh Hau and neighboring
villages at night to spread propaganda either orally or by &acts. The Dan
Ve or Self-nefense Guards, numbering around 15, were stationed in the
military stockade, and the Hamlet Guard maintained watch posts throughout the village, but after dark the area of security dwindled as it did during
the I n d d i n a War to the barbed wire enclosure around the Council House,
dinh, and stockade.
By the end of 1958 thc ever-increasing number of assassinations throughout South Vietnam, of which most victims were public savants, was attributed by the government to the Viet Cong. Several of the Self-Defense
Guards were suddenly arrested, accused of being Vier Cong, and the father
of one of the guards was apprehended whcn some of his neighbors reported
that he fed Vict Cong nocturnal patrols. The villagers were shocked at this
sudden action, and thc village chief protested directly to the province chief,
vouching for the good character and loyalty of thc three accused. T h e order
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man was released subsequently, but the guards were detained six months
before being allowed to return to the village.
Viet Cong activities increased in Khanh Hau through 1959, and when
the annual Cau An ritual was held at the Ap Nhon Hau dinh, the village
chief and deputy chicf were unable to attend because security was lacking.
Government control of some surrounding villages such as Loi Binh Nhon
and Tan Hoi Dong, both close to the Dong Thap Muoi (Plainc des Joncs),
had greatly weakened by the end of 1959, and three hamlets in Khanh Hau
-Ap Nhon Hau, Ap Cau, and Ap Thu Tuu-were considered insecure
wen in daytime. The situation wursened steadily in 1960 and, as in the
Indwhina War, the village chief and some landowners took up residence in
Tan An, returning to the village only during the day. Villagers either voluntarily or because of threats paid the Viet Cong taxes in paddy or cash, and
according to some villagers young men responded favorably to Viet Cong
recruitment efforts, par titularly when the appeal was to their sentimental
attachment to the village: if the young man joined the lriet Cong he ~vould
remain in the vicinity of the village; if he joined the National Army he
would be sent far away.
In July 1961 while attempting to ambush a Viet Cong night patrol the
police chief was killed, and by November the Viet Cong patroIs could move
through any hamlet of the village at any time. On severaI occasions residents
of Ap Thu Tuu and Ap Cau were compelled by Viet Cong armed with
machetes to halt t d 5 c on the main highway in order to distribute antigovernment leaflets to passengers of buses, taxis, and privatc vehicles. Another Viet Cong patrol, led by a young student known as Co Dep (literally
Miss Beautiful) from the secondary school in Tan An, rounded up residcnts
of Ap Dinh A-B to lecture to them on the evils of the governmcnt. During
one of these gatherings several villa,oprs accused of being suppmtcrs of the
Diem-My (Diem-American) "gang" were brought forward to be executed,
but when the gun misfired, the prisoners were able to escape. By the end of
the year two more villagers had been killed in clashes between the Viet
Cong and the Self-Defense Guards.
In January 1962 the Self-Defense Guard was increaqed to over loo members, and the National Army bcgan patrolling the main highway more frequently. Viet Cong activities consequently were less manifest. Late in February, the Self-Defense Guards captured several Viet Cong cadremen, and
one of them had a membership list of a Viet Cong "committee" in the village. The primary function of the committee was to collect taxes, and the
chairman was the hamlet chief of Ap Cau, a relatively ~ v e l l - t d ofarmer.
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All members were arrested, but by April, having convinced the authorities
that they were forced to cooperate with the Viet Cong, most of the accused,
including the hamlet chief, had been re1-d.
Early in March the provincial authorities decided to implement the ncwly hunched Ap Chien Luoc
(Strategic Hamlet Program) in four villages, one of which was Khanh Hau.
Thc plan called for a fortification around the Ap Dinh A-E agglomeration,
to be hnanccd with contributions from villagers and constructed with
cow& labor-a maximum of three days by every able-bodied male. By May
1962 Khanh Hau was on the way to becoming a fortified village.
Within six months, the Strategic Hamlet Program was implemented, and
the settlement pattern of the village was altered somewhat by the relocation
of some families from isolated Earmsteads into the enclosed settlements and
by the creation of a small settlement between Ap T h u T u u and the highway. The fclrtifications failed to halt Viet Cong incursions, however, and
often their nocturnal patrols entered the hamlets; in October 1963, they
kidnapped the village chief, but releasd hirn sevcral days later.
T h e Strategic Hamlet Program began to dissolve after the fall of the
Ngo Dinh Diem regime with the coup d'ctat of November 1 , 1963, and
the relocated families began moving back to their original farmstead sit-.
Viet Cong activities in and around Khanh Hau increased during December
1969 and January 1964, sometimes provoking extreme action by the National Army. In mid-Fbruary 1964, armored units of the National Army
entmcd A p hloi, and villagers paused in their harvest activities to watch
artillery and mnks shell the neighbring village of Cu Chi, where a contingent of Viet Cong had been reported to be.

K H A X H H A U IN SOUTIIERNVIETNAM
Upon arriving in Khanh Hau, the onIy things that immediately distinguish it from other villages of the vicinity arc a somewhat Eaded sign announcing that the tomb of Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc, the nineteenthcentury Vietnamese h m , is in Khanh Hau, and beside the highway there
are the newly constructed buildings of the UNESCO-sponsored School of
Fundamental Education. Further acquaintance with the village reveals scvera1 other distinctions. With a population of 3.24 1 at the time of the study.
Khanh Hau is smaller than the estimated avcrage of 4,300 for villages of
Long An province, and with around 1,000 hectares i t is smaller in size than
the provincial average of P , ~ O O . Although most Vietnamese villages have
only one dinh or communal temple, Khanh Hau has two, because it was
two villages before 1917. Consequently it also has two cult committees,
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whose major responsibility is to maintain the Cult of the Guardian Spirit
associated with the dinh. Finally, although it is not unusual, it should be
pointtd out that Khanh Hau has no market.
Whether considered separately or cumulatively, these characteristics do
not render Khanh Hau alien to villages in the surrounding area nor, indeed,
to vilkgcs of southern Vietnam. This is not to say that Khanh Hau is typical
of southern Vietnamese villages, but then--given variation in physical surroundings and consequent differences in livelihood patterns as well as the
different impact of historical events (particularly such things as the uneven
spread of the Hoa Hao and Cao Daist religious movements)-no village
could chim the distinction of being typical.
Brief rescarch in other villages throughout southern Vietnam as well
as research done by other investigators makes it possible to learn from
Khanh Hau a g d deal about the rural society of this region. Two aspects of Khanh EIau society that reflect the more general rcgiona1 picture
are kinship and the formal political structure. T h e structure and terminology of the kinship system in Khanh Hau as well as certain family
function+the form and mode of marriage, birth practice, such hmiIy
cults as the Cult of the Ancestors, and funeral practices-are found in all
Vietnamese villages south of the coastal plain and the Annamite Cordillera.
Since 1904,administrative legislation has dictated the formal structure and
functions of village councils in what was the colony of Cochinchina. resulting in a high degree of uniformity throughout the area. Prerogatives and
responsibiIities of councillors derived from their roles as leaders in village
society, however, cannot be generalized beyond Khanh Hau.
For most other aspects of villagc society, areal qualifications must be
made. Generally speaking, Khanh Hau shares more socioeconomic features
with villages north of the Mekong River, south of Cholon. and cast of the
Dong Thap h-luoi (Plaine des Jones)--an area that can be designated the
northern delta-than it does with villages in other parts of the delta or the
transitional zone between the northern fringe of the dclta and the Annamite
Cordillera. As already indicated, thc northern delta was scttled during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and. outside of the immediate
viciniv of My Tho and the Gia Dinh area where military land grants -ruere
given,la the prevailing pattern -r\-as for individual pioncer families to claim
and clear the land. Excluding one holding of 235 hectares, the average
Khanh Hau landowner has around 7 hectares, and in this vicinity it is considered about average. Also, all villages of the northern delta have cong dien
14. Deschaseaux, "Notes sur les anciens don dien Annarnites." pp. 133-36.
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and/or cong tho types of communal land. although the amount varies; for
example, Khanh FXau has less communal land than other villages of Long
An province.
Paddy cultivation is the prcdominant economic activity in the northern
delta, and the cay (transplanting) method is used by most farmers. Also since
most villages are located away from the Mekong there is general reliance on
the rains to flush brackish tidal water from the rvatcrcourses so that farmers
can irrigate their scedbcds and paddy fields. Chemical fertilizer is used
extensively throughout the area. Most families have a few fruit trees, and
some cultivate fruit groves to producc an ancillary cash crop. Kitchen gardens are common but not universal. T h e usual draft animals are cattle and
water buffalo; pigs, chickens, and ducks are raised for food and sometimes
for sale. Fishing is a widespread activity. and numerous families engage in
fish raising.
Village-sponsored Mahayana Buddhist pagodas are ubiquitous in the
northern delta, and all villagcs have dinh. The cult committees asswiated
with the dinh, however, vary in composition from village to village. By and
large the same popuIar beliefs and practices are found throughout the area,
although in some villagm specific cults receive more attention; for example,
villages near large rivers have more cults venerating water deities, and in
heavily forested areas villagers are more likely to honor the tiger in a cult.
Khanh Hau has few Catholic families, and thc Catholic population of the
northern delta is relatively small. Since its inception in i g q Cao Daisrn.
a reformed Buddhist religious movement, has spread through this part of
thc delta. In most villages there are adherents to one of thc seven Cao Daist
sects, and in some there also are Cao Daist temples (there are two in Khanh
Hau, representing two different sects).
Moving southward from the northern delta, the ethnic composition
changes with scattered groupings of Khmers amid the predominant Vietnamese ppulation. In My Thuan village, Vinh Long province, for example,
one of the ten hamlets of the village is predominantly Khmer.15 Associated
with the Khmers is Theravada Buddhism, characterized by Khmer-style
pagadas and monks in saffron robes. Even in large river ports such as Can
Tho, the sight of Theravada monks accepting food offerings in the morning
market is not uncommon. Vietnamese villages have their hlahayana pagodas
and dinh and, although Can Daism is found in the southern delta, large
arcas, particularly the trans-Rassac between the Rassac and Mekong Rivers.
15. This and o t h a information on M y Thuan is from J. I). Donoghue and Vo Hong
Phuc, My-Thuan: The Study of a Delta Village in South V k l Nam.
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have been swept by Hoa Hao, another reformed Buddhist movement. In
My Thuan between 8j and go pcr cent of thc villagers xverc reported to be
members of this sect; in Rinh Tien, Vinh Long province, an estirnatd 75
per cent of the population was of the Hoa Hao religion.
Much of the territory south nf thc Mekong River was opened to settlement after the arrival of the French, and large areas were claimed by Vietnam= and French landlords who organized rice estates. Gittinger points
wt that prior to 1880 the total cultivated area in Coehinehina was estimated
at 552,000 hectares, and between I 880 and 1997, irrigation increased this to
t,too,mu hectares, some 250,000 of which were held by French landowncrs.18 Thc traditional cong dicn and cong tho comnlunal lands are not
found in many villages in the southern delta.
Thc transitional arca also varics somewhat mom from the northern delta
in economic than other aspects. In addition to Mahayana Buddhism and
other traditional cults, Cao Daism is widespread in the transitional area.
Although t h e pattan of settling the area resembled that of the northern
delta, paddy cultivation is restricted to certain zones because of topography,
soil conditions, and lack of water. Landholdings tend to be small in most
villages; for example, farmers in T a n An Hoi and Trung Lap, both villages
in Binh Duong province, report that most landowners have one or two
hectares. Much of the transitional area is forestd, so that woodcutting is
the occupation of many people, and there are extensive rubber estates belonging to individual families and French companies.
T h e transitional area is considered poor for rice cuItivation. Away from
the larger rivers, the farmers rely on rainfall for their paddy cultivation and
the rice is inferior. The result is that secondary crops aftcn are more important for cash income. In the vicinity of Tan ,431 Hoi, for example, tobacco is
16. The opcning of extensive new ricelands. whcthcr to foreign or to individual seth,
tended to give rise to vi11~gcswhere the community spirit was less pronou~~ced
than
in older v i l l a p to the north. Local organization was quickly and firmly e~tablishcd,but
unda the new sptcm few of the villages acquired any communal land. Konetheltrss, the
conccpt of communal land embeddcd in the cultural tradition remained very much
alive, and even in these n L w villagrx the attitudes toward bnd continued to reflect the
strong reeling that land was a rmurce essentially at the command of the society o x - a
which the individual had something in the naturc of a heritable usufruct right. (From
Gittinvr, "Communal Land Corlcepts in Recent Vietnamese Policy," p. ~ e )
During the Indochina War a Imd reform program instituud by thc Vict Minh in
arcas undcr its control resulted in a redistribution of much of these landholding. also
between 6rx>,<~n,
and 8w,wu hcc~areswere "abandoned" by the owners and, since the
implemtrntatiun of the 1956 land ~ f o m
program, holdinp over irm l~ectares were
ndistributrd to tcnarlrs. (Ibid., p.

I 1.)
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widely grown in the paddy fields after the harvest, and farther west in the
area of Trung Lap peanuts are the most important cash crop. Corn and
kapok also are widely cultivated in the transitional area, and because of the
precariousness of their livelihood many villagers grow stands of bamboo
as "cushion crops" which they cut and sell in times of need.

CHAPTER 2

Physiographic Setting and Settlement Pattern

THEMEUOSCDELTA is a geologically recent region built up by alluvial
deposits anid on the waters of the hlekong and lesser rivers, including
the Saigon and the East and 'CVcst l'aico Rivers. The village of Khanh Hau
lies on the edge of an area with predominantly undifferentiated alluvial
soils, but immediately to the east, soils range from acid alluvial (acid sulfate soils) to very acid alluvial, associated with the Dong Thap Muoi (Plaine
des Joncs). At one time a strcam coursed through what are now Ap Moi,
Ap Dinh-A, and Ap Dinh-U, resulting in a vein of sandy soil. Villagers consider this the best place for vegetable cultivation, although during part of
the year it tends to bc very dry. To the -ruest there is highly acidic heavy
black clay which necessitates Iiming the fields; to the east the acid content
diminishes as diverse alluvial soils with little or no acidity or salinity commence-I
Monotonously flat, the delta has rcquired extensive drainage projects to
make it habitable, and tidal action, carrying hrackish water a considcrab1e
distance inland, creates irrigation problems in most parts of the region, particularly those away from the Melong River. This is the case in Khanh Hau
which, although it has connections with the Mekong River, is most affected
by the West Vaico. This river brings sediment and fresh water in the rainy
season, but during the dry months it is subject to tidal action, and brackish
sea water gushes into the streams, canals, and irrigation channeh of the village. The major watercourse in Khanh Hau is the Rach Don, formerly
known as the Arroyo de la Postc, a stream connecting thc West Vaico at Tan
An with the Mekong at M y Tho, some 2 0 kilometers to thc south. Thc Rach
Don forms the western boundary of the village, and its tributary, thc Rach
1.

Kloorman, T h e Soils of the Republic of Viel A'am, pp.
17
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Ong Dao, borders the village on the south. A third stream, a branch of the
West Vaico known as the Can Dop (the Vietnamese dcfomation of a
Khmer name}, flows into Ap Dinh A-B at the northruestem end of the village. In 1957 the Tuong Khanh canal ~ v a sconstructed to connect the Can
Dop with the Rach Ong Dao, and a year later another canal was dug within
the limits of Ap Thu T u u to bring water to the paddy fields near the national highway. These two canals provided Khanh Hau for the first time
with an interrelated water system which, aIthough it is navigable only in
sections, has improved internal communications and permits a more extensive use of its water resources.
With the exception of the highlands, the southern portion of the Indochinese peninsula is tropical, and the area of Khanh Hau has a climate similar to that of Saigon, with greater humidity2 The rains, coming first from
the southwest and then from the northwest, commence in M a y or June and
subside in November. Khanh IIau, however, is on the border of two precipitation zones and therefore has a somewhat unpredictable and occasionally
precarious rainfall pattern. Since the watercourses continue to be brackish
early in the ricc-planting cycle, rainfall is needed for the seedbeds. Moreover, if the rains are delayed or insufficient, thc watercourses may not be
flushed of brackish water when the time for transplanting arrives. This
occurred in 1958, and in despcrratiun some farmers began irrigating with
the saline water at hand, though they h e w it rwuld have a deleterious effect
on the soil.
The village similarly is dependent on rainfa11 for potable water. There
are few ~ v e l l s Rainwater
.~
draining from the roofs is stored in earthen j a r s
and more recently in concrete t a n k t o provide water for drinking, cooking, laundering, and bathing. At the end of the dry scason, as the supply of
potable water diminishes, the villagers tend to become fearful of cholera
which they believe is caused by an evil spirit associated with "bad water."
2 . Saigon monthly average temperatures recorded between 1947 and 1956 rangcd from
77.9" in Dccmbcr tn 83.7- F in April. Temperatures during the growing season. from
June to January, averaged from 79" to 80" with a high of 81" in April and a low of
77.0" in December. Average relative humidity varied from a low of 7z.2 in March. the
middle of the dry season, to a high of 87.1 in September, the peak of the rainy season.
(Gittinger. V i e t m m s t Ag~icultu~al
Statistics, p. 5.)
3. Technicians from the Ministry of PuhIic Health and the American Aid hlission estimated that them wcre fresh water sources some 150 meters bclow thc surface of the
Khanh Hau area, and they dug several wells in the village. All oE thrm, however, dncd
up within a short time. The villagers did not consider the experiment successful, pointing
out that the wells were costly and furthermore
only l o o meters deep and dried up
when the rains subsided.
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1958, the r v a t a problem becomes
so critical that the Village Council must ask for assistance fmm the district.
Some villagers resort to stream or canal water, pouring it into a jar containing rock alum which is supposed to draw out impurities; although this
water is considered good for most household purposes, many villagers are
reluctant to drink it.

T h e six dispersed administrative hamlets that conscitutc the villaw of
Khanh Hau encompass a variety of settlement types, all of which can be
found throughout the Mekong River delta. They include clusmcd settlemerits, string settlements along systems of communication such as streams,
anals, roads, and footpaths, and isolated farmstead^.^ A gencral view of
Khanh Hau is provided in Figure 1 (p. a), and the following hamlet-byhamlet description will isolate the various settlement £ o m .
@
Ap Dinh-A and Ap Dinh-B, which until 1957 constituted one adrninistra!i
f tive unit, form the largest as well as the densest agglomeration in Khanh
$ Hau. Ap Dinh-A is considered something of a focal center, since it contains
.the public buildings of the village. A spur road capable of accommodating
any type of vehicle runs through the agglomeration, connecting at both ends
.i with the national highway. A number of shops and many farmsteads are
i located along this road, which gives it something of a "main street" h n c ii
' f
tion. According to village records, the spur road was constructed in 1925
! $ as a result of the efforts of a local district chief who advocated making the
:: tomb of Marshal Duc more accessible to the national highway in the hope
of encouraging pilgrimages and stimulating a nationwide interest in this
: rather neglected hero of the south.
Afmt of the 226 farmsteads in Ap Dinh A-B lie along footpaths which
-.
1; branch from the spur road and often extend into the expanse of paddy fields
i: beyond the residential area. These footpaths are in effect minute lines of
1 .<
-; communication for clusters of farmsteads which usually contain families of
, the same kin p u p i n g and, in some instances, members of the same relii gious sect. Along the western edge of the agglomeration most of the farm; steads are constructed along the bank of the Can Dop, a small stream that
drains into the \Vest Vaico River.

-
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4. Information on scttlement forms was mkcn from available topgraphic sheets of the
Tan An area. issued by the Service W p h i q u e de l'lndochine, lgjo scrim, in scales
of ~/im,ooo, 1/50.000. and ~/sg,uuo.
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There are no constant sources of water in the eastern part of Ap Dinh
A-B. Accordingly, that side is considerably drier, especiaIIy in the hot season,and the dominant growths are thick stands of b a m b that obscure the
houses. There is considerable open space, ho~vevcr,and kitchen gardens
flourish with the fresh water available during the rainy season. T h e
side is well watered, and with its many coconut trees and great leafy backdrop of Iatania palms, it has a lush, fluvial air, but it is too shady for extensive garden cultivation. Channels from the Can Dop course along and
around the farmsteads, and pirogum are a necessity for the residents in this
part of the hamlet.
Ap Dinh-A contains the primary school, the Council House, an information haI1, and the centuryald dinh. The hamlet also boasts a twenty-bed
maternity center, constructed next to the primary school in 1962. In Ap
Dinh-A there also is a Cao Daist tempIe of the Tien Thien sect. Another
temple, belonging to the Ran Chin Dao sect of Cao Dai, is located near the
spur road in Ap Dinh-15. Near it is the tomb of Marshal Nguyen Huynh
Duc, its weathered gray stone contrasting sharply with the newly constructed
shrine honoring this hero. Ap Dinh-B has the only rice mill in Khanh Hau
and is the site of two Chinese cemetcriesone Hakka, the other Fukienese.
Both were established by merchants' asmiations in the nearby town of Tan
An to provide a temporary burial place for members until they could be
transported to ancestral vilIages in China.
According to some of i~ elderly residents, Ap Moi (New Hamlet) was
founded by families who moved out of the Ap Dinh A-B agglomeration in
the latter part of the nineteenth century in order to be near their paddy
fields in the southern area of the village. Kin tended to form residence
groupings, and eventually the hamlet encompassed ; ~ gfarmsteads. An extension of the Ap Dinh A-B spur road runs severat hundred feet into the
hamlet. The northmmost cluster of farmsteads is oriented along this extension. and might properly be considered part of Ap Dinh A-B, since they are
separated only by an arbitrary administrative bordcr. The village Buddhist
pagoda is located in this part of Ap Moi, as is the villagc nurse's dispensary
and thc only shop in the hamlet. Since there r m c no roads or streams along
which they might have constructed their farmsteads, settlers in the other
thrtrt clusters of the hamlet are groupcd haphamrdly. Thc canal built in
1957, however, provided a new line of communication, and several farmsteads were established along its banks.
When the shff of the School of Fundamental Education prepared a base
map of ,4p Dinh i\-B and Ap hloi, a discerning villager pointed out that
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the pattern of the residential area strongly suggests the shape of a dragon.

The clusters of farmsteads in Ap Moi form the head and neck, and the Ap
Dinh r L B agglomeration forms the budy. The Can Dop traces the arched
back of the dragon; the fa~msteadsalong its bank emerge as dorsal protuberances. This observation met with enthusiasm among the villagers; it
was a felicitous portent, an omen of good Iuck for Khanh Hau.
Ap Cau (Hamlet of the Bridge) is so named for its proximity to the
highway bridge over the Rach O n g Dao. The 85 farmsteads that make up
this hamIet stretch for several kilometers along the north bank of the river,
h i n g an almost continuous string settlement with intermittent clusters
of farmsteads. Because the farmsteads are relatively large, the density of the
settlement is low. There is a private1y supported pagoda near the highway,
and several small shops lie along the footpath that winds the entire length
of the hamlet and serves all farmsteads.
Ap Cau is considered a hamlet favored by celestial forces; it has good
water resources, and its fields are relatively low, so that even in years of p r
rainfall they are well watered. The flora is thick and varied, and groves and
gardens flourish in evcry farmstead: The houses are comfortably shaded
beneath coconut and areca palms, and the Rach Ong Dao is hidden by a
thick screen of latania palms. At high tide the water rises, and the stream
presses in around all the houses lining the bank, giving the impression that
Ap Cau is a floating hamlet.
Most of the 1 15 farmsteads of the hamlet of Ap N hon Hau are on or near
the west bank of the Rach Don. At the confluence of this stream and the
Rach Ong Dao, the hamlets of Ap Cau, and Ap Nhon Hau meet, forming
the southeast corner of the village. Like Ap Cau, Ap Nhon Hau is a riverine
hamlet set in a profusion of tropical growth. It is very similar in appearance
to its sister hamlet, although its farmsteads are smaller. The second village
dinh is in Ap Nhon Hau, and it also contains a privately supported pagoda
dedicated to the deity Quan Cong, an ancient warrior of China. Between the
main body of the settlement and the national highway, isolated farmsteads
are scattered among the paddy fields.
The gz farmsteads of Ap Thu Tuu form one relatively dense cIuster
which I o o b like a large green island in the midst of the paddy fields. Many
h s t e a d s within it are located along the Rach Thu Tuu, a branch of the
Rach Don. Thc stream is too narrow to constitute any kind of natural dividing line within the hamlet, but it is a fair source of water and thus has
invited settlement. Like Ap Moi, Ap Thu Tuu is primarily residential; it
has several small shops but no public buildings or religious edifices.
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SYSTEMSO F COMMUNICATION

The dispcrscd character of the settlements that make up the village of
Khanh Hau presents a greatcr problem of internal than external communication. T h e national highway segmenting the village is a major line of corn-

:

munication from Saigon to the south, and no farmstead in Khanh Hau is
more than 3 kilometers from it. One a n always leave the village by any
one of the many public carriers that use this highway. On the other hand,
to go from far-removed parts of Ap Cau or Ap Nhon Hau to the Council
House in Ap Dinh-A necessitates a trip of at least j kilometers. Within the
village the best way to get about is on foot, which is arduous in the mud
of the rainy season and uncomfortable under the brazen sun of the dry

months.
Therc are no automobiles in Khanh Hau. SeveraI years a-go Ong Ke
Hien. the highest venerable, possessed a large black Citroen which he kept
in his T a n An house; but because its upkeep proved too costly, he sold it.
Two relatively wealthy villagers own motor scuoters, and there are r 5 motor
bicycles registered. A man in Ap Dinh-B has a motorcycle transport, one
family has a horse and cart, and another family has a team of oxen and a
large, heavily built cart with great solid w:md wheels. Finally, there arc an
estimated zoo bicycles and an unreported number of piro,gues and sampans.
Within Khanh Hau the two major means of co~nmunicationare by footpath and water. The entire village is interlaced with footpaths that serve all
farmsteads and traverx the paddy fields on the bundings connecting the
hamlets; in the dry season it is possible to take short cuts across the desiccated paddy fields. T h e national highway functions as a means of northsouth communication within the village, and the spur road facilitates travel
into Ap Dinh A-B and part of Ap Moi. Transport to hamlets not s e d
by these roads is restricted to two-wheeled conveyances such as bicycles,
motor bicyclm, and motor scooters. Even these are difficult to maneuver
over the narrow, bumpy paths, most of which are virtually impassable by
vehicle in the rainy wason.
Since the completion of the canal through Ap Dinh A-B and Ap Moi in
1957, the watercourses in the village fonn one system that serves all hamlets.
This offers a feasibIc, although somewhat circuitous route for transport by
sampans and pirogues from one hamlet to another. Water cargo transport
within thc village is restricted to such things as paddy cultirrated in fields
distant horn the farmstead and water-palm (latania) fronds for house construction. For example, if a resident of Ap Dinh-A purchases several hun-

,
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dred of the fronds grown around Ap Thu Tuu--considered the best in the
village-he must transport them by laborers or by sampan, and the latter is
lesj mtly. In Nhon Hau and A p Cau where the streams are wide, transportation by pirogues is easy as well as pleasant.
In addition to hoats for transporting paddy at harvest time, the villagers
hire a number of land vchicles for this purpose. Farmers who live in Ap
Dinh A-B and who have fields on the other side of the national highway
have horse carts, motorcycle transports, and even small buses to pick up
mcks of paddy along the road and carry them to the point nearest their
farmsteads. Motorized mansport, however, is a Iuxury in Khanh Hau, rarely
used outside the harvest period. One of the most common sights continues
to be the man or woman rhythmicalIy padding along a path, balancing a
shoulder board to which are attached baskets containing paddy, polished
rice, seedlings, fertilizer, firewood, fruit, vegetables, or anything else that
must be taken from one place to another.
The national highway makes Khanh Hau accessible to most parts of the
delta. Until July 1958 a railroad running from Saigon to My Tho flanked
the highway; the nearest station %.as in Tan An, some 4 kilometers horn
Khanh Hau. Removal of this means of communication does not appear to
have affected access to the village, however, since the national highway has
been widened and the number of buses and other public carriers using it
has increased accordingly. The variety of public vehicles plying the highway
is almost staggering. There arc relatively large interurban buses, most of
which do not stop at Khanh Hau but concentrate on transporting passengers
and goods between the larger market towns and cities. In addition, there is
an array of small buses, converted truck-buses, motorcycles, motor-scooter
transports, taxis, jitneys, and horse carts, all of which can be flagged down
along the highway. Thesc carriers also are the major means of transporting
produce to and from the local markets. Livcstock, baskets of fowl, garden
and grove produce, luggage, bicycles. Eurniture, lumber, and more than
likely a few spare passengers are piled high, and is not uncommon to see
one of these top-heavy vehicles tipped over in a paddy ficld. Among the conveyances crowding the highway there also are large. reIatively new delivery
mucks that belong to big Saigon-Cholon firms and clanking, hybrid trucks
of small transporters, arrying bulk goods from Saigon to the market towns
in the delta.
Since Khanh Hau has no market, there is a daily movement of villagers
to and from the markets in neighboring Tan An and Tan Huong. A resih t of Ap Dinh-B has a motorcycle transport that makes daily trips be-
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tween that hamlet and the Tan An market, and the son of a family in A1
Moi, which has the only horse and cart in the village, operates a transpoxl
service to and from the neighboring rnarket~.~
Small scooter and motorcyclt
transports as well as occasional small buses e n t a Ap Dinh A-B on the spm
road to bring villagers and their purchases from the market at Tan An
These carriers as well as pickup trucks and small Citroen trucks also delive~
to 1-1
shops a variety of goods distributed by Tan An branches of firms ir
Saigon or Cholon. Individual suppliers, their goods in cans strapped to tht
rear fenders of their bicycles, can enter any hamlet by the paths on t h t
bunds in favorable weather. Most of them purchase tobamo, cookies, candy
and other small items from wholesalers in T a n An and sell them to clientl
in the surrounding area. These delivery men carry out their work in ;
leisurely fashion, stopping to have tea with their clients and to pass on new
from the market towns and other villages.
Motor vehicles also enter the village to pick up produce or livestock pur
chased by Tan An merchants, and paddy sold to machants in Tan An ant
My Tho is transported by barge as well as by muck. The network of stream
and canals in and around Khanh Hau is a microcosmic part of a vast water
way system dissecting the Mekong delta, rendering practically every villagc
and town in the region accessible by water transport. Khanh Hau, therefore
has relatively good external communication by water; barges are restrictet
to the Rach Ong Dao and the h c h Don, but smaller sampans and pirope
can manage the canah and narrow streams, particularly at high tide. Ven
dors from Tan An move down the larger streams selIing f a d items and man
ufactured goods to vilragers along the banks of Ap h'hon Hau and Ap Cau
Othm vendors come into the village from the arca south of Khanh Hau
known for its fruit groves and extensive gardens. They paddle their prud
uce-laden pimgues through the eva-narrowing streams and canals, stop
ping periodically to lift the log footbridges in order to reach farmsteads d e e ~
in the hamlets.@
Since there are no postal facilities in Khanh Hau, letters must bc postec
in the nearby town of Tan An. Receiving mail is somewhat more compli
5. During September and October 1958 he transported ahout ],om sacks of chemica
f e r u l k from Tan An to the village at the rate of z$ VN per sack (in 1958, at now, thr
exchange in plasters, ia.$VN, is a b u t 72 to $1.00 US-)6. One vendor selling earthen wakr jars, green ccramic pots. dishes, and cheap blw
and white rice bowls,
from Thu Dau Mot, a pottery-producing center north of th
delta. He started by tmmponing his warm in a barge, subsequently transferring part a
them to a pirogue which navigates the shallow waterways more easily.
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K2mnh Hau are delivered to the post
office in Tan An and from there are sent to the district headquarters at Thu
Thua, in the opposite direction; they are then brought to the village by the
courier who brings administrative documents daily horn Thu Thua to
Khanh Ilau. From there word is sent out to the recipients who are e x p t e d
to come and claim their mail at the Council House. At one time a messenger
was sent from the village each day to collect incoming mail, but lack of
funds forccd thc discontinuation of this service.
There are six battery-operated radios in Khanh Hau, aU owned by
wearthy villagers. For the most part they are used only for short periods
each day, mostly for news broadcasts. Villagers going into the market at Tan
An often purchase Saigon morning newspapers either for themselves or for
neighbors. In addition, the man who operates the dairy motorcycle transport
between the village and Tan An usually purchases s w m l newspapers on
his first trip. A b u t twenty villagers take newspapers regularIy, but the
number of readers incrcascs considerably each week when the results of the
national lottery axe published
News of interest to the viIlagem is disseminated orally by a highly dective
gossip system which centers in the Council House. The deputy chief, who
lives nearby, has a radio, and usually there is a copy of one of the Saigon
newspapers available for the Vilhge Council and any visitors who might
a r e to read it. Each day people horn all parts of the village visit the Council
House, carrying back outside news of interest as well as 1-1
gossip which
they pass on to whomever they mwt en route. In addition, each hamlet has
shops that serve as gathaing places for both men and women and, as one
might expect, a g a d deal of news and gossip is exchanged in the course
of making purchases or drinking with friends.
cated Letters addressed to anyone in

Farmsteads in Khanh Hau have the same basic characteristics. There is
the house and, for those who store paddy, the granary, which is always part
of the dwelling. If the owner has livestock there will be a stable, which
usually is abutted to the house and also may serve as a place to store tools,
fish traps, and farm implements. A few farmsteads in the village have
chicken coops and/or pigsties. Houses are surrounded by plots of land varying in size, commonly enclosed by a hcdge growth consisting of tangled
cacti, assorted bushes, clumps of bamboo, and prickly tropical plants, intended to deter man and beast. If, however, there are kin Iiving next door
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or if relations with close neighbors are particularly amicable, thc hedge G
apt to bc trimmed low enough for anyone to skip over it.
The area immediately in h n t of the house is used for sunning paddy ox
drying weaving reeds, and for storing rice stalks (kindling) and coconut
shells (fuel). In farmsteads of the well-to-do, part of this area is given over
to a garden of flowering plants and bushes, many of which are set in colored
ceramic p t s placed on stands in the Chinese fashion. A kitchen garden cornmonIy is found to one side of the house, and most villagers cultivate a
variety of fruit trees. If there is sufficient space the fruit trces may be planted
in a grove, but in most instances they grow in pleasantly disorganized pro
fusion. Many farmsteads have ponds fed by channels from the nearest watercourse. In addition to being a source of fish, they also provide water for
household uses when the brackish water has been flushed away after the
outset of the rainy season. W o m e n do their washing in the ponds, children
amuse themselves in them, and in recent ycars the villagers have been
encouraged to build wooden latrines over them. By February 1964, however, the few latrina that had been constructed in 1g5%5g had disappeared.
In house construction the first step is to build an earth mound a foot high
and, on an auspicious day (by the lunar calendar), a smalI altar dedicated to
Ong Linb Than Tho 1'0,thc Spirit of thc Soil, is arranged in the middle of
the mound. Candles, a container for joss sticks, and a dish heaped with
fruit, cooked rice, and other food offerings are placed on the altar, after
which the head of the family performs a ritual consisting of kowtowing
three times while he requests permission of Ong Linh Than Tho V o to
use the plot of land for a house. Construction of the frame can then begin,
and the altar remains in place until the roof is added and the family begins
to move in.
In Khanh Hau there are four major types of houses, distinguished according to the materials employed in their construction: thatch houses with
wooden frames, rvoden houses with thatched roofs, wmden houses with
tile roofs, and houses with masonry wails, woodcn Frames, and tile roofs.'
The style of the house depends largely on the building material used, and
village dwellings consequently show somc variety of architectural form. The
interim arrangement, howcver, is dictated by custom so that floor plans tend
to be similar regardless of the style and size of the house.
Most villagers live in the thatched houses so typical of rural southern
Vietnam. T w o types are distinguishable-a small thatched house, usually of
7. Figure n gives the distribution of housc: types in the hamlets of Ap Dinh A-B and
Ap hioi as well as the number and percentas of each house type in thesc three harnlca
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THATCHED BAMBOO WOOD HOUSES

MMAsONRY WITH TILE ROOF

2. Distribution of House Types in Ap Moi, Ap Dinh-A, and Ap Dinh-B.
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rudimentary construction, and a larger house which often requires the
services of a specialist.
The first type is illustrated in Figure g. Its framework, made from unplaned logs, sticks, and bamboo, is fastened by cord p d u c c d from the
rough fibrous stem of the latania palm frond. This structure is rectangular
and rather low, with a straightsloped, saddle, or ridge-sryle roof (Fig. g),
and it usually has a small addition to one side. Some of thcse houses have
only one enmncc, invariabIy at one side of the front, but most have two
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3. A Small Thatched House.
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doorways separated by a flimsy partition. Generally there are no rvindows
in dwellings of this type. The construction of small thatched houses does
not require special skills, and the bamboo, sticks, and smaIl logs needed for
the Erame are found in the patches of forest around the village and in the
hedge growths surrounding the farmsteads.

4. Structural Detail of a Small Thatched House.

Larger thatched houses, such as that illustrated in Figure 5, require stur- dier frames of squared wooden posts or round pillars resting on stone bases
-: (Fig. 6). Larger logs for such houses are brought into e i t h a T a n An or My
.I- Tho by boat or truck from the heavily wooded areas north of the delta and
are transported to Khanh Hau where 1-1
carpenters cut, trim, and plane
- them before fitting the framework together. One of the carpenters in Ap
Dinh-B learned his trade working for a shipbuilder on the coast, and he
.- employs some of the same fitting techniques in house construction.
-i
Fronds for the rooh, rvalls. and partitions of b t h types of thatched houses
j are from a type of latania water palm known as cay dera nuoc, which grows
i in great profusion along the edges of watercourses in the viIIage. These
; plants produce large segmented nuts which are planted by the villagers in
5 the soft mud and then Ieft to grow themselves. The fronds sprout directly
; out of the water, reaching a mature height of no feet or more. They axe then
cut, dried, and used in house construction. The water palms grown in Ap
. Thu Tuu are more highly valued than those in other hamlets because,
: according to the villagers, the water in Ap Thu Tuu is less brackish and the
: palms therefore have thicker fronds.
; A well-thatched roof is a matter of pride to the residents of Khanh Hau.
and every man is expected to know how to thatch. Figure 7 illustrates the
: two local methods of thatching. In the la xt. method (A) the hands are split
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6. Struct~~ral
Betail or a Large Thatched House.
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7. Thatching Mcll~uds:A, la xe; B, la cfial~t.
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in half and laid vertically on the frame, one upon the other, and are held in
place by the overall weight. The la cham methad (B) is somewhat more complicated. The leaves are cut from the stern and are then folded over i t one
at a time and sewed into place; the sections thus produced are imbricated
horizontally on the frame. La cham is less popular than la xe and is said
by villagers to have been adopted from the indigen0115 Khmers.8 According
to villagers, it takes fifteen men one day to thatch a medium-sized roof. 7
by g meters. by the la xe method. A thatrhed roo£ should last a minimum
of three years, providing a sturdy rainproof shelter that insulates the house
as well. Thatched houses, however, have a tendency to be damp, particularly
in the rainy season when the pounded-earth flm become wet from water
seeping in under the front door and through cracks in the walls.
Most thatched houses consist of a main room that contains at least one
altar which in most instances is dedicated to the ancestors (Buddhist, Cao
Daist, o r Catholic deities also are honored, depending on the religion of
the household). A table with stools or benches invariably is placed before
the altar, and here guests are invited to sit and drink tea with their host.
There are woodcn plank beds in this room, sometimes set apaxt by a flimsy
partition. The kitchen usually is a rudimentary shelter abutted to the rear
of the house. Paddy is stored in the main room; tools, aap, and implements
are attached to the beams or placed on bamboo shelves suspended from the
roof frame- Larger thatched houses are essentially an elaboration of the
smaller type. The material and construction are better, but there is no difference in the thatching. T h e interior, particularly the main room, is larger,
and in some such houses there are several small rooms in the rear that serve
as bedrooms. These dwellings usually have an addition of sornavhat ruder
construction than the main part of the housc, which is used as a general
workroom, kitchen, bedroom, and storeroom for tools, traps, irnplexncnts,
and paddy. The kitchen is in one corner of this room and generally consists of an open hearth of three stones (representing the three spirits of the
hearth), perhaps several earthen braziers, and a table on which pots, dishes,
bowls, chopsticks, and other culinary equipment are kept.
The house in Figure 8 is typical of the wood-thatch type; its front and
rear waIis are of w a d , the side walls and roof are thatched. Rook in this
sort of house may have two slopes, as illustrated, or a gabled fourdope hip
8. The la cham typc of thatching is found throughout Cambodia, Thailand, and
Malaya. The Vietnamese name for it mists the question of whcther it actually was
adopted from the Khmers or from the Cham 01 the central Vietnam coastal plain.
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roof. The framework of the w d - t h a t c h house resembles that of the larger
thatched house but is constructed of better w d with a more elaborate fitting of crossbeams and roof supports (see Fig. 9))).The rsalls and interior
partitions are of wooden planks fitted together and fastened by nails. The
front of the house is indented so that the overhanging caves form a small
veranda. Front doors are louvered, and most houses of this type have several
windows fitted with w d e n bars.
Like most thatched houses, these dwellings usually have pounded earth
floors, although in recent years some of the more prosperous villagers have
installed floors of flat brick squares set with mortar. The arrangement of

8. A bVd-Thatch House.

the interior is very similar to that of the larger thatched houses; altars line
the rear wall of the main room, thae are the table and chairs for receiving
guests, the inevitable wooden beds and cabinets, and the mu1tipurpose
addition abutted to the main building.
Although the house with xvoden walls and tile roof shares many features
with the wood-thatch house, it is more elegant, has greater prestige, and is
therefore a more substantially constructed dwelling. The wood-tile house
(Fig. lo) was the traditional residence of the elite before masonry houses
became fashionable, and considerable sums of money were lavished on fine
w d for the framework and pillars as well as for carvings to grace the front
doors and the altars (Fig. 11). These dweIIings w a e intended to become
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9. Structural Details of a l l l d - T h a t c h House.

ancestral houses-places where the Cult of the ,4ncestorr would be maintained in succeeding generations.
The house in Figure lo, constructed some 45 years ago, typifies the woodtile houses of Khanh Hau. They usually are large, and all have the stylized
roof considered to he traditionally Vietnamese. Pillars in this type of house
are of polished dark hardwood; the crossbeams and supports are stylked and

I
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10. A Wood-Tile House.

arefully fitted. The roof is of semicyIindricaI tilcs arrangcd in interlocking,
alternating concarr-onvex rows (we Fig- 12). The tiles rest on a wooden
hamework and are held in place by a masonry border along the apex, sides,
hfost wood-tile houscs have pounded dirt floors,although some brick floors
have been installed in recent years. Thcir interior plan resernbIes that of
the wood-thatch and larger thakhed houses, though there always are additional rooms used for sleeping and/or storage. The main rooms of the woodtile houses are large and seem cavernous because of the high roof and the
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11. Structural Uctails of a F V d - T i l e House.
£act that the parti~ionsusually reach only to the cmbcams. All housl
of this type have the combination rvorkrmm, storeroom, bedroom, an
kitchen, which is invariably of rvood with thatched walls and roof an
adjoins the main building. Villagers manifest a definite penchant f(
thatched additions, and they explain this by pointing out that money an
effort are concentrated on the main part of the structure because that
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where the altars are housed and the rituals associated with the Cult of the
:- Ancestors performed. Another practical reason for thatching the roof of the
addition is to permit smoke horn cmking to dissipate easily.
r Prior to World War I1 there were few masonry and tile houses in Khanh
:- Hau. One of these, and probably the most elaborate house ever constructed

12. TraditionaI Roof Tiring.

in the village, belonged to Ong Ke Hien, the highest venmble and wealthiest resident. This house, on the banks of thc Rach Ong Dao in Ap Cau, TWS

a sizable structure, substantially constructed of thick masonry rvalls and
w d of the finest quality. The rococo stone veranda was supported by
: fluted columns, and the elegance of the house was further enhanced by an
exquisite garden, a fish pool. and a high iron fence with stylized wrought! iron gate. In one of their nocturnal raids on the village during the IndoI china War, the Viet hiinh burned this house, leaving a charred ruinmute reminder to those who might consider constructing a similarly elegant
;

:

dwelling.
; With the end of the Indochina IVar and the return of relative stability
i to the village,
residents began constructing masonry-tile houses in
; increasing numbers. It was now safe to do so and, in addition, a brick factory had k c n established on the national highway near the village, making
! bricks available at lower cost. Masonry houses vary somewhat in architec-

1

tural style; Figure ig illustrates two relativeIy new large houses, both d
which have the straight rooh currently the mode in the village. They alx
have the wide verandas and Iouvered doors typical of new masonry house!
in market towns such as My Tho. Roof tiles in these houses are an innova
tion-they are f i t , with either squared or rounded ends. Imbricated on tht
wooden roof frame, the tiles are held in place by notches on the bottom that
catch on the frame's edge (see Fig. ig), and thus they require a more corn,
plicated lattice frame than do the more traditional tiles. Another innovation
is the use of colors on the exterior walls and doors; front doors m a y h
bright blue or green, and the rvalls often are painted buff, beige, or saffron
yellow.
The main rooms in masonry houses are high and cavernous, although they
tend to bc brighter than in wood-tile houses, probably owing to the curreni
preference for lightercolored woods. Bedrooms are to one side of the main
room or to the rear. Most masonry houses have floorsof brick squares, a few
have a costly type of red tile floor, and two recently constructed residences
have floors of concrete. Metal gutters to collect rainwater are popular features on new houses, and sevcral have large concrete water tanks attached
to the main part of the structure. b'Crith all their innovations, how-ever, even
these houses have the wood-and-thatch multifunctionaI addition. I n six
new houses cooking is done on a new type of brick stove in which paddy
husks arc the principal fuel. In spite of thcir requiring flucs and chimneys,
owners of these stoves retain thatched rooEs on the kitchens.

Geomancy is deeply rooted in rural Vietnamese society and is akin to the
Chinese beliefs on this suhjcct. In the folIo~vingpassage, Soothill briefly
states some geomantic beliefs found in China, which also are found in
Vietnam :
Seeing that spirits exist everywhere, and take up their abode in anything, it is of vital importance that every ncrv line of action should be
taken only after the assurance that the spirits will not be disturbed.
For the spirits have the powm and the ~villto wreak vengeance on any
disturber of their peace. Consequently, no man dares to dig up the
long-undisturbed ground to build a house, or evcn a pigsty, until he
has appealcd to the geomancer to know whether the feng-shui will be
disturbed. No grave can be built untiI the site has been carefully chosen
g. The Three Keligiom 01 China, p. 164.
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in a p i t i o n where the feng-shui, or geornantic conditions have been
discussed, and shown to make for the repose of thc soul of the deceasd;
otherwise the yin part of the deceased, being unable to find rest, might
turn into a peculiarly truculent form of demon and bring wae upon
the family;for the prosperity of a family is dependent not more upon
the efforts of the living than upon the goodwill of the dead.
In addition to placating spirits, geomancy enabIes the individual to interpret
the portents of nature and thereby so to orient himself toward his phpirral
surroundings as to attract favorable cosmological influences. All these things
become important in constructing a house. planning the layout of the kitchen, and selecting the site for the family tombs.
Well-todo villagers retain the services of a gcomancer whose proficiency
lies in his ability to select the most harmonious orientation for structures
and tombs. Although there is no geomancer in Kbanh Hau proper, there
are sweral in the vicinity, all of whom learned the secret techniques from
their fathers. The five physical signs which are the basic considerations in
making geomantic decisions are metal.
water, fire, and earth or soil.
The geomancer visits the intended site of the house or tomb and Iooks for
manifestations of these elements in the physical surroundings. For example,
a low row of pointed trees might be a manifestation of fire, while a low
mound might be earth or metal. The geomancer alone is qualified to interpret these signs, and whcn he has determined what they arc and what their
relationships may be, he decides which location on the site would be most
propitious. A location between manifestations of fire and watcr wonld not
be advisable, since thcse are incompatible elements, whercas one between
w d and fire would most likely be harrnonious.lo
Those who can afford it often employ more than one geomancer in order
to increase the possibility of an optimum selection. T h e choice of an unfavorable tomb site, for example, would stir the wrath of the deceased and
result in misfortunes for the family. Therc have been several village families
who had difiiculties attributed to the unhappy spirits of recently deceased
kin, and this necessitated consultation with a new genmancer and relocation
of the tombs.
For the ordinary villager who cannot afFord the services of a geornancer,
lo. Ong Ke Hien, the highest venerabk in Khanh Hau, rccently hired a prnancer
to select the sit= for his and his rife-s tombs. One site is nrxt to the Bp Cau pagoda
supported by Ong Ke Hien, and the other is nearby on the e d g of the paddy ficlrls.
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there is a basic set of taboos and sanctions concerning house construction
(but not applicable to the selection of tomb or grave sites). If possible, a
house should £ace east, northeast, or southeast. T w o directions to avoid
are west and northwest, both of which arc associated with the "five demons."
A house nevcr should face the side of the house next door, nor should it
face the trifurcation of a road or a watercourse. If the plot of ground is such
that one of the taboo arrangements cannot bc avoided, the villager purchases
a thuomg luong (an uctagonal talisman with a mirror in the center) which
is hung from the crossbcam at the entrance to ward off evil spirits attracted
by the unfavorable position of the house.
In planning a kitchen, the w c s t m and northwestern sides of the room
are the most favorable locations for the hearth because the fire will bar
entrance to the five demons associated with these directions. Villagers consider it wise to hire a geomancer to plan the kitchen, since Ong Tao, the
Spirit of the Hearth, is likely to be upset if the position of the hearth is
inauspicious and might cause endless difficulties for the family.
Most villagers make an effort to orient their houses and kitchens in the
prescribed manner, and those who cannot avoid violation of a taboo do not
hesitate to obtain the countmcting talisman. The 1957 construction of the
Tuong Khanh canal brought out the IocaI credence in geomantic principles.
During the Indochina War, French troops had commandeered one of the
village chief's houses in Ap Dinh-B and converted it into a temporary
slaughterhouse. This shocked the villagers, who beIieved that such desecration of a house would surely drive the good spirits from the vicinity. Subsequent misfortunes in the hamlet were attributed to this and, when the
canal was proposed, some villagers immediately asked whether it would have
any effect on the persistent bad luck. Ong Ke Hien and other high venerables
approved of the canal; given thc dragon shape suggcsted by Ap Moi and
the Ap Dinh A-B agglomeration, they fclt that the a n a l would provide a
vein through which good fortune might florv. Sincc its completion, villagers
contend that the g d spirits have been rcstored to that part of the village.
The manifestations arc many, and the most outstanding has been the large
sum of money collected for the construction of a new shrine honoring
Marshal Nguycn Huynh Duc.

According to village records. Khanh Hau encompasses an area of approximatcly ~ , m o
hectares, making it somewhat smaller in size than most villages
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of Long An province.I1 Approximately 926 hectares are classified as paddy
land, g i are village land. and 45 hectares are devoted to farmsteads, garden
plots, and burial places which include the scattered tomb sites as well as the
small Catholic, Hakka, and Fukicnese cemeteries.
Of the g i hectares ouned by the village. 17 are classified as cong dien,
communal paddy land which usually is parceled out to needy villagers. This
is a relatively small amount even for southern Viemam,'2 and when in 1958
five hectares were leased to the School of Fundamental Education there was
considerabre dissatisfaction among the villagers. Some expressed the opinion
that the who01 should have been located in a village with much more cong
dien. With the r ggg distribution, the available cang dien was divided into
i g lots, the largest of which was 1.2 hectares.
Two and a half hectares of villageawned paddy land is classified as pagoda
land and is rented by the Buddhist monk; the income is used to maintain
the pagoda. Another 1.5 hectares are dinh land. cultivated by the guardian
of the dinh. Some q hectares of village land are divided into l g garden plots,
all of which are rented to village needy for an indefinite period. The remaining village land is occupied by public buildings and the spur road, considered the property of the village.
T h e pattern of land ownership in Khanh Hau is constantly changing.
In southern Vietnam, both males and females inherit, and inheritance is
the primary cause of landholding fragmentation. In most sales the buyer
is the tenant, but some sales also are made to big Iando~vnerswho prefa
to acquire pieces of land adjacent to fields they already own. FinaIly, the
landholding pattern has been altered somewhat by the recent government
program of land redistribution under the Agrarian Reform Program (Vietnamese Government Ordinance no. 57, October e a , 1956).
Prior to the implementation of the land reform program in 1958, all
paddy land in Khanh Hau (with the cxception of cong dien, pagda, and
dinh land) was held by 130 landowners of whom gl were nonresidents and
gg residents of the villacge. One nonresident held the largest amount (323
hectara or 35 per cent) of the total privately owned paddy land. Excluding
11. Provincial m
nls indicate that the average size of the 101 villages in Long An
province is z . 3 hectares.
~
in. The 17 hectares would be appmximatcIy 1.87~of thc tutal 926 hectares of cultivated paddy Iand. In his honomie Agricole dc l'lndochine lrrancaise (p. 109) Yvcs
Henry estimates thc cong dien in Cochinchina (southern Vietnam) at gyo of the total as
contrasted with p i y o in Tonkin (northern Vietnam) and 45% in Annarn (central Viet-

nam).
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this landowner, them rvas no basic dserence between the ownership pattern
of residents and nonresidents. The average holding was ;r hectares. Slightly
more than three fourths of all the landorvners possessed about one fifth of
the paddy land and owncd Icss than 6 hectares each. A little over one fourth
owned less than one hectare each, and only 14 landowners (10.8 per cent)
owned more than lo hectaresl"see Table 1).
TABLE
1. Ownership of Paddy Iand in Khanh Hau, 1958

Area of

Hddiag

M than 2
2-3.9
65.9

G7.9
8-9.9
10mTOTAL

Includeg wmmunal and pagoda land

Most nonresident landlords live in neighboring villages or in the town
of Tan An, and their lands are worked by tenants. Some of this nonresident
land ownership results from the southcrn Vietnamese custom of extending
property inheritance rights to females. A woman born in Khanh Hau and
residing with her husband in another village may inherit local land, which
she usually leascs to kin. Some nonresidents hold land in the village as an
investment; for example, a retired schooIteacher living in Tan An o ~ m sa
few small parcels in Khanh Hau as does a minor official in the provincial
administration. These nonresident owners, however, have little impact on
the village for nearly two thirds of them own less than 6 hectares, and
together they hold only 6 per ccnt of the paddy land in Khanh Hau."
13. Hendry, The Study of a l/ietnamr~eRural Community, pp. 1 6 3 1 .
Reicrcnce also will k made to a stratified suwey conducted in the village by Hendry.
The sample included ino familics stralihcd into at1 upper lcwl of thosc owning more
than q hectares or renting more than 5 hectam, a middle lcvcl of those who own
between 2 and 4 or rent bctwccn 2.; and 5, and a IoWerlevcl of those who own or rent
ksr.than the pwious minimum or haw no land at all.
14. Ibid., pp. 1618.
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The Agrarian Reform Program limited ownership of paddy land to a
maximum of loo hectares per owner; thc excess was sold to the government
which rcdistributed it to forrnrr tenants, each of whom could purchase up
to 5 hectaresJ5 Of the 38 landowners in Long An province holding more
than loo hectares, only one, the aforementioned owner of geg hectares, had
land in Khanh Hau and, under the program, holdings over the maximum
were distributed among his formcr tenants. Applications were filed in
November 1957 and temporary titlcs were distributed during the annual
Cau An celebration at the Ap Dinh-A dinh. Recipients cmerged from the
Council House beaming with delight. In spite of a rumor in the village that
the maximum eventually would be reduced to 15 hectares, landowners with
less than the minimum loo hectares seemed unconcerned.
Before a,grarian reform in Khanh Hau, 64e hectares of land (including
paddy land, cong dien, and farmstead land) were rented to tenants. Normally
land was rented from only one landowner, but 15.7 per cent of the tenants
had two or more landlords, and one had four. W h c n reckoned on a villagewide basis, the average amount of land rented came to 2.4 hectarm, but this
included some relatively large leaseholds, and the median tcnan t actually
rentcd only 1.7 hectares (see Tablc 2). Similarly, the viIIage-wideaverage of
land leased out came to 12.6 hectares per landloxd, but if the two largest
(Ong Hue and the village itself) were excluded, t h i s figure would drop to
7.4 he~tares.'~
Thc villagers reckon value of land according to productivity, which includes both ics past record of crop production and factors that determine
15. Owners compelled to scll Iand to the government under thc t r - of the land
reform law were reimbursed with 10% of its valuc in cash, the haIance k i n g paid either
in I 2-year redeemable government bonds or in shares in government enterprises- An
amendment to the law permits landowners to rcrain, in addition to the o r i g i ~ ~ aloo
l
hectares, up to 15 hectarcs of huong hna (fanlily land). the incornc from which suppnrts
the Cult of the .4ncestors. The landowner has the right to select which loo hcctares of
paddy land, howcver scattered, hc wisl~esto wtain.
Whereas only former tenants of krge landowners wcrc hcncficiarics of the land reform
program in Khanh Hau, the ordinance docs provide that rcfuges. unrmployed prsons,
and landowners with less than 3 hectias and more than fivc childrcn are eligible to
apply for Iand if enough is availahlc. When an application is approved, the tenant
receives a temporary title which bccnmes permanent when payments have been completcd; during the interim, h a 1 ownership rests w i t h the go\=ernment. Land values arc
cstimated by the govemmcnt and range from 12,000 to i 5 , e V N per hcctare; payments arc spread over a &year priorl. the fint falling due at the end of the first year in
which crops are harvested.
16. Hendry. pp. 31-36.
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its potential capacity. Land near g m d sources of water is highly valued and,
although there probably is only 7 or 8 inches' difference in elevation
throughout the village, "high" land is valued less than "low" land because
it tends to drain t o o easily. Thus Ap Cau land is highly valued because it
is low, near good sources of water, and consequently mn be doublecropped,
whereas land in Ap Moi is high and until the construction of the Tuong
Khanh a n a l was without available water. High land is the first to be affected
by drought or unsteady rainfal1, restricting cultivation to "hasty" (threemonth) rice.
TABLE
2. Size of Tenant Holdings in Khanh Hau, 1958

0-1
1-2

2-3
%4
4-5
5-6

6 7
7-8
&9
9-1 0
10 or more

Source: Rcnt contract rccurds, viUagc of Khanh Hau.

Villagers' estimates of land values in Khanh Hau range from le,ooo to
V N per hectare;lY however, under the Agrarian Reform Program.
priccs paid by the government varied behveen I z,ooo$ and 15.000$ per
hectare. This would indicate that thc best of the redistributed land brought
thc owner only 50 per cent of its valuc, whilc the poorest went for anywhere
horn 70 per cent to full market value.
Prior to World War 11, rents were reported to have been as high as 40
go,mo$

17. There are no reliaMc figures on land values in Khanh Hau. These and the following figures arc approximations worked out by Hendry in 1959 on the basis of villagers' remllcctions of past salcs and from estimations of land values collected from a
swatitid sample of owncrs and tcnants (pp. 3-0)-
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per cent of the main crop in delta villages. The Indochina War, however.
disrupted the tenancy pattern; large landowners flcd to Saigon, and many
smaller landlords went to provincial towns. leaving their lands in the hands
of tenants who for the most part paid no rent. In some villages the Viet
1C.i inh confiscated land to implement their agrarian refonn program. This
did not occur in Khanh Hau, but many of its landlords periodically sought
refuge in Tan An or My Tho; Ong Hue, the largest landowner and a
resident of Saigon, was cut off from his rent revenues from time to time.
T h e agrarian refurm law required that every plot of land as well as the
expected main crop be recorded, and it set the rent at 25 p a cent of
the expected crop to be paid in kind. Previous legislation had established the
same rate, although rent had been payable either in kind or in cash at the
current market value of rice. The effect of these regulations has been to
reduce the Iandlords' leverage on their tenants. Nonetheless, the landlords
havc retained an important advantage in being able to terminate the current five-year rental contraca undcr certain conditions. For example, if the
landlord himself or a direct dependent aged 18 or more wishes to cultivate
the land, or if the tenant delays paying his rent or can be proved to have
damaged the property, the tenancy may be terminated with as little as six
months' notice.18Actual1y, the recorded leases do not give a completely accurate reflection of land rental arrangements, for it is not uncommon for landIords and tenants to reach private agccmcnts different from those in the
formal
18. Hendry, pp. gg-qo.
ig. This resulted in rent estimates that ranged from 15 to 45% of total yield (not just
the main crop), fully as olten as-it did in estimates above 25%. To illustrate this, a few
farmem were able to grow vegetables on paddy land befort: or after the rice crop, but
paid rent only on the normal yield of thc main paddy crop. Tenants renting land from
nonresident landlords frequentIy reported thcmsclves particularly fortunate because
such landlords were generally less wcll inion~~ed
on actual yields and accepted lowcr
rents than resident landlords would acccpt. It was also the practice of some residcnt
landlords to fix rents ar 3-357;
of the first crop, but to exact no payment from a
second mop if the tenant r a i d one. Thus tcnants who reportcd paying rentr of gjyo
of the main crop may haw actually paid 25% or less of the total yield for the crop year.
Finally, over one third of the tenants mntcd land from relatives, and since some in this
group actually receivd the use of the land rent free, the arerage rent paid by this group
is probably somewhat brrlow- the legal maximum of n;yo ooi the main crop. To cumplicate matters further, the paddy harvest of r~;&;g, the period during which held work
for this study %-as carried out, was badly hit by dmught and plant disease, with the
result that many landlords reduced rcnis by 25-40% for tenants who had lost a large
p r t i o n of the harvest. T h e foregoing comments on rents, thcrcfare, reflect the rerollections oE rillage residents oE cor~ditionsduring previous periods. (Hcndry, pp. 36-41.)
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In 1938 the population of Khanh Hau was 3 . ~ 4 1 . ' ~The Ap Dinh A-B
agglomeration contained the largest number of resident+g8 per cent of
the total village population; Ap Moi was the smallest with 11.5 per cent.
This would mean that almost half (49.5 per cent) of the villagc population
lived west of the national highway. -4 slight majority (51 pcr cent) of the
population were femalcs, but oE the 54 per cent under 18 years of age, a little
more than half were males (see Table 3). The average household had 5.j
persons with a rangc of variation from 5.1 in Ap Dinh-A to 5.9 in Ap
Dinh-B. The village median was 6 persons. One howhold had 16 members;
35 households had lo or more members; 26 households consisted of one
person."
T A ~ L3.E Population oi Khanh Hau, by Hamlets, 1958
Boys
GirLs
Wromm 78 Years 7H Ycms
omr
and
and
ozw
78 Yews 78 Ysms
U&
U&

M ~ R

lfmict

Ap Mui

Ap Cau
Ap Nhan Hau
Ap Thu Tuu

82

101
137
112

97
110

87
129

150

161

132

156

--

TOTAL

690

798

896

Total

1 07

373

124
188
129

464

857

3,241

636

529

--

Source: Census of Khanh Hau villagq Scptember 1958.

The population pyramid for the village (see Fig. 14) sharply indents at
the I 1-12 age group, indicating a sudden drop in the village birth rate
around 1946 and 1947. This was a pcricd of great unrest as the Viet Minh
activities against the Frcnch intensified, and numerous males left the village
to fight with the French or the Viet Minh. Disruption of normal village life
also is reflected in thc noticeable narrowing, particularly on the male side,
beginning with the age 20 group. Expressed numerically, the 41-48 age
group with 166 ~ ~ T W Twas
~ S larger than the 31-40 group which had 154, or
the a 1-90 age level with I j 8 persons. Given the pattern of life expectancy
PO. Data on village ppulation acre colIected hy village oficials and s M memben
of the Schml of Fundamental Education in a house-tmhouse survey conducted in September 1958.
nr. Household cumposition is discussed in E:l;lpter 5.
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in Southeast Asian societies, one rvnuld expect a dccrease of population in
the higher categories. This also is attributable to the Indmhina War. I n
addition to those who joined the army or Viet Minh, some villagers departed
to find security in Saigon or one of the largcr towns. There also appears
to have been a greatcr outward migration of males in the past twenty pears.
Villagers contend that. because of fragmentation of landholdings during
this period. increasing numbers of young men Irere unable to buy or rent
land, and sincc other sources of ~vorkA~CTC scarce they had to quit the village.
This loss of malcs is reflected on the female side of the pyramid. T u avoid
kin, rnany villagers prcfcr to take \viva
incest i n marrying consangui~~e-al
from othcr villages, and residence prescriptively is patrilocal.
The national highway providcs a convcnient means of Icaving thc village,
and from time to time rnost villagers make trips, although few go beyond a
50-kilometer radius. Visits to ncighlxlring villagcs for family celebrations are
common, and many villagers makc freqr~cnttrips to the markets in Tan
An and the neighboring village of Tan Huong. T h e market in My Tho
occasionally attracts Khanh Hau people. T h e farthcst most villagem travel
is to S a i ~ nIn
. ~spite of the fact that it is a costly trip, villagers feel that
at least one visit to thc capital city is part of one's life experience. More
extensive travcl is rare. Stveral brothers were engaged in a business venture
h a t took them to Ban Me Thuot in the southern highlands, and several wellt e d o villagers had visited the highland rcsort of Dalat or the seaside resort
of Cap St. Jacques. The only villagc-rs who have visited central Vietnam are
some members of the Duc family" and some young men doing military
service.
Despite the fact that the Vietnamese villager traditionally has had strong
attachments to his village, particuIarly to his farmstead and the tombs of his
ancestors, emigration has been an outstanding feature of Victnamesc history.
In a period of approximately a thousand years, the Vietnamese population
has expanded from the Red Rivcr delta to the dclta of the Mekong River,
and more recently-in
1955---over 800,mo northern Vietnamese entered
southern Vietnam as refugee. The situation in Khanh Hau indicates some
of the reasons fur emigration: with increasing population and continua1
In Hendry's survey. 16% of the loo household heads intemiewcd had never been
Saigon; 59y0 reportcd that they had k e n to the ciiy OIKT or twice in the previous
year. Pleasure, business, and visits to relativm constituted goyo of the reasons given for
the trip (pp. 79-80).
23. T h e Duc family claims revenues from land in ccntral Victnam through a d m ment given by Emperor Cia Long to 3iarshal Nguycn Huynh Duc. This is discused in
Chapter 1o.
2s.

to
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young men
bagmentation of existing landholding, the time comes
must leave the village to find opportunities ~ I s e ~ h e r e . ~ ~
According to thc villagers, those emigrants with skills prefer finding
employment in Tan An or My Tho, cnabling them to return to the virlage
frequently. Those without skills have less choice, and most gn to Saigon.
For the most part they find work as laborers or cyclo (pedicab) drivers,
eventually with good fortune moving up to become taxi drivers. Since the
mt of moving a family to a new placc is prohibitive, most emigrants leavc
their families in the village, hoping eventually to scnd for them, and villagers
cite scveral examples of migrants who have failed to return, leaving dependents to fend for themselves.
For those who quit thc village to scek Iand, the only area open for homesteading is west of the village in the Plaine dcs Joncs, an cstensive marshy
area near thc Cambodian border. In 1g;ti the government launched a program encouraging settlement of this area. Settlers would be allorved to claim
5 hectare of clearcd land (it was stipulated that only land cleared by a
settler could be claimed), and for the first years (unspecified how many),
settlers would be exempt from land tax. In addition, loans up to 500s V K
per hcctare would bc granted and, although they were described as "longterm" with "lorv interest," some settlers reported that they were expected
to rcpay after the first harvest (which presumably would be the second year
of settlement) at lo per cent rate of interest.
In 1957 a tenant farmer from Ap Cau and his son immigrated to the
Plaine des Joncs area. He constructed a rudimentary house of wild swamp
reed near a new settlement that had just completed its Buddhist pagoda
and dinh (with a newly formed Cult Committee). Clearing for paddy cultivation proved difficult-in placcs the umer is waist deep, and there are
thick growths of grasses, reeds, and roots. T h e gnrcrnment brought in some
mechanical quipment but it was inenective in the mud, and the settlers
relied on watcr buffalo which were costly to rent because of the demand.
The wttlcr rcqucsted 2,5003 V N and, aIthough he received it late in the
year, h e could clear only 2 hectarcs which he planted to a variety of floating
rice.25 In 1959 he rcalized his first harvest, sclling some of the paddy to
4. In his S U I - V C ~of 100 households, Hcndry found that 44% had kin who had emigrated, and they numbered 67 persons. Saipn dmw thc l a w s t group (407~). iollowed
by Tan An (287;) and other parts of southern Vietnam (22%). It should be pointed out.
howver, that given kin ties in the village, some of the responses may be ovcrkp (p. 80).
25. He cstimatcd that clearing and cultivating 1 hectare would cost around 2,-.
The clearing cost 8 4 , and two plowinp around 4 4 each, while labor and seed mst
around 4 4 .
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merchants who cntered the area in boats.2RBy this time, however, he had to
repa): r,oooQ V N of thc loan with an addcd loo$ interest. He requested additirmal funds to clear the remaining g hectares, but rather than rent bu%alo
horn local farmers, he returned to Khanh Hau to rent them from friends
(specifying that it would be less costly, and he preferred dealing with peopk
he knew). This involved riding the buffalo for two days over the paddy
fields westward into the Plaine des Joncs and returning them afterward.
Late in 1959 a group of three farmers (two tenant Earners and one Iando~vncrwho wished to expand his holdings) immigrated to the Plaine des
Joncs,Icaving their families in Khanh Hau. At first they were discouraged
by conditions there, but after they received government loans and had
realized one crop, they decided to bring their families and remain (one
settler's son married a girl in the nerv settlement). Other villagers talked
about emigrating, but by late 1960 guvemment control in the PIaine had
diminished considerably, and between 1961 and 1963 it was the scene of
1arge-sale military operations.

Three of the five fertility measures suggested by NagTcan be applied to
the random fertility sample of 40 women between the ages of ao and 45
collected in Khanh Hau. For thc total maternity ratio, the total number of
women 45 years and over in thc sample is no and the total number of Iive
births to women of the same age category is 106, giving an average of 5.3.
Applying the formuIa {or ma~ernityratio, the total sample includes 40
women with a total of ngg Iive births, giving an arithmetic mean of 5.9.
ReIerring to the pyramid on total village population in Figure 14 for the
child-woman ratio, there are 5 ~ children
5
under age 5 while there are 681
women in the 15-44 age group, giving a ratio of 771.
In 1948 the village began keeping records of births and deaths (see Table
4)- The ratio of hirths to deaths has averaged 5-2 to 1 over the ten-year
(1948-57) period. Since 1953, however, the births per year in the village
26. Most farmers in the area harvested between 150 and too gin (40 litcrs} which they
snld from pricm mnging between q; and go$ V N per @a.
2;.
Total maternity m ~ i o average
:
(arithmctic mcan) number of live births pcr woman
whcn all living women (unmarried and er;~r-married)of a g 45 and ovcr are consideTed.
Afaternity ratio: average (arithmctic mcan) number of live hirths per woman when all
living women (unmarrirul or e'cr-mamed) of all aga are considered.
Child-woman ratio: ratio of the number of living children of age q years (undcr 5
years) to the number of living women of age 15-44 [less than 45 ycars). (Factors Aflccting
Human *e'ertiIity, pp. 15-16-1
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14. Population F'yramid, Khanh Hau, 1958.

have been about doubIe those of 1948, and whilc the ratio of births to deaths
has been relatively consistent the excess of births over deaths has shown a
similarly proportionate increasea (see Fig. 15)ClnIy ten villagers are able to read and write the traditional SinwVietnarnese script. Some had learned when thcy were young at a school started
by a railroad employee who had retired in the village. In 1958 the staff of
the School of Fundamental Education conducted a survey on illiteracy in
the Ap Dinh A-B agglomeration where the primary school is laxated. Giving
a sample test in ability to read and write the rornanized nationaI script,
they found that 13 males and 76 females between the ages of 15 and 45
were illiterate. Broadening the age sample to include everyone o v a the
age of 15, they found that qg males and 168 females were illiterate. Matching this with the village census figures on this section of the village, the
survey showed that of the 6ge villagers over 15 years of age, some 30.5
28. In noting this, Hendry points out that, based on the village population in 1958.
the net incrcase measured by the excess of births over deaths is proceeding at the rate of
about 44 persnns per thousand per year. All othcr things being equal, this promises an
increase of nearly 1,500 persons over the 1g5%68 pcriod.
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per cent were illiterate; of the 479 betwcen the ages of 15 and 45, some 18.6
per cent were illiterate.
The greater number of illiterates among females reflects the past pattern
of providing education only for males while females learned household arts.
This has diminished as educational facilities have expanded, and more
villagers have come to accept the notion that it also is well to give females
a basic formal education. Expansion of facilities too accounts for the diminishing illiteracy among p u n i e r villagers. i n spite of the increasing number
of villagers who can read and mite, there is little opportunity to use either
skill. Few take Saigon newspapers, and there is a marked absence of books in
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village houses. For pupils who wish to study there is no place to do
houses lack privacy and most are poorly lit after dark.

FORTIFIEDHAMLETS
In February 1962 the Strategic I-Iamlet Program was launched by the
government as a means of c~eatinggreater security in the rural areas. In
cssence this pro-gam provided that fortifications be constructed around existing settlements, in this case hamlets, and that a number of new organizations, most of them paramilitary, be established at the village level to
maintain better control and communication among the villagers. In Long
An province three villages, onc of which was IChanh Hau, were selected as
models for the program. It I+% decided that -4p Dinh-A. Ap Dinh-B, and
Ap hloi would be the first hamlcts so fortified. Provincial miIitary authorities estimated that this would entail the construction of ditches and earthworks some 4,000 meters in length, enclosing an area of 80.000 square
meters.
By May lgGe a ditch had been dug around the perimeter of Ap Dinh
A-B, and in some sections the earthworks had been completed. To avoid
sacrificing valuablc paddy land, the fortification was constructed close to
the farmsteads, and some villagers aIready were speculating a h u t using the
ditch for irrigation. Gates were constructed at the spur road, and scvew1
tall watch towers were built on the edge of Ap Dinh-B. According to the
plan, barbed wire supported by concrete posts would be strung along the
top of the earthworks, and both the earthworks and ditch would be studded
with bamboo spikes. Isolated farmsteads were to be relomted within this
enclosure.
The province was to supply the barbed wire, but the viIlage was held
responsible for providing other construction materials and labor. A11 ablebodied malcs between the ages of 18 and 60 were required to labor one day
on the fortification and a second day if that should prove necessary. Welltodo £amiIies were asked to donate cash while poorer ones contributed material and labor for the concrete posts. In January 1962 the p o k e agent
found a list of tax contributors on a captured Viet Cong cadreman. Taking
the list, the Village Council visited each family and, noting the amount the
family had paid the Viet Cong, the village chief advised its members to
match that sum for the construction of the fortifimtion which would protect
them from further nocturnal collections.
By the end of June 1962, a fortification consisting of barbed wirc fencing
(about 4% feet high) and shallow ditches had been arranged around Ap
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Dinh-A and Ap Dinh-B (the earthworks had not been extended and the
bamboo spikes were not used). In the months that follorved, similar defenses
were erected in the other hamlets of thc village. lsolated families were
brought within the fortifications and a small new settlement grew up between the highway and Ap Thu Tuu. Kelmted families were sup*
to
receive a,m@ VN, but some complained that they received no compcnsation and others reported that they received on1y part of the expected amount.
The fortification presented no barrier to the Viet Cong, however, and
their patrols simply cut through the barbed wire to enter the hamlets.
Sometimes they demanded foud and cash tribute, and often they moved
through the hamlet, cutting the wire on the other side to make their exit.
There were no reports of clashes between these patrols and village defense
units. No deaths occurred during this perid, and the only unusual incident
was the kidnapping of the village chief.
By February 1964 those who had been relocatcd had begun to move back
to their former farmstead sites, leaving the new settlement in Ap Thu Tuu
partially abandoned. Some declared preference for the old sites because
they were closer to their paddy fields and had shade trees. Also, the Viet
Cong had warned villagers tlmt those who relocated within the strategic
hamlet would be considered proGovernment, and Village Council members saw this as one reason for abandoning the new location. Council members also pointed out that owners of the land on which the new settlement
had been constructed were urging the relocated families to return to thcir
own land. There was general agreement that the Strategic Hamlet Program
was a failure, and one elderly villager summed up the situation by stating,
"It was a waste of Vietnamese labor and American money."

CHAPTER 3

Religions and Popular Beliefs
C

01 Southeast Asian history, the Mekong River delta has
been the meeting place of great traditions, all of which continue to be
identifiable in the traces of their religions. Once predominant, Theravada
Buddhism survives among the fragmented Khmer population, superseded
by the Mahayana Buddhist-Taoist-Confucianist ideoIogy brought southward by the expanding Vietnamese. Catholicism was established in the
delm by the French during the nineteenth century, and Protestantism more
recently has found followers in some of the larger delm towns.
During the past four decades, several religious movements indigenous to
the delta have made their appearance. Founded in 1925, Cao Daisrn has
b e m e wides~rtradin the delta {see Appendix B). This religion, which
desrribes itself as reformed Buddhism, is a mixture of Buddhism. Taoism,
aud Confucianism with lesser amounts of Catholicism, Indian mysticism,
and a variety of popular beliefs and practices. Another type of reformed
Buddhism known as Hoa Hao is of recent emergence. It is not syncretic as
is Cao Daism, nor is it so widespread, being largely concentrated in the
trans-Bassac {the area between the Bassac and Mekong Rivers).
In writing on Vietnamese religion, Cadihe' explicitly used the singuhr
characterizing it as an omnipresent thing, enveloping all the individual's
ily acts. At the little-tradition level of Khanh Hau there is an amalgamation of the Mahayana Buddhist-Taoist4onfucianist ideology with the
popular beliefs and practices of the oral tradition, and it affects practically
all aspects of village society. The Buddhist-Taoist-Confucianist tradition
is part of the Chinese heritage, but popular beliefs and practices have myriad
origins. Some can be traced tn Chinese sources while others are uniquely
Vitnamese, and some have been borrowed from the Cham, Khmers, and
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Cropncrs el l'rotiqulr~ Heligirusrs des Vietnarnicns, 1958, pp. 1-23.
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highland p u p s with whom the Vietnamese have been in contact. Somt
cults of this genre, such as the Cult of the Guardian Spirit of the Village,
are found in all villages whereas the occurrence of other cults is rcg-iond.
The resuIt is that while the religious amalgam is universal among the Viet.
namese, its content varies somewhat from place to place.
In Khanh Hau the syncretism has been enriched by the coming of Caa
Daism. Although this religious movement is of relatively recent establish.
rnent there, it contains so many elements of thc existing amalgam that it
simply bemme part of it. I t also has madc some hitherto alien additions,
such as deities from the Judeo-Christian tradition and principles of karma.
The few Catholic families in the village do not participate in rituals 01
either the traditional formal religions or those associated with the popular
cults, and in a sense Catholicism does not constitute a real presence in village
society. Nonetheless, the CathoIics retain much of the cosmologial view
that is an intrinsic part of village religion."

Although few could articulate it, villagers share a cosmological view that
is daily manifest in behavior and expressed attitudes. It is a notion about
the universe deeply rooted in the Chinese philosophical tradition taken
over by the Vietnamese during the long period of Chinese domination
Universal order is the essence of this cosmology and from it spring other
concepts, one of which is individual destiny. Villagers believe that one's
destiny is guided by a particular star-the lucid manifestation of a cosmic
force-that shone brightly at the time of the individual's birth. T h e relationship of this star to other stars affects the cosmic force, augmenting or
diminishing it, thus boding guod or evil for the individual. who in this
context is predisposed rathcr than predestined.
Because there is a recurring pattern in the relationships among the stars,
horoscopy permits individuals to prepare for g o d or bad periods, and h o r ~
scopes can be providcd for the collectivity. For example, in addition to the
individual horoscopes prepared by soothsayers, the lunar calendar (see
Appendix C) advises everyone of auspicious and inauspicious days. There is
prescribed behavior for maximizing the p c d influences of the favorable
periods, and avoidance of spciiic behavior i s recommended to cvade the
s. T h c attempt to plam social behavior and institutions in proper runctional context
necessitates discussing numerous cuIts. practic-. and beliefs in other chapters; for exam
ple, family cults, well as the Cult of the Ancestors, are descrihcd i n Chapter 4 on the
family, and the Cult of the Guardian Spirit of the Villagc is discuswd in Chapter 8 w

thc Cult Committee.
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bad effectsof the unfavorable pcrids. Rituals also give the individual some
control. For example, from the Cung Sao ritual which is performed on
the day his star reaches its zenith, the individual can derive the maximal
g o d influenccs.
Another related concept is harmony. When there is harmony with the
existing universal order thc individual experiences a sense of well-being;
he is hcalthy, happy, and prosperous. When there is disharmony the opposite
, occurs. Harmony with the five elements that constitute the physical surj roundings is the basis of geornancy. There also is harmony in attaining the
i favor of guod spirits and avoiding evil spirits. To violate a taboo is to invite
disharmony and trouble. Existing good fortune for the nation is a manifestation of harmony and the approval of titien, the celestial foras, for those
in power-that is, the rulers have the mandate of heaven. Floods, droughts,
and other catastrophes are indicative of disharmony and the disapproval of
heaven. This is the time for "change of mandate," the literal Vietnamese
expression for revolution.
T h e concept of harmony also is inwinsic to Vietnamcse folk medicine. If
any of the three souls or nine vital spirits that sustain the human b d y
shouId depart, the imbalance results in sickness, insanity, or death, and the
I

healer's first invocation is for the souls and spirits to return to the victim.
In the principles of Nham Than which guide thc practitioners of Sin*
Vietnamese medicine there are about a thousand vital points in the human
body and each corresponds with a specific hour, date, and udd or even number in the lunar calendar. For treating ailments there must be harmony
between thc point in the body and the auspicious time in the calendar.
Whether Khanh Hau villagers become Christians, receive higher education in Saigon, or for whatever reason become removed from thc traditional
ways, they continue to retain something of this cosmological view. The notions of destiny and harmony with universal order arc deeply ingrained, and
it would be an unusual villager (including a Christian villager) who did not
consider his horoscope or adhere to at least part of the folk medical beliefs.
While this generate a certain conservatism in villag~rs,it does not commit
them to fatalism. Innovation may be viewcd with some skepticism although.
as will be pointed out in succeeding chapters, villagers do accept technological change when there are patent economic advantages. Also there will
be examples to show chat villagers, rather than fatalisticaIly accept manifest
bad fortune, do everything possible to deter further deleterious consequences. In a drought they do all they can to saw the wilting crops, and
in illness all available means for a possible cure are employed.
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CATHOLICISM
CathoIicism has been long established in Vietnam, particularly in the
north where thc denscst concentrations of Catholics are found. According to
villagers, Catholicism xvas introduced in Khanh Hau some timc in the early
part of the trventicrh century, and currently thcrc are tweIve Catholic
familics with a total of about eighty members. Most Catholics reside in the
north end of Ap Dinh-B. The first convcrts were from this part of the
village, and some kinfolk living nearby also became Gatholirs. In addition,
marriages between Catholic and non-Catholic villagers usually result in the
conversion of the non-Catholic,and the Catholics prefer to live in proximity.
Another variable for this pattern may be the fact that the part of the village
where they live is closest to the Tan An Catholic church.
The priest periodically visits his parishioners in the village, usually tr,
administer the sacraments to those unable to walk to Tan An. T h e only
Catholic rituals held in the village are daily prayers before the shrine (usually
dedicated to the Sacred Heart) in every Catholic house, portions of the
marriagc rim, or the last rites of the Church administered to a dying vitlager. In every village where there are Catholic famiIies there is a Church
association. Ong Giap, the head of the association in Khanh Hau, owns the
Ap Dinh-B rice mill. He was appointed by the parish priest and serves as
liaison between the priest and his flock. His responsibilities include visiting
Catholic households, disseminating any news received from the priest, and
summoning thc pricst when his services are needed. For example, if a
Catholic villager should be gravely ill. Ong Giap keeps a watch so he a n
hurry to Tan An and bring the priest if necessary. Ong Giap or another
household head also represents the Catholic villagers at rituals herd in the
dinh. Since he cannot participate in the rituals, he serves as recorder of
various cash and food contributions made by household heads.

Mast villagers who are not Catholic or Cao Daist consider themselves
Buddhists, and in most village houses there is, in addition to the ubiquitom
altar of the ancestors, a shrine honoring a Buddhist deity. Villagers also
often make references to Buddha or Buddhist ideals. For example, when
one villager gave some of his lottery winnings to the village for the construction of additional classrooms, villagers declared him "a good Buddhist"
When conflicts are brought to the Village Council, the arbitrator often
attempts to resolve the difficulty through an appeal to "Buddhist mercy."
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Khanh Hau has two pagdas: the official one is in Ap Moi close to the
Council House and is the responsibility of the viIlage; a more recently
established pagoda supported by private means is in Ap Cau, and its affiliation with the Buddhist Association of South Vietnam marks for the first
b e any real bond betwecn village Buddhism and a hierarchy.
Historically, Buddhism in Vietnam, as in China, was without hierarchical
organization. Support of pagodas and the lay monks has been the responsibility of individuals, groups, villages, or towns. In 1951 a group of Buddhist priests and laymen founded the Buddhist Studies Association of South
Vietnam in an attmpt to form a hierarchy which would, among other
things. set standards for monks and nuns as well as preserve the corpus of
Buddhist doctrines. Headquarters were established in the Khanh Hung
pagoda, located in the mdest Hoa Hung quarter of Saigon. With the end
d the Indcxhina War and the influx of Buddhist refugees from North
Vietnam in 1955, the activities of the association began to expanda3The
new headquarters pagoda of Xa h i was constructed in a fashionable part
of Saigon, and by 1959 the organization of the association had enIarged.
The Central Committee, composed of monks, cer si (lay monks), and laymen,
is vested with the highest authority on doctrinal matters as well as responsibility for the administration of the association.
Since its inception the Buddhist Studies Association of South Vietnam
has made considerable progress in gaining membership and establishing
schools. A school for monks and one for nuns have been organized in Saigon,
and several existing schools for religious training have become affiliated
with the association. By 1960 membership had risen to over 500, many of
whom were monks residing in rural pagodas. Association efforts to gain
new adherents also have been manifest. Since 1955 on several occasions
monks from the Linh Son pa,pda of Saigon have visited Khanh Hau to
preach Buddhism and cncourage the faithful to spend a short period studying at the association's school in the capital.
About thirty years ago, a cu si from Ap Cau, a brother of Ong Ke Hien.
the highest vencrable in Khanh Hau, established a private shrine to the
Buddha, and he constructed a building to house the shrine with contributions from his affluent kin, one of the wealthiest farnilics in the village.
Eventually the building was enlarged and dedicated as a pagoda. At the
invitation of the cu si, a Buddhist monk came to reside there and perform

I

3. Some Buddhists pointed out that organization ktame necessary k u s e of the
growing Cao Daist movement in the south and also because 01 the hundreds of thousands of Catholic refuge-.
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the prescribed rituaIs (see Table 5). A young man from the hamlet frequented the pagoda where the monk gave him instructions in Buddhist
dwtrine; after the death of the cu si and the monk, he assumcd the role of
resident monk.
TABLE
5. Calendar of Buddhist Kituals
Tam R p : The Three Great A t d Ri&&

1. 15th day of 1st month* Thuong Nguon, beginning of the new year
15th day of 7th month Trung Nguon, midyear feativaI
3. 15th day of 10th month Ha Nguon, end of par
2.

1st day of 1st month
8th day of 2d month
15th day of 2d month
19th day of 2d month
21st day of 2d month
6th day of 3d month
8th day of 4th month
12th day of 4th month
1st day of 6th month
10. 19th day of 6th month
13th day of 7th month
12. 30th day of7th month
13. 22d day of 8th month
14. 19th day of 9th month
11.

Thich Ca Xuat Gia, Buddha's departure from his family
Thich Ca Nhap Diet, Buddha's f i t mystical experience
Quang Am Giang Sanh birthday of Quang Am
Pho Hien, birthday of Fho Hien
Chum De Phat Mau, birthday of &an De Phat hfau
Thich Ca Giang Sanh, birthday of Thich Ca
hihu Lai, birthday of Nhu Lai
1-10 Phap Di Da, birthday of 130 Phap Di Da
Quang Am Xuat Cia, Quang Am's departure horn her family
to become a religious
Dai The Chi, birthday d Dai The Chi
Dai Tang, birthday of Dai Tang
Nhicn Dang, birthday of Khicn Dang
Quang Am Thanh Dm, sanctification of Quang Am
Thich Ca Co PRat Nhap Diet, Thich Ca's achievement of
nirvana

15. 8th day of 10th month
16. 8th day 0112th mnrh

Di Jla Giang Sanh, birthday of Di Da
Thich Ca Ilac Dao, Thich Ca becam a Buddha

Sam Hoi ritual on 14th and 30th days of each month
DQ$JRituals
5 :00 A.M., Cong Phu
6 :00 A.M., (Ap hloi Pagoda) Cong Corn
12:00 noon, (Ap Cau Pagoda) Gong Corn
5:00 P.M., (Ap Moi Pagoda) Cong Phu
8 :00 P.M., (Ap Cau Pagoda) Cong Phu
Lunar month in all

-.

This pagoda stood near the highway and during one of the wartime
clashes between French troops and Viet Minh it was set afire. Rallying
quickly, the monk and some Ap Cau residents managed to save the sanctuary from complete dcstruction, and with funds contributed by Ong Ke
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Hien a new sanctuary was consuuctcd. The old sanctuary was refurbished
and became the monk's quarters. To guarantee continuance of the cult,
Ong Ke I-Iien also donated a hectare of paddy land to the pagoda, and he
agreed to give the monk loo kilos of rice each year.
T h e sanctuary is dominated by a pyramidal altar on which a large gilded
figure of Buddha occupies the highest level. Below it are figures of A-Ana.
one of Buddha's assistants, Thich Ca, a reincarnation of Buddha, Ca Dip,
who replaccd Thich Ca after his death, Dat Ma, the trventy~ighthreincarnation of Buddha, Quang Am. the Goddess of Mercy, and Di Lac, the fat,
laughing Buddha on whom froIic six small figures representing Van Thu,
the six tempma1 sense. On the lowest level of the pyramid there is a fearsome polychrome figure representing Quan Cong, the great Chinese warrior.
There also are statues of Ong Tieu, who frightens away evil spirits, and Ho
Phap, the protector of honest men.
Abutted to thc rear is the old sanctuary, and when the monk resided
there it was simply furnished with a hardwood bed and a few chairs. It also
contained a Iarge gilded figure of Ong Dam, a husky man sitting on a tree
stump, leaning on the handle of a large ax. According to legend, Ong Dam
was an ilricerate ~voodcuttcrwho had no religious instruction. Nonetheless
during the day he often would chant "I venerate the Buddha A Di Da,"
and for his sanctity he was proclaimed a Bo Tat, the Iorvest order of sainthood and example of faith for simple, unlettered folk. The monk paid Ong
Dam special veneration and considered him the caretaker of the pagoda.
The monk himself came horn a large family of tenant farmers, and he was
quite young when he began his studies with the first residcnt monk. He was
an ascetic man, a celibate, and he scrupulously observed the prcscribd
Buddhist diet. His day was spent in prayer, taking a r e of the pagoda, and
tending his kitchen garden. When he performed public rituals, some fifteen
to twenty follo~versusually actendcd. IIired workers cultivated the pagoda
land, and the income was used for repairs to the building and defraying the
cast of ritual feasts.
After deciding to continue Buddhist studies, the monk quit Khanh Hau
late in 1958 and went to the An Quang pagoda in Saigon. Before his departure, however, he requested that a group of Buddhist nuns be sent from
the nunnay in M y Tho to replace him. The Buddhist nunnery is a sizable
institution and was founded by the niecc of Ong Ke Hien. She is a tall, thin
woman, hardly distinguishable from a monk with her shaved head and
rustcolored robe, and she invariably wears a pair of large sunglasses as a
gesture of modesty. Since the nunnery is aifrliated with thc Buddhist Studies
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Association of South Vietnam, the directress had to have the approval of
the central comrnittce to send the nuns to Khanh Hau. When it ~ v a sreceived, she dispatched Eour-4 Superior (an elderly woman who had been a
nun for many years and had received formal training in doctrine) and three
ordinary nuns. The htter were of various ages and backgroun-ne
an
elderly widow-, another a middle-aged woman from a village in My Tho
province, and the third a young girl from a farm family.
In the pagoda the nuns brought a b u t a number of changes in the furnishings and some innovations in the rituals. The figure of Ong Darn was
moved to the main altar, and in the living quarters brightly colored scrolls
appeared on the walls. Flowered pillows were placed on the severe wwden
beds, a fancy green tea cozy r e p l a d the cmonut shell used by the monk,
and a library of Buddhist literature was arranged in a corner of the room.
In the semimonthly Sam Hoi ritual to ask forgiveness of Buddha for wrong
committed, the nuns instituted the practice of public confessions, which
according to the Su Co is an old Buddhist practice.
In this small religious community each nun has delegated responsibilities.
The Superior is the administrator, and she aids in tasks whenever necessary.
One nun is in charge of their newly established school for preschool children
who receive instruction in Buddhist prayers as well as in reading and writing. The other nuns divide the Iabor of cooking, cultivating the kitchen
garden, and maintaining the pagoda. They hire laborers to pIant and t r a m
plant their paddy, but they do the harvesting themselves. Also, the nuns ask
for money when they need it rather than receiving a fixedamount of paddy
from Ong Ke Hien.
The nuns observe a strict daily schedule heginning at 5:oo A.M. when theg
rise and perform the Cong Phu ritual, korvto~vingwith burning joss and
reciting prayers before the main altar. Unlike many Buddhist religious,
however, they do not beg food from the faithful. The morning is spent in
delegated tasks, and at noon they gather at t h e main altar for a ritual offering of food to Buddha. Afterward they take their one daily meal. Work
occupies the afternoon, and at 8:00 P.M. there is another Cong Phu ritual,
accompanied by a ritual offering of soup to the errant spirits. At ten o'clock
they retire. In addition to their regular duties, the nuns often are summoned to pray at the bedside of an ailing villager or before the bier prior
to a funeral ritual, for which services they receive a fee. On such occasions
they may encounter the monk from the village pagda, but that is the only
contact between them.
The nuns aim have been active in organizing meetings at the Ap Cau
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pagoda. In 1959, under the sponsorship of Ong Ke Hien, they organized a
conference to which Iearncd monks from large pagodas in Saigon were
invited. A special building was constructed for the honored guests, and
women of the hamIet provided food. T h e monks lectured on the life of
Buddha and on Buddhist doctrine. An American travel film was shown by
the Ministry of Information, and Ong Ke Hien contributed loo kilos of
rice for distribution among the needy who attended.
The official village p a g d in Ap Moi was constructed over sixty years
ago with funds collected from the residents of Tuong Khanh village {Ap
Dinh A-B, Ap Moi, and Ap Thu Tuu) and the site, considered particularly auspicious because it is near an ancient gnarled tree venerated by
nearby residents, rsas donated by a w e l l - t d o villager.' Other villagers
donated plots of paddy Iand (totaling about 2.5 hectares), collectively classified as pagoda land, a category of village-owned land.
The pa+
is an unadorned woden suvaure with a masonry facade
and tile roof. The main part is the sanctuary; the rear section serves as a
reception room for visitors and a meeting room for the faithful, and when
the nearby primary school periodically becomes overcrowded, it is used as a
chssroom. There are six altars in the sanctuary. In the rear room are
several altars, only one of which is dedicated to a Buddhist deity, the goddess
Chu An De Phat Mau, a spectacular figure with eighteen arms. An altar in
the center of the room contains sev-1
tablets honoring villagers .who
donated land to the pagoda, and a similar altar to one side is dedicated to
those who have given donations for maintenance of the pagoda. A small
altar on the other side of the room honors the memory of the first resident
monk, the present monk's father.
The current monk is a small, thin man of 50 years; after his father's
death, several monks appointed by the Village Council had pmved unsatisfactory so the present monk was hired. He had learned the prayers, rituals,
and Buddhist doctrine from his fatha, and for several years he studied the
traditional calligraphy in a Tan An schooI. Although he has no contact with
any of the large pagodas in Saigon, he possesses several old certifimtes attesting to the fact that he is a bona fidc monk. During the twenty years he has
served, he has carried out his functions with only occasional direction from
the Village Council.
4. Unusual, very old trees traditionaIly are objects of veneration among the Vietand villagers explain that the inviting shade attracts the spirits when they
promcnadc. For this reason children are cautioned to avoid these trees. particularly
around noon.
namese,
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This monk contrasts strongly with the monk of the Ap Cau pagoda. T h e
latter is married and has three children; he shaves his head but wears his
robes only when necessary, and he does not observe the prescribed dietary
restrictions. Daily rituals are @med
without the assistance of his parishioners. The monthly Sam Hoi ritual at which Buddha's mercy is implored
atmcts from twenty to thirty villagers, including a representative of the
Village Council. The major act of this ritual consists in writing requests on
special papers which are burned by the monk on the main altar. The Village
Council is invited to participate in the great annual feasts, and thc congregation swells to seventy or eighty. The monk's younger brother usually
assists him at the annual rituals, although he does not have an official role
in the pagoda.
The pagoda paddy land (2.5 hectares) i s rented to the monk for twenty
gia of paddy per year (the land normally produces about n o o gia). T h e
income is used to help support the pagoda, and funds are solicited from the
congreetion. Those attending rituals are requested to bring food for the
meals which normally follow. The monk subleases part of the pagoda land
to his younger brother, and he hires laborers to work the remainder; in
addition he cultivates a sizable kitchen garden and h i t grove, selling part
of the prduce. To supplement his income he receives f e a for praying at
the bedside of an ailing vilIager or at a funeral bier.
Cu si are Buddhist laymen who observe five of the ten monastic intadictions (against killing, drinking alcohol, smoking, sexual pleasures, and
stealing). Jn Khanh Hau there are two male cu si, both of whom have
studied Buddhist doctrine with learned monks. The elder is 70 years old and
is known as Ong Dao 13a Rau, or Ong Rau, socalled because he has a thick
black beard (mu), unusual for a Vietnamese. When he was a b u t n; years
old and already married, Ong Rau journeyed to the mountain of T a Lon in
southern Cambodia to study with Buddhist monks. He also learned Chinese
calligraphy and became proficient in preparing folk medicines and amulets
and healing through exorcism.
He remained in this retreat for two years, intmupting his studies only
rarely to visit his family. When he returned to Khanh Hau he began worliing as a laborer. He resumed his conjugal life and eventually his wife had
three daughters and a son. Ong Rau points out that he does not consider
this a violation of the interdiction against sexual pleasures because intercourse with one's wife is a natural thing. Initially he refrained from eating
meat, but poor health required that he have a "normal diet." The main
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mom of his house is arrangcd like the sanctuary of a pagoda with a main
altar dedicated to Buddha, represented by a Cambodian Theravada figure.
Another altar contains a figure of Quan Cong, and two small altars honor
Ho Phap, the protector of honest men, and Cuu Thien, the Ninth Heaven.
Ong Rau also has an altar of the ancestor^.^
At 6:oo AM., noon, and 6:oo P.M. Ong Rau dons his monk's robe to perform the Cong Phu ritual before the main altar while his wife prays before
one of the other altars. AIthough hc docs not have rituals marking annual
feast days, he does perform Xin Xam, a ritual not observed in either pagoda,
to seek a deity's response to a request. Kneeling before the altar, the officiant
makes the request and then shakes a container of sticks on which responses
are inscribed. The first stick that pops out bears the response of the deity,
and it must be interpreted by Ong Rau. In this instance Xim Xam is performed before the altar of Quan Gong.
Ong llau enjoys a favorable reputation as a healer. He receives patients
in his house and visits the sick in the vicinity. He employs amulets and
medicine for physical ailments and exorcism for "insanity." In addition to
healing, Ong Rau practices a particular kind of geomancy concerned with
0001: phns of buildings. According to him it is derived from the Taoist
principles of duong or light, the male principle associated with living things
as opposed to am or darkness, the female principle associated with death.
Feeling that engaging in both duong and a m geomancy is dangerous, Ong
Rau restricts himself to duong which enables him to find the most harmonious floor plans relative to the cardinal points. He visits the site of the
propcxsed building, examines the surroundings, and then comults his book
of duong principles to select the most propitious floor plan. Ong Ke Hien's
niece (who founded the Buddhist nunnery in My Tho) consulted Ong Rau
when the new buildings were being planned, and he was invited to the
dedication.
The other cu si is a man of 57 years and is also a resident of Ap Cau, is
married, and has several children. He began to learn Buddhist doctrine at
age 14. and studied in a pagoda on the sacred mountain of Ba Den near the
Cambodian border and later in the large Vinh Trang pa,da on the edge
of My Tho. When the lndochina War disrupted his studies he returned to
Khanh Hau and married. Clearing a small plot in a swampy section of the
hamlet, the cu si built a thatched hut and became a tenant farmer. Like the
5. Claiming
higher rent.

that

he turned the house into a pagoda, Ong Rau's landlady demanded
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house of Ong Rau, this cu si's house resembles a pagoda with altars dedicated to Thich Ca and Quan Cong. In addition to daily Cong Phu rituals,
clicnts come to perform Xin Xam as in Ong Rau's house. This cu si also is a
healer, ipecializing in ailments awxiated with childbirth.
CAO DAISM

Of the cight Cao Daist sects in Vietnam, four have adherents in Khanh
Hau (see Fig. 16).$ The original sect, the Tam Ky Pho Do, whose headTAM KY PHO DO SECT
LE VAN TRUNG,
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16. Cao Dais t Sects: Branches of the Tam

KT PBo Do Sect of Tay Ninh (1926) .

quarters or Holy See is in T a y Ninh, claimed the &-st converts in the village.
Subsequently, the Ban Chin Dao and Tien Thien sects, with Holy Sees in
Ben Tre and Soc Sai respectively, were established, and eventually both sects
constructed temples in Khanh Hau. More recently the Minh Chon Ly sect
of My Tho has gained some twenty followers among the villagers.
The first convert to Cao Daism in Khanh Hau was a well-todo farmer
named Vo Van Chieu, currently the chief of congregation in the Tien
Thien temple, and in many respects the story of this villager in Cao Daism
reflccts the history of the movement in the village. In 1926, after hearing of
the new religion, Vo \.'an Chieu attended a seance during which he received
a spirit message directing him to embrace Cao Daism. Shortly after, he left
his farm in the care of his sons and went to Tay Ninh where he remained
two years. During his stay he became a disciple of Nguyen Ngoc Tuong, and
when this leader quit Tay Ninh to found the Ban Chin Dao sect, Vo Van
6.

For a brief history 01 tile Cao Daist

movement, sec

Appendix B.
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Chieu joincd him. When a congregation was formed in T a n Huong, the
village immediately to the south of Khanh Hau. Vo Van Chieu elected to
lend his support to it. Hc resided i n Khanh Hau proselytizing among his
fellow villagers, and when the congregation was large cnough a temple was
constructed in T a n I-Iuong;in 1948 it r m s burncd by French troops.
Shortly afterward, for unspecified reasons, Vo Van Chieu left the Ban
Chin Dao to join the Tien Thien sect, and he actively engaged in organizing a congregation in Khanh I-lau. His assistant in this task was Ong Khai,
current patrilineage chief of descendants of hiarshal Nguyen Huynh Duc.
During a seancc in Can Tho, a group of Cao Daists had received a spirit
i message from the Marshal advising his descendant to embrace Cao Daism,
; and Ong Khai complied by joining the Tam Ky. He subsequently shifted
to the Tien Thien scct, and in 1949 1'0 Van Chieu, Ong Khai, and a £ a m
from a neighboring village established the Tien Thicn temple in Ap
Dinh-3.
By 1960 there were an estirnatd 950 Cao Daists in Khanh Hau, but it
would be very difficult to determine the approximate number affiliated
with each sect. The pattcrn has been for adhcrents to convert kin and close
neighbors, resulting in clusters of Cao Daists of a particular s e c t , particu: larly around the two ternple~.~
Preference for one sect ovcr anotha for most
I converts is a secondary consideration, although there is some indication that
the Tam Ky sect has been less popular since 1955. In addition to the diffi: culty between this sect and the government, resulting in diminished activities, the Tam Ky has little formal organization in Khanh Hau. One member
is the designated representative of the sect in the village, and his primary
function is to disseminate news received from the committee at the temple
in Tan An.
Because they have temples in the village, the Ban Chin Dao and the Tien
Thien sects have attracted many follor+ers. While cach has a core of members who consider themselves exclusively of that sect, many Cao Daists think
of themselves simply as Cao Daists in general. and they are apt to attend
rituals at dzerent temples in or near the village. There is some shifting
horn one w e t to another for, with the exception of thc Minh Chon Ly which
differs in doctrine, this involves no conflict. It is dificult to determine
whether some villagers who have embraced Cao Daism can he countcd as
practicing members. For example, the village chief was converted after a
'

:

7. Thc miticncc pattcrns around the tcmples is dims&
chaptcr.

in detail in the following
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spirit message directed him to do so, but subsequently he left the religion
because the dictary restrictions proved deleterious to his health. On occasion, however, he describes himself as a Cao Daist.
In 1955, with funds solicited From the faithful, the leaders of thc Dan
Chin Dao congregation purchased a r v d - t i l e building in T a n An for 30,mo$ VN. A weaIihy membcr donated a plot of ground in Ap Dinh-A, and
the structure was reassembled on it. The interior of the temple is spacious
and unusually airy. Brightly colored silk hangings, mandarin parasols, and
a set of decorative symbolic weapons to ward off evil spirits adorn the main
altar which contains an elaborate throne. A portrait of the foundcr of the
sect rests on the throne, and above tkcre is a painting of thc Cao Dai eye.
Immediately before the throne arc carved polychrome figures representing
Ban Chin Dao d e i t i e s L a o T'se, Thich Ca, Quang T h e Am. Confucius,
Christ. Ly Thai 13ach, Quan Cong, and Khuong Thai Cong. T h e altar also
contains the traditional Vietnamese altar accouterments-gongs, candles, an
incense burner, vases of flowers, and offering plates. Thc sanctuary contains
two other altars, one dedicated to Quan Cong, the sainted Chinese warrior,
and the other to Duc Ho-I'hat (Christ).
T h e chief of the congregation is elected by the Administrative Committee for a two-year period; this committce in turn is elccted by the congrcgation for an indefinite perid. T h e chief oE the congregation sets the elections,
and he is responsible for the spiritual and matcrial affairs of the group. He
also officiates at specific rituals, acts as chairman at meetings held in the
temple, and has the Cnal voice in any decisions affecting thc congregation.
Three times each year he journeys to the Holy See a t Ben Tre to assist at
thc Tam Nguun rituals and rcport on the congregation to the Central Committee.
T h e chief of the village committce is appointed by the chief of the congregdtion, and his assistant, the "learncd man," usually is an elderIy mcrnber
of the congregation. This cummirtec is represented in each hamlet by an
assistant, to enable c;isy contact with the parishioners. The Cult Committee
is responsible for organizing annual rituals and feasts. All of those holding
high officc live in farmsteads clme to the tcmple, and a few of the eldcrly
committee mcmbers as well as thc guardian live in t l ~ csubsidiary building
behind the temple.
h-iost Ban Chin Dao rituals clmely resernhle traditional Vietnamese
rituals o1)served in the village (see Table 6). The ritual honoring the dt:ad
of the Indochina War illus~rateswell the traditionaf form with Can Daist
innovations. It was held outdoors at threc altars placed before a largc paint-
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ing depicting a Cao Daist Valhalla. Between the main and middle altars
there was a long table covered with phtes of cooked rice, meat dishes, cookies,
and ather delicacies. Men gathered on the right side and women on the
left Four young men in robcs of the same style as those worn in dinh rituals
stocd by thc rear altar, and two boys s t d by the middle aItar. As a choir
TABLE
6. Ban Chin Dao RituaIs

8th and 9th days of 1st month
14th and 15th days of 1st month
14th and 15th days of 2d month
12th and 13th days of 3d month
8th day of 4th month
24th and 25th days of 5th month
14th and 15th days of 7th munth
14th and 15th days of 8th month
24th and 25th days of Decernbcr

Feast of Cao Dai, thc Supreme Being
Thuong Npon, beginning of year
Anniversary of Thai Thuong Lao Quan, a mlcstial deity
Feast of thc pap1 eIection
Birth of l'hich Ca, second reincarnation of Buddha
Birth of the Popc
Trung Nguon, rnidycar feast
Birth or Goddess Dicu Tri Kim Xlau
Christmas
Monthly R i d s

Eve of I s t and 15th days 01 each Iunar month

12:00 noon

5:m P.M.

Gong Phu

* Illcrc are additional rituals held during the year which are fixed by wanccs ; all lunar months
cxcept Dcccmber.
of wornen chanted, the boys announced groups of malc worshippers who
kowtorved before the main and middle altars. After the leaders of the congrcgaticln korvtorved, they remained kneeling while the four young men
made three stylized offerings of burning sandalwood, fruit, and tea, placing
them on the main altar. One or the leaders then rcad an invocation to
those killed in the war, afterward hnrning it on the main altar. The women
kowtowed in the firla1 act of the ritual. The participants gathered later in
the meeting rooms bchind the tc:mple for a Erast.
A more typical Cao Daist ritual is the celebration of the birth of the Ran
Chin Dao l'ope, held at noon on the twenty-fifth day of the fifth lunar
month. The 1939 cclebraticln was attended by sixtecm of the congregation,
nine of whom were elderly women; with the exception of one lcader who
wore mandarin-like robes, the participants rwrc garbed in white. Tr+:o
women rwre headpieces that resembled those prescribed for mourning, and
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one of the male leaders wore a black fez. They gathered before the temple
for a brief ritual during which a large flag with the Cao Dai eye emblazoned
on it x v a ~mised. Proceding inside, the men kneIt on the right and the
women took places on the left. The ritual, accompnied by beating of gongs,
consisted of prayers chanted by the leader, and periodically all would bow
lor+-.There was no individual or group kowtowing or any offeringIn establishing the Tien Thien temple in Ap Dinh-B, funds were solicited
from members in the vicinity, and a relative nf Ong Khai rented them a plot
of land. The first temple was a thatched structure that cost i,ooo$ VN, but
when the congregation raised gg.ooo$ they purchased a traditionar woodtile house in a rlcighboring village, dismantled it and reassembled it ncxt to
the thatched structure which became a kitchen and residence for the guardian. Continuing to collect money, the congcgation eventually was able to
construct a sizable two-story building (the only one in Khanh Hau) in front
of the existing temple, which since has been used as a reception room and
place where some of the sect leaders residing at the temple eat and sleep.
Jn the sanctuary the main altar is dominated hy a large painting of the
great Cao Dai eye amid incense burners, candles, ofEering plates, %gong,
and
vases of flowers. To the Ieft there is a small altar dedicated to Quang Am,
the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy, and to the right there is a small altar over
which hangs a print depicting the mceting of all religions, an expression of
Cao Daist spirit. Surrounded by celestial clouds is the Cao Dai eye, and
below* it are Buddha, Lao T'se, Moses, Christ, Mohammed, and Confucius.
Other altars honor Lao T'w, Confucius, and Dai Tang, the Buddhist- monk
who was sent from China to India to seek the true prayers of Buddha.
In the small sanctuary on the second floor is a small altar containin2 a
large print of the Bac Quay, an octagonal symbol designed to protect the
temple from evil spirits. Thcrc also are altars in the former sanctuary to the
rear of the new one. T h e main altar honors Marshal Ngupen Haynh nuc,
and his portrait stands in the middie of it. In spite of the hct that this hen,
is not officially recognized as a saint by the Tien Thien IIolp See a t Soc
Sai, the Khanh Hau congregation chooscs to venerate him with no apparent
objection from the hierarchy. To the right stands an altar dedicated to the
deccased males of thc congregation, and a similar altar to the left is for
deceased females.
T h e Administrative Committee associated w i h the T a n An Tien Thien
temple is responsible for the r ~ ~ g i oand
n , i t has close cantact with the Holy
See at Soc Sai. T h e president of this committee visits Soc Sai on the tenth
day of every month (Gregorian calendar) when he reports on his region and
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receives information which he disseminates to the vilIage congregationsThe chid of the Kluoh Hau congregation also has direct contact wirh the
IIoly See, visiting Soc Sai periodically to attend major rituals. While there
he reports on the activities of his congregation and receives instructions
from the hierarchy. The Administrative Committee in Khanh Hau elects
the chief of congregation for a two-year term of office, and members of the
congregation elect the committee members for terms of several years (sect
leaders were vague on the number of years). The Adminisuative Committee
is responsible for the activities of the congregation, upkeep of the temple
and other property, and financial &airs. It also appoints the members of the
Committee for New Members which also functions as the Cult Committee.
None of the sect officials receives any salary. All describe themelves as farmers, and their official duties require only a portion of their time.
The congregation includes residents of neighboring Loi Binh Nhon and
An Vinh Ngai as well as people from all hamlets of Khanh Hau, and by
1960 the rolls listed 130 members. Of these, about thirty attend most rituals
in the temple (re.Table ?). This "core" includes sect leaders, some elderly
TABLE
7. Ticn Thien Rituals
Allmd RihoLr*

14th day of 1st month
15th day of 1st month
15th day of 2d month
14th day of 7th month
15th day of 7th month
9th day of 9th month
14th day of 10th month
15th day of 10th month
25th of December

To honor war dead
Thuong Nguon, beginning 01 ncw year
Feast of Thai Thuong, the Supmrnc Being
To honor war dcad
Trung Nguon, midyear festival
Death anniversary of Marshal Duc
Ha Nguon, end ofy ~ a r
T o honor war dead
Christmas
Monthly RitrrdF

Eve of 1st and 15th days d each lunar month

..

I;

I

Doily R i b l s
5 : o o ~ . ~ . , n o o5:oOp.~.
n,
Gong ~ h u
Ritual at main altar
Public con1csions

11 :00A.M.
7 100A.M.

A11 lunar months c x q t neccmbcr.

villagers, and a few younger farmers and their wives who lke nearby. They
often meet for the daily 1 I o'clock ritual after which they share a vegetarian
i. meal. They also spend a good deal of thcir leisure time in the older section
5
of the tcrnple to the rear of the sanctuary. The atmosphere is hmilial and.
(

I:
1:
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typical of the Cao Daists, they invariably extend warm hospitality to any
visitors. A4n~~ual
rituals attract most members of the congregation, but
attendance tapers considerably at monthly rituals which are compulsory only
for the chief of congregation and mernbas of the Administrative Committee. The daily Cong Phu ritual consists in burning joss and kowtowing,
and chanting of prayers.
All rnernbcrs are expected to make at least one retrcat of loo days and.
should a member rcceivc a spirit mcssagc directing him to make the retreat
at a spccific time, he must comply regardless of responsibilities or other
obstacles. Those on retreat reside in thc wood-tile building; male q u a r t m
are on one sidc, the fernale quartcrs near thc kitchen where the \+-omen
assist with preparation of meals. ,4t 4 0 0 AH., q:m P.M., 6:00 P.M., and midnight there are ninety-minute meditation periods fclr those on retreat.
Ideally the participant should achieve a state of mmpletc trancc during the
meditation. There are also daily pLga cxcrcises at unspecified times, and
at swen o'clock each morning public confessions are held. Seances occur
frequently, although the only scheduled scance is on the fifteenth day af the
second lr~narmonth. A s t y l i d version of the beaked basket is used in
scanccs as p r e s ~ ~ i b e(see
d Appcndix B).
A b u t 1955, during the pcriod when the >iinh Chon Ly sect was expanditlg, severill Khanb 11an residents becarne cotiverts, and by 1960 thu sect
claimed twenty adherents in the village. 'Thc younger brother of the \?illage
chicf is a member, and one of his neighbors, an eldcrly lady, was the first
convcrt to this scrt in Khanh Hau. T h e closest Minh Chon 1.y temple is in
Binh ?'am, some 3 kilometers from T a n An: howevcr on the twenty-ninth
day of each lunar month. rncmbcrs gather in a priryatc residence near the
secondary school in Tan An for a group profession of faith and for traditional rituals, at which one of the school teachers officiates, which inrrdve
burning joss, korvtowing, and beating gong. Occasionally a representative
of the Holy See in hiy Tho visits the gatherings to instruct the congrcgation
in sect doctrine. Mcmbcrs of the sect also ~erforrnfour daily riruaIs, similar
to Buddhist Cong Phy rituals, in their homes a t 5:go and i 1:yo a.xr., 5:go
P.M., and midnight. Also presc~ibedare thrcc daily prayer periods a t $00
A.M. and 3:oo and 7:oo P.M.
Membcrs of thc Minh Chon Ly in Khanh Hau have the usual altars.
although theirs have the "heart in the eye" as the central sy~nbol.Also,
whereas other Cao Daists are supposed to make daily ritual ofkrings of food
on their altars, the Minh Chon 1.y have dispensed with this in thc belief that
the Supreme Bcing does not require it. As indicated earlier, rnernbcrs of this
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sect do not adhere to most traditional cults, nor do thcy assist at rituals heId
at the dinh. but thcy ria maintain the Cult of the Ancestors and they burn
joss on the a1tar.
Onc of the primary school tcachers is a member of the Chon Ly Tam
Kguycn sect, an offshootof the hlinh Chon Ly; he spcn& a great deal of
timc in Khanh Hau and is active in villagc affairs but is a resident of Tan
An. h'g~ycnVan Kien, the 83-year-old founder of this sect, resides near
their only temple on the edgc of Tan An. There arc few members and they
consider thcir sect the most profoundly religious and theologicaIly the
purest. They have no symbol in the temple, believing that it is unnecessary,
since each individual has the Supreme Spirit within him. They have no food
taboos, and they r c j ~ all
t the traditional Victnanlese cults.
Relations anlong members of the various Cao Daist sects in Khanh Hau
are relatively easy, and most identify themselves as Cao Daists rathcr than
members of a particular sect. Among the lcaders, horvcver, the situation
difFers. The Ban Chin Dao and Ticn Thien sect leaders have cordial rcIations, often visiting cach other, and since their doctrines arc almost identical
they openly pcnnit their adherents to attend rituals at both temples. Thcre
have been, however, several incidents between leaders of the Minh Chon Ly
and thosc oE other scrts, particularly the Tien Thien. On one occasion Ong
Khai, head of the Duc family, and one of the Tien Thien lcaders invited
some members of thc h-iinh Chon Ly hierarchy to attend a Tien Thien conference in 1My Tho. The Minh Chon Ly delegation disagreed with the Ticn
Thien hierarchy on doctrinal points. and they left the meeting in anger. A
sccond incident occurred whct~Ong Khai's father died, and hc i n v i t d somc
Buddhist monks and Minh Chon Ly lcaders to thc funeral. T h e monks
prayed before the bier, and the Minh Chon Ly representatives placed a
print of their symbol-"the eye in the h e a r t * ' n the coffin. Thc host left
it, but a Ticn Thien lcader rcmoved it and indignantly returned it to the
h-linh Chon Ly Ieaders who were chagrined and immediately departed. Several days later several of the Ticn Thien lcaders called on Ong Khai to
rcmonstratc with him for allowing the "outsidcrs" to practicc their rituals
at a Tien Thien funcral.

The Chinese warrior Quan Cons is widely venerated in Khanh Hau. 1-Ie
is enshrined in the two Buddhist pagodas and in many hooseholds, and has
become a popular Cao Daist deity. Tn addition, thcrc is a pa,.;orla in Ap
Nhon Hau dedicated exclusively to Quan Cong and supported by a numlwr
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of individuals in Ap Nhon Hau and other hamlets in the area. At the end
of the nineteenth century, a group of Ap Khon llau residents, all members
of the Cult Committee, sponsored the constructiun of the original pagodaIt was a small. simply constructed building. and early in the twentieth century the maternal grandfather of thc prcsent Ong Ke Hien collected funds
for a new pagoda. By 1921 this structure had to be rcplaccd bccause of
termites. The wooden figures representing the deities were burned, and a
new pa@
with new figures was constructed. Although it was untouched
during the Indochina War, it had fallen into disrepair, and when the rvar
ended a group of prosperous residents of Ap Khon Hau, Ap Cau, and Ap
T h u T u u formed a committee to collect donations for a new structure.
s
in
Around qg.ooo$ V N was collected, and the new pagoda ~ - a completed
1958. It was substantially constructed of wood with a tile roof, and resembles
the Buddhist paguda in Ap Cau, although it is somewhat smaller and less
adorned. There is one main altar containing large polychrome wood figurcs
of Quan Cong and his assistants Chau Xuong and Quan Binh. To one side
there is a small altar to honor the memory of those who established the original pagoda, and a similar altar on the other side is for those who have given
subsequent contributions.
The Quan Cong Pagoda Committee, charged with maintenance of the
building and rituals, is composed of Ap Nhon Hau Cult Committee mcmbers. They also select a resident of Ap Nhon Hau to be guardian and he is
givcn use of the one hectare surrounding the pagoda. Daily rituals of buming joss and kowtowing arc per£ormed by the guardian at 5:00 A.M. and
6:m ~.ni.There also are three ann~lalrituals which attract villagers from
the surrounding hamlets. Participants bring offerings of food and cash, and
the rituals rescmble those hcld in the dinh-pigs are sacrificed, and rnernbers of the Pagoda Committee ko~vtorvaccording to ranked order.

On the northern edge of ,4p Dinh-B there is a masonry housc set among
vegetables, flowers, and fruit trees, which houscs a private cult. An elderly
descendant of Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc lives thcre with his fourth wife
and several of his daugl~htersand their children. A large, rambling, thatched
addition to the rear serves as living quarters for the family. The main part
of the house had been their residence, but as the man grew older (and
according to his neighbors, senile), he began to vencrate an ever-increasing
panrheon of Buddhist deitics, Vietnamese culture herocs. and spirits. With
more altars and statues, the family rvas forccd to move into thc addition.
The main altar is dedicated to Buddha and the goddess Quang Am, and
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thcre are other altars honoring Quan Cong and the Vietnamese emperors
Gia Lang, hlinh Mang, and Tu Duc. There also arc numerous prints of
Buddhist deities and Taoist symbols, as well as tablctq, candles, gongs, silk
hangings, and decorations in the national colors. In the midst of it all t h a e
is a canvas camp bed on which the oid man sleeps. Before the entrance to
the house is a heeling polychrome figure which the old man identifies as a
Khmm goddess. He has reached the stagc where he claims belief in all reiigions and worships all gods. His day is spent in burning joss and praying
before the altars, and he also prepares special heavily alcoholic elixirs which
he gives to those who visit thc shrine.

T h e villagers believe that certain periods in everyone's life are auspicious
or inauspicious, and there are prescribed ways of fmding out when they
occur. There also arc practices and rituals designed to maximize the hvorable effects and minimize the unfavorable. The first twelve years of an individual's life constitute one cycle, and it is considered a precarious one during which many die. One rituaI which will help the child survive and
develop is aimed at "clcansing the memory." For everyone, the ages z I to
ag, g l to gg, q i to 45, and 51 to 53 are unfavorable periods during which
he should exercise great caution in all behavior. In addition there are "bad
years" for the individual depending on the relationship of his zodiacal sign
with that of the current year. The signs are in three groups: (1) tiger.
monkey, snake, pig; (2) dragon, dog, buhlo, goat; (3) mouse, horse, cat.
rooster. Those in each category are compatible with one another but not
with those of the other two groups. Therefore in the Year of the Tiger
those born in the second and third categories must be on guard against the
tam tai (three misfortunesFhta1 accidents, sickness, and loss of good fortune.

In order to avoid tam tai, the individual consults with one proficient at
analyzing the lunar calendar (this would include some elderIy villagers, the
cu si, and some of the healers) to find a propitious time during the first
months of the year for the tarn tai ritual. The individual purchases paper
figures and talismans, and arranges on a small altar the three symbolic food
offerings such as a cray6sh to represent sca creatures, some pork for land
animals,and an egg for creatures of the air. Reciting prayers, the individua1
offers the food to the evil spirits, after which he burns the paper figures and
talismans.
8. Scc Chapter 5 for details of this rituaL
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During the bad years, it is believed that the star which shone brightly at
the timc of the individual's hirth is hiding its light, depriving the individual
of its hneficial influences. Cung Sao Hang is the ritual designed to attract
the light of the star? At a date selected according to thc individual's horoscope, he writes the name of his star on a tablet which is placcd on a small
allar arranged before the house, facing thc direction of the star. Offerings
of fruit, flowers, and burning joss are placed on it, and numerous candles
are lighted and sct on and around the altar to attract the light of the star.
There arc three souls and nine vital spirits which collectively sustain the
living body. The primary soul maintains Iife itself, the second is the seat of
intelligence, and thc third is rclated to the senses. The nine vital spirits have
no particular properties or designations. When all souls and vital spirits are
present, the individuaI experiences a scnse of well-being, but if one or all
should depart, sickness, insanity, or death could result. The souls and the
vital spirits are targets of evil demons, and when the healer first approaches
his paticnt he usually intones, "Thrcc souls and nine spirits return as
quickly as possible." After death. if there is no cult honoring the dcccased.
he becomes an errant spirit, wandering endlessly and doing great harm to
the
The pantheon of other spirits is complex.ll It includes the mn, yeti, guy,
tinh, con hoa, tien, and several dcitics such as Thien h
i (the Thunder
Spirit), Ba Thuy (the Water Goddess), and Ba Giang Ha (the Falling Goddesses). These are differentiated in a variety of ways-some are inherently
wicked, some occasionaIIy wicked, and others capricio~isor benevolent.
The supernatural beings most commonly discussed among the villagers
are the m,phantoms or ghosts, and they command Fear, although their
dcgree of wickedness varies. Among the least malevolent are those which
once were living a n i m a l s m a heo (pig ghost), ma clzo (dug ghost), and ma
meo {cat ghost). Villagers believe they swarm over thc fields after sunset.
often getting tangled in the legs of those who tarry too long on the paths.
itfa dung is the collective term for ghosts associated with horscs, oxen, and
bufFaIo, but unlike the other animal ma, they arc harmful. and strange ocg. In addition to the individual's star, separatc stars previde ovcr the fate of males and
females10. E m n t spirits and the Cult of thc Ancestors arc discussed in Chapters q and 5.
11. In his exccllcnt study of Vietnamese religious beliefs and practices Cadi&
indudes a classification of supernatural beings found in central Vietnam. H c describes thc
quy as dtmons, the mn as e s p r i ~ and
,
tien as gknies, and he also presents an anaIysis
of the classiticr con which is uwd whcn refelring to supernatural beings. (Croyances et
Frat iques Religieuses, 1957, pp. -8.1
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currcnces in the village often are attributed to the ma dung. Ma Than Vong
is a specific ghost, the "tightening-knot ghosr" which goads people into suicide by muttering co co ("neck, neck") into their ears. Ma A Phien is the
opium ghost, related to addiction and eventual "death in the plcasures."
Yeu and guy are capricious, often lvickcd supernatural beings, capable
of doing unguarded humans great harm. Of all these beings, however, none
is so malevolent as the tinh who villagers claim use a variety of tricks to
induce their intcnded victims to open their mouths. whereupon the tinh
draw out their souls, leaving them insane. VilIagers believe that the yeu
and cinh inhabit great arcs, often appearing as human shadorvs.
While the supernatural kings of fearful genre are divided into somewhat
finely distinguished categories, good supernatural bcings are of one kindthe t k n , whu are considered happy and delightful being. For example, a
common proverb i n the village is "To eat well and sleep wdl is to be like a
ticn." Thc tien also are thought capabk of passing on special gifts such as
literary s n i u s , and some impart medicinal secrets. In Khanh Hau tllc tien
are held in reverence but there are no elaborate rituals honoring them as
there are in places like Chau Doc and Ha Tien, near the Cambodian border,
where the th inh tien rituals are scrupulously performed.
With the many watercourses around the village and the large number of
ponds, dro~vningsare not uncommon, and to the villagers it is a particl11arIy
horrible death, for drowning may indicate noi, a curse on other members
of the victim's family. Noi implies an irresistible urgc to plunge one's face
into water, and it falls on the immediate kin of a drowning victim. According to villagers whole families have becn drowned as the result of the curse.
Some drowncd in earthen water jars, one man cursed with noi i s supposed
to have drowned in a cup of wmter, and one villagcr cited the ca5e of a man
who stumhlcul on the road and, bccause he was cursed with noi, his face was
fatalIy drawn into water that had sccped into a buffalo footprint.
Noi is attributed to a number of water spirits, among them Ba T h u y , the
Water Goddcss, who can dispel as well as cause noi. Tit'hilc all villagers know
of Ba Thuy or Long Than, thc llrapn King usually associated with her,
few offer p e r i d i c rituals, and none maintains a cult to either deity. Boat
dwcllers on the larger streams such as rhe Mekong or the Vaico arc conscientious in thcir rituals to Ila Thuy, and most havc gilded altars honoring
her. Throughont ihc year ritual offerings are made a t prcscribd times, and
ficrce weather a l w a y pro\wkes titi~alsto Ba T h u y . Some villagers contend
that Ba Thuy protccw drinliing water from contamination, although this
belief is not manifest in any ritual act.

VILLAGE I S VIETNAM

Ma tmi is the ghost of a drowned person who, not having been restored
to the family tomb or to the altar of the ancestors, has become an errant
spirit. Ma troi manifests itself by a phosphorescent glimmer o v a a body of
water or near a firc where villages say it is attempting to warm itself. Normally the ma troi is the ghost of a victim whose body has not been recovered, and its manifcstation is a sign that the victim's kin should continue the
search. If the search is futile, a ritual is performed by Ong Thay Phap, the
sorcerer, to bring peace to the tormented ghost. It consists in summoning
the ghost from the depths and capturing it in a jar which is placed on the
altar of the ancestors.
The most fearful of the water spirits--those associated with noi-are the
ma da. These are ghosts of the drowned who cannot find peace until they
have secured another victim to replace them in their misery. The m a da lurk
in the water, awaiting a victim, usually a kinsman, and their favorite prey
are children. In Khanh Hau, children are cautioned about the ma da, and
many wear metal bracelets which repel the ma da who may attempt to pull
a child into water- From time to time one hears the expression "'drownedby
the ma da" in reference to a drowned child. Often ma da manifest themselves as large, ominously black amorphous masses which hover over the
water wailing "It is cold--so cold."
Ba Hoa, the Fire Goddess, and con hoa, ghosts of thosc who died by firc,
are greatly feared b y villagers because of their destructiveness. Thatched
houses are a favorite target of the fire spirits, who are supposed to cause the
fire themselves or induce somcone else to start it. New houses never are constructed on the site of a house that burned. There are no prescribed cult
practices to propitiate Ba Hoa or con hoa, but rhinoceros horns or horns
from a mountain goat. h t h extremely rare in the delta, arc knorvn to be
very effective talismans against the firc spirits.
Villagers refer to thunder as a "blow horn heaven," believed to be directed by the Spirit of Heaven against evil spirits on earth. -4ssociated with
this is the Thunder Spirit, sent to earth to mete out punishment to evil
spirits and criminals. He carries an ax knorvn as luoi cam set; he uses a
bronze one against humans and a stone ax against animals and evil spirits.
According to popular belief, if one digs dceply in a place where lightning
has struck, it is possible to find the luoi cam set. which may be used as a
powerful talisman. Many sorcerers carry small axes which they call luoi cam
set.
h-ieteors are believed to be manifestations of goddesses descending to
earth. Villagers refer to them as the Goddesses of the Nine Heavens, thc hlis-
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tresses of the Spirits, or simply the Buddhist Goddesses. When a hlling
meteor disappean behind trees, it is thought that the goddesses are descending via the tree, so in their honw a small shrine should be constructed at
the base of the tree. There are m y such shrines in the village. Some are
simply constructed and maintained for a limited time whereas others, usually consmcted by well-tdo villagers, are of masonry with a tile roof and
are scrupulously looked after for a long periodmu

Ong Thay Phap (Master of Sorcery) is a particular type of practitioner
who receives horn his patron deity special powers, especially the power to
meet evil spirits and exorcise them. Since evil spirits are believed to cause a
wide variety of maladies, the sorcera's power to exorcise makes him a
sought-after heaIer. There is no resident Ong Thay Phap in Khanh Hau.
Some villagers claim that a man in Ap Dinh-B is one, but he denies this,
saying that although his father practiced sorcery, he never learned the
secrets (those who claim he is point out that his five wives have died, the
result of his dealing with evil spirits).
Thexe are several Ong Thay Phap in neighboring villages, and one is
hired each year to perform special rituals for the Cau An celebration held
at the Ap Dinh-A dinh.13Between 1958 and 1961 the same Ong Thay Phap
was selected for the village celebration. He is 55 years old and has two wives
and four children, all of whom share his wood-tile house in a viI1age near
Tan Hicp. south of Khanh Hau. He farms seven cong of paddy Iand, his
primary means of support, and practices sorcery to supplement his income.
Both his father and his father's father were Ong Thay Phap, and he learned
the ritual forms, magic formulae, and art of making amulets by assisting his
father. In his family the rule is that the eldest son learns the secrets, and
currently his 18-year-old son serves as his apprentice, assisting in simpler
rituals. As his proficiency increases, he will participate in more cornpIicated
rituals, such as the Cau An. Women never are admitted to this circle, since
they marry out of the family arid might divulge the secrets.
The main altar in the Ong Thay Phap's house is dedicated to Ong Thay
Thuong, the patron deity horn whom he derives his mystic powers. Tablets
on the altar also honor the deity's five assistants, all warriors of ancient ChiI P - There are numerous other spirits and deities known by the villagers, although they
rewive no special form of veneration. Among them are the Wave Spirits which lie on the
bttom of large rivcrs and periDdimIly ascend, causing great waves and agitation, and
Lord \%%ale, Lord Crocodile. and Lord Tiger.
lg. This is discussed in Chapter 8.
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nese legends. Food offerings are placed each day on the altar, and Ong Thay
Phap performs a simple ritual, kowtowing and burning joss. Being a Buddhist, he also has Buddhist altars and scrupulously performs the prtlscribed
daily Buddhist rituals. In addition, the Ong Thay Phap has responsibility
for cult rituals venerating several patrilineal ancestors.
Specialization is common among the sorcerers, and this one is particularly
adept at curing mental illnesses. Exorcism of the evil spirit is part of the
cure and is combined with use of amulets. The usual ~rocedureis to cut the
victim's upper arm or tongue to obtain blood with which to write a special
formula designed to frighten the evil spirits away. Ong Thay Phap admits
that he fails in some iIlnesses, the real cause of which he feels must be organic. Fees for services depend on the patient's means and the gravity of
the ailment. Poor patients usually are charged only the cost of transportation, should that be necessary. Well-to-do patients either pay cash or present
the sorcerer with gifts. He supplement. his income by selling amulets and
talismans.
In addition to the Ong Thay Phap there are several Khanh Hau residents
who hca1 ccrtain types of ailments but without exorcism. They have patron
deities, but they have no contact with the mil spirits.14 One impoverished
woman in Ap Dinh-A (who was abandoned by her husband) is known as
Ba Cot (Madame Healer), and over twenty years ago she discovered she had
thc power to cure children's illnesses and certain female ailments, particularly those affecting the breasts and eyes. This power is derived from the
goddess Ba Linh Son Thanh Mau for whom Ba Cot maintains a shrine in
her thatched house. Ba Cot also has an extensive knowledge of traditional
Vietnamese medicine which she preparcs for her patients; she also prays over
them, invoking the power from the ,ddess. In addition to giving children
herb medicine, she employs a talisman of colorcd strings woven into a necklace. Ba Cot often is called upon to perform the services of midwife. At the
risk of losing her power, she is forbidden to charw fees, although she is free
to accept tokens of gratitude.
Anothcr resident of Ap Dinh-A, a tenant farmm, is a healer. Known as
Ong Thay Sau Thoi, this 58-year-old man felt the power to heal come over
him some ten years ago and, being a fement Cao Daist, he assumed it was a
gift from the Supreme Being. It w a s not until 1956, however, that he actually learned healing techniques and preparation of traditional Vietnamese
medicine. His friend, the cu si known as Ong Dao Ba Rau, had been study14. One healer who relies exclusively on folk medicine without intervention of a
supernatural being is discussed in Chapter 6.
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ing these methods with the hcrrnits in the Scven Mountains. When he returned to Khanh Hau in 1956 hc agreed to impart some of his knowledge
to Ong Thay Sau Thoi, who did not learn the secrct of exorcism but did
learn how to prepare medicines and employ traditional techniques. Eventually, Ong Thay Sau Thni also Iearncd the principles of Nham Than,
wherein ovtrr a thousand vital points in the human body are reIated to corresponding hours, days, and months in the lunar calendar. This guides treatment to a more effective cure; violation could aggravate the ailment or
bring death. For example, therc are certain hours of certain days when
specific parts of the hcad can be treated by letting blood, the most common
technique employed. In addition, Ong Thay Sau Thoi uses magic cloths.

CHAPTER 4

T h e Kinship System
THEVIETNAMESE
have a patrilineal kinship system. The toc or patrilineage found in northern and central Vietnam is reckoned through the
male line to a male ancestor in the fifth ascending generation (some families
trace ancestry farther). In Khanh Hau, however, with Lhe exception of
several families, the common ancestor is in the third axcnding generation.
Rcfmence teminology clearly distinguishes patrilineal from nonpatrilineal
kin, and m a l e in Ego's and ascending generations in the patrilineage arc
age graded, a feature related to the traditional means of selecting the
tmong loc or head of the patrilineage according to age priority. Again
Khanh Hau deviates from tradition; in most village families the truong
toc is selected by a council of adult male and fcmale members of the
family. According to custom, jural authority in the patrilheage rests with
the truong toc, and he is responsible for rituals venerating the common
ancestor. He also holds title to the patrimonial land, thc income of which
must be used to defray the cost of rituals and feasting integral to the Cult
of the Ancestors. lie maintains family tombs, and should the family keep
a genealogy book, the truong toc is charged with making the proper entries. l+rell-todofamilies attempt to conform to these prescriptions, but for
most vilIage families they represent only the ideal.

T h e concept of nuclear terms described by Feng in his analysis of Chinese
terminological composition is applicahlc to Viernamese kin t~rminology.~
N u d r ~ rterms cxprew the nuclear group of relationships and, linguistically, are
term p s e s w s a primary meaning and one or
more scmndary meanings. The primary meaning is assumcd when the term is used
independently, and when it is used in combination with other elemcnts the secondary
meaning or meanings become paramount. Basic modifiers for the most part express col1.

independent of mdificls. Each nudcar
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There arc nuclear terms for parents, parents' siblings, siblings, and Ego's
children. In their primary meaning they express generation, lineage, and
in some cases relative age to Ego and Ego's father. Modifiers may he added
to some terms to indicak sex and age priority, but they are not intrinsic.
Some of the nuclear terms are used to refer m other kin, assuming a secondary meaning. Lexically, thc syntactical principles of the isolating,
monosyllabic Vie tnarnese language permit an exactness in designating
relationship to Ego by the use of various modifiers (see Tablcs 8 and g and
Fig. 17)- Nuclear terms, qualified by modifiers, are used for afinal kin, and
they constitute the basic vocatives (as well as basic pronouns in Vietnamese grammar).
T h e family of Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc is one of thc few in the
village that trace anccstry beyond the third ascending generation with
names, birth dates, and death dates carefully recorded in one of the rare
genealogy books in Khanh H ~ UT.o~is the term indicating ancestors in
general. T h e patrilineal ancestor of the fifth ascending generation is Ong
Ky Koi, and should his wife also be honored, she is referred to as Ba Ky
Noi. Ong and Ba are respect pronouns used in address or reference, and
they also serve as sex modificrs in referring to many kin of ascending gcnerations. Ky indicates the fifth ascending generation, and noi is a modifier
designating patrilineal kin. Patrilineal ancestors of the fourth ascending
gcncration arc Ong So Noi and Ba So Noi. So is the modifier for the fourth
ascending generation, and co indicates the third ascending generation.
Nonpatrilineal as well as patrilineal kin are recognized in the second
ascending generation. There is no term to indicate the generation itself.
Ong Noi and Ba Noi are the paternal wdndparents; the matcmal grandparents are Ong Ngoai and Ba Ngoai. The modifier ngoai literally means
"outside" and is oftcn used when referring to nonpatrilineal kin. Far example, when villagers discuss their kin they usually speciEj beta noi (on the
patrilineal side) of ben ngoni (on the nonpatrilineal side). Cha is the term
for father, although when referring to one's own father it is more polite
Iatcral relationship and generation status and cannot be used independently as kinship
terms. The nudcar t e r n form thc basis for kinship extensions, and thc basic modihen
h a t e the exact plaae of the rclative in thc total scheme. The combinations and recornbinatinns of these two classcs of elements constitute the modern standard systcm which
is thc norm of aU othcr tcrrninologies. Tile referentids m d i f y the standard system into
proper forms h r refcrcnrial usc in specific applications. Vocatives, aside from their
primary usap, umsfornl them into d i m t [oms of add&
ktwccn relatives. (Feng,
Ghincsc Kinship, p. 9.)
s. The Duc family, as i t oftcn is calld, is discussed in Chapter 10.
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TAMLE
8. Syntax of K i n TerminoIogy
Gmclation

Sex

Fqth Axc~ding
F w t h hcendrendrn~

Thid h c d i n g
Stcond A s c d i q

I

Iimeage

K~

:

Noi (patrilineal)
Ngoai (nonpatrilil)

Ong (male)
Ba (female)
Ong (grandfather)
Ba (grandmother)

09
M e (MI
Bac (FOR)
Chu (FyB)

Patrilineal

Co (FSi)

Nonpatrilineal

Di (MSi)

Ego's

hh (o'

I Hai ('Idut)

Anh Ra Con (PoSbS)
Chi BP Con (PoSbD)

Bcn Noi (patrilinral)
(ySb)

Trai (male)
~ ~ (female)
a i

Em Ba Con (PySbCh)

1I

Lineal

Ben Ngoai (nonpatrilineal)
ColIateral

Hai (first born)

Firs; Dexmding

con (Ch)

Ba (second born)

Chau (Cousins' Ch)

T u (third born)

Chau 'SbChJ

Second D e s c d n ~
Third Desce~ding

Fourth D e s c d q
Fqth D c s c d n g

1
I

:

Been Noi (patrilineal)
Ben Xpai (nonpatrilineal)
I~eneration

1-incnge

Chau
Chat
Chut
Chit

Noi (~atrilineal)
Ngoai (nonpatrilineal)

ppular word for mother,
and R a Than is the polite form of reference. Age grading of patrilineal male
kin begins in the second generation. The father's older brothers are bw;
the younger brothers are chu. CO is the term for father's sisters. The mother's brothers arc Cali, and her sisters are di.
to use the honorific term Ong Than. hie is the
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A Affinal gin: Male Ego
3. Af6naI Kin: Female Ega

a

cha

song

1

Ep0=4Chong
ChiDau

I

A Em

a-

-

A=OVO

I

0 Em

song

1

0 Chi
-g

I

A Anh
Chong

mEm Dau

All of Ego's siblings are age graded: anh for older brothers and chi for
older sisters; younger siblings are em, with t ~ a ifor males and gai for
females. Kin nurneratives usually are added to sibling terms. The first born
is anh hai or chi hai. Hai literally is "two," and villagers explain that num-

Structure of Kinship Normally Recognized in Khanh Hau.
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bcr one is a superlative reserved for persons of great honor such as the
emperor. The second born is ba (three) while the third is tu, a term to
indimte fourth persons or days (bon is the more gcneral term for fourth).
The usual numeratives are employed for the remaining siblings, and the
youngest generally is referred to as em ut. The modiiier mot may be added
to any sibling term to specify those born of the same parents, a necessary
distinction in polygynous families.
?Vith modifiers added, sibling terms are used for cousins who are age
graded according to the relative age of the parents. The older sibling
terms anh and chi also designate parents' older siblings' children, and em
is applied to parents' younger siblings' childrenm3The addition of the
compound modifier ba con, which translates as "kin." m a y be used to indicate dose collateral kin, i.e. those related through the parents' siblings.
As already indicated, this type of relationship often is described further
by adding the mdifiers ben noi for patrilineal kin and ben ngoai for nonpatrilineal kin. One can also explicitly indicate through which parent
collateral kin are related to Ego; ba con chu-bac means that he is related
through the father's brother without speciEying which parent is olda; ba
con ban di indicates that they are parallel cousins. related through the
mother's sister. One expression, ba con co-cau (Iiterally "father's sistermother's brother"), summarizes crosscousin relationships. Collateral kia
further removed may be age graded according to the dative-age-of-parents
principle, and the modifier ho would indicate that they are more than one
degree removcd. In general, ho has come to mean "family" and in the
broadest usage it indicates family name.'
In the first descending generation, Ego's children are con. Kin numeratives invariably are added, and often the child is referred to by his numerative. The sex mdifiers trai for males and gai for females also may be added.
Chltu is a general term for siblings' and cousins' children as wcll as other
collateral kin of the first descending generation. The modifiers ben noi and
ben ngoai to distinguish patrilineal and nonpatrilineal kin may be added.
The term chau also is used to designate lineal kin of the second descending
3. In "An hnaly.sis of hnamese Kinship Terms," Benedict considr-rs the principle of
age grading according to relative age of parents incongruous with the terminolw, and
he refers to it as "retrograde differentiation implied but not actually .present in a tcrm
or set of tcrrns."
4. In some works on Vietnamese history and culture, the term ho often is defined as
the Vietnamese term for clan. While more historical research might reveal that prmntday Vietnamese family names orice werc clan namcs, at thc present time there is no evidence to support this.
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generation, and the modifien noi and ngoai distinguish patrilineal and nonpauilinea1 kin. Chat, chert, and chit are terms for third, fourth, and fifth
generations respectively, and again the modifiers noi and ngoai separate
patrilineal from nonpauilineal.
Nuclcar terms with qualifying mdifiers are used for d h c s . Parental
terms are extended to the husband's or wife's parents, and sibling terms are
used to refcr to a spouse's siblings, who are age graded according to the
relative age of the spouse. For thc malc speaker, affinal relationships arc
indicated by the modifier vo (wife) to indicate they are his wife's kin, while
the female speaker uses thc modifier chong (husband). Sibling tams also are
extended to spouses of siblings, and they arc agc graded according to the
relative age of the siblings. Re refers to a sister's husband, and h u to a
brother's rviIe; for cxamplc, a younger brother's wife ~+rouldbe em dau, an
older sister's husband anh re.
~ ~ o c a t i vt cc m are somewhat more complicated. When a couple is newly
married, the husband addresses his wife as minh o r tna hai, both intimate
expressions. He also may call hcr nha toi, which translates literally as "my
house" (equivalent to the English "my own"). The young wife addresses her
husband as cung or anh, both of which might be translated as "my darling." Afwr their first child is born they shift to a teknonymous usage,
addressing each other as "father of seand-so" or "mother of so-and-so." For
example, if the child is a maIc named Teo, the husband addresses his wife
as ma thmg Teo, and she addresses him as cha thartg Tco. If the child is a
female named Chao, the husband becomes cha con Chao and the wife is
called ma con Chao.
Children call their father ba or tia and their mother ma or me, and
parents usually address their children by numeratives. Siblings customarily
address one another by the referential age-grade tcrrn+-oIder brothers are
anh, older sisters chi and younger sibling em. Kin numtrratives m a y be
added. A f t a siblings marry, the form of addtcss may change. A male who
has children addresses his younger bmther as chu, father's younger brother.
Younger hrothcrs, however, continue to address their elder brothers by the
term anh. Males with children address thcir sisters as co, or father's sister,
while females with children address their sisters as di, or mother's sister, and
their brothers as cau, or mother's brother. VilIagers explain that these are
5- Thc kin terms anh and em when u s e d as pronouns in thc sccond person singular
imply a relatively close relationship and, in certain contexG, intimacy. In the intimate
usage, a male speaker addressing a femalc as em will use anh for the first p
n singular;
the fanale addmsing a ma% as anh w i l l ref- to hcrself as em. The use of the nummtive hai lcnds both intimacy and respect.
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the terms their children will use, and this is a means of demonstrating
proper form. The one exception is the older brother whom the children
will address as bac, or father's older brother. Kin of the third and fourth
ascending generation are addressed by their referential terms.

In Khanh Hau the patrilineagc (toc) normally is reckoned from a male
anccstor in the third ascending generation, and its most important function
is veneration of the ancestors. For the villager, immortality lies in his undying lineage, but bliss in thc afterlife can be attained only by proper cult
veneration, without which the deceascd becomes a malevolent errant spirit.
Within the patrilincagc the division of cult responsibility is such that all
deceas~d members will be venerated. With three ascending generations
thcre will bc a minimum OF six ancestors-the parents, the father's parcnts,
and the father's fathcr's parcnts. Prescriptively, but not obligatorily, the
patrilineage head (truong toc) venerates thc father's father's parents while
rituals honoring the father's parents are the responsibility of one or more
other male members, and the cldest son in the family maintains the cult
for his parents. The truong toc also sees to it that other ancestors, such as
unmarried female members of the toc, are properly venerated.
The patrilineage assumes the character of a corporate kin group when it
has huong hoa (patrimony), thc income from which, according to Vietnamese custom and law, must be used to defray the cost of rituals and feasting
associawd with the Cult of thc Ancestors. Collmtively owned by adult
members of the tm,guardianship of the patrimony is vested in the hcad
of the patrilineage who i5 charged with properly allotting the income. In
southern Victnam there arc trvo kinds of huong hoa-vinh vien is inalienable but co phan is alienable with the consent of all adult members of the
toc. Although there is one case of huong hua vinh vien being divided between disputing desc~ndants.~
there are no instances of patrimony being
sold.
Also desirabIe for the Cult of the Ancestors is a substantially constructed
house that will endure for generations to become an ancestral house. To
the villager nha (house) is not simply a physical structure; it is a symbol of
family and hearth. Thc ancestral house is the central sanctuary for altars
honoring the ancestors of the toc, and it is the place where cult rituals and
feasting take placc. Similar sentiment is attachcd to the stone tombs that
6. Ibis case itlt=olvcs the sillagc chief and Ong X a G h a ~ ~ one
h , of the wealthiest residents in the village, and is discuser1 in Chapter jo.
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will stand through the years as mute reminders of past generations. VilIagers
express their feelings about house and tomb in the oft-quoted proverb,
"Illhenalive, one must have a house, when dead, one must have a tomb."
Lineage cohesiveness is highly valued by the villagers. The patrimony.
the ancestral house, and the stone tombs are symhls of Iincage longevity.
and lineage solidarity is perpetuated by prcscrihcd reunions to venerate thc
ancestors. Members of the patrilineage gather at the lunar New Year and
during Thanh Minh, an annual period specifitd for visiting and refurbishing family tombs. On these occasions they reconfirm their kin bonds and
intrduce new members to the group. Among thc well-todo these gatherings
bring kin from distant pIaces.
In Khanh Hau the patrilineage in which Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc
is an ancestor is unique in having retained most features of thc traditional
Vietnamese toc (still found in northern and central Vietnam more than in
the south). Anccstors to the seventh ascending generation are venerated (see
Appendix A), and toe members' names, birth dates, and death dates arc carefully recorded in the genealogy book. In addition to huong hoa and stone
tombs, thcre is a splendid ancestral house that also serves as a museum and
shrine honoring the Marshal. Family celebrations attract kin born Saigon
and hfy Tho as we11 as from surrounding villages, and in recent years the
celebration of the Marshal's death anniversary has bccome a village eventm7
Typical of southern families with huong hoa, thc Duc family selects the
patrilincage head on the basis of good character r a t h a than seniority. Thc
current truong toc, the secor~dson of his father, holds title to the huong
hoa, keeps the genealogy book, and maintains the ancestral house and the
tombs. He venerates all of the male ancestors: othcr male members are responsible for the females.
In the Duc family as in other village hmilies with huong hoa, any serious
breach in his responsibility may result in calling a council of adult mcmbcrs
to select a new truong toc. Villagers contend this control is necessary to
avoid having a n irrcsponsihle hcad squander the income of the patrimony.
and they cite examples from Khanh Hau and other villaga where this has
happncd (the crrant truong toc usually r\-as prone to gambling and/or
opium). There also are other reasons for wanting to change the patrilincage
head; for example, when Ong Xa Khanh's elder brother, the truong toc, was
q. The Cult of Marshal Nguycn IIuynh Duc has become a responsibility the family
shares with the Village CounciI. In addition m organizing the drive for funds to construct
the new shri~le.the Village Council assists in organizing the death anniversary which
is attended by district and provincial ofkials. The Villagc Council's tole in this cult is
discussed in Chapter g.
.-
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converted to Catholicism, the family held council and gave the title to Ong
X a Khanh. Should the hcad refuse to relinquish his role, the family may
resort to legal action and, although airing Eanlily difficulties is frowned upon,
such action is not rare. T h e most recent case in Khanh Hau occurred in
another family when the truong toc became a Catholic; his siblings sought
to have him removd on the grounds that as a Catholic he no longer could
perform the prescribed rituals. The muong toc took thc case to the district
tribunal which ruled that although as a Catholic he could not kowtow
before the altar of the ancestors, he could have masses said for the ancestors
with income horn the huong hoa, and he also muld continue to have the
fcasts. His being a Catholic was thcrcfore no bar to continuing in the role
of truong toc.
Variable wealth within the patrilincage sometimes results in shifts i n the
functions of truong toc and in the use of huong hoa. It is not unusual that
a wcll-todo member, although not the head, may be pcxmitted to assume
cult responsibilities for ancestors of the third and second ascending gcneratiom, leaving the truong toc to expend patrimonial income on his parents'
cult. Such is the case of thc harnlct chief of Ap Moi, a landowner, whose
elder brother, the lineage head, is a prxlr tenant farmer. In some instanm
income from huong hoa is not expended on the cult. For example, the village chief is head of his patrilineage and guardian of thc patrimony. Since
hc is wealthier than his two brothers, however, he pays for cult rituals and
feasting out of his own income. letting his brothers farm the huong hoa.
Most families in Khanh Hau have no land, and consequently numerous
village toc are without income for the Ancestor Cult. Thc members' houses
are oE perishable thatch, and their graves are mounds of earth that will be
unidentihble after a decade in the floods of the rainy scasons and the pulverizing s u n of the hot seasons. Thc one institution they carefully preserve,
however, is thc Cult of thc Ancestors. Without mcans to provide for many
guests, their gatkcrings for rituals are small, and most of those who attend
come from within walking distance. At most death anniversaries, for example, frorn five to ten guests may attend whereas in a family as prosperous as
that of ong Ke 3lien there might be loo guests.
Cohesiveness or corporateness, such as may be found among the rvcalthy,
are not characteristic of most patrilineages in the village- Many, if not most,
of them are fissioned, particularly as members move from the locale, and
only s e p c n t s of the patrilincage gather for the cult celebrations. The term
truong toc tends to he lmscly used-most often referring to thc eldest of
thc patrilineal group livins in the same part of the hamlet-and without
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any property functions there is nu need for serious council to decide on the
new tmong tm. Becau.~of the fissioning, sevetat members are likely to be
designated muong toc for difTerent segments which are not in contact. Consequently there is apt to be duplication of rituals venerating the common
ancestor (duplication of rituals causes villagers no c o n c m , but omission
does).
In spite of the fact that most patrilincages in the villages are segmented,
and roles and functions have deviated from traditional p r e h p t i o n , villagers realize that e v q man potentially is a common ancestor, and every
nuclear family a nascent patrilineage. They thcrefore strive to attain the
adjuncts of the patrilineage, the things that hold the family together-sons
to perpetuate the line, land that can be declared huong hoa, a house that
will become an ancestral house, and stone tombs.

Prescribed residence is patrilocal. The youncgest son is expected to remain
in the patcrnal house to care for the aging parents while other brothers also
w i d e there f o r a temporary period before establishing their own households, preferably in the vicinity. Females reside with their husbands who
usualIy are from outside the hamlet, often from another village. There arc,
of course. exceptions to the residence rule. A son may not be able to remain
near the paternal house if there is no available land or an alternative means
of supporting his family. On the other hand a girl may inherit land, so it
may happen that her husband will come to live in her part of the village.
If the girl is the only child (although adoption of sons is common) she is
expcctcd to care for her aging parents; her husband may then reside with
her parents. It is common also for a widow to return to her natal village.
and some second wives remain in their paternal households.
Adherence to the patrilocal residence rule and exceptions to it are rcffected in h t h household composition (see Table lo) and residence pattern.
Including couples without children, a11 of whom are rehtively young (and
presumably will have children or adopt a son in conformity with custom),
complete nuclear families without dependents comprise slightly ovm half
(51.6 per cent) of the households in the village (the residence pattern which
will be discussed presently indicates that there is a predominance of patrilineal kin clustered together, and most are brothers and their families). Also
reflecting patrilocality are the 11.3 per cent of the total vilrage households
composcd of a nuclear family with either thc husband's mother or father
living with them. Most of the joint households ( I 1.0 of the I 1.7 per cent of
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TABLE
10. Pcrccntage Household Composition in Khanh Hau, 1958
I. Nuclear Family Households
A. Nuclear Complete
Husband and wife
Husband, wife, and children
Nuclear plus dependents
a. Patrilineal Kin
Husband's father
Husband's mother
Other
b. Nonpatrilineal Kin
c. Both

B. Nuclcar Disintegrated
Single malcs
Single females
Woman and children*
Other
11. Joint Households

A. Polygynous
B. Patrilineal
C. Nonpatrilineal
TOTAL

99.57

*Not specified as widows. Some are second wives, others are separated from their husbands.
Widows are included in "nuclear plus dependents," "single females,'' "nuclear disintegratcd," and
"other" categories.

the total village households) consist of a son or sons and their families living
with the paternal nuclear household. Only three houscholds (0.5 per ccrlt
of the total) are comprised of a nuclear fanlily with a daughter and her
nuclcar family.
In the catcgory of disintegrated nuclear families single residents constitute
4.4 per cent of the total village households. Widows returning to their natal
place often prefer to rcside alone, and many elderly men also prefer living
by themselves. Several elderly villagers pointed out that their children's
households invariably included many children, they found it dificult to gct
enough rest with the noise, and it was easy to construct a srnall thatched
hut near their kinfolk where they could prepare their own simple meals and
receive their friends. T h e 7.1 per cent of womcn listed as head of household
with children (mostly minors), includes womcn separated from husbands
ten~porarily(the husband is working in another place, doing military service, or active in the Viet Cong) and womcn separated from thcir husbands
permanently.
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An examination of the residence pattern of Ap Moi reflc~tsthe broadcr
villagc pattern. For this analysis the hamlet can be divided into sections
A, B, C, and D. Section A is the southern end of the hamlet; Section D is
the northern end where the hamlet converges with Ap Dinh-A. T h e houses
are numbered more or less according to the system devised for the fivcfamily groupsP(SCC Fig. 18, and see Appendix F for kin grouping.}.
Kevierving the overall pattern of the hamlet, 57 h o u s e h o l d ~ v e rthree
quarters of the total 73-have kin ties in the hamlet (see Table 11). Exactly
TABLE
11. Ap Moi Residenu: Pattern
PakrkrCiwnl
Nwnber o j

Section Hmeholii~

Hoiuchddr
Numbcr of
adh h'ln Tie1 Kin Gr@iqs

Pu~rililncd
and
Groupiqs i~ror@trilimal

6

3

3

2
2

2
0
2

0

A

24

B

10

22.
5

C

20
19

19
11

-

-

-

-

-

73

57

14

7

7

D
TOTAL

4

2
2

half the 14 kin groupings are exclusively patrilineal and consanguineal,
while the rcrnaining have patrilineal and nonpatrilincal kin. T h e latter
groupings are larger, and they include aflinal as well as consanguineal kin.
Gcncrally, however, patrilineal ties predominate, and by and l a r y it can
be stated that the patrilocal residence rule is adhered to in most instances.
Many of thc ptrilineal gmupinp and segments of the mixcd groupings arc
co~iiposedof brothers and their families or families related through brothers.
Some exceptions can be noted. Widows returning to live near their siblings
are found in Chart 1 (d and e) and Chart 3 (a) of Appendix F. In two othcr
groups, for different reasons the husbands prefared to live near their wives'
kin. In relation to unafiliatcd housetiolds, it is interesting that the largest
numhcr is Iound in Section D. hiore than likely this is so because this part
of the hamlet is closest to the administrative center of the village. It is a convcnient place for the shopkeepers and the nurse, and furthermore, during
8. In 1956 the fivrcf;lmiIy groups werc cstablishcd in Khanh IIau. and by 1959 there
werc some nu in all h m l c ~ Each
.
group has five households h a t e d in the same part
of the hamlet. 1Iouscs arc numhcrcd, and the group slrlccts a lcadtrr who is responsible
u, the hamlet chief. Periodically, the leadcrs meet with the hamlet chief to report on
thcir groups and receive instructions or information to bc passed on to the member
families. Also, irom timc to time ihrre are rncetix~gof all fiw-filmiIy group leaders at
die Ap ninh--4dinh.
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the troubled periods. the presencc of the stockade atrracted setrlement by
villagers, particularIy the well-to-do.
hiost of the larger kin groupings i n Ap Moi are part of a broader kin
network that incllldu QQ of the 79 households in the hamlet. Linking house
holds thmugh patrilineal and nonpatrilineal as well as affinal ties, this network also extends into Ap Dinh A-B. The entire network can be traced to
a couple who settled in Khanh Hau during the nineteenth century.
One of the daughters of the scttlers was the maternal grandmother
of Ong Ca nuoc (profile in Chapter lo), matrilineally linking numerous
houscholds. The youngest son of thc settlers was a maternal grandfather
of the former village chicf who maintains one of his households in Section D of .4p Moi, and through his siblings he has extensive kin ties in
Ap Dinh A-B. One kin grouping in Ap Dinh-A is comprised of his three
brothas, one of the brother's sons, and another brother's daughter. A deceased sister's husband continues to reside in the group as does a son of
another deceased sister. The grouping also includes one of the former village
chiefs younger sister's sons and a daughter's family. The sons include Ong
Lam, a prominent resident of the hamlet and his brothers, the younger of
whom became police agent in 1961. As already indicated, two brothers of
this sister's husband reside in Section D of Ap hloi, and there are additional
households linked through the husband's sister and another brother in Ap
Dinh-B.
T h e nctrvork could be extended through affinaI tics to other groupings in
other hamlets in and around the village. For example, Ong Lam's daughter
married thc son of Ong X a Khanh. one of the wealthiest residents in Khanh
Hau, who has numerous kin (including the village chief) throughout the
village, and Ong Lam's brother Ong Chi is married to a daughter of Ong
Ke Hien, the highest venerable in the village; he also has extensive kin ties
throughout Khanh Hau and the neighboring village of Tan Iluong.@
Dcspite the fact that none of the families in this network beeps genealogy
books, most can trace their relationships. This awareness of broad kin ties
within the local area appears to be related to thc strong taboo against marrying cor~sanguinealkin (most of the kin ties in the network are consanguincal). I t also is significant that this particular network includes many
of the prosperous landed families uf these hamlets, bearing out vilIagers'
observation that the gcntry usually intermarry. This network is essentially
a residential group that in its entirety has no functions. It has no cohesiveg. Ong Jam and his brothers as w ~ I 1as Orlg Xa Khanh and Ong Kc Hicn are mentioncd in sermal 0th- chapters, and profile of all of them arc included in Chaptcr 10.
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ness or corporateness. These qualities are found in some of the groupings
within the network patr il incages or segments thereof and residence groupings.
As already indicated, patrilineages with huong hoa, an ancestral house,
and stone tombs are more likely to have the corporate group characteristics
so highly valued among the villagers. Proximity of residence therefore is
secondary to property relations in the collective ownership of huong hoa and
common participation in cult rituals. For cxample. within the network, the
toc of which Ong Tien Bai has patrimony, an ancestral house and stone
tombs, and at his cult celebrations all patrilineal kin in the network are
present as are patrilineal kin from the surrounding area, Saigon. Tan Tho.
and My T h o (in addition there are numerous nunpatrilineal kin i n the network and some unrelated neighbors).
Residence, ho-rvever, is very important in permitting segments of fissioned
patril incages rvithout material possessions to generate closer relationships and reconfirm kin hinds a t their gathering. In the village, primary
group relationships are found for the most part in the residential clusters.
Living close togethcr, the residents have daily contact, and among the households in the clusters there is a great deal of mutual aid. For the relatively
mutual aid usually consists in lending money when necessary
and giving assistance with large family gatherings. For other farniIies,
mutual aid also involves assistance in thatching roofs or making house
repairs, and in aiding with farm work, particularly the harvest.
Prevalent in the residence pattern of Khanh Hau are clusters of brothers
and their families and similar g r o u p i n p s e g m e n t s of patrilineages which
in most instances have fmioned. They manifest considerable cohcsir~encss
and for them kinship is a rcality in the veneration of common ancestors.
The importance of proximity, however, is illustrated by the fact that in
many rcsidcnce clusters there are non-kin, and usually they participate in
these primary group activities-mutual
aid, anccstor worship, and other
family ceIebrations. T h e sentiment underlying this is expr~ssedwell in the
villagers' oft quotcd proverb, "Sell distant kin, buy close neighbors." Cluse
neighbors are treated as kin, and in this respect proximity of residence
might be considered a more universal determinant of strong social bonds in
the village than kinship.
Since the construction of the Cao Daist tcmples there has been a tendency
for some adherents to l ~ a t ctheir farmsteads nearby. T h e collection of
farmsteads around the Ban Chin Dao temple in Ap Dinh-A is somervhat
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apart from the rcst of the amlomcration, and it came into k i n g aftcr the
tcmple was built. There are 19 householcls, 15 of which arc dividcd among
threc kin groupings (sec Fig. i 9).
The land of the Tien Thicn templc, its subsidiary building, and the
farmsteads of the adherents belong to the patrilineal descendants of Marshal

I
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19. Kesirlence Pattern of the Ban Chin Dao Temple Section oE B p Dinh-A.
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Duc. Of the nine households in this section (Fig. 2 0 ) , six are included in a
kin p u p i n g and, since they trace ancestry to the hero, they arc not expected to pay rent.
Residence patterns around both temples do not differ from the -4p Mui
pattern. Must uf the households belong to kin groupings, and thcre is a
predominancc of patrilineal kin with an increase in nonpatrilincal kin in
the larger groupings. Tllerc are some exceptions to the patrilocal residence
ruIc. Arxording to villagers, many nonpatrilineal descendants of Marshal
Duc have settlcd on rent-free family land in Ap Dinh-B, and this probably
accounts for some of the women ~vhohave remained near their paternal
homes. These groupings also indicate that the Cao Daists tend to proserytize
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among their kinfolk and, according to the leader of the Ban Chin Dao sect,
after p u p s of Cao Daist kin settled near the temple, scvcral marriages took
place among them. (See Appendix F for kin groupings.)
Solidarity of the Cao Daist residcncc grouping appcars to be strongcr
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20. Residence Pattern oI tlle Tien 'I'l~ienTemple .kcti011of Ap Dinh-B.

than among other residential grouping. In addition to kin ties, they havc
religious ties which frequently are reconfirmed by prticipation in Cao
Daist rituals. As indicated above, the Cao Daists also intermarry. Mutual
aid cxtends to residents of the section rather than to the clusters of households. It is common for prosperous Cao Daists to lend plows and water
rvhecls to other adherents without charge, and most families are members of
a Cao Daist mopcrative which provides coffins for m e m l t ~ s .
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CHAPTER 5

l X e Family as a Social Group
D u RING most of their lives villagers are surrounded by kin. Ferv people in
Khanh Hau live alone, and among those who do, there are no real isolate*
all have relatives somewhere in the village. Kinfolk share their daily tasks
and pleasures. In the fields they labor together, and when work is done they
gather to pass leisure time in the house or a nearby shop. Adult members
of the househoId group invariably take meals together, and at night, young
and old share the hardwood beds. The yearly cycle is marked by a series of
family celebrations in which all members of the kin group participate and,
as the villager's life spins on, family rites of passage mark the movement
fmm infancy into childhood, on to adolescence, and finally into adulthood
and old age. Death is no real departuxe from the family--one joins the
ancestors to exist as an unseen but nonetheless present member.

Thc goal of all villagers is to have a mate, children, and a house of one's
own. iVha dues not simply mean "house" in the scnse of a physical structure;
it implies the household group, the hearth, ur the center of the individual's
world--concepts rcflectcd in the endearing nha toi used by a young hushand
to address his wife or when a villager refcrs to things (such as land) cua nha,
"belonging to the household."
Marriage is one of the most important evcnts in the life of a villager. He
now will found a family and become perpetuatw of a line, and in the continuance of the line he will realize his ow11 immortality. The most favorable
marriage age for a male is P I and for a female 17; ages 20 for males and 18
for females are inauspicious. Children of thc prosperous tend to marry carly
-as carly as ~ K ~ h children
ut
of poor parcnts must wait until they can
support themselves and have accurnulatcd sufficient money for a proper
feast. Often they arc past the ideal age when they marry.
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Most marriages in Khanh Hau are arranged by the parents. T w o friends

often agree that their children ~villmarry when they reach the proper age;
the children are brought up with this idea, and thcy accept it without complaint. It also is common for the young man's parents to arrange with her
parents marriage to a girl recommended by kin or friends. Girls no Ionger
remain in the semiseclusion of their own homes as they did in the past.
With thc expansion of educational facilities there has been an increast: in
social contact between boys and girls, and if a boy selects his own mace, she
is likely to be a girl of his acquaintance. If he has no particular girl in mind.
the usual procedure is to seek information a b u t available girls in Khanh
Hau or neighboring villages. This is easily done through the matchmaking
older rvomen.
There are definite qualifications for the ideal wife: she must be of a respectable family without a history of bad health or oddities of any sort, and
preferably of the same social level as the young man. I t is impratitre that
she be a crapable housekeeper, and robust good health is more important
than a fair face. Although it is desirable that the girl be a virgin, it is not
a prcrcquisitc so long as she is not known as a woman of easy virtue.
The Vietnam= used to consider it incestuous for consanguineal kin, regardless of how distant the relationship, to marry. Violation was thought to
bring great misfortune. Older villagers recall that when they were young it
was absolutely forbidden to marry anyone with the same surname, and although it continues to be something to avoid, it no longer is considered
incestuous per sea1 Hamlet exogamy, observed before World War IT, no
longer is imperative, although many villagers still fccl it is preferable to
marry outside the hamlet.
Once the selection has been made, either the young man or his parents
ask an older male or female acquaintance to act for them. The intenncdiary
shor~ldbe a person of goud character, the parcnt of many children, and it is
generally considered desirable that the male n~atchnlakerhave a beard, the
sign of age and wisdom. After consulting with the young man's parents the
intermediary informally visits the girl's parents, and rvhethm or not they are
arvarc of the p u r p s e of his coming, they are expected to register great
astonishment. They consult the horoscopes of the boy and girl to determine
whether the two arc compatible and their future together holds the promise
of many children, happiness, and prosperity. In most instances this is simply
a formality, since both familics are aware that formal overtures are about
to be made, and they have done the necessary research on the other family,
1.

There arc 3 j

s1lrn:lmes

i n the village. which ate listed 1;ttcr in this chapter.
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including the essential inquiries into predestined compatibility. When the
girl is formally told of the overtures she is expected to feign reluctance,
although if she really does disapprove (and in most cases it would be a surprise to her parents, since she certainly is aware of the situation and could
have expressed disapproval sooner), the negotiations are broken off abruptly
with the excuse that she is too young or that their horoscopes do not indicatc future bliss.
If all parties are agreeable to the match, they conslilt the lunar calendar
to detcrmine an auspicious day for the coi rnat (literally "show the face"),
the first meeting of the parents so that the young man's parents can view
the girl (regardless oE how well acqrlainted the families rnay be). On the
appointed day thc young man, his parents, and the intermediary procced
to the girl's house bearing gifts of rice alcohol, fruit, and flowers. TTer parents await them at the cntrance, and after greetings arc exchanged the visitors are invited to enter the house where they are seated before the altar of
the ancestors. After they have chatted sevcral minutes, the girl appears with a
tray containing tea, cookies, perhaps some candied fruit, and with her eyes
cast down she serves them without speaking. In addition to the formal purpose implied by the name, coi mat also provides an opportunity for the
young man's parents to see the girl's house.
If they are pleased with the visit, thcy extend an invitation to the girl's
parents to visit them. At this stage both parties arc anxious to become bctter
acquainted, and the young man's parents are expected to appear eager that
the girl's parents sce what a fine family their daughter is entering. With
continued accord, the parents again consult the lunar calendar to determine
a favorable day on which they can hold le hoi, the engagcmcrlt celebration.
On such days it is common to sec young men, their intermediaries, and a
group of male kin dressed in traditional clothcs hurrying single file on their
way to the girl's house. The gmom, usually looking vcry intcnsc, leads the
group. He carrics a tray containing the traditional engagement gift of gold
earrings and, iE he is of a wealthy family, other jewelry. His companions
carry bottles of rice alcohol and fruit.
The girl's house has bccn decorated with grecn boughs, palm fronds, and
flowcrs, and candles burn brightly on thc altar of the ancestors. IIcr close
kin are gathered, and they sit drinking tea in the main mom. Greeted at
the entrance by the hosts, the young man enters and proceeds directly to the
altar of the anccstors whcre he kowtows-the act of presrnting hirnself to
the girl's forebears. He then kowtows befor-c the girl's parents and offers
them the gifts. Thesc ritual arts constitrrtc the le hoi, and with them the
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engagement is complete. T h e affianced and their parents are then led to
places of honor at the table, and when the guests all have been seated, a
large meal is served. The coupIe's parents already have consulted horoscopes
to select the most auspicious day for the wcdding, and in the course of the
meal they announce the date. Normally the wedding is held s e v e d months
after the engagement, but since it is forbidden to wed during a mourning
period, the wedding will be held as soon as possible if a relative should be
gravely ill. This is known as cuoi chay tang (marriage running ahead of
mourning) .
After the engagement the parents meet to agree upon the bride price, the
amount of which depends on the means oE the fiance's family. Wealthy
families arc expected to present a sizable bride price of such things as bolts
of cloth, jewelry, fmd, jars of rice alcohol, and a largc sum of money. Poor
families simply give the prescribed minimum bride price, the symbolic m m
lrau MU, a tray of betel leaves and a r e a nuts which traditionally represent
unity and faithfulness. If other gifts are made, all but the mam trau cau
are sent to the bride's house before the wedding. Vietnamese law continues
to observe the French-instituted regulation of announcing the banns by
registering thc marriage eight days before the marriage ritual.
A traditional Vietnamese practice which continues to be observed in
Khanh Hau is lam re (literally "to be the son-in-law"), a service p a i d the
fiancC is expected to perform at the fiancws house prior to the marriage as
a demonstration of good character and his ability as a farmer and breadwinner. Older villagers recall that when they were young, lam re was required of all fiances, and they worked in the fields or cut wood and carried
water. While this continues to be the case in families of small tenant farmers and laborers, among other village families lam re comists of token performances such as a daily appearance by the 6ancC during which he stands
about never speaking unless addressed, to display his good deportment.
As the day of the wedding approaches, both families bcgin feverish preprations. Since weddings are anticipated long in advance, money is saved for
the great cvcnt regardless of financial position. In order to accommodate
the many guests, the fiance's house i s enlarged by removing the front rvaI1
and constructing a thatch and bamboo shelter. In both houses the main
room is decorated with gaily colored festoons, and palm fronds are fixed to
pillars and beams. Tables, chairs, glasses, chinaware, and chopsticks are
borrowed from kin and neighbors. The altars of the ancestors also must he
made ready-bms altar accouterment is polished, fresh candles are put in
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place, and prosperous families purchase new silk or satin hangings to drape
around the altars. Furniture is cleaned and polished, and new mats are
placed on the hardwood beds in the main room. If it is to be a particularly
large gathering, a thatched addition may be constructed to the rear of the
house to serve as a kitchen. Several days before the event, female kin of the
bride and groom gather at the groom's house to begin preparation of the
staggering variety of dishes that wit1 be served at the feast. Braziers. fueled
by c m n u t shells, bum constantly and the women sit chatting while they
chop vegetables, meat, and fish. Most families fatten several pigs to provide
exquisite pork dishes for the feast, and wealthy families also slaughter swera1 oxen or cattle. Some even hire cooks born Tan An to direct the activities in the kitchen.
The festivities usually begin at the groom's house on the eve of the wedding when friends of his family gather to eat and drink in an atmosphere of
informal gaiety. Candles are lit in the main room, and music fils the air as
guests arrive to present the grmln's father with cash gifts to help defray the
c o s t of the wedding. Oftcn the celebrating lasts well into the night, and it is
not unusual for some guests to remain until dawn. On the morning of the
wedding, guests gatha early at the groom's house to sip tea until the procession is formed. Offerinp of fruit, rice alcohol, and tea have been placed on
the altar of the ancestors, and a small altar dedicated to the Spirit of the
Sail has been arranged in front of the house. When the final preparations
have bcen completed the groom dons the traditional blue silk robe, and his
father gives the signal for the prmession to the bride's house.
Places in the wedding pmcession are clearly prescribed: it is led by a
close friend of the groom who acts as his assistant, carrying gifts of gold earrings and rice alcohol, as well as a red silk wedding robe and a large circular
hat, both rented from the Village Council. These will bc worn by the bride
on the return procession and subsequent marriage ritual. The groom follows, carrying a large, round rcd and gold box containing mam uau cau, the
traditional
gifts of betel leaves and areca nuts which symbolize
unity and faithfulness. The best man and groom are flanked by assistants
holding long-handled mandarin parasols. After them come the intermediary
and usually the groom's male kin, many of whom carry large black umbrellas. Younger married and unmarried women dressed in pastel colors,
their gold necklaces glistening in the sun, come hehind the men, and the
older ~vurnen,invariably garbed in black, bring up the rear. Should the
bride live in a neighboring village and one of the families be well-todo,
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vehicles more than likely will be provided to transport the guests. In this
case care must be taken that the betel leaves and areca nuts arc well covered.
for belicf has it that if they are exposed disaster will come to the carrier.
At the bride's house, kin and friends have gathcrd in the main room to
await the groom's procession. As it approaches, the bride's parents go to
meet the grmm; the intermediary presents them with small glasses of rice
alcohol and explains that they have come for the bride. Begging thcir permission to enter tkc house, the intermediary gives the bride's parents the
tray of arcca nuts and betel Ieaves, which is placed on the altar of thc ancestors when the whole group moves inside. An elderly male friend of the
bride or groom's family or both fathers perform a ritual in which red candles, held aloft, arc lit before the altar of the ancestors while prayers are
recited. It is believed that should the candles go out during the ritual, the
couple will not havc a happy married life (some villagers slyly suggest that
brnmable fluid usually is poured on the candle wicks). As a gesture of respect, the groom then comes forth to kowtow bcfore the ahar of the ancestors, after which he kowtows before the bride's kin-males
first and then
females. He then carries the wedding garb to one of the rear rooms where
the bride has been waiting. By this time the guests havc becn served tea
and iced drinks and are chatting. Attracting little attention, the bride and
groom emerge and pass from table to tabIe displaying the tray of gifts
brought in the procession.
Shortly thercafter the procession to the groom's house forms. The groom
leads, follo-rved by the bridc, the best man, and the intermediary. The
bride's kin and guests join the rest of the procession.
The returning procession wends its way across the paddy ficlds. When
the guests arrive at the groom's house they quickly dispase, most of them
seeking the cool shade of the house. The bride and groom pause by the altar
honoring the Spirit of the Soil, and with burning joss claspcd in their hands.
they korvtor+-, asking permission to enter the house. hieanwhile the guests
have been shown to thcir tables whcre refreshments are sewed. EIdcrIy men
are seatcd at a table in front of the altar of the ancestors while other men
occupy tables around the main room. IVomcn are placed on the periphery.
usually unda the temporary shelter. Older women invariably converge on
the hardwood beds in the main room where trays of betel leaves, area nuts,
and pots of lime have been placed for their convenience. Honored guests
are scated with the old men.
When beer and soft drinks have been served, thc din of conversation and
laughter fills thc room as thc bride and groom enter, accompanitd by their
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fathers, and proceed to the main altar of the ancestors. After the intermediary light., two candles which he holds high as he informs the ancestors
of the marriage, the couple step forward and kowtoxv three times. Then
taking a mat, they move about the room korvtors-ing before their kin-first
the elderly maIes, then the yuungcr males, and thc females last. At most
weddings it is necmsar); for an elderly man such as the intermediary or one
of the fathers to guide the couple through the prescribed sequence of ritual
acts.
With the wedding rituals ptrrformed, collection of cash gifts for the bridal
couple follows. Taking the tray containing giftrj brought by the grmm, the
couple paw it among their male kin, each of whom is expected to give at
least 1003 VN. T h e elderly ladies, who until this moment have becn chewing betel and arma whiIe they gossiped, turn their attention and their
privileged frankness on the men. 'Anh Tam there," a gray-haired Iady is
apt to shout,"you had a good harvest, and we know you have money hidden
in your house, so give thesc children some of itl" Amidst the laughter another lady might add, "You, Muoi Hai. you miser, give them trvo hundred
more--such a small sum for a rich man." More than one man sheepishly
plunges into his pockets to add to his gift, but they never retort. Thae
gibes arc made in a joking spirit, and they reflect the license accorded
elderly ladies in village society.
Thc wedding feast Eollorrs the gift giving. When the hot dishes have becn
pIaced on thc tables, the guests wait for the older men to bcgin and then
consume their food with polite restraint, stopping frequently to put down
their chopsticks and chat. The atmosphere of the gathering, however, is not
restrained. T h e sounds of many conversations iill the air. Men arc sewed
beer and rice alcohol (the women are given soft drinks), and some men
become boisterous, much to the amusement of everyone. The bride and
groom move among the tables seeing that the guests are well supplied with
food and drink-the bride is responsible for the female guests and the
groom the males. Thc bridal couple never join the feast nor are they permitted to speak to each other, and they are expected to appear grave.
The bride's parents and other kin must leave at a preselected auspicious
hour. After bidding farewell to their hosts, they walk to the entrance of thc
farmstead accompanied by the bride. As they move across thc paddy fielh,
the bride returns to thc house, hiding her face as she quietly weeps. Feasting
is likely to continue until early evening, and finally toward the end, the
bride and groom remove their wedding robes and go to the kitchen to eat.
After the guests have departed, the house is cleaned and put back in order.
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and the bridal couple retire to a room or partitioned area set aside for them.
Passing into the bridal chamber, they observe a simple ritual act wherein
the bride steps in first while her husband stands back to avoid her stepping
on his shadow, in the beIief that if this happens he will be a henpecked husband.
Traditionally the newly married couplc was expected to refrain from
sexual intercourse until aftcr the ritual visit to the bride's parents three days
after the wedding. In Khanh Hau at the present time, however, this visit
may takc placc within a reasonable time after the wedding, so there is no
longer a restriction on the consummation of the marriage. When the couple
do make thcir ritual visit, they are met by the bride's parents who accompany them to the altar of the ancestors. There an clderly male kin or friend
of the bride's family performs the ritual which consists of opening the box
of areca nuts and betel leaves placed on the altar the day of the wedding.
The nuts are sliced and wrapped in the leaves and are later distributed to
kin and friends as a symbolic announcement that the marriage is final.
Cao Daists observe the traditional rites described above. Catholic marriages, however, mix traditional Vietnamese and Catholic practices. Although many Catholic marriages are arranged, since the young man and
woman probabIy attend mass at the same church in Tan An, they more
than likely know cach other. The common pattern is for Catholics to marry
only Catholics. Premarriage observances are similar to those already described. Afkr the first mecting of the parents the couple usually visits the
priest in Tan An to dixuss the marriage and receive counsel. T h e cngagement celebration is observd with the traditional presentation of gifts, and
the young man prays before the Catholic shrine in the main room of the
girl's house. Three weeks before the wedding, the banns are announced in
the Tan An church. On the day of the wedding, the bride price is carried
to the bride's house, but the couple meet at the church for the ceremony
(which may or may not include a mass, depending on the relative means of
the groom's family). Everyone then proceeds to the groom's house where
the couple pray before the family shrine and ko-rvtow beforc their kin. After
the gift giving, a feast is served.
Permanent patrilocal residence is prescribed only for the youngcst son
who will inherit the paternal house. For other sons, temporary patrilocal
residence is customary and is designed to integrate the new bride into her
husband's family; this usually is a trying pr~iodfor her. Since most marriages are arranged, it is still not uncommon that the bride and groom are
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strangers. In rntxst village houses there is little opportunity for them to be
alonc, and in many houses they are fortunate to have their own bed.
A bride is expected to treat her husband's parents with marked dcfercnce.
While she has little to do with her father-in-law, she must be particularly
submissive to her mother-in-law. The girl's housekeeping ability is at first
harshly criticized by her mother-in-law, and she is also given the most servile
tasks, which she must perform without complaint. Her mother-in-Iaw's comfort and satisfaction must be her primary consideration. Unless her brothin-law are chiIdren she must avoid them, but she is free to establish an easy,
informal relationship with her sisters-in-law. Adjustment for some young
wives is dilficult; the new househoId is strange and ways of doing things are
daerent. Villagas point out, however, that most girls are prepared for
these difficulties, and after all the daughter-in-lawof today is the mother-inIaw of tomorrow.
In many respects the young people are ready for the new roles which
marriage brings. The husband usually continues working with his father,
although now he is breadwinner rather than a contributing sun, and the
girl now does housework as a wife rather than a dutiful daughter. They
have learned through the example and counsel of their parents to manage
their own affiirs. The husband is expected to turn over to his 'rvifc whatever
cash he receives. She makes the necessary purchases, saving some cash for
future contingencies, and the husband receives some for tobacco, for food
when he is away horn the farmstead, and for rccrcation such as drinking
with friends in a hamlet shop.

PREGNANCY
A X D BIRTH
Khanh Hau woman first bccomcs pregnant she begins to observe
a set of taboos and certain prescribed bchavior designcd to ease the strains
of pregnancy and guarantee the birth of a well-formed child. She should
avoid foods considered "unclean"-such as beef, dog, mouse, rat, and snake
-lest the child be an imbecile. Alcohol is considered deleterious, although
it is permissible to chew betel and area, or smoke tobacco. The woman is
cautioned against having sexual intercourse during the entire pcriod of
gestation. Thc pregnant woman also should avoid such work as carrying
heavy loads, and she is advised to walk with great caution to avoid stumbling.
Certain bchavior is considered taboo. She should remain at home as much
as possible and avoid weddings and funcrals at any cost. Her attendance at
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a wedding may cause bad luck for the newlyweds, and the atmosphere of a
funeral may affect her badly so that her child m a y cry incessantly. It also
xvould bc wise for her to shun places of worship and shrincs in the village
for fear of incurring the wrath of the spirits residing in these places. For the
same mason she should avoid thc mads and footpaths of the village at noon
and 6ve o'clock in the evening, the hours when thc spirits leave their sanctuaries to promenade. In the house she must be careful not to step over one
of the hammocks out of fear that the child will be inflicted with a lethargy
causing it to keep its eyes closed for seven days after birth. The pregnant
xvornan also a n be a source of misfortune to others; for example, if she
should step over a hammock where her husband lies sleeping, he may be
afflicted with a slecping sickness. This also could occur if he should finish
a glass of beverage lcIt by his wife.
the time for birth approaches, a special bed of bamboo without a mat
is arranged behind the altar of the ancestors or some other relatively private
part of the house. When labor pains begin, the woman takes to this special
bed, and an experienced older woman or a woman who has received some
training in midwifery is summoned. (In Khanh I-lau the preference is for
older women bccaust: they are considered more experienced, and modern
methods of delivery continue to be regarded with some suspicion.) Several
female neighbors and kin are called in to assist, and thc husband is expected
to rc~nainout of thc house during labor and birth.
No matter how difficult the delivery, the woman must not cry out, for it
would draw the attention of the neighbors, and the family would suffer great
embarrassment. Traditionally, the umbilical cord rcts cut with the sharp
edge of a china cup or rice howl, hut knives or scissors are now used in most
cascs Anuthcr traditional practice which is diminishing in the village is to
swaddle the newborn child in the castoff clothes of the othcr children. The
infant is bathed in tepid water, srvaddled, and given to the mother as soon as
possible, after which the husband is permitted to enter the house and see his
chiId. After the birth, a brazicr of burning wood is placcd under the bed in
the bclief that the mother has dissipated the heat of her body, and it must
bc replenished. For several weeks she is scrved highly seasoned food to increase this heating process. After two or thrce days, a small pot filled with
hot coals is passcd over her M y periodically to tighten the skin and prevent
sagging of the abdomen. After this "ironing" of the M y , the woman is
bathed in water in which cinnamon and 0th- fragrant herbs have been
boilcd, to "cleanse and sweeten her." There is also a ritual "to cleanse the
child."
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The child is kept with its mother almost constantly and after swcn days
they are moved to one of the ardinary beds in the main room uf the house.
The bamboo bcd is either discarded or burned, and the brazier is placed
under the new bed where it will remain as long as the woman is bedridden. Thc prescribed period is onc month. but in Khanh Hau most
wnmcn quit their bcds after ten days to resume household activities. Aftcr
the birth of the first child the parents are expected to refrain from sexual
intercourse for at least loo days, but for subsequent births there is no restriction.

NAMES

,

:

,
:

Thc Vietnamese, like the Chinese, pIace the family name first, then a
middle name (usually a sex designation, van for males and thi for females),
then the given name. In Khanh Hau therc are 37 family names, Nguyen
being the most common in the village as it is throughout Vietnam.' In naming a child it is important first of a11 to find a name that has never been held
by any living or deceased member of the family. Second, in normal circumstances the name should import something propitious such as Tot {pad).
Phuoc (luck), Tho (longevity), or Loc (abundance). Poetic names, such as
Minh Chau ( h u t i f u : pearl), Dao (peach blossom), or Xuan (spring), also
are popular and some may be given to males and females alike. If the firstb r n should die, ho-rvevcr, thc family may try to ward off the evil spirits who
snatched away the infant, and who may covet the second child, by giving
him an unfavomble name such as h-ieo (cat). Cho (dog), or the more extreme
Cat (penis) for malcs or Lon (vagina) for females.
Avoidance of given names is general in Khanh Hau. The nnIy time a
villager ever uscs his real name is on official records. ViIIagcrs refer to and
address one another by kin numeratives or nicknames, and those with titles
are usually called by them. It is not uncommon for an individual to have
several nicknames, and it is a popular practice in Khanh Hau to bestow
nicknames on the basis of some outstanding physical characteristic. The real
name is akin to the soul, and to use it is to invoke the spirits by calling attention to the soul, whercas nicknama confuse them.

If, after several years of marriage, a couple does not have a child or if they
have had numerous daughters, they will adopt a son to maintain the lineage
2. These are Vo, 110, Nguyen, hiai. Le, Pham, I,uong, Yhan, Quach, Truong, Tm.
Han. Ly, nao, Ngo, Doan, Ha, Duocg, Dang, Phung Hong Tan. Ta. Huynh. Lam, Loi,
Chau. Bui, Dicp, Do, Trinh. Cao. Van, Dan, Kim, La, and Vuong.
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and the Cult of the Ancestors. The procedure is informal, and there is no
recourse to legal authority. I t is preferable that the child be very young and
a member of the husband's lineage, but i£ this cannot be arranged the
couple looks for a male inhnt in the village. Some compensation m a y be
offered if the family is not related to the couple, although there is no evidence of systematic selling of male infants. Should a family be very impoverished, however, and have numerous sons, they may Iet it be known
that one or several are available for adoption. In addition to receiving
something for a child, the parents have the comfort of knowing that their
son will have more opportunities. Adoption of girls also occurs in the village, although much less frequently.

Parents in Khanh Hau are reluctant to have infants slcep alone, so the
mother of one of the parents often comes to sleep with the child. If this is
not possible the child sleeps with the parents. Small siblings all share the
same bed, usually in the same room with their parents, regardless of the size
of the house. An infant spends a great deal of time with its mother, who
carries it around, holding it with one arm while its legs straddle her hip.
The child is kept nearby while she p e r f o m her household tasks, and
should it cry, she immediately picks it up. Shc may even hold the child
while it naps; one v a y common sight in the village is that of a woman reclining in a hammaxk with her child comfortably sleeping in her lap. W h e n
the child is more than a year old, it is cared for a great deal of the time by
one of its older siblinp or by a cousin who lives nearby.
Some time during the first twelve years of the child's lifc-within the first
cycle of the lunar calendar3-the parents must perform thc ritual called
cung do dot. I t is the popular belief that since the child has come from an
"unhealthy" part of the mother's body, it is essential to "cleanse the memory" in order to spur the child on to bright intelligence and a healthy adulthood. On this occasion a small altar dedicated to the Twelve Goddesses of
Birth is arranged in the house. The parents place twelve bowls of an extremely sweet soup made of soybeans and sugar on the altar, after which they
burn twelve strips of paper. Each strip contains a sketch rcprcsenting one of
the tweIve animals of the calendrical cycle.
This is a time when the child also must be protected from evil spirits,
who are particularly covetous of small children-little boys especially. T h e
narnc-ploy already mentioned is one means, and there are many talismans
j.

For dctails on the lunar calendar twelve-ycar cycles scc Appendix C.
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which also can be employed; for example, a brass bracelet worn by the
child wards off evil spirits who cannot tolerate the bracelet's cold touch. The
spirits also can be hoodwinked into thinking a little boy is a girl by having
him wear an earring. Children are cautioned to avoid the shrines, the road,
and such outstanding natural features as the large gnarled tree by the
pagoda in Ap Moi at noon when the spirits promenade. Children also can
be placed under the protection of a household spirit or a Buddhist deity;
the Spirit of the Hearth is a known protector of children, as is the Buddhist
Goddess of Mercy.
By and large, there is a good deal of permissiveness with children in the
village. They continue to suckle until the age of three or four; when a child
is hungry, it simply asks for food and in most instances receives it. Children
are not expected to take their meals with the adults, and it is a common
sight to see them standing about in front of the house or on the road at odd
hours of the day, scooping rice and perhaps some fish from a bowl with
chopsticks. Small children are rarely swaddled; they usually are garbed in
a light garment that covers only the upper part of the body. Fondling the
genitals is one means of calming the crying infant, and scx play appears to
be comnlon among the small children. Toilet training is casual; small children are permitted to relieve themselves anywhere but in the house.
Children have the run of the section of the hamlet where they live; they
may wander into the neighbors' houses without fear of being punished.
Indeed, in most cases, neighbors are likely to be kinfolk, so they are welcomed as members of the family.
Fathers usually assist in caring for the small children, and public displays
of paternal affection are considered normal in the village. Villagers in general arc very conscious of fondness toward children, and parents are judged
by the way they treat them. As the figure of authority in the family, the
father is expected to administer any severe punishments, although either
parent may spontaneously chastise the child who nlisbchaves in his presence.
Most chastisements are swift and brief, and the child is left to its own misery
afterward. Every child is expected to learn certain forms of politeness, the
foremost of which is respect for the aged, a reflection of the strong value
placed on filial piety. I t also is important for a child to know how to greet
adults. When a guest is having tea with a villager, it is a source of great
pride to the host when his children enter with arms folded, bow low and say
"Chao ong." They also are expected to chuo (act of greeting with respect)
in the same manner when they meet the schoolmaster or some equally
respected member of the community on the road. Great deference must be
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pa id the grandparents, although relations between grandparents and grandchildren often arc very easy. Grandparents never punish the children, and
they invariably bring gifts to the children when h c y visit.
Most children attend school for several years at ]cast. Girls assist their
mothers, and they tend to remain close to the £armstead as they grow older.
Boys, however, are free spirits in the village. They have many companions
with whom they play marbles or have cricket fights, and they are Eree to
wander ahout the hamlet or explore thc waterways in a piroguc. Swimming
in the fish ponds is a favorite pastime, and in the dry season they trap fish
i n the canals or cast a line from the bank of the stream. T h e paddy fields
in the rainy season provide them with vast seas in which they may fish with
poles, nets, or a variety of traps.
The Mid-Autumn Festival is essentially a children's celebration. They
troop through the villagc carving lighted, colored-paper representations of
the moon or a carp, and they gorgc themselves on moon-cakes, made especially for this day. Children swarm into the dinh for viIlage celebrations.
and when troupes of traveling actors perforrn, thc children form a large
portion of the audience, some of them even squatting on the stage-the best
place to watch the performance.

Although polygyny and concubinage aae distinguished conceptually by
villagers, it often is dificult to tell one from the other by outward rnanifestations. lZrhile the first marriage is cc~nsidcreda contractual arrangement
between families, there is likely to bc some elerncnt of romance in subsequent reIationships. Affairs with other womcn of the village or relations with
prostitutes in Tan ,4n or hay Tho may takc place at any time, hut generally
a man takes a second wife or concubine only after ten or fifteen years of
marriage. There are no known cases in thc village of polygyny among mcn
undm g o years of age.
Well-todo villagers usually adhere to the prescribed means of taking a
second wife-a practice which normally only this s c p e n t of village society
can afford. There is n o ceremony: an arrangement is made between the
parties, and consequent behavior makes it apparent to villagers that the
man has taken a second wife. If the "little wife" (meaning the second wife)
lives with hcr family, her husband is expected to provide a housc for her. In
some cases, horvever, the second w ifc already has her own housc (as does
the village chief's second wife), or she may lw living with an agcd parent, so
she may remain there. In those instances whcrc the little wifc is going to
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share the same housc with the "big wife," permission of the lattcr is required. I t would be unusual if she did not asscnt, for the little wife is
younger in most instances and, being subordinate, she is expected to be
responsible for most of thc houscrvork, the children, and other duties which
a wife 6nds more demanding as she becomes older. Although this arrangement is thought to have great economic advantage, maintaining separate
households for the wives is favored by most villagers who practice plural
marriage. Thcy prefer keeping the wives separated, and it provides two
households between which the husband can divide his time as he plcaxs.'
Such cases clearly constitute polygyny; the women are recognized as second
wives, and their children are considered the legal offspring of the father
with rights of inheritance cqual to those of the first wifc's children.
Polygyny serves a variety of functions. Having a second or third wife is a
manifestation of affluence, a mark of prestige. If thc first wife has failed to
produce male offspring after ten or twelve years, taking a second wife
increases the possibility of having male heirs. Thc wealthy. aging villager
also may be attracted to a younger woman, a situation often linked with the
failing attracti-rrcnas or failing health of the first wife. Finally. there are
economic motives for some cases of polygyny-an unmarried girl with an
inheritance or a widow with a housc and land makes a dcsirablc second wile.
In Khanh Hau there is no concubine installed in a house as is a second
wife. Concubinage usually takes the form of a liaison which is considered
temporary from the outset. In most instances the girl continues to reside
with her family, and her lover may have visiting privileges. With poorer
villagers it is difficult to determine whether, in such arrangements, the
woman is considered a concubine or a second wife whom a man cannot
alford to support. Children born of such a relationship may dispel some of
the uncertainty. If the woman is considered a concubine, the father has the
right to decide whether or not to recognize them as heirs and, by the same
token, the mother can affirm or deny any claim he m a y make. If shc is a
second wife there is no question that the children are the letgaI heirs of the
father.
In one case, a young woman rvho had been abandoned by her husband
gave birth to a son. The father was a relatively prosperous viIIager already
marricd, and he refused to claim the child as his legal son, indicating to all
that the woman was his concubine. His wife, ho~vcvcr,dcsired to havc the
4- T11c Family Bill, passcd Ijy tllc National Assembly of Vietnam in ICJ,;~.made both
polygyny and concubinage illegal. altlluugk the effect of this legislation is not yet manifest at the village level.
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child because it was a maIe. She approached the young woman and pleaded
with her to sell her the child; she offered a sum of money which the young
woman refused.
Temporary affairs are not uncommon in the village. When men gather
to drink rice alcohol and gossip, boasters often hold the attention of the
group with tales of their scx conquests and the number of meo (literally
"kittens"), the popular term for girl fricnds, they have in the area. Several
of the wealthy villagers are reputed to have several wives and many meo in
neighboring towns and villages. Stories such as these are intended to enhance
one's reputation as a great Iover, and give high status in the drinking groups.
While many of these stories represent the Khanh Hau version of barracks
braggadocio, they do reflect the villager's concern with public appearances
and reputation. Since it is almost impossible to have a clandestine &air in
the village, it is advisable to have it elsewhere.

There are no recorded divorces in Khanh Hau. If a couple has no children, and they decide they can no Ionger live as man and wife, zhey usually
agree to separate without recourse to legal authority. If a couple has children.
however, they are subject to strong social pressures, particularly on the part
of kinfolk, to remain together in spite of their incompatibility. In such instances the wife tends to bear the brunt of the difficult situation; she is
expected to accept her unhappy role stoically, showing no outward sign of
discontent. She must carry out her responsibilities as wife and mother with
all the scrupulousness of a happily married woman. The husband, on the
other hand, has sevaal outlets for his discontent. If he is welI-todo, he can
take a second wife and establish another ho~~sehold
where he may spend
most of his time or, regardless of wealth. he may console himself with a
concubine.
\\'hen a couple can no longer tolerate living together, they separate by
mutual agreement or one party leaves without warning. There appear to be
more instances of husbands than wives leaving, and generally the children
remain with their mother. If the woman's parents are alive she may go to
Iive with them. other\+-iseshe will have to support herself and her children,
usually receiving some assistance from kin and friends.
DIVISION
O F LABORI N

THE

FAMILY

Division of labor in the family depends on economic level, season, and
household composition. Taking the nuclear famity as the model, families
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of laborers, Iandowners with very small hoIdings, and tcnant farmers tend
to divide labor in much the same way. They are closer to the subsistence
level than other families, so all able-bodied members are expected to contribute to the sustenance of the group. Critical years (such as 1958 when
drought reduced the ricc crop) affect these groups, forcing some of the males
tn leave the village to improve their fortunes elsewhere, with only a slim
chance that they wiIl return.
The principal breadwinner of the family is the father. Laborers usually
work for the same farmers, and they can expect steady, if seasonal, employment. T h e small landowners and tenant farmers also are most active during
the growing season, and they have the added chores of repairing implements
and caring for draft animals. if they are fortunate enough to have any. Like
tiie laborer, however, they must seek dry-season employment to supplement
their incomes. Within the village some Earmers hire laborers to aid in
repairing the bun& and irrigation channet, and currently the School of
Fundamental Education hires labor for their projects. But many continue to
seek work in T a n An. Those who do find employment usually also seek a
phce for kin and friends with the same employer.
In families of laborers, small tenant farmers, and small landoruners, grown
sons usually work with their fathers and continue to do so after marriage.
Grown daughters also are cxpected to contribute to the family income, and
should the son remain in the paternal house after marriage, his wife m a y
have the same responsibility as the daughters. Most of the women who work
for hire in transplanting and harvesting teams are from this economic group.
Also, in families of small tenant farmers and small landowners, girIs assist
with the field work, doing such things as weeding, harvesting paddy, winnowing, weighing paddy, and storing it in the bins. Wives usually sun the
grain, raking i t in front of the house. Women also hclp the men carry straw
collected in the fields back to the farmstead. A few girls may work p e r i d cally as domestics for weal thy families, and some m a y be fortunate enough to
be apprenticed to seamstresses in the village.
Older women often weave mats and baskets on demand, and most of them
tend small kitchen gardens, selling part of the produce. Some women engage
in small commerce, vending sugar cane or coconuts purchased in the markets
at Tan An or Tan Huong, and a few make ricc cakcs to scll along the road.
T h e only women engaged full time in commerce are those whose husbands
are deceased or disabled or have abandoned them.
The primary role of the women remains that of housewife and mother.
Responsibilities are fairly routine, with the meal schedule altering somewhat
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with the agricultural cycle. Normally during the dry season when there is
little activity only two meals are prepared-ne
between ten and eleven in
the morning and another at four in the afternoon. When the men are working in the fields, however, they eat a breakfast at 5:oo A.M.. another meal
around 1o:oo AM., and a large meal when they return from the fields at five
in the evening. Wives remain in the farmstead most of the day. A few may
be called upon to assist in the field work, and some labor on the transplanting and harvesting teams. Marketing trips to Tan An are infrequent, since
they have neither the need nor the means to purchase most of the goods sold
there. Local shops satisfy demands for most items that must be purchased
from day to day, and foods are readily accessible in the village. Small tenants
and small landowners have their own paddy, and laborcrs often receive part
of their pay in kind; if necessary they can purchase paddy from kin or neighbors. The wife or the daughters periodicalIy carry baskets of it to the local
rice mill to be husked and polished. They also make daily trips to the local
shops to buy dried kh, vegetables, perhaps h i t , and condiments.
Household tasks include preparing meals for the family and for the
transplanting team, during the season. The house must be swept every day
and clothes must be laundered frequently. Carrying water is a daily task,
and several times each week the women seek firewood. Much of the wife's
time is spcnt in caring for the inevitable inhnt-nursing it, rocking it to
sleep in the hammock, and bathing it. A pcriodic responsibility of the women is to prepare the meals that are served at family celebrations. Among
these villagers the meals are never very elaborate, although they do require
time and effort.
Younger children usually have some responsibilities. T h e y are expected
to care for younger siblings, and they scarch for fircwood around the village.
If the family raises ducks, the small sons are responsible for guarding them,
and they also herd the family buffalo. Some small boys contribute directly
to the farniIy larder by fishing in the flooded paddy fields, canals, and
streams, and some are hired to guard buffalo belonging to wealthy villagers.
Another amusing and productive pastime is searching for wild fruit. Village
b y s are very dexterous at disengaging the fruit from the highest parts of
the trees with loops attached to bamboo pores. At harvcst, childrcn of v c q
poor families invade recently harvested fields to glean sprigs of paddy. In
many of the very p r families the aid of children often is essential, and it
is common to hear the expression "the need to aid the parents" whcn referring to children who do not attend school.
Division of labor alters somewhat as the family's economic lot improves.
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The relatively well-todo farmers usually hire lahorcrs for necessary work
in the fields, although they still must supervise planting, transplanting, and
harvesting. IYhilc sons are rclieved from having to work in thc fields, they,
as well as grown daughters, usually assist in the harvest because of the need
to complctc the task as quickly as possible. Among the wealthy there is little
mutual aid; they are able to hire laboras, and usually they live in houses
that require specialists to build and repair.
Wives in prosperous families have essentially thc same responsibilities as
other village wives, and in many respeccs more demands are made on them.
Their houses are Iarger and better furnished and consequently require more
care. Wealthy villagers have larger wardrobes, they eat more elaborate meals,
and they entertain more guests. Family celebrations among them normalIy
are Iargc, and their social position demands that they have impressive meah,
all of which involve pIanning and supervision by the wife as well as trips to
the Tan An market. Only one family in the village has a full-time domestic,
and few have part-time help. On thc other hand, the wealthy can afford
certain amenities which relieve wives of some household labor. Polygyny
is found more often among them, and the sccond wife assumes responsibility
for much of the work. IVealthy villagers recently have been adding concrete
cisterns to their houses, eliminating the need to carry water. In addition.
most havc the costly new brick ovens which can be fueled with rice husks
as well as kindling, and they facilitate cooking.

.

Health is primarily the affair of the family. Parents are responsible for
the well-being of their children, and shouId an adult member Eall ill, his
kin are expected to take some form of action! Since the villagers believe
that the individual is predisposed rather than predestined (in addition to
realizing that such things as disharmony with universal order are ultimate
causes of ill fortune), they recognize immediate causes of sickness and have
culturally prescribed ways of coping with them.
There are scvcral means of preventing sickness. Villagers generally are
aware of t h e necd for a proper diet, and certain foods are served from time
to time becausc they contribute to good health. For exampIe a bitter-tasting
melon known as kho qua is considered p d for "refreshing the stomach and
5- A great many villagers complain of ailmcnts, mast of them seenlingly minor--slight
fe~=ers.I~eadaches,insomnia, mild d i p t i v e disorders, and periodic diarrhea. Them also
arc serious iHrlesse; sayera1 sorueti appear to be in thc advanced s t a p of tuhcrwlosis
(one died in i g h ) . Skin eruptio~~s
inrlicatir~gsome kind or pox arc fairly common among

chi1drt.n.
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the intestines," and red chili peppers which are consumed frequendy are
thought to prevent worms. Chewing a r e a and betel "refreshes the heart."
There also are numerous alcoholic preparations which are drunk from time
to tirne to promote robust health-porcupine helly or snakes in rice alcohol
are two popular preparationsand at times certain foods must be avoided.
Attempts to introduce modern hygiene have met with mild success. When
he xvas director of the School of Fundamental Education, Nguyen I a n Mung
had a group of villagers look through a microscope at water from an earthen
jug before and after it had been boiled. Shocked at the "animals" in the
unboiled water, they agreed to boil their drinking water. AEter Nguyen
Van Mung left the village, ho~vwer,they discontinued this practice, pointing out that rainwater really is pure and boiling it destroyed its "fresh
flavor." The smallpox inoculation organized by Nguyen Van Mung was well
received by many villagers. The Village Council informed residents when
the inoculation team would visit their hamlet. Many brought their children.
although only few of the adults wouId submit to inoculation. Finally, the
School of Fundamental Education aided some residents oE Ap Dinh-A and
Ap Dinh-B in constructing latrines over their fish ponds as examples to other
villagers, but fcw follo~vedsuit.
Probably the most widespread preventive tcchniqucs are rituals which
are aimed at pxcventing ill health either by requcsting protection of a deity
or by propitiating an evil or errant spirit. Within the framework of formal
religions, many women maintain specia1 shrines to the Buddhist goddess
Quang Am for protection of their children and for easy childbirth. Cao
Daists observe the same practice, and some of the Catholic families give
special veneration to the Blessed Virgin for the same rcason.
Among the numerous Earnily rituals already noted are those concerned
with prenatal and natal practices. Ritual offerings on the thien shrines before every house, the CuIt of the Spirit of the Hearth, and the Cult of the
Ancestors all involve protection of family hcalth among other things. Also
an annual ritual called Trung Nguyen, observed by the family, is designed
to placate errant spirits capable of causing illness, and there are numerous
amulets available to protmt one from evil-spirits that cause ailments.
When ailments do occur, the family tries every means at its disposal rather
than resort to outside agency. Some home remedies are made from kitchengarden plants; one locally grown plant is used in preparing a gargle for
throat irritations; another provides the basic ingredient in a medicine for
curing conjuncti~itis.~
hiany families keep bunches of unhusked paddy
6. Cultivation of mcdicinal plants is d i m 4 further in Chapter 6.
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which when cooked is considered nutritious for those with digestive disorders. Glutinous rice also is given to anyone suffering a gastrointestinal
aiIment. For a number of minor sicknesses such as colds, headaches, or upset
stomach there are patent medicines available at both Chinese pharmacies.
Some afflictions are considered temporary and not serious, and go untended. Open wounds rarely are treated and, in the belief that skin pustules
are caused by an ill wind, children suffering from pox are covered with a
scar£ and allowed to mix freely with their playmates.
When an outside agency is required, villagers almost invariably look to
practitioners of traditional SinwVictnamcse medicine. In addition to selling patent preparations, the Chinese pharmacists prepare "northern medicine," the ~'ietnarnese designation for Chinese drugs, as well as "southern
mcdicine." which broadly indicates traditional Vietnamese drugs, which in
southmn Vietnam include an accumulation of northern and central Vietnamese healing substances together with those adopted from the Chams and
Khmers.' Both pharmacists also visit the sick to diacgnosc ailments, administering medicinc or employing traditional healing techniques such as pinching, bloodletting, or suction with tuba. Traditional thcrapy also is performed by an Ap Dinh-A farmer known as Ong Thay hluoi Le who specializcs in bone fractures and sprains. As already indicated, some practitioners such as the two Buddhist lay monks. Ong Thay Sau Thoi and Ba
Cot (healers in Ap Dinh-A), and Ong Thay Phap (the sorcerer) combine
Sino-Vietnamese medical techniques with mystical practices, and many
families seek their cures when illness strikes.
Should traditional therapy be of no avail, some families try Westcm mcdicine. Many villagers continuc to be somewhat skeptical of it, horvever, and
its high cost is another factor in its restricted use. Some Western patent
medicines such as aspirin are sold in the pharmacies.
Khanh Hau has two male nurses. One specializes in inoculations; the
other, the oficial village nurse who worked six years in the Tan An hospital,
employs a w i d a range of techniques. The village medical supply, however.
is very limitcd, and although the village nurse has a private practice, few
can afford his services.
Among villagers who accept \Vestern medicinc, inoculations are very
popular, and at times the nurnbm and variety of shots given a patient seem
7. Cham rncdicintrs are thuught to be particularly powerful. T h c E;liam nf soutIl ccntral Vietnam continuc to prepare a potent medicine for back a i l m e ~ ~ t sGroups
.
of Cham
medicine vendors oftcn are seen in hiy Tho, Bcn Tre, and Can T h o along the hiekong
River, where they havc regular clients among the Chincse and Vietnamese pharmacists.
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~cessive.BHospitalization is anathema to most villagers. They point out
lat not only is the patient in the hands of strangers, but hc will not be
roperly fed. If a villager does agree to be hospitalized (and there is space
Ir him in the overcrowded Tan An hospital), it is on condition that a
lember of the hmi1y can remain close and cmk for him. News of someone
ying in a hospital spreads rapidly, reinEorcing villagers' prejudices. After
me resident of Ap Dinh-B died in the hospital, and his sister manifested the
Ime symptoms, she adamantly refused to undergo the samc treatrncnt, and
er kin and neighbrs supported her refusal. When all possible means have
een tried and the ailment worsens, villagers become fatalistic. If a man's
~gsswell or a
face puffs up, there is nothing to do but wait for
eath.

Signs of religion are omnipresent in villagers' houses. Practicing Buddhists
lways have an altar dedicated to one or more Buddhist deities, usually shar~g a prominent place in the main room with the altar of thc ancestors.
dditional altars, often almost hidden in dark rccesscs, also are common, and
1 smaller houses the Buddhist altar may be attached high on a wall or on a
ross beam. Thich Ca, a reincarnation of Buddha, is one of the more p o p ~r
deities as is Quang Am, the Goddess of h-iercy. or Cuu Thicn, both condered protectors of households and children. In addition to attending
eriodic rituals at the pagoda, vcry orthodox Buddhists observe the daily
bng Phu, consisting of burning joss, kowtowing, and reciting prayers at
:ooA.M., noon, and 6:00 P.M. Each day food offerings and tea arc placed on
le main altar.
Cao Daists invariably h w c altars dedicated to the Supreme Bcing, usually
:presented by an eye emanating rays of light. The one exception is found
1 the only family of the Minh Chon Ly sect which s).mbolizes the Supreme
,eing with the eye-in-the-heart. Buddhist deities often are enshrined un
iese or additional altars. and Cao Daists retain their ancestral altars. On
ntcring a Catholic home in Khanh Hau, one may at first easily mistake the
htholic shrine for a Buddhist or Cao Daist altar. It is in the samc place and
mtains the same incense burner, candles, and florvers. Upon closcr scrutiny.
8. Onc elderly man in Ap hioi was suffering from fever, severe coughing, and body
ains, and in the course of several weeks thc nurse inoollated him with penicillin,
istarnycine. Thiodcrazine, SoIucarnphor, Septiccmine, Tconeptalc, and vitamin BI.
'Iic man recovered.
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howcvcr, it becomes clear that the stylized figures are Christian deities. Most
Catholic families venerate the Sacrcd Heart, and thme also may be altars
honoring the Blessed Virgin and the Infant Jesus of Prague. I n the evening,
Catholic families always recite the rosary before the shrine.
On the fifteenth day of the seventh lunar month, every Eamily should
observe the rituals that mark the beginning of Trung Nguyen, the midpoint
of the lunar new year. The popular beliefs surrounding this feast are based
on an old Chinese legend which is well known to ~ i l l a g e r s The
. ~ primary
aim of the ritual is to placate the errant spirits. To avoid their wrath, each
family heaps offerings on the altar dedicated to the Spirit of the Soil, which
stands before the house. The head of the household begs permission of the
spirit to make ritual offerings to the errant spirits. A mat is then placed on
the ground and offerings of rice, h i t , and rice alcohol arc put on it. Bcfore
the 1955 law forbidding opium in Vietnam, a pipe was prepared as part of
the oiEering. The m n t spirits are summoned to partake of thc offerings
by striking- a gong or two pieces of wmd. Mcmbcrs of the family hold burng. In ancient China thcre lived an elderly lady named Thanh &, and k i n g a fervent
Buddhist, she often took baskets of rice to the monks a t the pagoda on the cdge of her
village. On one sudl visit, the monk who received her at the gatt: =fused hcr offering,
saying that it was insu5cicnt for the number of monks residing a t the pagoda. Taking
back her rim, Thanh Dc started for home, and as she mulled over the rudeness of this
refusal, her angcr arose, and impetuously she flung the rice into the river. a shamcful
NVSW-

Whcn she amved homc, she immediately began to plot some revengr against the
monks. Aftcr much thought, she scttled upon a diabolical schcme that would surely
shame them and satisfy her need for retribution. She organimd a feast which she called
Lam Chay, and dedicated it to the e m n t spirits, those unhappy and malevolent spirits
of the dead who have no cult. It was an elaborate feast, and Thanh X)e hcrsclf p r e p a d
the pDce de resktance, a rim cake called banh boo, and in each cake she inserted some
dog f l d . I n consuming thc cakcs. the monks would violate rhc taboo against eating
flesh. and this wouId be compoundcd by another breach against the taboo forbidding
the consumption of dog flesh, kcausc the dog is thc guardian o l the house. T h e feast
was hcld. the monks came and partook of it, and T h a n h De savored her sweet rcvenge.
Not long after, Thanh n e died, and as a result of hcr wicked behavior, she was
plunged into hell. Her son him Lien became a Buddhist monk, and upon his death he
was admitted m the ranks of thc sanctified Buddhas. He visited hell and finding the soul
of his mother, he interceded in her beh~lf,and she was grantcd the state of nirvana. This
m r r c d i11 the scventh lunar month, and it set a precedent lor possible salvation of
errant spirits. 0 1 1 Trung Nguyen thc gates of hcll are opened and the errant spirits
return to carth where thcy wander aimlessly in the hope of finding a cult being o f f e d
for them. T h q c a w misrortune if they rcmain unsatishcd, so the ohjcct of the Trung
Kguyen is to providr. ritu;tl offcring lor tile crrant spirits tu propitiate thcm and grant
thcrn rest in dcath.
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ing joss as they kowtow, after which they burn votive papers on the altar.
This ritual is performed outside the house because of fear that, given the
opportunity to enter, the errant spirits might install themselves on the altar
of the ancestors.
There are many occasions when the family pays homage to the Spirit of
the Soil. This deity is honored prior to construction of framework for a new
house and before a bride and groom enter the groom's house for the wedding
ritual. Also, before planting rice seedbeds, most farmers continue to make
five small ritual offerings to this spirit.
Altars of the Spirit of Heaven are found before most village houses, and
they range from simple planks set on a post or tree trunk to rather elaborate
concrete shrines, models of pagodas. On the first and fifteenth day of each
lunar month, offerings of three cups of tea or rice alcohol. a small dish of
rice, a small package of salt, and some burning joss should be placed on the
altar to entice the spirit to remain there and protect the house and its
occupants. T h e spirit in the altar also observes the behavior of those in the
house and reports it to the king of Hell, the deity who judges the dead. The
rigidity with which villagers make the prescribed offerings varies considcrably. Some altars are noticeably devoid of offerings throughout most of the
year, while others are heaped with food at the prescribed times. One villager
with a particularly large, almost spectacular altar remarked that he is happy
to have the spirit observe the excellent conduct oE his family so he provides
well for him.
There are many household talismans found in Khanh Hau, their use
depending on a number oE circumstances. Some are employed because of
illness or persistent misforturle while others are geomantic or are designed
to provide general protection against evil spirits. The most common is the
"crossbeam talisman," so named because of its place in the house. Within
the octagonal frame, the central circle is divided into thc white Ye (light and
the male principle) and the black Yang (darkness and the female principle)
(the Yin and Yang of the Chinese cosmology). The retnaining part of the
talisman contains the eight elements--thunder, wind, mountain, watcr, fire,
earth, torrents, and storms--spelled out in black Sin-Vietnamese characters
on a red background. Geomantic talismans are similar, but instead of the
divided circle they have a rrlirror in the center. Another very common household talisman is a print of the powerful legendary sorcerer Ong T u Vi
perched atop a tiger, holding the crossbeam talisman in his right hand. His
left hand clutches a box containing his credentials and seals issued by thc
Celestial Court.
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In Khanh Hau as a man grows old he prepares to join his ancestors. In
many respects his whole life has been a preparation for this. A man labors to
accumulate land for succeeding generations, particularly Iand to be designated huong hoa. He also strives tn construct a substantial house to contain
the altars of the ancestors. As old age coma upon him, the man who can
afford it purchases a coffin of carvcd wood which is set in the main room of
thc house,'O and thc provident man sets aside money for his tomb. It is
consoling for the elderly villager to sce the cofiin and tomb in which his
mortal remains will rest. Some cautious viIlagers obtain coffins when they
are 40 or 50 ycars old, and often these reminders of death stand in the house
for 20 or 30 ycars.
The ideal tomb, the type constructed by the wealthy, is of stone or concrete, on a site seIected by a geornancer. Ong Ke Hien, the highest vmerabIe
in Khanh Hau, and his wife have large concrete tombs, each of which cost
50,000$ VN. Both are near the pagoda which Ong Ke Hien sponsored in
Ap Cau. Often they visit their tombs to supervise the work being done on
thern.ll Villagers of lesser means usuaIIy have stone markers on their ,mves,
and the poor merely have graves marked with mounds of earth.
When a man dies, kin Iiving in the village immediately gather at the
house to assist with the numerous preparations for the funeral and burial.
One mcmber of the family is dispatched to the CounciI House to report the
death to the civil status secretary and request permission to keep the body
for a specified number of days. In most instances, an experienced elderly
villager is summoned to advise the family on the prescribed behavior for
mourning and the ritual for thc funeral. He also consults the deceased's
horoscope to determine thc auspicious days and hours for rituals. The family
then divides the various tasks which are part of the preparations for the
funeral. The house must be cleaned and perhaps expanded by removing the
front partitions and attaching a temporary thatched shelter. Tables and
l a The Vietnamcse have spccific designations for coffins of various types. Horn is the
popular tcrm for coffins in gencral, and sang is the more elegant designation. Tho is the
coffin purchased in advance of death. Linh cuu rcfers to the coffin of a high personage
such 3 5 a mandarin, and quoch is thc popular word ior a cllild's coffin.
1 I. Some of the most elaborate stone and coricretc tombs in Khanh Hau were constructed by men who wcre h r n in the sillagc and left it to make their fortunes in the
cities. Several of these wcrc district chiefs in thc French Administration. Although they
no longer had kin there thcy continucd to be strongly attached to Khan11 Hau as their
natal village and rlesirrld to be buried there. In Vietnil~ri,one always returns to his natal
village, pcrhaps in old age, perhaps in death.
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chairs must be borrowed from neighbors, and the cofin must be purchased
if this has not already been done. The monk is notifed, and someone is sent
to inform kin in other villages." The ~~ornen
gather in the kitchen to prepare the many dishes that will he sented during the funeral period.
The first ritual act is to wash the corpse and dress it in the traditional tunic
and turban. Many families in Khanh X-Iau retain the traditional practice
of placing a few grains of rice in the mouth of the corpse. A variation of this
is to place a bunch of bananas on the chest of the body in the belief that thb
tantalizing food will divert the appetite of the Celestial Dog, who dmcends
to eat the entrails of the deceased. Male members of the family lift the
corpse into the coffin while the women stand by weeping, and then the
clothes of the deccased are tucked around the sides of thc coffin. Some
families continue the old practice of placing a bowl of rice by the head of
the coffin, for the corpse rnay rise up, and the rice is thrown at it to force it
back in place.
If the deceased is the truong toc, his bier is arranged before the central
altar of the house, otherwise it is placed in front of one of the side aItars or
to the side of the main altar. Candles are lit on the altars, and several lighted
candles are placed on top of the coffin. Some families place an oil lamp under
the coffin. The immediate reason for this is to dispel any odor from the
coffin. There is, however, an old legend which relates this practice to a
hope for resurrection.l3A small altar is placed at the foot of the bier, and
14. Traditionally, the announcement of death u, thost: of the ascending generations in
the patrilineage or to village authorities wzi done formally, first prcsentinp a tray containing some betel leavm and rice alcohol, the symbols of respect for authority.
13. According to the legend, in ancient China thcre lived a noted philosopher named
Khuong Thuong. Being dissatisfied with the state of things in the kingdom. he disassociated himself from it by spending his time &hing. H e did so. however, without using a
hook on his line. One day while sitting on the liver bank in the languid afternoon,
Khuong Thuong met an old woodcutter namcd Vo De. They bccame friendly, but
when Vo De noted that Khuong Thuong neglected to put a hook on his line, he ridiculed him. Chagrined at this rudeness. Khuong Thuung p d i c t d that on his next trip
to the wood market, Vo Dc w-ould die. Thb dire prediction came to pass; laboring
under an enormous load 01 w a d , %'o Dc stumhlrd, and the w d a u s h d him. Vo Ws
tortured soul sought out Khuong Thuong to beg forgiveness. Khuong Thuong forgave
him, and granted him life anew-.
At this time thew was a F a t and fearsome mandarin namcd Bao Gng, at the Imperial Court. and he had the power of judging the soub of the dead. He heard of Vo
De's dcath and grew impatient whcn his soul did not appear to be judged. Aware of the
possible wnscquences. Khuong T'huong advisrrl Vo De to plaw a lightcd lamp undcr his
empty coffin. Vo Ile did diis, and it prevented Bao Cong from examining thc coffi11.T h e
ruse was succcssiul, and L'o Dc l i r = d to a ripe age.
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when thc preliminary arrangements arc complete thc family gathers before
this altar for the ritual offering of food to the soul of the deceased-three
bowls of rice, three srr~allcups of tea, and several other dishes. The family
kowtows three times in priority of relationship to the deceased; that is, the
wife or husband and children first, then siblings, and so forth. For the
duration of the funeral period, three such ritual offerings will be made each
day. Mourning clothes are distributed, sometimes by the Buddhist monk.
Those in high mourning (widow, widower, children, and patrilineal grandchildren) wear roughly made robes of gauzy cotton with patches sewn on
them to lend abjectness. The males wear a headpiece of roughly twined
straw and the females wear a veil. The remaining kin in low mourning wear
white bands neatly wound around the head. The widow is expected to observe a mourning period of two years during which she withdraws from
society. The mourning period for a widowcr is one year, and the children
observe semimourning for one year.
With mourning clothes distributed, the nhan dieu begins, a vigil period
that corresponds to the Wcstern practice of holding a wake. Kin, neighbors.
and friends, dressed in traditional clothcs, come to pay their respects. The
sons stand belore the bicr to receive the visitors who express their sorrow
and kowtow. Visitors bring offerings of cash, food, or alcoh01.'~For wealthy
villagers, particularly men who were high in the Cult Committee, the nhan
dieu may last from five to seven days in order to permit kin and friends to
come from distant places. They usually bring large, colored satin or silk
banderoles on which the good qualities of the deceased are extolled in Sin*
Vietnamcsc characters. Most villagers purchase less elegant banderoles prepared by specialists who crudcly draw the characters on cheap white cloth
with the charred end of a burned bamboo stalk.
Prosperous familics usually hire musicians to provide music during the
daytime. Food arid drink are served to the guests, and in many instances the
nhan dieu becomes merry in contrast to the earlier period oE sadness and
weeping. As at the wedding feasts, some of the men become boisterous as
they consume increasing quantities of alcohol. For these large gatherings, the
seating arrangement is similar to that of the wedding feasts-men occupy
tables at thc ccntcr of the room with elderly men and honored guests nearest
the bier, while thc women are seated around the periphery. Elderly women
14- At thc funeral of one wealthy villager who enjoyed the reputation of being a
hearty drir~kcr thcre were in~lurnerat~lc
bottles of rice wine and Rordcaux red wine
piled high on the altars and al-ounrl the bier, giving a wine-cellar aspect to the room.
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usually gravitate to one of the beds where they sit chewing betel and areca
while they gossip. For most village families, however, nhan dieu is observed
more modestly, and it normally lasts only one day.
At the end of this period the family gathers at the bier to kowtow prior to
burial, which in some instances is very elaborate. Giang do is the generic
designation for all things needed in the funeral cortege-musicians, draperies, a catafalque, and pallbearers. All of these are provided by a service
in Tan An that few villagers can afford, and in 1959 a group of Ap Nhon
Hau residents formed an association to make giang do available to members
at a low rate. There is also a group of organized pallbearers for hire in
Khanh Hau without the other trappings.
One of the most elaborate funerals in recent ycars was for Ong Tien Bai,
the second highest venerable in the Cult Committee and one of the most
promincnt villagers. In addition to having hired pallbearers and trappings,
the family retained the services of the four young attendants who assist in
the rituals at the Ap Nhon Hau dinh. Dressed in the same robes worn at
village rituals, and performing with the same stylized movements, they made
offerings of tea, sandalwood, and rice alcohol at the altar of the ancestors
before the coffin was removed. Movements involved in lifting the coffin and
transporting it to the grave were very mannered, and the pallbearers performed under the direction of a leader called the Bai Quan. For the act of
carrying the coffin out of the house, Bai Quan signaled by taps with two
sticks of special wood. The twelve pallbearers approached the coffin and
kowtowed four times. Two strokes directed them to place their hands under
the coffin, and three strokes was the signal to lift it and carry it out. It is
imperative that the coffin be carried as level as possible so the Bai Quan sat
on the shoulders of two assistants to survey and signal whether it was tilting.
As most village funerals these ritual acts are performed less elegantly and
without professional assistance. Usually young kin and friends of the family
carry the cofin, and although they take care, they cannot match the measured
movements of the hired pallbearers.
The funeral cortege is formed according to a prescribed order. In Ong
Tien Bai's lavish funeral, large, brilliantly colored bandcroles were carried
at the head of the procession. These were followed by the satin banderoles
sent by kin and friends, and two assistants carried a small portablc altar
containing photographs of the deceased surrounded by burning joss, flowers,
and altar tablets. T h e coffin rested in a gilt and rcd catafalque of carved wood
borne by the pallbearers who chanted thc traditional dirges to the accompaniment of horns, drums, and stringed instruments. T h e deceased's sons,
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bent low and leaning on roughIy cut sucks. followed close behind the
catafalque, and then came the widow, daughtas, and other kin. The remaining mourners trailed in no particular order. Paper money was strewn
along the route to placate any errant spirits that might attempt to bar the
way, and the route was pIamed to avoid any places of worship. At the tomb
the Buddhist monk recited prayers, and the family kowtowed. Funeral corteges of the well-to-do approximate Ong Tien Bai's, but while most viIlagers'
processions follow this order and have the portable altar, they do not have
the splendid banderoles, the musicians, or the catafalque, and few have the
monk recite prayers at the grave. None of the rites described is observed in
a child's death. After a brief ritual at thc altar of the ancestors, the child is
buried irnmcdiately, and it is honored with a special altar arrangd in the
main room of the house.
After the ritual at the grave, the family returns to the house for recitation
of the five prayers entreating the soul of the deceased to leave the grave and
reside in the a1tar of the ancestors. The objects and offerings which were
carried on the portable altar are placed on the altar of the ancestors, before
which members of the family kowtow in the last rituaI act of the EuneraI.
Three days a f t a the burial, members of the family again don their mourning
clothes and return to the grave for the rite designed to permit the soul of
the deceascd to depart from it and go to the ancestnl altar. Joss is burned,
and a chicken is tied to a stick of sugar cane to be led around the grave three
times.
Funerals in Rhanh Hau can be a curious mixture of somber mourning
and festive gaiety, and there are occasional incidents which at first appcar
to be irreverent, but in context reflect only a persistent type of humor found
among the villagers. At one funeral, for example, the pallbearers, who were
young neighbors of the deceased, rcmained to bury the coffin after the
mourners departed. An elderly friend, a small man with eyegIasses askew
and somewhat inebriated from the feasting at the house, stayed to supervise
the burial. Although he clearly expected recognition of his authoriry, he
received only the amused tolerance of the young men who r v m engaged in
piling large chunks of dried earth over the coffin in the shallow grave. They
had providently supplied some rice alcohol and a pot of tea with which to
refresh themselves in the heat of the afternoon and, when they paused to
drink, several began to chide the self-appointed supervisor. "Is it true that
you'll be the next hamlet chief, sir?" one inquired, much to the amusement
of the group. As one young man sipped aIcohol, he addressed the grave:
"You're dead. W h y did you leave your friend the boss here? He's sad now
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that he's alone." These remarks reduced the young men and those watching
to fits of laughter. The old man, however, dramatically expressed outrage

at these remarks and asked thc strangers present for some paper and a pencil

so he could record what had been said. I i e declared that the young men
had no respct, and hc rvould complain to the Village Council. As he wrote,
the young men threw small bits of earth to harass him mildly. Then they
all departed together to return to thc festivities at thc house.
Cao Daists in the village observe the traditional funeral rituars with few
innovations. They place the hicr in front of the shrine honoring Cao Dai
and, instead of having the Buddhist monk participate, they invite a group
of thc faithful Cao Daists to pray before the bier. Other rnembcrs OF the
co~~gregation
to which the deceased belonged often bring traditional bandcroles, bearing Cao Daist symbols and prayers. Many purchase thcir coffins
from a Cao Daist coffin crmperative in Tan Huong. Members of thc Tien
Thien sect in surrounding villages donate time and labor in the production
of coffins at the coopmtive, and the coffins are then sold to membc-n of the
sect at reduced prices. T h e profits are dividcd between the workers and the
Tien Thien temple in Tan Huong-.When onc poor member of the sect died
in Khanh IIau, his c o h cost co goo$ VN. a relatively low price, and it 1%
paid for by the donations of the mourners.
Catholic villagers observe funeral rituals which vary considerably from
the traditional practices. Ong Giap. the Ieader of the small Cathdic group
in the village, is expected to keep a death walch if a Catholic villager is
dying. When it appears that death is ncar, he summons the priest from
Tan An to administer the last rites. If the family of the deccased is wealthy,
they may transport the corpse to the church in Tan An for funeral services
which in such instances includc a requiem mass to which the friends and
kin are invitcd. In most cases, horvever, the funeral is held at home. The
coffin is arranged before the Catholic shrine in the main room of the house.
and the priest comes from Tan An to lead the rosary before the bier. Cathe
lic families follow the traditional form of receiving guests and serving f d ,
although they never haw giang do. In the paddy fields on the northern edge
of Ap Dinh-U there is a small plot of ground consecrated by the priest from
Tan An, which is thc cemctcry for Khanh Hau Catholics. After the services
in the housc, the cortege is formed, and thc body is transported to the
cemetery for the burial.
After rleath and the traditional funeral, villagers observe a series d prescribed rituals which elevate the deccased to his placc among the ancestors.
Ritual prayers in the house after the funeral, and at the grave three days
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after the burial, propcrly belong to the complex of rituals associated with
the Cult of the Ancestors. Subsequent to them, there is a series of prescribed.
but not obligatory rituaIs during the first year, but they are not observed by
most villagers because of the expense involved. After the graveside rite.
something symbolizing the deceased (a photo and/or tablets on which his
name is inscribed in characters) is placed on the altar of the ancestors. T h e
name of the deceased must ncvcr be spoken, so the family refers to him
by a pseudonym. The first dg days for deceased males and the first 63 days
for deceased females are marked by rituals every seven days. These are
referrcd to numerically, e.g. Bay Ngay is the ritual of the seventh day, Muoi
Bon h'gay is the ritual of the fourteenth day, and so on. On these occasions
the family gathers at the house of the deceased where they place offerings
on the altar of the ancestors and kowtow. Wealthy families usually retain
the services of a Buddhist monk to lead prayers at these rituals. Services
on the twenty-first and Eorty-ninth days are considered particularly important, so they tend to be more elaborate. With candles aglow on the flowerbedecked altar, the sons, in their gauzy mourning costumes, stand on either
side of the altar to greet kin and friends who attended the funeral. Ogerings
are pkced on the altar by members of the f a i r y , after which they kowtow.
On the forty-ninthday ritual, a paper containing the deceased's name, birth
date, and death date is burned on the altar, a gesture to show that the proper
funeral rituals have been observed. Both ceIebrations arc foIlowed by copious
feating.
The one hundreth day is marked by a ritual similar to those performed
on each seventh day; there is aIso a first anniversary observance, celebrated
by rich and poor alike. On the eve of the anniversary, the family gathers
before the altar of the ancestors to recite vigil prayers (among the well-to-do
these prayers are I
d by the Buddhist monk). On the following day the
e l d ~ r male
t
performs the Grst offering of fwd, tea, and clothes to the deceased. Dressed in mourning clothes, members of the family take burning
jas and kowtow before the altar. Guests usually arrive after the ritual, and
everyone sits down to a meal. A celebration marlis the second anniversary,
and it also sipals the end of the mourning perid. After the usual offerings
of food and alcohol the officiant leads prayers and, after the family korutorvs,
their mourning clothes are burned on the altar. Subsequent dcath annivasary celebrations are similar in form. Among the wealthy they m a y last
several days with 50 to loo guests participating in the rituaIs and lavish
feasting. Most villagers, horvever, have modest celebrations, inviting from
5 to 25 guests, and serving them simple farc. Catbolic families usually have
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a mass said for the deceased, after which they return home to pray lwfore
the hrnily shrine and receive gucsts for a meal.
As the lunar new year comes to a close and the harvest is gathered, the
people of Khanh Hau give themselves over to a holiday mood, indulging in
numerous village and family celebrations. Thuong Dien, the village feast
marking the end of the harvest, is followed closely by Tet, as the lunar New
Year celebration is commonly called. It is the time for everyone, wen the
urban dweller, to return to his natal village or to the village where his
family tombs are loated. There he re-establishes bonds with kinfolk, and
for one week he becomes a villager again, participating in the simple pleasures of peasant life.
The first T e t ritual, held during the twelfth lunar month, is the fixing of
family tombs. and it may be observed in one of two ways. First the family
gathers at the housc of the truong toc, and they m a y carry the necessary
joss, votive papers, and the prescribed offerings of cake, chicken, tea, rice
alcohol, and p a p money to the graves. After requesting the Spirit of the
Soil for permission to disturb the earth, the truong ux: offers the food to the
ancestors, and adult members kowtow before the graves and place burning
joss on them. They then weed the plot, pile earth on the gravcs, and whitewash the stone tombs-tasks which they perform scrupulously, for the state
of the graves reflects on the family. T;tlhen thcir Iabor is finished they settle
down to a picnic of the food offerings.
I t also is permissible to return to the house of the truong toc after refurbishing the tombs and make the f o d offerings at the main altar there. This
is followed by a feast to which guests usually are invited. Most villagers
prefer having the food offering and meal at the tombs, and only a few prosperous families consistendy have feasts at thcir homes. Several villagers go
about fixing the graves of those who no longer haw kin in the village. Most
of these burial places have becn reduced to barely visible wcathercd mounds,
and a few chunks of dried soil may mark them for the coming year. Joss
also is placed on them to prevent the deceased from becoming errant spirits.
On the twenty-third day of the trvelfth lunar month the family celebrates
the departure of Ong Tao, the Spirit of the Hearth, rvho is represented in
the kitchen by three stones on which cuoking is donc, and lonored with a
small altar in an auspicious corner. Ong T a o obscrves the daily activities of
the family, and on this day he rcturns to the celestial realm where he reports
to the Emperor of Jadc all hc has observed during the year. Hc consequentIy
can influence the family's destiny, and it is not uncommon for parcnts to
place their children under his protection. Daily offerings are placed on his
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altar, and for the T e t ritual, red paper containing a sketch, which depicts
the departure of Ong Tao on a large carp, a celestial horse, or a phoenix,
is burned on the altar. The family then partakes of a feast which should
include two d i t i o n a l Tet d i s h v l utinous rice cakes and the excessively
sweet soybean soup. A bowl of the rice usually is placed on Ong Tao's altar,
but during his absence no joss is burned on it.
On the thirtieth day of the twelfth lunar month, each family gathers at
its house to prepare for the arrival of the souls of the ancestors and the
return of Ong Tao. A few families retain the traditional practice of placing
before the house a symboric tree made from bamboo branches on which
votive paper, a rectangular talisman of straw, a small sack of rice, and a
container of water are tied. Joss burns continuously on the altar of the
ancestors. Around nine o'clock in the evening the usual calm of the village
is shattered by bursts of exploding firecrackers intended to chase evil spirits,
and anyone entering the house must wash his feet
While awmiting midnight, the hour for receiving the ancestors and Ong
Tao. women prepare the soybean soup while the men continue to set off
firecrackers, careful to guard a good supply for midnight so the entrance of
ancestors and Ong Tao will not be marred by the presence of evil spirits.
At midnight all adult members of the family, dressed in traditional clothes.
gathcr before the ancestral altar where the eldest male makes an offering
of food and burns red votive paper- Each member then takes a stick of
burning joss and kowtows before the altar. This ritual is foIlowed by a
meal in which special Tet dishes are served Prayers are recited at the altar
through the night as a vigil for the first day of the new lunar year.
M o n Mot is the first day of Tet, arid with it comes a m i n anxiety that
bad luck will enter the house and plague the family during the entire year.
The primary function of the symbolic tree is to bar the entrance of the
Celestial Dog, a bearer of ill fortune. Since firecrackers have the same effect,
the tree is not absolutely necessary (which probably explains why many
villagers do not bother to prepare one). Many villagers purchase leafless
branches of an apricot or pear tree that they hope will burst with exquisite
blossoms on the first day of Tet, portending g o d fortune for the family. On
this day here is a great deal of visiting, so some members of the family
remain at home to receive guests and serve them tea, rice alcohol, and
candied fruits and vegetables. Guests with hvorable names such as Tho
(longevity), L m (abundance), and Kim (gold) are particularly welcome in
the belief that they bring the good fortune their names import. On the
other hand, those with unbvorable names such as Meo (cat), Cho {dog). or
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Lon (vagina) are not encouraged to visit. Around six o'clock in the evening,
offerings are made at the altar of the ancestors, and the family sits down to
another meal of Tct dishes.
On the third day of Tet some villagers observe a ritual honoring hvo
military heroes of antiquity-Hanh Binh and Hanh Truong. Chicken boiled
in a special way is served at a large feast during which the host invites the
two heme to participate, requesting that they in return protect the house
during the corning year. After the meal the feet of the chicken are attached
to one of the rafters. If the claws draw inward after a while, it is considered
a good sign, but if they open out they release bad luck. The important ritual
of the fourth day of Tet is the departure of the ancestors. This resembles the
other rituals honoring the ancestors, and it also is an appropriate timc for
exploding firecrackers. T h e fifth day is inauspicious for traveling, having
feasts, and engaging in a number of other activities, so it tends to be uneventful as is the sixth day. On the seventh and last day of Tet, the symbolic
tree is removed, and the various talismans are kept in the house during the
year. The family has a final meal to mark the end of the new year celebration.

According to Vietnamese tradition, anastral cult land aluays is the trust
of the truong toc, who represents adult members of the patrilineage or a
segment of it as collective owners. In Khanh Hau, on the death of tRc truong
toc, a family council of both male and female adult membcrs selects his
replacement. Inheritance of the paternal house also is relatively well defined.
Whereas primogeniture traditionally determines inheritance of the paternal
house in Vietnam, ultimogeniture is the rulc in Khanh Hau. With other
real and mobile property, the usual practice is for parents to agree on the
division among their children, after which the children are informed, and
they are expected to accept it without complaint. In wealthy families this
decision generally is expressed in written form.
Should the father die first, his widow assumes control of all family prop
erty and, if no arrangement has been made for its distribution, she may do
so. If both parents die without arranging for the inheritance, the children
are expected to divide it among themselves. Females inherit land, although
maIes have prior claim should the amount of land be too small for equal
distribution. In the case of a minor child, the eldest brother usually asumes
trust of the inheritance until the child reaches maturity.
Inheritance presents no problem for most families in Kbanh Hau for they
have little to leave to their children, but the wealthy villagers are scrupu-
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lous about arranging inheritance. They invariably declare some land to be
huong hoa and, in some instances where landholdings are large, titles are
distributed prior to death.l5Land inheritance is the cause of some squabbling
among kin, and as landholdings diminish because of fragmentation with
each generation, equitable division becomes a problem.16 One solution is
to pass title to the sons in common with the agreement that each will have
use of the land for a fixed period. Villagers point out that this rotating
usufruct has the advantage of giving each son a greater, if intermittent,
income than if the land were divided They also emphasize that with this
arrangement the family landholding remains intact (at least for one generation).
15. In one such ase described in Chapter 10, Ong Kc Hien, the highest venerable, bas
declared fivc m u of his large landholding t~ be hwng hoa, and he already has granted
land titlcs to some of his heirs.
16. Some inheritance difficulties brought to the attention of the Village Council are
discussed in Chapter 7, and one m e of downward w i a l mobility related to fragmentation 01 family landholding is d w i b c d in Chapter 10.

CHAPTER 6

Livelihood Patterns and the Economic System
CULTIVATION
of rice is the most important activity in Khanh Hau, and
pcticaIly everyone is engagd in it. In many respects it might be considered
a highly suuctured social institution. Rooted in a tradition of several thousand years, the cycle of preparing, planting, tending, irrigating, and harvesting is reassuringly repetitious. Rice cultivation in the Mekong delta not
only reflects this tradition, but also rcflccts the altmtions that have taken
place in it as the Vietnamese peasants in their southwvrd migration adjusted
to new physical environments, sometimes devising new techniques and
sometimes borrowing from the indigenous Cham and Khmer farmers.
Drawing on this experience, the settlers in Khanh Hau learncd to maintain
the necessary balance among soil, seeds, water, sun, and available fertilizer.
In time they a h selected artifacts they considered functional--a harrow,
waterwheels, a Khmer plow, water scoops, knives, sickles. threshing sledges.
baskets, winnowing machines, granaries, and rice mills. The result is a
welldefined pattern of planting.
In rice cultivation as in any social institution, there are clearly drawn
roles4andowners, tenants, laborers, rice millers, ricc merchants, and gleaners. There also are things sacred. Specific deities associated with successful
rice cultivation are venerated in individual and collcctive rituals, and should
there be a catastrophe such as a drought, tradition provides the pmpcr
ritual to cope with it.
Secondary crop cultivation is less structured. Fruit cultivation for a cash
crop on what might be considered a commercial scale is relatively new, and
most secondary crops are found in kitchen gardens. There is a wide range
of fruits and vegetables from which the villager may choose, and households
vary in their gardening techniques. Animal husbandry is widespread, and
more families raise chickens and pigs than buffalo, cattIe, or ducks. One
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h i l y has a pair of oxen, one man breeds doves, and one woman keeps two
goats. Several vilIagers raise fish on a commercial scale, and many vilIagers
engage in fishing. With the exception of an occasional snake chase, there
is no hunting. Food gathering is not uncommon, aIthough only a few
villagers do it from necessity.
Most other uccupations and specializations are ancilIary to agricultural
activities. AU artisans farm as do the medical practitioners (two male nurses
who deal in Western medicine and the variety of traditional healers). Entrepreneurs, including rice millers and rice merchants, are landowners who
rent part of their land and hire laborers to cultivate the remainder. Rice
agriculture supports all the religious specialists: the Buddhist monks and
nuns hire laborers to work the pagoda land, and the leaders of the Cao Daist
congregations and of the Catholics are farmers. Only some shopkeepers
(vendors of general goods, pharmacists, tailors, and barbers) and women
engaged in petty commerce neither own nor rent land.

W h e n the Iast of the paddy has been harvmted in March, the air becomes
still and the soil paxched and dusty in the yellow heat of the dry season. Fortunate laborers with dry-season work assist their employers in repairing
bundings, clearing irrigation channels, and other tasks best done at this time
of year. The less fortunate usually seek work in Tan An. Most villagers also
ocrcupy themselves with house repairs-replacing thatching with the aid of
kin and neighbors or fixing roof tiles. This also is an opportune time to
repair or rephe tools.
For those engaged in rice cultivation, the dry season means planning for
the next crop. According to DeIvert and C q u a e l the Oryza sativa s ~ i c s
of rice predominates in both CamMia and the Mekong River delta in
Vietnam, although 0. glutinosa also is cultivated. In Khanh Hau, both
spccics are cultivated. Villagers distinguish between early or "hasty" 0.
saliva, harvested about go days after transplanting, and "rice of the season"
or late 0.satiwat harvested close to 120 days after transplanting. They also
have local designations for the array of subspecies they grow (see Appendix
E). Some names are Vietnamese, and they of ten are descriptive; for example
Rang Chon means "fox's Fang," so called for its long thin grain, and Trang
I . DeIvert, Le Paysan Cambodgien, pp. 332-42. Coqucrcl. Pad+
et Rix de Cochinchitze, p. 1.
2. In some parts of the delta, rice of the seawn and late rice are distinguished as two

types of rice.
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Nho is "little white." According to villagers, some designations such as Soc
Nau and many beginning with nang are deformations of Khmer terms.
Several factors affect the farmers' decisions concerning which type of rice
to cultivate. It is advisable for farmers with relatively high fields such as
those found in Ap Moi to cultivate early rice because water drains easily
from them, and it is less risky to have the crop mature sooner. Some varieties
of rice are popular because they are considered hardy and are able to resist
light floods or droughts. One of these is ve nang, which according to villagers
was introduced into the village by the Service Agricole some 2 5 years ago.
T h e amount of working capital a farmer has at the beginning of the planting season and the cost of fertilizer also are essential considerations in selecting types of rice. Fine varieties of rice, such as nanh chon known throughout the delta for its delicious flavor and exquisite fragrance while cooking,
bring high prices on the market, but farmers are convinced they require
morc fertilizer than do other types.
Anticipated market price of rice probably is the factor most often discussed among the farmers during the dry season. Prices of the previous year
are talked about in informal conversations, and the opinions of such successful farmers as Ong Ke Hien and the village chief are heavily weighed. In
1958, for cxample, most farmers decided not to cultivate any glutinous rice
because the price had fallen drastically the previous year. A few of those who
did plant it pointed out that there always is some demand for it-it is the
prescribed type of rice for offerings in rituals, it is considered particularly
nourishing for children and the aged, and is a convenient rice to Eeed labor
gangs because it can be eaten by the handful with some salt. These farmers
were willing to gamble on a price rise, given the demand and a reduced
supplyLate in April or early in May, the southwest winds bring rain to the
delta, signaling the beginning of the planting season in Khanh Hau. When
the first rains have sufficiently softened the soil the seedbeds are plowed,
preferably to a depth of only 5 centimeters, so the soil will be finely tilled.
T h e seedbeds then are harrowed. T h e seedbcd is then left for a two-day
"airing," after which it is plowed and harrowed again (some farmers repeat
the process five or six times). Some farmers also favor rolling the sur£ace to
permit better drainage.
T h e plow currently uscd in Khanh Hau is a Khmer type adopted by
villagers some thirty years ago in preference to a heavier Vietnamese plow.
morc difficult to maneuver. It is of wood with a metal plowshare fixed to
an iron moldboard (see Fig. 2 I), which is drawn by a team of water buffalo
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and guided by the farmer. T h c harrow, which looks like a large rake with
rather widely separated teeth, also is pulled by buffalo and while one man
guides the animals, another stands on the harrow to weigh it suficiently. In
order to protect the health of the animals and conserve their energy, the

1
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21. Plow.

usual working day is five hours (from 6:00 to i1:oo A.M.). For those who
must hire the team, plow, and plowman, the rate is 60$ VN per workday.
Farmers who own the plow and team, but must hire the plowman, pay him
3o$ and one meal, although the price may be somewhat higher for those
plowmen considered singularly adept.
Before sowing, most farmers perform a simple ritual to the Spirit of
Agriculture, asking him for an abundant crop. This consists of offering
some tea and cooked rice, but the usual joss sticks are absent because, as
the farmers pointed out, burning joss closely resembles wilting rice plants
-a bad omcn. Rice seeds are soaked in water for two or thrce days after
which they are kept in a dampened basket until they germinate. The
sprouting seeds are scattered on the muddy surface of the seedbed, and for
several days no water is allowed to collect until the seeds have settled.
If the rains continue, the farmers begin to prepare their fields for the
transplanting which must be done before the seedlings are too high. Fields
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arc plowed once, usually 8 to ro centimeters dcep, and harrowed twice in

two directions at right angles. The man who can plow a straight and deep
furrow enjoys a g o d reputation in the vilIage, and he commands a higher
than usual price if hc should rent his services. Plorving normally takes five
or six days for one hectare, but harrowing varies from one to three days per
hectare.
When the fields are prepared and the seedling arc high, the farmer
usually consults the lunar calendar for an auspicious day to transplant.
Inauspicious days actually arc. few, and avoiding them would not entail a
serious delay in transplanting. hlany farmers in Khanh Hau hire transplanting teams organized by individuals in each hamlet. T h e organizer arrangcs
with each farmer to do the transplanting on a specific day, and they agree
on the numbcr of workers, according to the size of the fields and the exigency
of the transplanting. IIe then recruits his laborers from pow f a m i l i e s
young girls, somc boys, and perhaps several needy widows. The usual wage
for each transplanter is 15 to zo$ VN per day plus two m e a l j a breakfast
d glutinous rice and salt, and a lunch of soup, a vegetable, fish. and steamed
rice. The team begins work a t six in the morning, stops for lunch and a rest
at elevcn, then continues on until five in the evening. From time to time.
usually owing to the necessity of getting a Iarge area planted, teams work
longer hours, but farmers estimate that one tight-hour day is suficicnt for
a team of twelve to transplant one hectarc, and they figure the cost between
zeo and a809 VN, including the cost of the two meals.
The hcaby work associated with transplanting requires male laborers.
who are hired by the farmer. One laborer uproots the seedling, collecting
a bunch of thirty or so which he bees of mud by slapping them vigorously
against his leg. He then ties them into bundles with palm-frond cord;
another laborer collects the bundles, puts them into baskets suspended from
a shoulder board, and carries them out to the floodcd fields. With their heads
shaded by conical hats and cloths, the transplanters move across the fields
in a row. Clutching a bundle, a workex plants four seedlings at a timc, each
group 18 to 25 centimeters apart, and particular care is taken that the roots
are sufficiently covered by the mud. The team organizer supervises the work,
and generally the farmer wilI be present. Older villagers recall that the
transplanting teams once sang to maintain the work rhythm and to relieve
the monotony of the labor.
Insufficient rains can disrupt the ~ l a n t i n gpattern with catastrophic
results. In 1958, when the rains were very light until the end of June, the
seedlings began to wither. Although the fields were cracked and hard, some
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farmers began to plow in the hope that the rains would increase. Others
attempted to sell their seedlings, but fcw were successful because either the
roots wcre damaged when the plants were pulled up, or the plants had rotted
from being left too long in the close-packed seedbed. The few farmers who
did find buyers (most of whom were from villages closer to the Mekong
where fresh water sources are more abundant) worked rapidly using hired
laborers, loading the seedlings on trucks and boats. A few farmers with fields
near the still-brackish watercourses reluctantly irrigated their seedbcds and
fields with the saline water which they realized would have a deleterious
effect on the soil. Finally despairing, many farmers let their livestock graze
among the flaccid seedlings.
All rice farmers in Khanh Hau use chemical fertilizer. Before its introduction most farmers employed a mixture of buffalo manure, ashes, and a
compost of straw and dead leaves-a fertilizer now restricted to gardens.
Exactly when and how chemical fertilizer was introduced into the village
are points of disagreement. T h e consensus is that it occurred over no years
ago when a French entrepreneur proposed to Ong Ke Hien that he experiment with a samplc on several hectares. T h e results were favorable; the
plants visibly were hardier and had heavicr heads than plants in other
fields. Ong Ke Hien ag-recd to purchase a large amount of the fertilizer, and
within 15 years all farmers were using it.
Prior to 1958 the most popular brand of fertilizer was Than N ~ n g a, ~
phosphate tricalcic, containing go per cent PzOs. Importation oE this product
was discorltinued in 1957; it was replaced by Than T a i which had the same
ingredients and Tam Tai which varied somewhat, containing 25 per cent
P202. Two brands of ammonium sulfate, Chim and Tien, both rcferred to
as diem (sulfate) by the villagers, are available locally, and both contain zo
pcr cent nitrogen. Purchasing either type is an annual financial problem
for most villagers; fertilizer is used relatively late in the growing season
when most farmers are short of cash. and fertilizer prices have fluctuated in
reccnt years, usually rising, sometimes as much as qoo per cent, when the
need is greatest. Several aid programs designed to fix prices and make
fertilizer available by extending government credit have been organized.
In 1958 the Agricultural Credit Program of the government extended its
benefits to the village, and with low-interest loans, marly farmers were able
to pmchase fertilizer during the planting season. The National Revolutionary Movement, the predominant political party of thc village, also organized a cooperative to purchase chemical fertilizer at lower prices for its
g. Farmers rcfcr to thc various chen~icalfertilizers by thcir brand names.
1
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members, and this was the primary function of the Village Agricultural
Cooperative which was dissolved in 1959, and the more recently organized
Farmers' Assuciation launched by the government.+
The use of fertilizer is based on one's past experience, and consequently
it varies considerably. Most farmers mix the phosphate tricalcic with rice
husks or ashes, but they prefcr the ammonium sulfate in its pure form. T h e
common preference seems to be to use phosphate tricalcic shortly after transplanting and one appIication of the ammonium sulfate about a month before
the harvest. Some farmers time the second application of fertilizer by the
appearance of the buds; others feel chat the best time is when the plants arc
about I meter high. Farmers curtivating rice of lower quality sometimes mix
the phosphate tricalcic and ammonium sulfate (1 :2) for the second application.
There is a common belief that the more E e r t i l k employed, the more
abundant the harvest. A well-todo farma is therefore apt to use a g o d deal
more than the poor farmer (and with the agricultural credit loans, the
amount of fertilizer employed in the village has undoubtedly increased
greatIy). Some farmers reported that they normally use loo kilos of phosphate
tricalcic and ng kilos of ammonium sulfate to the hectare, while others
cIaimcd they used n5o and 150 kilos respectively. Another common belief
among the farmers is that after years of applying chemical fertilizer, abandoning the practice wuuld result in soil infertility.
After transplanting, the farmers usually check whether all plants are
firmly rooted; wilting plants must be replaced. When the plants have begun
to thrive, the major responsibilities are maintaining the bundings, weeding.
and preventir~gcrop damage by insects and disease. IVeeds present no great
problem, and a number of the farmers contend thcir ficlds do not require
weeding. Whcre it is necessary, it is done by the womcn before the plants
are P feet high. and thc colIected weeds are taken back to the farmstead for
fodder. Farmers feel that after the plant has rcauhud the height of 2 fcet,
weeds cannot inhibit the continued growth.
Most crop damage is causd by insccts and discase. Grecn-%*ringedinsects,
about the size of a rice kerncl, attack the leaves and stcm of the plant.
Another pest is a 1%-orrn
that bores into the stem. gradualIy rotting thc plant.
Some older farmers contend that there has h e n a marked increase in thew
pests in the past twenty or thirty gcars, noting also that this correlates with
the introduction of cllemical fertilizer. Farmers previous1y rclied on sudden
heavy rains to rid the plants of pcsts, but pesticides are nor*.available in Tan
4. These programs arc discussed in detail below.
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An. These are costly, however, and are used only by the well-to-do and
hrmers who cultivate Iarge areas. Pesticides are gcncrally considered more
effective against surface insects than against borers.
Flying over the floating world of the Mekong Rivcr delta, it is d a c u l t
to conceive that water is a problem. In most of this area, however, tidal
action mrries brackish water a considerable distance inland. T h e rains
usually begin in late April or early May and when the watersheds of the
Annamite Cordillera have swelled, they flush the brackish water from the
streams and rivers throughout the delta. T h e rains also flood the paddy
fields, but irrigation still is cssential to a succcssfu1 crop. For the villagas
the anxious period is from early M a y until August, when ample water is
necessary to sustain the plants to almost mature height!
In the 1958 drought the Village Council considered requesting the provincial authoritics for permission to perform the traditional ritual asking
heaven for rain.=This consists of gathering a large group of men, all with
sticks, on the main road. Shouting invocations to heaven, they move the
sticks as though they were paddling pirogues. T h e ritual was not necessary.
however, as the rains came in great force within a week. In 1959 rainfall
was normal and, because of its proximity to the Plaine des Joncs. Khanh
Hau was not affected by the I g b Mekong R i v a floods r+:hichdevasted large
areas of the delta farther south; 1961 %+asdescribed as an "ideal year."
The consensus among Khanh Hau farmers is that about lo centimeters of
water is the desired depth; more than that will drorvn the plants and with
less they have a tendency to dry up. Given steady rains, maintaining the
proper level is simply a matter of letting the water drain off by breaching
the bunds. In unusual years, ho~~evm,
rs.hcn the rains are too plentiful, there
is great danger that the watcr level of the streams and canals will rise to that
of the fields. When the plants reach maturity and the buds bcgin to sprout,
the farmers drain their fields slorvly so that by harvest time the soil is still
soft and moist but not muddy. In addition to making harvesting easier, it
is said to prevent rot in the hase of the plant.
Threc methods of irrigating the fields are used in Khanh Hau. Thc scoop
5. Villagers also fear disease when the supplies of potable water are low and, significantly, part of the Tau A n celebration held in June is an exorcism of the cholera spirit
from the village. During the 1958 drought, a 12-year-oldgirl dicd suddenly, and a rumor
that she had dicd of cholera causrd by drinkit~gcanal water spread through the viBage.
The VilIage Council quickly refuted it.
6. ViIIagers were unable to explain why provincial permission w--5 necessary. It is
conceivable that provincial authorities undcr Frcnch ruk were reluctant to permit the
largc gatherings that this ritual entails.
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or basket lift, the foot-pors~ered-rvaterwhecl, and the recently introduced
gasoline-powered pump. According to older villagers, waterwheels were introduced into the village some 25 ycars ago; prior to that, irri,gation was donc
exclusively by scoops and baskets. T w o types of font-powered wa ternheels
were brought to the village, but only one of them continues to be used.
This is an arrangement of 1 % - d e n
paddles sct at about 45" on a hub that
moves clock~vise,pushing the nratcr forward. Circular wooden pedals are
attachcd to either side of the hub, and the operators, leaning on an attached
bar, tread on the pedals which move the paddles forrvard, pushing the watcr
up to a height of half a meter. The othcr waterwheel, still used in central
Vietnam, is larger and has a longer paddle mechanism, hut the villagers
found it cumbersome and heavy and prefer the smaller, simpler wheel.
There are scvcral variants of the scooping method. For a one-man operation, a long triangular scoop is suspended from a tripod pIaced over a
narrow water channel. The operator straddles the channel, and holding the
small end of the scoop he shoveIs the water into an irrigation ditch. An
alternative way requires two men, and the device is a conical basket with
double ropes attached to each side. Standing on the cdgr of the watcr
source, the operators drop the basket into the water, and then in unison they
lift the brimming basket by stepping back and tightening the guide ropes,
swinging it so that it empties into the higher field or channeI. This is done
rhythmically and quickly, and although it appcars to he done with ease, it is
the most difficult of the irrigation techniques.
The gasoline-powered pump is the most flexible technique in terms of
lifting water to various heights, and it also can throw watcr some distance
horn the source. On the othcr hand, the pump is heavy, making it more
difficult to transport to the fields. It also rcquircs technical skill in its maintenance, and it is the most expensive m c t h d of irrigation. The deputy
chief owns the only gasoline pump in the village, and whcn he is not using
it he rents it to other vilbgers at thc rate of 6 4 V S per hour. At one point
the village chief and deputy cIiicf corlccived of several schcmes for purchasing
or borrowing additional pumps for tIlc village. They mnsidcrcd requesting
funds from the provinciaI authorities, and they also discussed the possibility
of forming two groups of a dozcn or so prusperous farmcrs to l ~ u ypumps.
I t might have been possible, through the F~~ndamental
Education School, to
borrow a pump from the Ilcpartmcnt of A,gricolture, but whcn the rains
came suddcnly this and the other st:hcmcs wure no longer necessary.
Irrigating fields adjacent to rva tcr sourccs is no problem, hut c-omplexities
arise when the fields are at some distance. One tedlr~iq~le
is to ilood the
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fields closest to the source, then breach the bunds and aIlo-~vthe water to
flow into thc other fields. A more arduous but quicker method is to construct
a temporary channeI by building a low dike parallcl to the bunding. (One
group of farmers even received permission to cut a temporary channel
through the spur road) Distribution of watcr involves cooperation that is
not always obiained, and the village authorities report that each year they
must arbitrate conflicts over water. When there is coopaation, mutual-aid
groups are formed to divide the task of irrigating. One group, for example,
consistd of kin and friends, all of them Cao Daists of the Ban Chin Dao
sect, and they farmed adjacent fields in Ap Moi. Being poor, they were unable to rent waterwheels, but they managed to borrow one from a fellow
Cao Daist, and the guardian of the dinh lent them another one. Dividing
into pairs, thcy took turns pedaling the whecls, and time was measured by
burning jms sticks. In order to take advantage of the late morning high tide.
they varied the usual meal schedule, taking breakfast at 7:oo A.M. and the
main meal at 2:30 P.M. rather than at 11:oo AM.
Another outstanding example of cooperation was the construction of the
a n a l in Ap T h u Tuu. h r l y in 1958 a group of Ap T h u Tuu residents
approached the Village Council with the proposal that a narrow canal be
dug from the smaIl branch of the Rach Don that courses through the hamlet
to thc main highway, where a small channel could cuntinue under the
highway through a conduit and connect with other channels fed by the Can
Dop in Ap Dinh-A. While this would not increase thc amount of navigable
waterways in thc village, it would permit better xvatcr distribution in the
hamkt. The council, wrne of the vcncrablcs, and the residents of the hamlet
met to decide the issue. The highest venerable gave his approval, and most
residents were in favor (onc woman protested that it would cut away too
much of her paddy land). I t was decided that each houschold benefiting
horn the canal would be responsible for digXinga scction I mcter 60 ccntimeters Iong, g meters wide, and 1 meter 20 centimeters deep.
Kinsmen and Iricnds coopcrated to do the digging for households without many adult malcs, and only one work - o u p , consisting of two boys l g
and 14 years old, appeared undermanned. In spite of the hard ground and
a sun blazing with thc intense heat of the midrlry season, the rmrk groups
manifested glints of typical village humor. One ~vorkcrloudly remarked
that perhaps it would be more agreeable if the women came out and prcpared tea for them. and then he added that they ~ : o ~ r have
I d to work harder
(indicating that they would be bound to show oq. T o this another worker
responded, "Yes,but then the young men rvo111d bc too busy looking at the
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women to work." When one work group diligently dug deeper than those
on either side, one vilhger noted for his wit stopped them and admonished,
"You work too hard. Don't you realize that if you keep it up. we'll have to
shovel dirt into your hole to keep it at our level." Shortly afterward when a
bus passed sIowly by, someone shouted horn it, "Arc you building a new
road?'' to which the group wit replied, "Yes, a new road so we can drive our
American automobiles over it."
As the plants thrive, the anxieties that mark the earIy part of the cycle
begin to subside, and when the first fields of hasty rice turn a duII gold and
the fragrance of ripened paddy is carried on the wind, the villagers feel reassured. There is exhilaration in the air as the harvest begins. In Khanh Hau
it has three phasesthe early harvest, usually beginning in midSeptember;
the middle harvest in December; and the peak harvest of the season in
January and February, which tapers off with the Iast paddy gathered in
March. I t is a time of great activity. Piles of paddy appear before the houses,
and vehicIes of all descriptions as well as boats converge on the village to
transport the gunny sacks of paddy to thc farmsteads, rice mills, and markets.
All village families, even the wealthy, rally every abIe-bodied member to
assist in the fields. I t is imperative to complete the harvest as soon as possible; ripened grains easily fall to the ground, and rain beats down the already
top-heavy plants, rendering them difficult to reap. The size of the field determines the number of workers in a harvesting team, and in some of the
particuIarly large fields, several teams are necessary- Both men and women
reap the plants. If threshing is to be done by hand, it is essential to cut the
stalk at the base; a plant may be cut nearer the grains if it is threshed by
treading or rolling. Luoi hai is the crudely fashioned sickle long used in
the village (see Fig. 22); a more recently introduced sickle better suited to
cutting a stalk midway is thc vong hai which has a long bIade and long
handle with a V where the blade is connected. The V enables the worker to
separate a group of plants, the stems of which are then wrapped around the
blade and cut. Since this sickle also can be used to cut at the base of the
pIant and it requires Iess bending, its usc is increasing.
I!ntil thirty or forty years ago, thrcshing was done by treading or rolling.
hut only a few farmers continue to employ t h e e techniques. After bcing
cut, the plants were brought to the farmstead and spread on the ground. In
the treading method, a draft animal (buffilo or ox), tied to a stake, moves
in a circle treading on the plants. The same result is obtained by having an
animal pull a heaby stone roller over the plants. The disadvantage of either
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22. Sickle.

technique is that empty husks arc not separated. On the other hand, treading or rolling softens the stalks, making better fodder.
Co dap lm, the threshing sledge no\+-used in Khanh Hau (see Fig. sg),
consists of a .rvocd and bamboo frame set on wooden runners, pmmitting the
farmer to pull it through the mud, and since the sledge is light in weight,
one able-bodied man can carry it on his back to and from the place of work.
I
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2.3- Threshing Sledge.

Recd matting is placed on the bottom and around the side, and Cur threshing, larger mats 7 or 8 feet high are fixed as a wind screen around three
sides. A wooden grill is fixed q or ;inches from the bottom. The thresher.
most often a man. grasps a bunch of plants by thc staIks and beats it
three or four tirncs against the grill and side of the sledge, which usually
cleans the plant of grains, although some empty husks remain attached.
Villagers claim that paddy threshed in this manner commands a h i g h a
price on the market.
From time to time the paddy accumulated in the sledge iq emptied onto
mats and although some farmers prefer to measure it in the fields, using
1-gia (40-liter) coneaincrs, othm simply pour it into sacks which arc carried
on shoulder boards to the farmstead to be measured. IVomen usually carry
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the paddy, and thcy a150 spread it out hefore the house to sun ite7 A few
families have their own wooden, locally-made winnowing machines which
are hand operated. Families without these machines rely on the traditional
method of slowly spilling a basketful of paddy rvhile standing on a chair
so that the
separates grain from chafE. Many villagers have abandoned
winnowing, merely raking the paddy as a means of cleaning it.
When the paddy is threshed, winnowed, and dried, most farmers separate
the amount to bc consumed by the family during the coming year from
paddy to be used for rent, sold, or paid to hired ivorkers. Farmers estimate
that an efficient tcam of three, working from six to eleven in the morning
and fmm two to live in the afternoon can produce from 18 to 20 gia of paddy
per day, and currently they are paid lo per cent of the total. Many of the
poorer hrmcrs simply pile their paddy in the corner of a room, but most
villagers have cylindrical woven-reed bins, kept in one of the rear r o o m of
the house. These are available in varying sizes at the Tan An market, and
usually are pIaced on st-raw,wood, or woven mats for protection against the
damp ground. Rodents are a constant problem, and most villagers let their
chickens fecd freeIy on the stored paddy. Prosperuus farmers with very large
amounts of paddy commonly rent storage space in one of the local ricc
mills, and most of this is sold latcr in the year when the prices tend to rise.
In August 1953, for example, the deputy chief was reported still to have
500 gia of the exquisite Rang Chon rice, aoo gia of Ve \ k g , and 300 gia of
k Nau; Ong Xa Khanh, a wealthy farmer, had 1,000 gia of Soc Nau and
some 400 gia of an unspecified variety of glutinous rice.
In areas of the village where water is plentiful. farmers usually cultivate
a second rice crop. Gcnerally, ho-~vever,
it is considered a riqky venture. T h q
feel that the soil has been sapped to some extent by the first crop, which
demands more fertilizer, and the yiclds invariably arc smaller than the first
crop. Also there is the danger that the rains map diminish sooner than
expected, and the sccond crop may suffer from lack of watcr. On the other
hand, it is not necessary to plow or harrow the fields bcfore transplanting
the second crop. Most farmers simply roll the fields, crushing the stubble left
from the first harvest.
When the harvest workers have lcft the fields for the tasks of drying,
winnnruing, and storing the paddy, the gleaners appear. Most of them arc
poor clderIy villagers or children o f p r families, and they carefully
7. Sorne ricc rncrchants in the x=illa~~
tornplairr [hat a number of farrncrs do
properly dry their paddy, rcsul~ingin many broken graius when it is milled.
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search among the plant stubs for sprigs containing p i n s . Some even
scrupulously collect p i n s that have fallen horn the plants or grains left in
the threshing area. For some farmers, the final act of the cycle is to burn the
brittle stubble to provide ash fertilizer.
CULTIVATION
OF FRUITSA N D VEGETABLES

In his stratified-samplesurvey of househoIds in Ap Moi. Ap Dinh-A, and
Ap Dinh-B, Hend* found that approximately half raised both fruits and
vegetables, but 2 2 per cent did not raise either. Vegetable and fruit cultivation appeared to be more common among upper economic level villagers,
and only a few households in the sample sold any portion of their produce.
In 1959 the pattern of fruit cultivation began to change. There was considerable talk about the high profits of fruit producing, and several welltodo villagers planted fruit groves in former paddy fields. In addition to the
experimental fruit and vegetable garden estabIished in Ap Dinh-B (which
will be discussed presently), several farmers in A p Moi and Ap Dinh-A
planted groves with banana, orange, grapefruit, and lime trees, and by 1962
there were several sizable fruit groves along the national highway. One
farmer in Ap Dinh-B planted a crop of sugar cane, but the 1958 drought
destroyed the plants and the venture ended. In 1959 seven1 families also
began cultivating vegetables as a cash crop. One family living near the Ban
Chin Dao Cao Dais temple in Ap Dinh-A pIanted a Iarge vegetable garden
in a section of their paddy land, and with the aid of kin and friends dug a
deep reservoir for irrigating the garden and their rice seedbeds as well. The
produce of the garden was destined for the Tan An market.
A wide variety of vegetables is cultivated in Khanh Hau kitchen gardens
(see Appendix E). Potatoes are supposed to have becn introduced into Vietnam by the French, as were some varieties of beans (French haricot is used
redundantly with Vietnamese dau to designate bean), and deformation of
French terms is seen in cni sa-lat (saladc) for a variety of lettuce, and ca tomat (tomate). Green beans and potatoes usually are onIy served on festive
masions, and the latter are prepared in a French-style ragout with saffron
or curry powder added. A few of the local vegetables have no known Latin
and/or English designations. One of these is cai cu, a tub-, cultivated in
most gardens. The root is boiled and scrrvcd in soup; the leaves are preserved
in brine, and they too may be added to soup.
Among t h e most popular vegetables are a white-stemmed Chinese cabbage
8. Economic Actiuiiies, p. 144.
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also preserved in brine and usually consumed in soup. The plant prduces
a small yellow flow-er which, when powdered, is the basis for a mustard-like
substance used in cooking. hlany garden arbors contain the prickly balsam
pear, and it can either be served in soup or scuffed with ground meat and
steamed; aIthough extremely bitter, it is very popular and is thought to have
the medicinal effect of '"refreshing" the stomach and intestines. Red chili
peppers crushed or sliced are eaten with most meals, and mint is served with
meat dishes. Carrots are pickled in brine and customarily added to fish
sauce as a condiment.
Several varieties of onion are widely cultivated, and green leafy vegetables
are consumed almost daily by villagers. Boiled corn provides a convenient
snack. and yams, a low-prestige food, are eaten only during lean times as a
substitute for rice. In 1957, through the agency of the Village Council, some
socalled American varieties of tomatoes and corn were introduced, but
they \+-erenot accepted. Vilhgen felt that foreign varieties (in spite of their
having French varieties) were not suited to their conditions, and they thought
the new strain of corn had an inferior hvor.
Garden techniques vary with the different types of plants, and households
sometimes differ in their methods. Hendry summarizes the general pattern
in the following description:
Most households prepare the ground by turning it with shovel or
p i c k , then mounding it in rows so that water will collect betrueen
the rows and the moisture will be retained. Practically no households
use draft animals on garden p l o ~ .Chemical fertilizers are used if
farmers can afford it, but otherwise they use buffilo manure, ashes, and
on rare occasions, night soil. It is difficult, however, to get firm information on the use of night soil. Most people deny they use it, but if
questioned, they will also say that some other households use it occasionally.
One common practice is to spread ashes on the ground after it has
been turned, and then wait no days before planting. Just prior to
planting, a second treatment of ash is added, sometimes together with
chemical fertilizer or buffalo manure. Both phosphate triralcique and
ammonium sulphate are used, but there seems to he a preference for
the former. Buffalo manure is collected by individual households if
they are poor, or purchased if the family can afford to do so. The
manure is somctiines mixed with ashes and straw, hut it is often appIied
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directIy to the -garden plot. The timing of fertilizer applications also
varies, with most farmers adding fertilizer throughout the growing
season as they feel there is need for it.=

Another common gardcn fertilizer is prepared by mixing animal dung and
rice husks.
It w a s pointed out previously that because of a vein of sandy soil. the
central portions of Ap Moi and Ap Dinh A-B are considered the best places
in the village for garden cultivation. Water in these sections, however, is
scarce, and while rainfall is sufficient for ordinary kitchen gardens, irrigation is necessary for larger, cashcrop gardens. The aforementioned reservoir
is one solution, and aIthough vilIagers considcr wells costly, a few farmers
recently have investigated the possibility of wells for garden water. One
group of Ap Dinh-B farmers pooled money to retain the services of a Tan
An man noted for his ability to locate rvell sites. When he had found a
likely place, the farmers insisted on performing a ritual, making offerings
of joss, tea, chicken rice soup, boiled chicken, and rice alcohol to the Spirit
of the Soil, asking permission to disturb his domain.
While parts of other hamlets are near good sources of water, the heavy
clay soil renders them unsuitable for garden cultivation. Residcnw of Ap
Cau and Ap Nhon Hau have water and good soil, but the Iush vegetation
around their farmsteads provides too much shade for good kitchen gardens.
A few villagers have taken advantage of rent-free land and availability of
water to arrange small. elongated gardens on the dikes along the canals. A
curious kitchen garden also is kept by the Sclf-Defense Guards along the
road between the dinh and the military stockade. Watered by the drainage
ditch, rows of vegetables grow amid the barbed-wire entanglements.
Many varieties ol fruit are cultivated in Khanh Hau (see Appendix E).
Some of these require considerable care and others grow almost wild in the
village. Coconut palms abound, and all three varieties common to the delta
are found in Khanh Hau. Dua xiem is a relatively short tree that i s supposed
to be native to Thailand (Xiem is the Vietnamese name for Siam), and d m
ta is the most common type of coconut palm found in Vietnam. The dua
gan quan palm produces a yellor+rcolorednut that is considered the best
fruit of thc three varieties. Some four or five years after a nut is planted, the
trce begins to bear fruit. It is preferable that the tree be close to a good
source of water, and each year fresh mud is banked around the base of the
tree. When it begins to bear fruit. Iatania fronds often are tied around the
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trunk to prevent rats from reaching the fruit, and care must be taken to
remove worms that bore into the trunk (these worms are caten as a delicacy).
Coconut trees producc throughout the year, and the number of nuts produced increases annually, reaching a masirnal pnduction of five to ten
cmonuts per month after twenly years. This nurnbcr diminishes somewhat
after thirty ycars, but a tree will continue to bcar fruit until it dies (some
trees in Khanh Jiau are o v a eighty years old). Coconut trces grow thickly
in Ap Nhon Hau and Ap Cau, and close to the water sources in the other
hamlets. Some farmers pIant a grove with channels for water between the
rows of trees, but most coconut palrns are simply planted here and there
around the farmstcad. A few farmers with groves dry the meat and sell it to
merchants in Tan ,4n for copra oil, but most prefer to sell the whole nut.
Within thc village the market for coconuts is good. The meat is shredded
into the milk and is served to guests, and this combination also is used in
preparing a sweet soup servcd on festive occasions. Coconut milk also is
used cxtcnsivcly in cooking. The shells, when dried, make excellent fuel.
Tall, graceful a r e a palms thrive particularly wcll in Ap Cau and Ap
Khon Hau, and they are planted and cared for in much the same way as
the coconut palm. Aftcr four or five years they begin to produce clusters of
rustxolored nuts. Betel vines usually are planted to twist around the trunk
of the areca palm. The sliced nut is wrapped in betel leaf and garnished
with lime; it provides a mild stimulant when chewed. It is particuIarly popular among elderly women and some elderly mcn and is thought to "refresh
the heart." Betel leaves and areca nuts are sold in the village, but since the
local supply is insuficient to meet the demand, they are also brought in
from the Tan An and Tan Huong markets.
Lime, grapefruit, tangmine, orange, and mango shoots must be purchased
in the vicinity of h$y Tho town, and since they are relatively costly, cultivation is limited to the prosperous. These fruit twcs require considerable
care, and the produce, particularly the mangos, commands high prices in
the locat markets. Several househoIds in Ap Dinh-R, near the Cao Daist
temple, grow a typc of tea plant with rather largc Ieavcs. They are difficult
to cultivate, but i n addition to being practical, their box-hedge appearance
makes them very decorative.
Banana trees are ubiquitous in the village, and in most farmsteads they
grow in disorganized profusion. Chuoi gin, long, green bananas, are the most
commonly cultirrated variety. Chlioi corn, also known as chuoi cao, is an
exquisite small yellow banana that is very sweet to the taste and, bccause of
its delicate appearance, is considered singularly appropriate as an offering
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in rituals. Chuoi su, a short, fat, yellow banana, is best for deep frying. Some
of the better varieties are sold, but most bananas are consumed by the
family. Usually they are eaten raw as dtssert, and some shopkeepers prepare
a confection of the chuoi gia by drying them in the sun and sprinkling them
with sesame seeds. In spite of the seeming abundance of bananas, villagers
continue to purchase them, particularly the chuoi su and chuoi corn in the
Tan An marke~Papaya trees, Iike banana trees, are everywhere. They grow
rapidly, require no real -re, and p d u c e amply. A few papayas are sold in
the local shops, but they are too easily cultivated to be a valuable cash crop.
Papaya cut into slices often is s a v e d to guests. Peach trees and other fruit
trees listed in Appendix E are much less widely grown.
Some of the numerous trees that grow wild in the village (see Appendix
E) produce seasonal fruit which is gathered either by those on whose prop
erty the trees are located or by small boys (using a loop attached to a bamboo
poIe for fruit growing high). Tamarind trees grow here and there, and the
thin crescent-shaped fruit is used in a fish soup, although many do not care
for its anid flavor. T r a i keo or keo t q is a small round sweet fruit that
appears around the lunar new year, heralded by mauvecolorcd blossoms.
0-moi (wild black h i t ) is pIentiful during the second lunar month;it is a
long, sausage-like fruit with a hard skin, and it has a sweet, but indistinctive
flavor. Some villagers slice it into an earthen jar of rice alcohol which is then
buried for at least loo days, p d w i n g a pleasant liqueur considered good
for the digestion. Binh linh is a type of wild tree usually found in the
tangled hedge growths around farmsteads, and it produces a small seed that
p a r villagers grind and brew as a substitute for tea.
Three not very common wild trees in the village produce h i t that
villagers of all ages enjoy gathering. T m n g ca (literally "fish cggs") are so
calIed because they are bunches of berries that resemble large fishegg
clusters. Le ki naa is the mamey sapodilla or mamey sapote, a round,orangecolored rather sweet fruit, and mamg cau, known in English as anona or
custard apple, is a small, green h i t . Wild vegetables are gathered by needy
£amiIies for the most part. Rau dung ruong is a bitter vegetable that grows
in the paddy fields. Den den pi,a wild spiney type of green Ieafy vegetable,
resembles spinach, and mu muong is a floating vine. Other vcgctables of
this genre are rau cang cua, rau mo, and mu ma, all of which may be eaten
raw or cooked, and they of ten are used with shrimp in a soup.

Iatania water palm provides the most commonly used construction material in the village. A mature plant produces a large segmented nut with an
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cdible center, but most villagers prefer to plant the nut in the soft mud on
the edge of a water course to grow a new tree. This palm has no trunk;
the fronds sprout directly from the soil, and in order for them to be thick
and sturdy, fresh, soft mud and fresh water are necessary. After approximately one year, the fronds reach a height anywhere from lo to eg feet;
they are then cut and dried and used as thatch.
Bamboo, another widely uscd construction material, is planted by villagers in their farmsteads, and stands also grow wild amid the tombs, in the
hedgc growths, and along paths. It takes about three years for a stand to
mature. Because of their particular fondness for bamboo, villagers prefer to
preserve whatevcr is growing around the house and purchase what they
need in the nearby markets. Kapok trees are planted by some villagers, and
they also grow wild in drier parts of Ap Dinh A-B and A p Moi. Kapok
cotton is used primarily for stufing pillows.

Some medicinal plants are cultivated in kitchen gardens; others are gathered in and around the village. As indicated earlier, chili pepper is considered
a preventive against worms (in addition to being a popular condiment), and
is grown in every garden. Onc farmer in Ap Moi, with a long history of
respiratory ailments, has fashioned a gnarled cigarette holder from the root
of this plant in the belief that the heat containcd in the root (and manifest
in the pepper) is disseminated to his lungs when he inhales, alleviating his
difficulties. Other local medicinal plants are cay muon, which is applied to
herpes and other skin disorders and co muc, which provides a gargle. Voi
voi is good for backaches, and day mong toi applied to the eyes is supposed
to cure conjunctivitis.

In 1958 an experimental garden was cstablished in Ap Dinh-B with funds
donated by the Asia Foundation of San Francisco. Mr. Nguyen Van Mung,
then thc UNESCO representative in Khanh Hau, was instrumental in obtaining the money and supervising its use. T h e Village Council organized
the project, announcing it to the villagers and accepting bids for the labor.
The group that won the bidding was Icd by Ong Quan, a tenant farmer who
at one time was information officer in the village, and who occasionally
supervises the cooking at largc weddings and village feasts, O n g Thn, a
farmer from Ap Dinh-B, and Ong Trung, a farmer also skilled in carpentry.
The site of the
was a plot next to the spur road, rented from the
village chief. Long islands were made by digging deep ditches, connected
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- with aachannel fed by the Can Dop, on which the plants were cultivated.
Shoots and small trees were purchascd from the government nursery in hfy
Tho, and there the group also reccived some instruction in improved
techniques for garden cultivation. For example, mango trees are difficult
to grow, and the government agents advocated placing small bits of buffalo
hide in the hole with the newly planted shoots. They also gave instructions
in using bone and cornposting for preparing fertilizer. Chemical fertilizer
was recommended for the guava, mango, lime, and grapefruit trees, and a
mixture of phosphate tricalcic and water for the vegetables.
Banana trees, 128 of them, dominated the garden and provided shade for
small plants that might wilt with too much sun. The i e mango shoots
also were carefully shaded by pieces of paIm frond stuck in the ground. There
were 20 Iime trees, no guava trees, and i g grapefruit trees. Rows of corn
were planted on the outer edge of each island, and kitchcn-garden vegetables
were cultivated between the rows of trees. The plots were fenced a , p h s t
animals by barbed wire strung through concrete posts, which were cast in
wooden form by the contractors.
Late in 1959 thc garden appeared to be doing well. Some bananas had
been picked and sold in the Tan An market, and the trees were pruducing
amply. With the exception of the corn, the vegetables were thriving as were
the fruit trees. By 1962, however, the garden was considered something of a
failure. The corn and vegetables were gone. Banana and coconut trecs werc
withering, and only the mango trees continued to grow amid the weeds that
had invaded the islands. From the start, many villagers had been pessimistic
about the garden, regarding it as an intcrcsting but costly venturc. Some
living nearby attributed its failure to relatively poor soil and intense heat.1°

Villagers attribute success in pig raising to tay (literally "hand) which
appears to be akin to the notion of a "green thumb," and oftcn they speak
of tay in association with t h a n or destiny, indicating a divinely ordained
talent The concept also extends to raising other animals, and it tcnds to
gcnerate a certain amount of apathy among those who manifestly do not
possess this gift. They feel that without it, raising animals hcyond a very
small scale is a fruitless endeavor. Those who engage in smaI1-scale pig
10. Signs of neglect werc striking, and it is possible that since the garden was s u p
prted by American funds, the political dificulties of the I+Z
pcriod had something
to do with the failure. Oftcn t
k Vict Cong threaten villagers cooperating with government or Ameriran Aid projects.
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raising usually purchase one or two piglets each year, kccping them for six
or seven months, after which they are sold in the T a n An or Tan Huong
markets.ll Pigs usually are fed rice bran mixed with banana trcc pulp, and
table scraps are collected for them. They also forage for food in the house
and yard, and only in a few iarmsteads are thcy confined to sties.
A few farmcrs with tay raise pigs on a grander scale, and they exercise
greater care with them. Sows are not bred until they arc at least five months
old then not more than twice a year. T h e birth of a litter is carefully
supervised to prevent damage to thc piglets, and for the first 15 days thcy
are kept apart from the sow to prevent their being smothered. Feeding also
is supervised, and the piglets are carefully rotated so each will receive ample
milk. When a sow has produced a litter, she is fed a mixturc of rice and rice
bran. Over a period of one month, the amount of rice is rcduced and the
bran correspondingly increased in the belief that with this diet the sow will
have piglets with better skin and hair as well as longer ears--all charactcristics of robust health.
Disease is a prevalent problem in pig raising, and the only recourse when
illness is manifest is to purchase a Veterinary Service inoculation from the
village nurse.12 Some villagers admitted trying to sell a sick pig to an individual buyer or a slaughtcrhouse, often with success. Although it is required
by law that the death of an animal be reported, few villagers bother to do so,
usually consuming the meat at home or trying to sell it in the local markets.
In 1956 the Ministry of Agriculture introduced pigs of ncw strains into
Khanh Hau. Thesc pigs were distributed with the requirement that those
who received them would repay the government with one or two piglets
from the first litter, to be given to other villagers under the same arrangement. Disease struck, howcvcr, and despite widespread inoculation, most
of the ncw stock died. As one of the program participants, the guardian of
the Ap Dinh-A dinh received a Yorkshire sow which produced one litter of
six piglets, all of which died in the epidemic. On a daily diet of 40 liters of
rice bran and chopped stalks of banana trees, however, the sow has grown
to be the largest in the village, and the guardian shares the opinion of other
villagers that the new strains really were no more susceptible to disease than
11. Ilcndry, p. 169. In Hcndry's stratified sample, two fifths of the households raised
pigs, and of these there was a large proportion of middle economic level villagers (identified as those who own between 2 and 4 hectares or rent between 2.5 and 5 hectares of
paddy land). Hendry also found that two thirds of the households raised one pig annually, and only 10% raised as many as threc or more pip. Finally, arounti 92.5% of the
pigs raised wcre sold in nearby markets.
12. Toi is the generic tern1 employed by the villagers for any disease striking livcstock.
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the local strains. Also, they feel that the hogs produccd through interbreeding of the new stock and the local are more rohust, and the meat has a better
flavor.
Most families in the village raise some chickens and many also keep a few
Bccause of the relatively small ponds and lack of space, however,
duck raising on any commercial scale is difficult; most families keep only a
small number to provide a delicacy for special occasions such as weddings
or anniversaries of ancestors' deaths. One family in Ap Dinh-A rvho had a
Iarge flock of ducks herded them into the muddy paddy fields that already
had been harvested to forage for grains, b u t moving them from one field to
another caused some complaints froni owners of unharvested fields, who
contended the ducks did damage to their crops. At a sacrifice to their
schooling, the children tended thcm, and of the 1,000 ducks in the flock at
its maximum, goo survivcd for market.
Chickens abaund in the village, and limitations on chicken raising lie
for thc most part in diseases. h'ormally the chickens are allowed to roam
freely in the farmstead, feeding on whatever is available. They have access
to the bins where the paddy is stored and scurry through the house, sometimes cornpcting with the dogs for scraps from table and brazier. They rummage through the gardens, pick along the roads, and even invade shops and
pagodas. At timcs they seem to be omnipresent. Some families feed their
chickcns regularly-rice scraps from the borvls and pots, and often children
have pet chickens for which they gather paddy. Generally, however, the
chickens fend for themselvcs, and in their qucst for food, small young
chickens sometimes are prey for snakes.
The only recorded innovations in poultry raising were attempted by Mr.
Nguycn Van Mung when he was director of the UNESCO School of Fundamental Education. Kew poultry stock was providcd by the Ministry of
Agriculture center in Tan An, and Mr. Mung arranged for their reception
by 15 families in Ap Dinh A-13. These families alrcady had received instruction in building chicken coops and ncrv feeding methods, including a mixture of broken rice, paddy, leaves of vegetables, grass, rice bran, egg shells.
gmund shrimp, and various typcs uf fish. Unfortunately, the chickens provided for this experiment died within a short period of time. The reaction
of the villagers was mixecLsome attributed the deaths to diseases that
13. Nearly four fifths of the households in Hendry's sample raised chickens, ducks or
both. Of all, about two thirds did so for home consumption, and a largcr number of
lower emnomic level houschoIds sold part of their puultry. Not one Iamily in the sarnplc
sold either duck or chickcn qgs. (P.168.)
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affect the local strains, others were skeptical of the adaptability of new
strains, and a few felt it was celestial retribution for misdeeds. Many of the
villagers who participated in the cxpcriment, however, wcre not discouraged
by the negative beginning, and they have continued to use the same techniques, but with indigenous stock, happily reporting an increase in egg laying
as wcll as in the size of the chickens. Another innovation was thc introduction of small kerosene-burning incubators with eggs supplicd 1)y the Ministry of Agxiculturc ccntcr in Tan An. Villagers by and large were not
enthusiastic about this device. They felt it was not a rnarkcd improvement
over the natural method of hatching eggs. For the villagers it remained more
economical to pay four or five piasters for day-old chicks in Tan An than to
risk hatching the two-piaster eggs in the incubators.
Onc woman in Ap Dinh-B tends two goats for her sister, a resident of
Tan An. These are the only goats in the village, and their milk is highly
prized as a food beneficial to the ailing. T h e man in Ap Dinh-A who operates a motorcycle transport between the village and Tan An supplements his
income by breeding doves valued for their beautiful singing, which he sells
to wealthy families in the vicinity. Pets are common in the village. Children
often keep chickcns and ducks as pets, and captured birds are found in some
houscs. One family has a monkey, fat with age and lack of exercise. Cats are
rarely seen (perhaps because cat flesh is a great delicacy), but dogs are everywhere. Villagers point out that unlike the northern Victnamese, they do not
cat dog because they are the "guardians of the house."
The initial cost of large animals and their limited usefulncss are major
deterrents to widespread ownership in Khanh Hau.14 Grown cattle and
buffalo sell for at least 4,000$ VN and calves for around p,ooo$. In 1956 the
Agricultural Service initiated a program under which a farmer could borrow
up to 3,500$ to purchase buffalo imported from Thailand. Although some
farmers felt the Thai buffalo were smaller and did not work so well as the
local buffalo, they welcomed the opportunity to obtain livestock under these
conditions. After one year, however, for reasons unknown, the program
ceased.
Cattle and buffalo are little uscd as basts of burden. Of the two, buffalo
are considered bctter for farm work, but aside from the plowing. harrowing,
14. In Hendry's sample survey, three fifths of the households reported that they owned
neither cattle nor buKalo, and only 5% of the sample owned both. There also were
fewer (18%) of the households with hutlalo than rattle (27%). Most families with buffalo
owncd two; only one farrlily had one and several had four or more. With cattle, however.
the pattern is different; one third of the sanlplc had onc cow, and nearly three quarters
owncd two or more cows. (P. 170.)
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and occasional threshing, they are unproductive. Cattle are raised primarily
for sale or slaughter. Some village families consume beef frequently, and at
all family celebrations there axe some beef dishes. Cattle also are taken m
the Tan Huong or Tan An markets where buyers hid for them.
Cattle and buffalo are kept in a stable on the farmstead, and normally they
are fed straw and water. During thc day thcy often are a l l o w ~ dto wander
the hamlet in search of grasses and herbs along thc cdga of the roads, paths,
and bundings as we11 as among the clusters of tombs (some villagers grow
prickly plants on their graves to keep offthc grazing animals). After the
harvest, buffalo and cattle are turned loose in the fields, rsatched by small
boys who often sit on their backs. Delicate white herons, seeking small Iish
in the pools, also perch on the backs of thew massive animals, feasting on
the leeches that plague them.
I?illagers contend that because oE government-supplied inoculations, cattle and buffalo are not so susceptible to disease as are other farm animals.
Because of the poor pasturage, the cows generally give no milk-a relatively
small loss since, with the exception of children and some sick people, Wetnamese villagers do not consume milk or other dairy products. The only
milch cow in the villacge is being kept by a farmer with the support and
supervision of the Provincial Veterinary Service. It is larger than the ordinary village cows, and because it is being raised as a milch cow it is fed a
special diet of strawr, grass, ricc bran, bananas, sugar cane, and water.
Animal dung, sometimes mixed with straw or paddy husks, often is used
as fertilizer on kitchen gadens. Some farmers also selI their animal dung,
collecting a sizable pile rvhich the buyer is expected to remove. One p u p
of dung b u y a s comes from neighboring Tan IIuong, and each year thcy
visit Ap Dinh A-B with their rented truck, purchasing from the same
farmers. They estimate the amount of dung, bargain with the farmer, and
haul it army. In 1959 they made two trips to the village, and by their mlculations they purchascd some 1,500 gia of dung.

FISIIING
Many varieties of fish, shellfish, and frogs are found in the streams and
canals in the village, and during the rainy season they invade the inundated
paddy fields. Fishing is a secondary subsistence activity, and while many
villagers engage in it at the height of the planting season, throughout the
year fishing is primarily an activity of children and young adult males.
Fresh fish in large quantities arc available in the Tan An market, and all
local shops sell sevcral kinds of dried ffih.
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Various fishing techniques are employed. The most common is trapping,
and several kinds of traps are used (see Fig. 24). Most villagers preEer the
ong mieng thoi (A) which usually is combined with thc cai thoi (B). Fish
swim into the large open end of the ong mieng thoi, passing into the
receptacle of the cai thoi where they are trapped. These traps may be placed
in a narrow channel or at the breach in a bund when the fields are being
drained, and often one or several men standing in a line push the traps
into the current of a stream. T h e cai thoi also may be used separately,
either setting it in a breach or simply placing it in the shallow water on the
edge of a stream or canal where the current is not strong enough to topple
it. In this position it is considered a particularly effective trap for prawns and
small crabs.
Another popular device is the cai nom hand trap (Fig. 24, C). Holding it
at the small opening, the trapper walks through the flooded paddy fields,
plunging the trap rapidly and rhythmically into the water. If a fish or frog
is caught, the vibrations caused by efforts to escape warn the trapper who
reaches into the opening to grab the catch. The cai nom also is commonly
used by boys in the canals. They wait until low tide when the receding
water creates a swift current, forcing fish and frogs to the edge where they

24A. Ong mieng thoi, a trap for prawns and small crabs.
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24B. Cai thoi, a trap for small Gsh, fd is made from half a coconut.
nibble on the grasses and herbs. Moving in srnaI1 groups, the boys swiftly
plunge their traps against the bank just below the water line. Frogs' Iegs
are broken to prevent their escaping- T w o types of basket, the cai duc and
the cai gio (Fig. zq. D and E), tied around the waist, are used for carrying
the catch. The cai gio is good for livcly, relatively large 6sh; the cai duc is
better suited for frog and crustaceans.
Probably because thcy are more diflicult to make and have more restricted
use, the cai bung and cai rong (Fig. 24, F and G) are less popular than traps
already described. The cai bung is set in shallow water, preferably where
there is current to sweep fish into the trap, and it is considered effective
for catching small fish which abound in the paddy fields. T h e cai mng is a
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floating trap, usually anchored in a canal or stream to snare fish swimming
close to the surface.
Net fishing is fairly common in the village, particularly in Ap Cau and
Ap Nhon Hau where the watercourses are relatively large. A few Nhon Hau
residents have large standing nets that arc raised and lorlrercd by lever
action, and one tenant farmer of Ap Dinh-A maintains a net of this type
where the Can Dop empties into the West Vaico a few kilometers from his
farmstead. He purchased thc net for 8003 VN and realires sizable catches
when floods from the paddy fields are drained and swell the Can Dop with
fish making their way to the main strcam. The fish are marketed in Tan An.
Village children employ the same technique on a smaller scale, using a
handkerchief-sized net with the four corners attached to the end ofa bamboo
pole. They also use small delicate nets resembling butterfly nets, with which
they scoop the edge of a watercourse, ensnaring fish or frogs.

24C. Cai nom, a hand trap.
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21D. Cai duc, a carrying baskct for crustaccans.

Young mcn and boys commonly fish with hook and line in the paddy fields
or from the banks of canals or strcarns. Bait may or may not be used, and
some of the boys claimed that with this technique they caught larger Iish
than with the traps. ?It the end of thc harvcst small fish often arc Ieft in
small pmls as the fields arc drained, and villagers collcct those thrashing in
the mud. A kind of mollusk also is found in the paddy fields and along the
edgcs of the streams; prmr families usually gather them for soup.
Fish are raised throughout the village, and in well-watcrcd Ap Cau. Ap
Nhor~JTau, and Ap Thu Tuu fish ponds tend to be la~gcrand more abundant than in the other hamlets. 111Hendry's sunrey,lS he Found that one fifth
of the samplc raised fish regularly, ar~donly orlc household did so on a scale
large enough to be considered commercial. The well-todo are morc likely
to he engaged in fish raising. Commercial feed is too costly for most villagers,
and only a few ponds have latrines over them.
Ponds vary considerably in size. When the hole has llccn dug, a channel
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21E. Cai gio, a carrying basket for large fish.
is cut to the nearest water source, and whcn the level rcaches about 1.5
meters, the channel is blockcd before stocking the pond with fish. Usually
an enclosure of cactus and other growth or wire is arranged around the
pond to prevent animals from using it. If the fish are to be sold, they may be
fed rice bran for ahout a month to fatten them before they are removed. If
there is a latrine over the pond, it is removed during the bran-feedirlg period.
Villagers are reluctant to consume fish raised in a pond with a latrine, and
the month-long diet is supposed to erase the taint of the latrine.16
The types of fish commonly raised for salc are ca tru, a type of catfish, ca
do, a long fish with a flat head, and ca ro, a variety of trench. Ca tra are
bred in the vicinity of Chau Doc, near the Cambodian border above the
Gulf of Siarn, and fish dealers sell them in Khanh IIau in lots ranging from
16. X.atrine construction is a recent innovation, organized by the UNESCO School
of Fundanlental Education. .l'hc program, however, has been i~~~ple~nerltcd
only in
A p Dinh A and B. Thcre also havc beer] some dificulticts because of it; for example, the
Village Council ordered one villagcr to remove a latrine he had constructed close to a
canal whicl~was the major source of potable water in the vicinity.
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2QF. Cai Bring, a trap for small fish.

Villagers cstirnate that the): grmv at the rate of 1
kilo p m ycar, and although thcy mature in two years, it is best to sell them
after one year. Ca do are widely raised in the vilIage, but ca ro are less
popular; thcy arc srnallcr and, since they should be fed rice bran during the
xgmrving period, they arc somewhat costlier to raise. hlost fish raised in
Khanh Hau are soId in the Tan An market, and from time to time Chinese
merchants visit thc village LO pnrchnse fish rvhich they transport to Cholon.
In 1956 the government lnr~ncl~cd
a program to introduce tilafiia,a fastbreeding fish inlported from the Philippines. into the rural arcas of Vietnam.
Some villagers in Khanh Ilau accepted small batches of tilapia fingerling,
loo to

1,000 fingerlings.

1
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24G. Cai rong, a floating trap.

but by 1958 they had completely abandoned raising them, giving various
reasons. Some felt the tilapia could not thrive in the hot sun, and others
pointed out that they wcre ilI suited to the brackish water of the dry season.
Several women =id they thought the tilapia had a peculiar Aavor, and in
addition they were very susceptible to discases. Another factor undoubtedly
was Viet Cong propaganda, which insisted that the tilapia were carriers of
leprosy, tuberculosis, and other dread diseases.

In Khanh Hau there are threc or four implement makers and between
5 5 and 30 carpenters. Most of them also are engaged in agricultural activities. The demand for their strrvices is greatest during the dry season when
farmers purchase or repair irnplemenrs and construct or repair houses; thus
these specialists are free to farm during the season. If a craftsman has a
workshop, it is located on his farmstead, usually indistinguishable from
other subsidiary buildings. Several of the carpenters perform tasks for residents of surrounding villages, and the services of outside craftsmen, particularly those skilled in decorative woodwork, are sometimes dcmandcd by
people of Khanh Hau.
T h e usual pattern is for carpenters and itnplemcnt makers to pass on to
their sons the skills of the trade as well as the t o o l s s a w s of various sizes,
chisels, planes, bow-powered drills, hatchets, squares, metal rulers, plumb
lines, pliers, and hammers. One exception was a carpenter in Ap Dinh-B
who, becausc his son l a c k ~ dpropensity Ior the trade, took one of his brother's

I
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sons as an apprentice. later accepting him as a full partner. Some young
men complained that t h a e is a tendency to accept only kin as apprentices,
and they cited the example of a young labrcr who was unable to become
an apprentice in the village, so he learned carpentry working in a Tan An

lumberyard.
The most suuressful carpenter in the village originally had been trained
in boat construction, shifting to house construction when he moved to Khanh
Hau. Spc~ializingin houscs for prosperous villagers, he employs some of
his boatconstruction tcchniques. Another carpenter previousIy had specialized in making handoperatcd rice mills, but with the advent of the
machincopcrated mills he r w forced to turn to genera1 carpentry. Some
craftsmen refuse to do jobs outside of their spccialktion; for exampk, one
resident of Ap Moi turns wood for elegant tables, and although the demand
for his service is not great, he declines offers to do other types of c a r p t r y .
Both carpenters and implement makers work on the basis of special orders.
and in many instances the buyer furnishes the material. Rooted as they are
in tradition, most of the dcsigns and forms are vcry p t t e m d , and only a
few well-tedo villagers are likely to rquest innovations reflecting current
Saigon modes.17 Some artisans have introduced ncw tools into the village,
however. It is believed that the first threshing sledges and Cambodian ploxvs
were brought to Khanh Hau by c~aftsmen,and an Ap Dinh-A artisan proudly
displays his new, reccntly deviscd watmvhcel in which the axle is set on
imported ball bearings, greatly reducing the physical w r k of pedaling.
Artisans generally try to attract clients through reputation for g o d workmanship rather than the lure of low price. Cost of a job is based on a consistent estimate of labor time with material costs added. IVood for any kind of
work requiring specialists must be brought in-Bien Hoa and T h u Dau
M o t are the best sources for gmd hardwood--and it is not uncommon to
request w m d one year in advancc to guarantee proper seasoning. If the
amount of required wood is relatively small. it may be purchased on the
Tan An market, and some carpenters bring in lop of inexpensive w d ,
cutting it l>yhand into planks and pieces as needed.
~{'EAVINC

Weaving is a marginal economic activity in Khanh Hau. While it is done
hy some women of all econornic lcvels (many villagcrs feel that weaving is a
skill cvcry girl shouId acquire) it would be safe to say that only among the
17- Somc of thcsc were indicated in Chaptcr
10.

2.

and t h q also arc discussed in Ct~apter
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p r is it donc for profit. Since weaving materia15 are not indigenous to the
village, prduction costs are relatively high. Reeds gathered in the Plainc
des Joncs area are sold in Tan An, and the length of the reeds determines
the cost of a bundle. After being soaked in water for about thirty minutes,
the reds are pounded to flatten them, and after this process has been repeated the three or four times necessary to make them pliable, they are put
in the sun to dry.
Weaving for home consumption is done when the necd arises, and for
profit when an order is received. The r a n g of things woven is not broadbed mats, rice baskets, and small, compact bolsters are the commonly demanded items. Thc forms never vary, and village rveavers do not usc colors.
Only when weaving a baby's mat is there a design, and this is to indicate
whcre the head should go. Villagers believe that if the head is placed where
the feet have k e n , the intelligence of the child will be dimmed.

MEDICALPRACTITIONERS
The specific roles of medical practitioners in Khanh Hau vary considerably. Some already discused are thc Buddhist lay monks and others who rely
on mystical powers to achieve cures. The only one who dealt in medicine to
the exclusion of other economic activities was the Chinese pharmacist in Ap
Dinh-B who left the village in 1959. The other Chinese also is a shopkeeper,
and the remaining practitioners arc engagcd in agricultural activities;
their medical activities supplement their incomes. Ong Thay Phap, the
sorcerer, has set fees lor most of his services. AIthough they do not have fixed
fecs, the trvo Buddhist lay healers accept tokens of g-ratitudr.
Ong Thay Muoi Le specializes in healing bone injuries, a profession
which I r i n g him an income equal to that derived from his tenant farming.
His paternal ,mndfathc~and his f a t h c ~also wcrc. hcalcrs, and hc cnlargcd
on the range of techniques learned from them. For fractures, Ong Thay
hluoi Le bandages thc swollen arca, changing the dressing every three days.
He also gives the patient an alcoholic medicine to ease the pain and
stimulate blood circulation. For a break he mixes a medicated paste which,
when applied, hardens into a cast. Bamboo splints, held in place by bandages, are arranged over the cast. T h e patient is imtructd to remain in bed
£or several weeks, after which the bandage and cast are removed, and the
limb is massaged. Ong Thay Muoi Le adjusts his fees to the means of the
patient, and he often is summoned to treat patients in surrounding villages.
During the Indochina War his services were much in dcmand after clashes
between the French mops and Vict M i d .
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Prior to its cImure, the Chinese pharmacy was a fragrant place with its
extensive collection of herbs (some of which would be sun dried before the
shop), po~:dcrs,and liquids for preparing rnedicincs. There alsu were medicines prepared by largc Chinese pharmacies in Cholon and patent medicines
from Saigon firms. The pharmacist had learned his profession by working
several ycars in a largc Cholon pharmacy, and in addition to preparing lhuoc
bac (Chinese medicine) and thuoc pzam (Vietnamese medicine), he was
adept at bloodletting, pinching, suction cups, and other traditional healing
techniques. He treated patients in the shop and made house calls when
necessary, charging fixed fees for rnedicincs and services.
The nurse in private practice is a young tenant farmer who has rer~ived
instruction in giving inoculations. With some syringes and medicines as well
as witten authorization from the provincial authorities, he practices a very
limitcd type of medicine. Although inoculations are the most popular form
of Western medicine, demand for his services is not great. Recently, horvever, he has heen called upon to inoculate ailing animals. The village nurse.
who also has a private practice, is a tenant farmer with eight cong of paddy
land in the neighboring village of T a n Huong- Having worked as an assistant in the T a n An hospital for six years, he is authorized to practice general
nursing. After he married a Khanh Hau girl who is a seamstress, the nurse
constructed a small shop and housc on the spur road near the military stockade. His role as village nurse r e q u i m his presence at the Council House
each morning to tend the ailing. The village budget pays his salary and a
small aHotmcnt of funds is earmarked for medicines. In his private practice,
Rc employs only Western rncdical techniques.

There are shops of varying types and sizes scattered throughout the village.
Some shops deal only in foodstuffs but a fcw alsu stock a relativeIy wide
rangc of n~anufacturcditems. Most shops ham several tables where tea, soft
drinks, beer, or rice alcohol are served, and some also serve fod-sandwiches of French bread and bits of pork fat or sausage, along with bowls of
noodles, rice, and simple meat and vegetable dishes. They are gathaing
places for those who Iive in the vicinity. Women may take tea after making
purchases, men returning from the fields may stop for some food and something to drink, and in the evening men gather to sit in thc orange-amber
glurv of the oil lamps to drink beer and disc~zsstheir crops or nervs.
There are six shops on or very near the spur road in Ap Dinh A-B, and
among them are the largest shops in thc village. There are no shops in the
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mitered clusters of Ap h-ioi, and those in the other hamlets are very small,
usually set back from the footpaths that serve as the main line of land communication. A11 village shopkeepers launched their businesses themsclvcs.
and most of them have had to borrow to maintain stoch. Usually this is
done through open-book credit from supplying merchants to participating
in a village hui, a mutual a c d i t society or tontine.la
All the village shops contain the living quarters of the owners and their
families, and shop construction ranges from simple thatched buildings to
relatively large masonry structures with tile roofs. Operation of the shop is a
h i l y &ir. With the exception of the two Chinese shops, women tend to
the customers and maintain h c accounts. Grown children also assist, and in
none of the shops is there need for hired help. Most of the shopkeepers
have had previous experience; both Chinese, for example, sewed as apprentices in Chinese pharmacies, and one shopkeeper lcamed the trade from his
father while four of the female shopkeepen had prior experience either as
shop assistants or as petty merchants.
The Chinese who operates a small general goods shop and pharmacy
near the primary school in Ap ninh-A came to Khanh Hau from Cholon in
1953 (and since then other shops in the vicinity have noted a drop in their
sales). In addition to being a pharmacist and practitioner employing traditional Chinese and Vietnamese medical techniques, hc has an extensive stock
of merchandisethe most complcte in the village. Standing in his crowded
shop, one is surrounded by metal pots and pans, chinaware, water jars,
writing materials, chopsticks, canned milk, tea, canned foods {some of which
are imported from France), wines, brandy, beer, so£t drinks, joss, votive
paper, candles, lamps, kerosene, textiles, ready-made clothing, mosquito
netting, hats, haberdashery, flashlights, wooden clogs, rubber sandals, fish
traps, wovcn-reed mats, baskets, shoulder boards, sickles, knives, rope, glassware, tobacco, cigarettes, betel leaves, areca nuts, lime, spices of various kinds.
fish sauce, fermented pounded pork, fermented shrimp, cookies, hard candies,
cmnuts, dried fish, fresh fruits, and fresh vcgetabIes.

Most petty merchants in Khanh Hau are on the spur road; some have
temporary stands and others are ambulatory. Fresh fruits and vegetabIes,
fuh sauce, and fish--dried, salted, or Iive (usually in kerosene cans fiIled with
waterbare items most commonly vended. Weighed down by their shoulder
boards, the ambulatory merchants pass from house to house, displaying their
18. Thc hui is explained later in this chaptcr and in -4ppcndix D.
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wares and bargaining with those interested in purchasing- One widow in
A p Dinh-B buys fruits from villagers, reselling them in front of her house.
She also prcparcs sweet glutinous rice cakes wrappcd in banana leaf, which
her daughter sells along the road (some days she sells about 50, charging
15 VN apiece).
Two elderly women, one with an infirm husband and the othcr a widow,
maintain a small temporary food stand in front of the primary school. Their
mcnu consists of dried fish, manioc grilled ovkr a charcoal brazier, glutinous
rice cakes, and sandwiches of pork fat or sausage, garnished with hot sauces.
Most of the customers are school children and men returning from the
iieIds. The only male participant in petty commerce pedals a canopied stand
down the road. selling ice, beer, soda pop, and cups of shaved ice flavored
with syrup which he prepares with sugar. water, and fruit extract.

The dcvclopmcnt of local rice mills since 1950 has increased rice merchandising and rice market competition in the Tan An area, dispersing thc
previous concentration in Cholon. Prior to 1950 most of the rice mills in
southern Vietnam were in Cholon. Paddy, transported by boat and truck,
was processed, and the polished rice was carried to the local markets. In
Khanh Hau a number of villagers used hand-operated. I ~ a l I yrnadc wooden
rice mills or grindstones, and those without either had to take their paddy
to Tan An where the only local mills operated. Machine-po-rvercd rice mills
are one of the most advanced technological innovations in the village to
date, and by 1959 thcre were two in Khanh Hau, three in the neighboring
village of Tan Huong, and six in T a n An. All are uwned by Vietnamese,
and they have proven a success to the point where home rice milling has all
but disappeared. Idle hand-operated mills can be sccn stored in corncrs of
rooms throughout the village, and the village rice-mill producer has turned
to general carpentry.
Villagers expressed a number of reaxlns why local milIing has expanded
since 1950. Several mill operators stated that during the war years t h q and
their families had accumulated funds for investment, and for the first time
they found themselves able to go into business. Further, several had gained
some knowledge of the needed machines and thcir maintenance as well as
the rice-marketing procedure by working for Chincse or French firms.
Equally important was a relaxation of French and Chinese control over the
importation and sale of milling machinery. Also, Presidential Ordinance
No. 53 issued on Septcmber 6. 1956, closed eleven occupations to foreigners,
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lessening Chinese control and opening new entrepreneurial doors to the
Vietnamese.
One rice miller pointed out that while means of transporting paddy to
ChoIon had improved, the increased number of check points inhibited
movement. Before the Indochina War there had been two control points
between the delta citics of Can Tho and Cholon, bat by 1959 this number
had grown to 56, lo of which were between My Tho and Cholon. At these
control points taxes are levied and thc truck is inspected. Villagers indicate
that, since the inspccting official can easiIy find somc vioIation, and paying
a fine is no guarantee of exemption at the next con~rolp i n t , bribery is
common and shippers must allow for it in their estimated costs. Control
points also are an additional means for local administrations to gain rasenue, and they are designed to restrict the flow of rice into certain areas sr~ch
as those near the PIaine des Joncs and the Cambodian border where it
might fall into the hands of the Viet Cong.
One of the rice mills in Tan I-Iuong is partially owned by a resident of
Khanh Hau.lS The trm mills in Khanh Hau are east of the national highway, one near the bridge in Ap Cau and the other on the eastcrn edge of
Ap Dinh-A on the banks of the Can Dop. The rice mill owners arc from
old, relatively wealthy village familics, and they have been engaged in agriculture as well as in sornc other entrepreneurial activities. Both mills are
smaII. and their clients are local residents who usually carry in small
amounts of paddy on shoulder boards, to be milled for home use. Those
desiring to sell rice in large quantities transport their paddy to the Iargcr
mills in Tan An or T a n Hiep.
The Ap Dinh-A mill was constructed in 1952, and it is owned by a family
with two other rice rniIls in distant villages. T h e mill is a wooden structure
with a mctal roof, pkasantly shaded by palm trces, and since it is on the
Can Dop, somc villagers can transport their paddy by pirogue. The machinery. which the mill opcrator complains brmks down frequently, was
manufactured in Cholon and assembled by specialists from there. Thc
mechanism is run by a gasoIinc-powered motor outside the building. Paddy
brought tu the mill is weighed and measured in lots by the miller's assistant
who keeps rccords of cach batch. The paddy passes first through a hopper
to remove foreign matter, and a convcyor then carries it to the top of the
mill whcre it descends through sifters and polishers which separate ricc bran
and husk and broken grains. If thc client pays the highcst milling Talc, he
19. 011gKam, the youngrxt brother of O r ~ gLam, whosr: prohlc is i~~cluded
in Chapter
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retains the bran, otherwise it is stored and later sold by the miller. The
miller always keeps the husks which he sells for fertilizer and fuel.
With the beginning of the harvest in September, the flow of rice to the
market incream steadily, reaching a peak in December and January. Economic level, of course, determines willingness or need to sell rice. Farmers
of the l o w a economic level do not cultivate rice for the market; those of
higher economic levels sell much of their crop immediately after the harvest,
and while some continue to sell throughout the year, only those with large
landholdings, and rentals paid for the most part in kind, retain supplies of
rice for later sale. Although the usual pattan is for farmers to supply their
home needs from the crop, there are some who sell their entire crop, purchasing rice of l o w a quality for home consumption.
The recency of Iocal rice merchandising is reflected in the fact that very
few of the villagem engaged in it learned from their fathers. Since this business requires capital and is considered somewhat risky, it is restricted to the
wealthy viIlagcrs, all of w-horn have considerable Iand. Some also view it as
a temporary venture, illustrated by the fact that there may be trventy or
thirty villagers in rice merchandising one year and only ten the following
year. In order to be succcssful. the rice merchant must be keenly aware of
current priccs and cost and have a g o d deal of experience with rice; for
example, he must be adept at estimating the amount of whole milled rice
that will result from a given batch of paddy. Overestimations have ruincd
many village rnerchants.20
There are no official rice-price reports from Saigon, and although price
ranges are k e d by the government for avrrage-quality rice, there are no
prices set for rice of superior or inferior quality. Usually farmers discuss
prices with friends and rciatives, and estimates are based on priccs paid the
previous year. Condition of paddy is an important consideration in cstirnating p r i c e t h a t which is properly d r i d and winnowcd commands a higher
price. hicrchants, horvcver, are better informcd on current prices which
gives them an advantage over the village seIIer. Gathering in the rice mills
and in markct towns, they have contact with other merchants with whom
they can compare prices. Somc also visit Cholon, the market ccntcr of southern Vietnam, and price fluctuations they find out about there will not reach
the Khanh Hau area for days.
xu. Somc villagers also contend that the 19j? government ban on rice exports put
many merchants out or business bemuse of an ensuir~gprice dtrlinc. Man). merchnnts
had storcd large quantities of rice in antidpation of a greawr dcmand with accompanying higher prices as cxports inmastrd. Saigon murces, howcvcr, say that exports were
limited, not banned.
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Rice merchants in Khanh Hau usually are small operators with an annual
turnover of sevaal thousand gia. They have no place of business, storing
paddy in local rice mills until it is sold. Unfamiliar as they are with Cholon
market practices. most mc~chantsprefa to remain in the Tan An area. The
few with relatively extensive experience have their paddy milled and transport it by boat or m c k to Cholon where samples are given to the wholesalers, letting them compete for the lot.
In spite of the fact that commercial pmple have traditionally been
ranked low in Vietnamese saiety, these enoepreneurr are not regarded with
disdain, and among them arc members of the Village Council and highranking members of the Cult Committee. For example, the village chief was
a rice merchant (and in 1959 he invested in a new gasoline station in Tan
An), and Ong Ke Hien orvns several rice mills and has a thriving rice merchandising business (in a Tan An shop completed in 1961). There is, however, a tendency for villagers to deprecate Vietnamese commercial ability.
Some feel that Victnamese do not trust one another sufficiently to form
workable partnerships and Zlusincss arrangements. They also point out that
because of inexperience (previously most business was in the hands of Chinese), Vietnamese businessmen are disorganized; they fail to keep proper
records and are slow to seiic opportunities. One devout Buddhist villager
e v e up rice merchandising because one had to be "a teller of lies." By and
large, however, h c entrepreneurs themseIves are proud of their roIes, and
Ong Lam, one of rhe most venturesome busincssmcn, summarizcd this spirit
in his motto, "The home of the truly big man, the clever man, is evcrywhere." 21

According to villagers, most horruwing is for food and other essentials for
the maintenance of the household." Purchase of fertilizer, medical expenses,
ritual expenses, and farming costs also account for debts. Some engaged in
z i . Hendry, pp. ig%zgn.
nn. Ibid., pp. 28-5.
Two thirds uf the households in I-Icndry's sample had debts of
aome kind. Only a b u t one quarter of the families in the upptr economic level had
debts, whiIe clow to two thirds d families in the middle and lowcr economic Ia-cl owed
moncy. Somc 1R.5Yu of the middle level and 28.1:& of the Iower lcvel reported that thcy
borrowed to buy f w d and 0th- necessitim, but a much larger percentage of middle-level
bou5eholds horrowcd to purchase fertilizer and meet other farm expenses. Lower-lcvel
huseholds reported a greater nccd to borrow for medical and ritual expenses than the
other two levels. Over one third of the total owed less than n,o&
VN, and a alight
majority owed Ifis than g , e . hiore than one quarter, however, had debts of 5 . m .
and about ioyo had dcbts grcawr than io,oor&
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pig raising borrow money as do a few of the entrepreneurial villagers.
Sources of credit vary. Shopkeepers in the village and surrounding markets
extend credit to their regular clients, and some village storckcepers report
that as many as one third of their customers have open-book credit with
them. Most shopkeepers also cornplain that too often they are not paid.
Before his departure the Chinese pharmacist noted that one of his clients
had died without paying his bill, and he lamented, "One generation in
medicine, threc gencrations indigent." I t was pointed out earlier that the
shopkeepers themselves usually receive open-book credit from their suppliers.
Kinfolk, friends, and neighbors aIso are sources of credit. Some w e l l - d o
villagers lend money, but theg usually are reluctant to do so without considerable security, and most prefer lending in the market towns where borrowers are merchants, rice mill operators, and other reIatively good
In order to borrow money, some viIIagers participate in hui, a type of mutual aid h e t y found throughout Vietnam and probably derived from a
similar Chinese institution. In addition to being a source of credit, the hui
is a form of gambling, and there is a convivial social air to hui meetings.
Participation is limited to those with some available resources and, since
monthly payments are part of the hui, a stcady source of funds also is essential. The number of members and the amount of money the ~r~ganizer
gets
depends to some extent on thc nccd and resources of those who participate,
but the hui lasts only long enough for each mcmber to receive funds once.
T w o relatively unsuccessful agricultural cooperatives have been tried in
Khanh Hau. In 1956 a group of farmers from difierent hamlets banded
tugether to form a Village Agricultural Coopaativc. The primary aim was
to establish a credit system so the members might avoid having to sell unharvested paddy to money lenders or rice merchants. T h e cooperative also
planned to purchase fertilizer at wholesale prices. Shares were sold for loo$
V N each, and members could purchase up to five. At the outset the cooperative claimed 95 nlcmbers from all hamlets, but initial optimism was d a m p
ened by financial p r o b l e m m f the g ~ . a o o $V N pledged, only 18,0003 was
collected.
Membership b c g n to diminish, and by 1938 the cooperative was practically nonexistent. In Junc of that year when the planting was beginning, a
ng. In his survey, Hendry found that une third of the loans were made without interest.

h slightly less t1m1 one third of die loans, the rate oI intemt was 5%, and another one
third had a mte of interest between r and 45,. A little more than io5{! of tlic loans were
at rates i n excess of 5% per month. Some 53.6% of the loans made by kinfolk wcre
reported to be without intcmt. (Pp. 2 8 ~ 4 . )
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meeting of the members m.as called at the headquarters of the National
Revolutionary Party to decide the fate of the cooperative. T h e group Icaders
reported that attempts to get government aid were unsuccessful. One faction
proposed that they affiliate with the thriving cooperative in neighboring My
An Phu, and another £action favored dissolution. There r*as a decided lack
of solidarity, and in spite of its being comprised exclusively of Khanh Hau
farmers, many expressed a reluctance to entrust their money tr, the p u p .
Discussion continued, but no final decisions were made. When the government-sponsored Farmers' Cooperative was proposed in 1959, the Village
Agricul turd Cooperative disbanded, and members were given refunds.
The Farmers' Association grew out of a presidential decree issued in December 1958. In April 1959agents of various bureaus of the Thu Thua district visited the village to explain the aims and organization of the program.
Held in the Council House, the meeting began by paying homage to the
national flag. T h e district information service agent presided, and after
stating the aims of the mecting, he spoke about the need for cmperation
among the villagers especially after their having lived "under the yoke of
feudal landlords, French imperialists, and Communists." H e then set forth
the organizational features (inchding membership dues of I o$ VN monthly)
and the advantages of cheaper fertilizer and group marketing. The onIy
response horn the audience was a complaint from an elderly farmer that
the dues would be a burden to him and others like him.
The following speaker changed the tone of the mecting. Emphasizing the
need for political security, he pointed out that one important function of
the association would be to organize political instruction classes in the
village. He then upbraided the villagers for thcir Iack of cooperation in the
anti-Viet Cong campaign:

-

1

I
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A revoIution cannot be carried out by an army or by a security organization or a police force but only by all the citizens, all the inhabitants of the muntrysidc. Why are we still far from being efficient in
our fight against the Communists? &cause w e have not succeeded in
putting all the villagers in the same political organization [that is, the
National Revolutionary Movement] and because the villagers still have
an indifferent attitude toward the anti-Communist policy of the government.
By the latest pennant hanging in Ap Dinh A and B by the Communists, we know that some opposition elements still remain here.24The
24. This refers to the incident hte irl 1958 when banncrs bearing antigovernment
d q a m were found early in the morning in Ap Dinh A-B.
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division into five households is not efficient enough to control opinion.
I think there are still some agitators hidden in the Ap Dinh A-3
households.
During this year I hope that nonc of you wiI1 pay the agriculture tax
to the Viet Cong and that all patriotic villagm3 will fight enthusiastically against the Communists. The inner man in some of you has two
antagonistic tendencies: one for the National Government in the daytime, and the other for the Communists in the night.

This was followed by another speech about the villagers' responsibility to
cooperate with the authorities and government programs, which also chided
the villagers for their "indifference."
In June 1959 elections were held to select the hamret committees, each
of which consisted of nvo members. An election board was appointed, which
selected candidates from each hamlet. At the election of the amciation
officers, a meeting at the primary school, the province chief addressed the
estimated zoo villagers gathered, emphasizing the concern of the central
government for the well-being of the rural population as well as the advantages of the Farmers' Association. Some villagers who did not vote later
voiced the opinion that the election was a formality-the winning andidates had been preselected. When the results were made known, the two
winning candidates in each hamlet had received loo per cent of the votes.
By December 1959 the promised program still had not been implemented,
and with the increased insecurity in 1960, all rural programs began to stall.
In 1962, the Farmers' Association still existed, but villagers pointed out
that it had not achieved a great deal-the Agricultural Credit Program was
responsible for most credit extended to villagers, and no agricultural innovations had been intrduccd.
Since I 955 three govcmmcnt-sponsored agricultural credit programs have
reached the village. It has been pointed out that in 1956 loans for purchasing buffalo werc issued in the village. Four-year Ioans were granted
early in that year, and 2 I farmers were able to borrow 3.500s VN each. In
midyear, 1956, one-year loans w a e given to 96 farmers out of a total of loo
who applied, and they received amounts ranging from goo$ to 2 , 0 0 4 with
over four fifths receiving the latter figure. When loo villagers again requested similar Ioans in 1957, none received them, because of unexplained
complications on administrative Ieveb higher than the village.
In July 1958 the National Agricultural Credit Office (NACO) program
reached the village^ with I 53 application forms, which were givcn to hamlet
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chiefs whn distributed them among the heads of the five-family groups. As
organized, the recipient of a loan had to be (1) a resident of the village, (2)
an active farmer, (3) a small landowner or tenant, (4) in nccd of credit. The
applications were messed by the Village Council and sent to the district
headquarters at Thu Thua where the NACO office decided on the amount
to be lent. The Village Council made no ef€ort to select the neediest cases,
and a number of villagers complained of favoritism. A b u t one quarter of
tbe village households benefited, and despite complaints many of the needy
villagers received loans.
The maximal loan in 1958 was 3,004 VN for farmers with relatively
large holdings, and the minimum was 8003 for those with one hectare or
l a . The rate of interest was set at 1 per cent per month. and 142 applicants
received loam. In the elevcn rejections, five were too young or too old, two
h d made out their forms incorrectly, one had not paid his 1956 loan, one
had too much land, and two did not have rent contracts. By the 1960-61
planting season, the amount loaned in the village reached a peak of 55g,ooo$
VN,and decreased to 34o,ooo$ during the 1961-62 season,primarily because
of late payments on loans of the previous year. This reflected a general
pattan throughout the delta. In many areas the lateness or lack of repayment was attributed to the Viet Cong; many of the authorities contend Viet
Cong cadremen approached recipients of the program, threatening violence
if they repaid the Ioan. Since by April 1962 some 540,00o$ of the 559,00o$
lent in Khanh Hau had been repaid, the tardiness wouM seem to be due to
other factors.
NACO loans, by and large, were well received in the village. Onc suggestion many villagers had was that it might be bettcr to distribute the fertil k r rather than extend cash credit. sfany villagers felt that particularly
among the very needy this would remove the tempration to use the credit
for other purposes, and it also reflected the distrust of fertilizer merchants.
Something along this line was done by the National Revolutionary hlovement in 1958. The central party organization distributed fertilizer to district
party headquarters for delivery to the villages. Prices were set below the
market price, and both party and nonparty members were eIigible to buy,
although the former could purchase on partial credit. During the distribution period, membership in the National RevoIutionary Party increased by
fihy household^.^
z j. Hcndry, p. g I g.

CHAPTER 7

Village Administration and Law
AD^ IN ISTRATION of the village is in the hands of the Village Council and
its representatives in each hamlet, the hamIet chiefs. T h e vested authority
and responsibilities of the Village Council are derived from trvo sourcesadministrative legislation and tradition. Delegated administrative functions
depend on the place of the village in the Iarger polity-the state or nationand orving to historical events thesc functions have undergone a series of
changes. Traditional council functions, however, are rooted in the role of
the councillors as leadm in village society and consequently are more conservative. Although some of these traditional functions, such as the place
of the councillors in the Cult Committee (which will be discussed in Chap
ter 8) are not "officia1." they continue to have the silent sanction of higher

authorities.
In administrative matters, the Village Council is directly responsible to
the district chief of T h u Thua, one of the seven districts that constitute
Long An province. The council also has frequent contacts with provincia1
authorities, particularly the province chief (more so, probably, than othcr
councils have because Khanh Hau is the scene of some community developmcnt projects and the site of Marshal Duc's shrine and tomb). Since lgoq,
attempts by the centraI administration to integrate villages into the larger
poIitica1 superstructure have i n ~ ~ e a s ccontacts
d
with higher authorities and
given them a greater voice in village affairs. T h e rcsult is that the prerogatives of the Village Council have kcn steadily diminishing.

The administrative legislation of 1904 marked the first attempt by the
French colonial government to standardizc the structure of Vietnamese village plitical institutions. During the prcceding forty years, the colonial
t
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government had relatively little concern with village political affairs, and
by 1903 some administrators werc becoming alarmed at what they considered to be manifestations of viIlage council disintegration. A study committee rvas formed, and in i 904 its recommendation provided thc basis for
legislation to create closer ties bctween the villages and the central administration. T h e rcsult was that the village councils became smallcr, and p s i tions not viewed as administrative (those cunccrned with the Cult of the
Guardian Spirit of thc Village and villagc celebrations) were eliminated.
Some of these sacred functions were absorbed by the cult committees,
which emerged unofficially in every village subsequent to the legislation.
Under the 1904 legislation, the Village CounciI was composed of eleven
positions, some of which were retained from the traditional village council,
and additional functions were o u t l i n d for them. In the traditional council
tbe Huong Ca was dean of the notables by virtue of age; he now became head
of the council (viewed as an administrative body), and to him was delegated
the responsibility of keeping the village archives. The Huong Chu. Xa
Truong, Huong Quan, and Huong Than remained, but their functions
arere altaed. Other titles were kept, but the character of the positions was
changed completely (see Table 12).
The right of the Village Council to impose punishments was altered.
Traditionally, ordinary villagers guilty of a legal viola tion were bcaten 1vith
a rattan cane; notables were fined. When the colony of Cochinchina was
established, the French administration forbade these punishments as too
harsh. Vietnamese officials, however, registered formal complaints, contending that this repression of power greatly diminished the prestige of the village leaders. As a compromise, the rgoq legislation granted the village councils the right to demand additional days of guard duty as punishment for
males and the right to impose certain penalum for damage to public p r o p
erty or fraud relative to alcohol and opium regulations.
Legislation in 1927 brought about further changes in the Village Council. The administrative reforms broadened the base of personnel eligible
fm membership in the council, and the promotion process was made more
fkxible. A twelfth position, that of civil status secretary was created to deal
with vital statistics and health. T h e functions of the Huong C a were expanded to include supervision of all village services, thus giving him more
administrative authority. There also wcre some shifts in existing functions
-responsibility for keeping the archives went from the Huong Ca to the
Huong Bo who already wms keeping records, and the Huong I50 a h assumed control d the village budget.
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T A ~ L12.
E The Traditional and the 1904 Village Councils
Traditional

7W4

Huong Ca: F'I notable, by virtue of age

Huong Ca: First notable; presiding officer
and keeper of archives

Thu Chi: Keeper of archives
Huong Chu: Official advisor
Huong Su : Interdiary between vilIage and
mandarins
Huong Lac: Advipor of the council
Huong Truong: Advkr on execution of
ordm from higher authority
Huong Chanh: O&id advisor

Huong Chu: Deputy chid and insptor of
villagc services, reporting to first notable
Huong Su: Advisor on laws and regulations

Huong Truong: Advisor on viUage budget
and assistant to tcachers
I-Iuong Chanh: Arbitrator of minor conflicts
among villagers

Cau Duong : Village magistrate

Huong Quan: Police chief

Thu Bo: Treasurer
Huong Than: Gencral administration
Xa Truong: Intermediary betwccn a d m W
mtion and ViIiIlage Council

Thu Bo: Tax officer
Huong Hao: General administration
Huong EThut: First notable
Huong Nhi: Second notable
Huong Le :Praidentofcemmonics and ritwls
Huong Nhac: Chief of musicians
Huong Am: Organizer of public fetes and

Huong Giao: Inauuaor of young notables
and secretary of council
Huong Quan: Police c
h
i
d
;supervisor of
transportation and mmmunication
Thu Bo: Guardii of rolls and accounts,
village buildings and matwials
Huong Than: Intcrmcdiary between judicial
authorities and council
Xa Tmong: Executive notable; intmmediary
between administration and Village Council; conservator m village d;
tax collector

I-Tuong Hao: Executive notable

banquets
Huong Van: Composer of verses in thc mood
of the Guardian Spirit of thc Village
T h u Khoan: Guardii 01 the communal
paddy land
Cai D i h : Guardian of the dinh

Payment for services was based on the amount of time spent on council
duties and, with a twelve-man council, time demands on any one member
were not great. Also, the council members were primarily conccmed with
council affairs or "housekeeping operations" rather than village affairs. At
this t h e , the Iegislators also created two subgoups within the Villa<ge
Council-thc executive council and executive notables.
The Village Council of the I gzos and i ggos had the right to seIcct replace-
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m a t s for vacancies, subject to the approval of the ~rovincialauthorities.

.

and legislation of this period specified that new council members be chosen
fmm a select group of v i l l a g ~ u c people
h
as landowners, retired military
ofken, and retired district or provincial officials. Salaries were modest but,
as some of the elderly Khanh Hau residents continue to point out, the high
prestige of being a member of the VilIage Council was sufficient compensation, and these positions were sought after by the village gentry. Ex-membexs
of the Khanh Hau council also report that during this period, new a p
p i n t e e s held lower positions for a two-year perid, moving upward subsequent1y.l
In August 1945 a brief but drastic change took place in the village
muncils. With the end of Japanese occupation in August of that year. the
Viet hfinh seized control of the rural areas, organizing adrninistrativc committees in every villagc. Thc Administrative Committee in Khanh Hau consisted of six members-the chairman, two police agents, a public rvorks
secretary, a finance secretary, and a civil status secretary. All were selected
from the Viet h-linh cadre in the viilage, and although most were tenant
farmers, the chairman and one of the police agents were brothers from a
relatively well-todo landowning family. Viet Minh control was short-lived.
however; when the French reestablished the colonial administration in
January I 946, the former council was reinstated.
%Vith the onset of the Indochina 'Ct3ar, the villagc councillors were particularly susceptible to accusations of being pro-French or preliet Minh.
and from time to time some of them were forced to flee the village. On the
other hand, several villagers contend that the confusing war years provided
an opportunity for unscrupulous members of the council to exploit their
authority, and it was widely known that one village official was guilty of
having extortcd money from villagers by threatening to denounce them as
Vier Minh.
Legislation follorving the end of the Indochina War brought about many
changes, particularly in the way council mcmbers were selected. From 1946
until 1949 the council was composed of eight members, divided into two
administrative committees, and there was provision for popular elections.
In 1949, legislation called for a council of from six to eight members appointed by a provincial committee. Universal suffrage to elect village councils w x the first provision of the 1953 legislation during the period of
Empaor Bao Dai's government, and this legislation also brought about
changes almost matching those of the Viet h-iinh. Council organization was
I.

U r d r u f f , The Study of a Pielnnmesc Kutal Community, Vol.

1,

pp. 33-35.
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made flcxible-a minimum of three and a maximum of ninc positions were
allowed. Specific duties were outlined for the three members of the council,
and the distribution of responsibilities for additional members was left to
the council itself. Also, the position of the head of thc council was greatly
strengthened. All titIes were changed; Huong Ca became Chu Tich or chairman, the same designation introduced by the Wet Minh, and with other
positions the term huong (meaning communal with honorific associations)
was replaced by ery vim (literally, commissioner).
In June 1956 the Secretary of State at the Presidency in Saigon authorized
the province chiefs to replace the elected village cuuncih with appointive
councils. ranging in size from three to five members, depending on the size
of the village. Thc council first was called the Administrative Committee.
the same tcrm used by the Viet Minh, but it soon was changed to Village
Council. Khanh Hau had a council of five members (see Table 131, all
T A ~ L13.
E Changes in Structure of the Village Council
1. Village chief
2. Deputy chief
3. Advisor on laws and regulations
4. Advisor on village budget; &taut
to
teachers
5. Arbitrator of minor conflicts among
villagem
6. Secretary to council; trains young notables
7. Police chief
8. A d v k r on viIlage roIls and accounts
9. Intermediary between judicial authorities
and Village Council
10. Intermediary between viIlage and administration; kccpcr of village seal; tax
collector

11. Executive notabIe
12. Civil status officer
11 Vid M i d Corn'[

1. Chief

2. Pdice chief
3. Finance officer
4. PubIic works officer
5. Civil status officer

IIZ

7958
1. Chief
2. Deputy c h i
3. Finan~tofficer

4. Policc chief
5. Civil status o h r

appointed by the provincial authorities for an indefinite period, and this
council persisted through most of the period under consideration here. An
attempt was made to draw the membership from thc different hamlets. The
chairman referred to throughout this study as the village chief r ~ a sman
from A p Dinh-B." He served as general coordinator and executive of the
Village Council, with an assistant chairman called the dcputy chief, a landowner from Ap Moi. The police agent, a landowner from Ap Nhon Hau,
2.

1-here is a profi!e of the village chief in Chapter lo.
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was responsible for maintaining law and order in addition to serving as
chief of the Self-Defense Guards and the Hamlet Guard, and he described
himself as one oE the district intelligcnce officers. Collection of taxes and
upkeep of village financial records were the major responsibilities of the
finance officcr, a member of the Duc family and a rcsident of Ap Dinh-B;
the civil status officer, one of Ong Kc Hien's twin sons, who lives in Ap Moi.
recorded vital statistics and also scrved as village information officer.
During the 1956-62 period, other innovations were introduced. All
members of the Village Council for the first time were required to undergo
some training at T a n An, which lasted about a month, and participants
followed a set schedule with classes in administrative matters, propaganda
(anti-Communist for the most part), and self-criticism in which fellow students wcre supposed to point out each other's faults. T h e village chief contended that councillors continued to employ this technique in the village.
Salarics were raised in 1958-T h e village chief's salary increascd 66 per cent,
the deputy chief received 11 per cent more, the police agent 62 per cent.
thc finance councillor 17 pcr cent, and the civil status officcr 2 2 per cent.
Hamlet chiefs and other civil servants' salaries remained the same.s
Late in 1959 the finance councillor resigned, and the village chief assumed
his responsibilities. T h e deputy chief subsequently was appointed to the
newly revived position of canton chief, and his functions temporarily were
taken over by the village chicf until a new member was appointed. Finally,
the civil status position was abolished, and the duties associated with it were
absorbed by the village chief, By 1961, the Village Council had dwindled
to three members, the smallest in village history (see Table 14).
T h e role of the hamlet chicf in the village has remained relatively unchanged. H e is selected by the Village Council, usually from a family of
good reputation. The Ap Cau hamlet chief (who in 1962 was arrestcd as a
Viet Cong committee lcader, but subsequently was released) is a well-to-do
landowner; the remaining five hamlet chiefs arc tenant farmers. T h c major
function of the hamlet chief is to act as liaison betwccn the Village Council
and residents of his hamlet, and since r 9.58 thcy have become responsible to
the police agcnt in mattcrs of security. When new programs are being implemented, the hamlet chicf, either directly or through the heads of the fivefamily groups, cxplains the aim of the program and thc rale of the villagers
in it. Also, from time to time the hamlet chief organizes mectings of the
five-family heads to disseminate any news or propaganda received from the
village information agent.
3- Woodruff, pp. 47-49.

TABU'14, Adminimtive Organization of Khanh Hau, 1961
Village Cmnn'l
Village Chief
/
/
/
/

/'

/

/

Police Agent
Fiaance CoumUor
( d o finctiolu ar youth and m t i m mvnci~od

Two wistantr, onc for information and one fbr youth

CImk

/

Nalioml Rtuohtionary Movement Par&

/

'

/

ViI1t~gd' ~ ~ m i b s
Republican Youth
Self-Defense Guards Women'm Social Solidarity Movement
Rural Dcfenae Gusrda L r d Aaweiation
Women's Paramilitary Steering Committee for Communist Denunciatiw
CommitteeforProtection of the Hameat (when needed)
Agrarian Reform Committee
Agricultural Credit Cornmitttc
Comrnittec on Taxes
Manhal Duc Tomb Rcmnstnrction Committee
I

/

I

Hamlct Chief
Ap Dinh-A

Hamlet Chief
Ap Dinh-B

Hamlet Chicf
Ap Moi

HamItc Chkf
Ap Cau

I

~ivc-~amily'
Group Heads
Pi-FamiIy Groups

Villagu Baktioual Fm'tith~
Nguym Huph h e Primary School
Secondary Level Cfasaes
Kindergarten

M e t Chief

ApNhonHau

Hamlet Qlief
Ap Thu TUU
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When a village project is being mrried out in his hamlet, the chief usualIy
acts as overseer. During the construction of the canal in Ap Thu Tuu, the
hamlet chief was kept busy trying to find drinking water for the workers
and listening to the complaints of landowners who opposed the canal.
Hamlet chiel3 also pass on requests received from residents m the Village
Council. When families of Ap Cau and Ap Nhon Hau decided they would
like a b m c h of the primary school in Ap Nhon Hau, they met with Ong
Ke Hien and their hamlet chiefs who approved it and submitted it to the
Village Council.
Traditionally, welfare for individuals or individual families has been
more the d a i r of the hamlet chief than the Village Council.' In 1958 the
VilIage Council once ordered a hamlet chief to organize a fund colIection
for a pregnant woman with an infirm husband and a child hospitarized with
hepatitis. Without prodding Erorn the council, however, the Ap Dinh-A
hamlet chicf collected cash and rice for a kin group in which a brother and
sister died of the same i l l n e s ~Shortly
.~
after, the hamlet chid of neighboring
Ap Dinh-B organized relief for the destitute family of the barber (mentioned earlier) who was jailed aftcr a fatal fight with a neighbor.
In addition to administrative duties, hamlet chiefs have roles in the Cult
of the Guardian Spirit. They assist in organizing the rituals at the dinh and,
like the councillors, they have a fixed place in the kowtowing. At the Ap
Nhon Hau dinh the hamlet chiefs of Ap Cau and Ap Nhon Hau have a
particularly important role. Three of the four annual rituals held at both
dinh are on the same day, making it impossible for members of the Village
Council to be present at the Ap Nhon Hau rituals, so they are represented
by the hamlet chiefs.
The changes in the Village Council since 1953 have not met with the
complete approval of many villagers. particularly former members of the
council. Several of the ex-village chieh complained that the councilIors had
simply become civil servants with stipendiary roles that lack prestige, and
the titles were arid-that is, without the title huong there was no aura of
honor and dignity. A group of older men, many of whom had served on
the council, laughed heartily when one noted that "the people used to be
the servants of the Village Council, now the Village Council is the servant
of the people."
Thcre also were indications that because of the insecurity, village gentry
4- The creation of the Spring Tree cclcbration, explained later in this chapter, has
altered this mmewhat.
5. A profile of this famiIy is included in Chaptcr lo.
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were less desirous of holding council positions. Several times during the
research, the village chief frankly expressed his distaste for the job, and
after many requests that he be allowed to resign, he w a s permitted to do so
in i 962. His successor accepted the position under protest, unhappy that he
was unable to remain with his family in the village after dark. T h e slaying
of the police agent and the arrest of the Ap Cau hamlet chief also increased
the apprehension of those holding public office.

THECOUNCIL
HOUSE
The Council House in Ap Dinh-A is in wthat is considered the "center"
of the village-the vicinity of the dinh, primary school. and military stockade (see Fig. I). I t is of mderate size and has a wood frame and plank walls;
in 1959 the exterior was faced with concrete to prevent dust and rain frm
entering the innumerable chinks. T h e roof is thatched, and the front of the
building has louvered doors, opened about eight o'clock by the clerk and
lacked at six in the evening by the last one to leave. As part of the 1959
refurbishing the interior walls were whitewashed, and the pounded-earth
Aoor was covered with bricks.
The inta-ior of the Council House is a curious combination of the sacred
and the secular. In the rear there is a Iarge altar dedicated to the "venerable
ancestors"--&ceased
members of the Cult Committee. It contains thc usual
altar accouterment: incense burner, candles, vases, and offering places, as
well as sizable tablets on which the names of thc honored dead are written
in Sin-Vietnamese calligraphy. On either side of the altar are racks, each
containing twelve symbolic weapons intended to ward off evil spirits. I n the
rear corners of the room are large hardwood beds on which councillors from
other hamlets may take midday naps, and during village celebrations the
beds serve as platforms on which f d offerings are placed or where the
musicians sit. The beds arc somewhat hidden by two light wood cabinets
which resemblc French armoires and are used for village records and storing stationery. Jn front of the altar a low octagonal table with glass top,
surrounded by carved chairs, occupics the place of honnr where guests or
high vcncrables are served tca. At the entrance there is a Iong table flanked
by equally long benches, used for the most part by rnemhers of the Village
Council when they are present. Four desks complete the f u r n i s h i n ~ n e
for thc clerk who usually is busy with his archaic, clattering typerwiter, the
others for councillors or villagers who requirc- a place to fill in applications,
registrations, and other forms.
The Council House also is a village gathering place. In addition to vil-
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lagers who go there for administrative reasons, thcre often is a group of men
horn nearby hamlets, particular1y during the dry season, gossiping and discussing ncws, crops, and weather. They sometimm are joined by hamlet
chiefi who are expected to report to the council periodically, and high
venerables who drop in to chat with the council~orsor assist in planning
village celebrations. These gatherings lend an informal atmosphere to the
Council House. Although the village chief and his deputy spend more time
there than do other members of the council. they have no set scheduIe, often
absenting themselves -use
of £amor family responsibilities.
AGRICULTURAL
AFFAIRS
The Village Council has a variety of responsibilities related to agriculture; it passes agricultural information on to higher authorities and disseminates information received from them. It also handles rent adjustments
and in 1958 tried to cope with the w a t a crisis. Such government enterprises
as the Agrarian Reform and Agricultural Credit Programs require cooperation from the Village Council for successful implementation. It also had a
role in organizing the unsuccessful Village Agricultural Cooperative as well
as its successor, the Farmers' Association, and the council functions as liaison
between the village and the Fundamental Education school.
During the first three months of 1958 the Village Council received from
fifty to seventy requests from higher authorities for information on agricultural activities in Khanh Hau. In January the district chief requested an
estimate of the total number of agricultural credit loans and total amount
that would be needed during the coming year. At the same time, the interprovincial tax inspector sought information on businesses in the village, and
a district office asked for data on communal land, waste land, idle land, and
the number of uninhabited houses. T h e Agrarian Reform Agency wanted to
know how many Iandlords had title to more than loo hectares, and one
provincial agency had to know the number of horses between the ages of 5
and 6. Estimates on the volume of the last paddy harvest and the amount
of paddy earmarked for sale outside the village was desired by the ProvinciaI
Agricultural Service, and this was folIowed by a provincial agency's request
for information on the number of rice milk and sawmills and the number
of building permits issued during the past year. A district agency wanted to
h o w the number of 1958 licenses of a11 types thus far issued in the village,
and Civil Action asked for a gcneral census concerning family income.
standard of living, educational facilities, and the number of illitmtes. With
the last rcquest, the village chief complained that while much information
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was easily supplied, it would take the council considerable time to determine such things as standard of living. His chagrin was heightened with rcccipt of a special letter sent to all villages by the district chief admonishing
the councils for inaccurate reports. Too often, the district chief wrote, councils indulge in imaginary reporting-"pull ing figures from the sky."
According to 1Voodruff.a the Vietnamese government relics heavily on
administrative channels to disseminate information. and the Village Council
passes along considerable information concerning agricultural matters. Farly
in 1958, most of this information came from the Dcpartrnent of Land and
Agrarian Reform. r l notice of intent to survey all lands was sent to the village, and the council was directed to post it in a public place. This was followed by other brief communications a b u t aspects of the program and a
note emphasizing the need for "counter-propaganda," advising the Village
Council to forward questions raised by the farmers to the district headquarters. The district chief also forwarded an announcement from the secretary of Land and Agricultural Rcform explaining proccdurcs for obtaining
public lands from the government. Additional instructions relating to application for public lands followed, and with one set of instructions was included a notice to avoid cutting timber as part of a national effort to conserve existing rvoodlands. Other information received concerned rental rates
for multicrop fields and a tract recommending a spccific brand of chcmical
fertilizer approved by the Institut Pasteur in Saigon. The general commissariat for Agricultural Extension also sent a warning that any villagers
who attempt to reselI animals purchased from the government would be
punished.
In years of lean harvests, village tradition calls for a rent reduction which
normally is a matter for landlord and tenant to resolvc. 145th the severe
drought of 1958, however, the district chief authorized the Village Council
to form an agricultural committee for the purpose of making "on-the-spot"
adjustments. The committee included thc village chief, several other members of thc Village Council, two landlords, and two tenants. They tourcd the
village, examining the state of thc crop just before harvcst, and of the loo
claims submittcd, 70 adjustments were made with no appeals to higher
arbitration.
T h e 1958 drought also stimulated Village CounciI action to mect the
need for potable water as well as water for crops. Since some villagers had
begun to usc canal watcr for cooking and tea-increasing the danger of
cholera-the village chief requested aid from the district chief in bringing
6. Pp-215-33.
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water to the village. Army trucks already .were transporting potable water
horn the deep weIh in Tan An to villages in the surrounding area, and on
&s
from the district chief, they hror~ghtseveral truck loads to Khanh
Hau.
Most village projects classified as "public works" have to do with agriculture, and since 1937 many have been carried out in conjunction with the
School of Fundamental Education. The most successful of these were completed when Nguyen Van Mung was dircctor of the school. Living in the
village and working closely with the Village Council and the venerables.
he initiated the successful Tuong Khanh canal project which served as a
model for the Ap Thu Tuu canal. Relations between the council and school
were very close, and a spirit of optimism pervaded the annual meeting of
the school staff and villagers in November i g58.
In the months that followed, however, relations between the village and
the school became strained. Nguyen Van hfung had been replaced by a
director who lived in Cholon, and the staff of the school had removed themselves to the gleaming new buildings on the national highway. Although the
school staff had restricted themselves very much to the administrative center
of the village in Ap Dinh-A, they now made only ocasional visits to the
primary school. The Village Council was annoyed by &-lung'sdismissal, and
felt sIighted when thc school staff members visiting the primary school failed
to make a protocol visit to the Council H o w .
In the early months of 1939 several incidents aggravated the situation.
On one occasion the school dircctor hired some twenty village laborers to
dig a reservoir. When payment for the work was not forthcoming, the
laborers sought thc aid of the village chief who appealed to the province
chief, who in turn ordered thc school to compensate the workers immediately. Several additional occurrences resulted in loss of face for the school.
Unable to repair thcir broken gasoline-powered pump, some of the school
staff asked the assistance of village farrncrs, promising to let them use it.
When several villagers did repair the pump, news of it spread, and it was
considered something of a joke. Also, villagers and mcmbers of the council
visited one of the school's rice cultivation projects and found the results disappointing. T h e deputy chief told \\loodruB: "They showed us how to plow,
spread seeds, and what level of water to usc, but their output was not as
high as that of the villagers." 7 The deputy chicf also expressed the council's
intention to request no further assistance from the Provincial Agricultural
Service or thc SchooI of Fundamental Education. By 1962 relations between
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the school and the Village Council had improved, although lack of security
prevented them from initiating any new projects in most parts of the village.

Khanh Hau, as all other Vietnamese villages, is responsible for its own
budget. It is prepared by the finance councillor and submittd to the Village
Council for approval, after which it is presented to the province chief prior
to the new fiscal year, which is the calendar year plus twenty days. Woodruff describes the processing of the budget in the following passage:
Budget processing for Khanh Hau rcquired at least two months. After
the entire Council had sipped the draft, it was forwarded through channels to the provincial budget officer in the provincial headquarters. As
explained by this oficer, his major task concerned checking the arithmetic. Upon completing his review he would return it through channels to the village for final drafting which consisted of preparing four
copies "in ink" to be resubmitted for final approval by the Province
Chief. Although this procedure should be completed prior to the beginning of the calendar year, for 1958 thc budget officer had not received
the final copies by the 28th of March. Delays as such seemed to be accepted as part of the village-provincial budget system, and insofar as
this observer could determine it seemed to have no adverse cfFect on
administration in Khanh Hau.
Once in effect, the village officials were responsible for balancing the
budget, and this was done in a relatively easy fashion. When a deficit occurred, the budget was put back in balance merely by adding the amount to
the revenue column of the budget form as "subventions" from the province.
The district chief pointed out that only three of the nine villages in the
district did not need subventions because they had extensive communal
paddy land.
Sources of village revenues include those from village property (communal lands, garden plots, pagoda Iand and dinh land); tax surcharges on
paddy land, garden plots, farmstead sites, and houses; licenses, animal tax.
vehicle tax, fines, and fees of various types; contributions for v i l l a s cclcbrations; loans; and subventions. Benveen 1956 and 1958 the major local
source of revenue was from cong dien, village communal paddy land, but
this income was diminishing. In 1958 the provincial authorirics issued a
decree that cong dien rentals rs.ould be reduced lccause of thc drought. In
8-
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addition, the province chief decided to adjust cong dien rents to the rates
set in the Agrarian Reform Program rather than by competitive bidding
which might raise the rentals. The end result was a g o per cent reduction
in these revenues--from 27,1583VN in 1957 to PO,OOO$ in 1958. When open
bidding was reinstated in 1959, however, the revenue increased to 35,000$
( 4 2 h e r s attended the bidding for the 19 lots, the largest of which was
1.2 hectares, and the rent 1vas fixed at 403 per gia of paddy harvested).
Village officials lament that the village is "poor" because its relatively
small amount of communal land provides small revenues.%Before World
War I1 the village ceded 2 hectares to a neighboring village in an agreement
with the provincial authorities and in 1958, as the result of a decision made
at the provincia1 level, r j hectares were leased to the School of Fundamental
Education on a Iong-term basis. This diminished the cong dien by go per
cent, and some of the poor tenant farmers complained. Although communal
land in principle is for the needy (and is intended for welfare rather than
for revenues), in recent years the police agent and village ckrk, both of
whom are landowners, were among the renters.
During the 195658 period, assistance from the provincial budget increased steadily, amounting to 56 per cent by 1958. Interesting too is the fact
that mxes on animals produced increasing revenues, and by the end of the
period t h ~ ysurpassed the tax on private paddy fields as a source of village
income. The taxes imposed by the village actually arc surcharges of existing
taxes set by the provincial and central governments. The taxable possessions
and rates are fixed by the higher authorities each year, and the village
simply adds to them to gain its own revenues.
Tax payments on paddy land are rnade in three ways for most vilhgrrs.
The villager can pay his taxes at the Council House either voluntarily or
after being warned by village or district authorities. A village representative
-the finance councillor or perhaps the village clerk-might go directly to
the taxpayer's house (as the security situation worsened, this involved having
an armed guard). The taxpayer may pay directly into the provincial measury, a practice common for most nonresident landlords. The exception is
Ong Hue, the largest landowner and resident of Saigon, who authorized the
village chief to coIlect the tax due from the cash payments of rent made by
each tenant.
As already indicated, the tax assessment depends on the quality of paddy
,

g. In thc section on land use in Chaptcrr 2 it was pointed out that communal Iand
in Khanh Hau is 1.83% of the total area cultivated, somewhat lcss than the pre-World

War I1 ~ t i m a t c daverage of 3% for southern Vietnam
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land in terms of its produ~tivity,'~
the basic tax rate, and the village and
provincial surcharge rates. Woodruff l1 not= that between 1956 and 1958
none of these varied, and (according to the village clet-k) a former finance
councillor had put all paddy land in the village into the higherquality
levels, and although these were known to be inaccurate they remained unchanged, apparently to obtain the maximal revenue. In 1959, however, tax
rates on paddy land did diminish somewhat as a resuIt of the 1958 drought,
and the Village Council was authorized to make reductions of rent, which
had been done a£ter a tour of the village to inspect the state of the crops.
All house sites are taxcd, but only houses with tile roofs arc taxed, and in
1957 there were gq such houses on thc village rolls. Each w-as levied ng-703
VN, and of this, 5.qo$ as for the central government, io.80$ for the provincia1 government, and 13.505 for thc village (a surcharge rate of 250 per
cent of the national tax). Licenses were required of some gcneral goods
shops, and both Chinese pharmacists had to have special licenses. Surcharge
taxes on buffalo and oxen are 15$, on horses 40s.
In examining the question of timing and delinquency in tax payments,
\ V d r u f f draws the following conclusions:

This examination of the rice field tax collections was designed to
provide some additional insights into the financial &airs in Khan Hau
Vilhge. Emphasis was placcd on analyzing the pattern of payments
made by the resident landowners. The examination showed the timing
of tax payments. It was found that the tax ycar itself did not provide a
significant proportion either of the total assessment or of the amount
collected during the first eo months of tax payments. The major peak
in tax payments occurred from 12 m 14 months after the initial collections. Contrary to what might have becn anticipated, smaller landowners seemed to have been more responsive during the first year than
the larger landowners. However, by the end of the total period exam10. Since 1956, a committee, appointed by the provincc chiefs in the various regions
(south, central, and highlands) have determined this classification, and in 1958 there were
the following gradations:

Class
Superior
First
Second

Third
Fourth
Fifth
11.
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.zm-700
7-5m

I
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ined, smaller taxpayers were as a group more delinquent. This held
u u c also in the identification of the "chronic delinquents." those landowners who had failed to pay taxes for two consecutive years. Although
the range itself for the derinquent group extended far into the larger
landowner portion, the majority of the resident delinquents were the
smaller taxpayers.
Concern about the lack of satishctory tax collections obviously had
been expressed many times and in many ways by the higher officials.
Various devices ranging from praise to threats against the public officials, and from court suits to crop seizures against the villagers had
been proposed, if not employed. These variations or these experiments
indicated some bewilderment among the officials. In sharp contrast with
the higher authorities, Khanh Hau village officials displayed little concern either about rice field tax collections or improvements in the
overall tax system. Various factors might have brought about this Iack
of interest, such as: (1) awareness of the availability of hancial assistance from the highcx authorities; (2) unsympathetic identification of
tax collection with central governmental rather than with village welfare; and (3) preference for a system of contributions rather than an
expansion of the tax program even for village activities.lZ
Village expenditures are carefully recorded, and any expenditure excecding PODS VN must have the advance approval of either the district or province chief. (Tablc 15, derived from tables of monthly expenditures prepared by \Voodruff,la indicates how available funds are allorated.) Salaries
of thc councillors, which according to the village records began on a regular
basis in August 1957, wcrc paid only sporadically, owing to lack of funds.
According to membcrs of the council, late salary payments are chronic, and
they are forced to pay the clerk and laborers, as well as many other pressing
expenses, out of their own poclcts. When the President of the Republic
visited the village in a tour of the area, the village chief paid the cost of
arches and a tribune, for which he would presumably be reimbursed by the
provincial budget when funds became available.
Early in 1957 the salaries of the canton secretary and the messenger were
eliminated. In 1938 hamlet chieh began receiving regular monthly payments, and in I 959 the Self-Defense Guards' salaries were increased and
were paid monthly. Between 1956 and 1958, minor payments for such things
Pp. 118-22.
13. P. loa
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TABLE
15. Annual Village Expenditures, 19561958

Council
Qerk
Hamlet chiefs
Laborers
Stationcry
Office equipment
Lighting
Ceremonims
Chuncil travel
Canton secretary
Canton me-

Sell-Defense Guard
Information agent
Youth programs
Education

Election lists
Communist Denunciation Committee

2,595
9,600
1,200

516
5.400

1,451

600
315

223

First aid agent
Travel, cult committeef
Militaryf
Public opinion

Box
Meat inspection
Stamp
Information rnatcrid

Extra expenditures

2,m

Expenditure for other than annual ceremonies such as those beId in the dinh.
tFor a ddcgation of venerable to attend a graduation c e r e m ~ m yof a training
Icaduship for rural youth at the disfrict headquarters in Thu Thua.
Travd far draftees.

of

as travcl, stationery, and illuminating gas for the Council House had been
regularized. There also were intermittent "ad hoc" expenses for a ceremony
honoring Marshal Duc, uniforms for the Self-Defense Guards, materials for
the Communist Denunciation Committee, and travel expenses for the SelfDefense Guards to attend a rally in a neighboring province and for the
soccer team captain to attend a youth meeting. Between 1960 and 1962,
expenditures associated with increased security measures rose considerably.
The membership of thc Self-Defense Guard rose from a b u t 15 to over loo.
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Ad hoc expenditurcs during this period were for morc uniforms for the
Self-Dcfcnse Guards and additional materials for the Communist Denunciation Committee. Although implementation of the Strategic Hamlet Program was being largely financed by
funds and villagers' contributions, it nonetheless meant additional expenditure by the village.
WoodruffI4points out that "in view of the limited role of self-government
in Khanh Hau it was not surprising to see the systematic and frequent check
made on village financial activities." These checks are in the form of
monthly, quarterly, and annual reviews. At the end of every month the
rcceipt books, which are the financial records of the village, are carried to
the district chief's ofice for his review, after which the village is notified
that the records will be returned. T h e quarterly review is similar in procedure, but the records are submitted to the provincial administration, and
a standard form is provided to systematize the information. T h e annual
report, submitted to the district and forwarded from there to the province,
is a single-page statement entitled "Condition of Taxes and Revenues."

One of the most important functions of the Village Council is to maintain
order in the village, and while this has been expanded to include matters of
political security, traditionally it simply meant punishing the guilty and
arbitrating disputes. Crimes are rare in Khanh Hau. Most disorders are
torts, and there are numerous conflicts between individuals and families.
In the traditional VilIage Council, justice was a matter for the Huong
Chanh, and the usual procedure was for the accused and accuser to swear to
the truth of their statements before the altar of the Guardian Spirit of the
Village. Each would have a live chicken, and as they made their oaths, they
would cut or tear off the chickens' heads, begging the Guardian Spirit to
strike them dead if they lied. Traditional punishments were cane thrashings
for ordinary villagers and fines for notables.
In general, villagers attempt to resolvc their difficulties themselves. When
a difference remains unresolved, it usually comes to the attention of the
five-family group head or the hamlet chief. Either can arbitrate, and should
the decision prove unsatisfactory, it is taken to the Village Council. Rarely
is a case appealed beyond this level. Villagers fear having their problems
presented to harsh or cold strangers at the district tribunal. T h e council also
prefers to keep village problems from district authorities whose legal cleci14. I'p.
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sions are too rigid, and having Khanh Hau disputcs recorded there would
cause the village to lose face.
Bctwecn August 1956 and M a y 1958, an estimated sixty to ninety cases
-three or four each month-ruere
brought to the Village Council for
arbitration. For the most part they concerned marital relationships, family
Ian&, irrigation problems, physical assaults, rent issues, and land use. At
first glance it is surprising that family problems should be included, since
thcrc are strong sanctions against airing them in public. Villagers feel strongly
that difficulties between membcrs oE the family should be rcsolvcd within
the family, and usually this is the responsibility of the truong toc in collaboration with order male and female mcmbm. In examining the recorded
cases, however, with the exception of some disputes over land, family problcms are marital-between airma1 rather than consanguineous kin.
While most disputes come to thc attention of the Village Council thmugh
a hamlet chief, some are brought to the council directly, cither in writing
or, more commonly, orally. One example of a writtcn complaint is tbc
following letter:

T o lodgc a complaint:
My namc is Vo T h i Chinh, I submit this application to the Village
Council to sohe a probIem of hails in which Madame Huong Ro Dien
has been involved with mc.
The hui will last for 500 days. So far there are in a 1 six openings but
she has contributed only once and rnisscd the fivc others. I have asked
her many times for money, but she has always promised to pay me latcr.
I have no money to pay other participants: they are very dissatisfied.
M a d a m e Huong Bo Dien still refuses to pay me in order that I may
pay others.
Now I submit this application to request a solution from the Village
Council. Thank you very much.

In principle, any member of the Villagc Council may hear a case. The
police chief, however, in declaring to a villager. "Don't bring it to rnc unlcss
it's 'bloody,' " made it clear that he prefers to deal only with criminal
offcnscs. The Self-Defense Guard which is under his control, however, serves
as an a m of the law in the village and m a y be called upon when necded
regardless of the gravity of the difficulty. When disputes are brought to the
Council House, whichevcr ccouncillor is prescnt may arbitrate. Proccdurcs
I;.

!ke Chaptcr 6 and Appendix Il.
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are informal. The disputing parties usually stand on opposite sides of the
ram, and each presents his version of the case. Wimesses for either or both
then arc heard.
Part of the pattern is for the arbi~atorto appear somewhat disinterested,
often continuing to read a document or carry on some business with another
villager or the village clerk. The Village Chief employs two techniques. One
is to invoke a moral message, the other is to treat the situation lightly;
sometimes he combines them. For example when Ong Ke Hien brought action against a tenant farmer for cutting down a banana tree on his property,
the village chief advised him to be lenient, noting that he already had abundant worldly goods, and mercy would befit the highest venerable. Ong Ke
Hicn was movcd by this argument and dropped the case.
The seeming facetiousness of the second technique appears to be a mechanism for preventing discussion from becoming too heated. In one case
concerning nonpayment of rent, the plaintiff, a woman known to be wellto-do and somewhat miserly, was becoming increasingly excited as she
explained her side of the case. The defcndant, in contrast, sat huddled, looking at the floor. Suddenly the village chief, who had been giving orders to
the clerk, motioned for the woman to stop. "hfadarn," he said calmly, "why
don't you forget the rend This man is poor, and if you are kind, perhaps
he will pray to Buddha for you in gratitude." After a pause he added, "You
are getting oId, you know, and you will need prayers more than money."
Everyone in the Council House laughed, the plaintiff became calm, and the
case was settled.
On another occasion, a woman from Ap Cau and her sister appeared at
the Council House with a complaint against their neighbor who, in the
course of an argument, struck her on the face. She pointed out to the village
chief that this man was known for his aggressiveness, and she emphasized
this by citing an incident during which he hit his own father. Since she
would require mcdical treatrncnt, she w a n t d hcr assailant to pay the bills.
The village chief agreed to give her a medical certificate to visit the clinic
in Tan An but was reluctant to pass judgment on the man's conduct. Another member of the ViIlagc Council advised her to forgct it, saying that
he ~vouldreceive his punishment "according to the principles of justice."
He also pointed out that perhaps the man already regretted his violence but
was t o o shy to ask forgiveness.
The woman, however, was not placated. She retorted that if she did not
bring charges against her neighbor he might rveli interpret this as a sign of
weakness and strilic her even harder should they argue again. She also added
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that having one side of h a face swollen as it was made her ugly, whereupon
the village chief suggested that she let her neighbor strike her on the other
side of the face so as to restore the balance. This brought laughter, wen
from the woman, and she agreed to drop her charges and accept the certificate for medical treatment.
Personal relationships are occrasionalIy invokcd as a means of influencing
the judge. In one such instance a young man was accused of behaving in a
very forward manner with a young woman of a ncighhoring family. The
defendant's mother pleaded on his behalf, and after presenting several
arguments for dropping the case, she pointed out that the presiding councillor was a kinsman of hers, and he therefore should bc lenient with hcr
son. The counci~~or
refused to be swayed, and the boy was fincd 405 VN.
A counciIlor m a y refuse to hear a case because one party is a kinsman or
close friend. On one occasion a munciI1or was approached by his younger
brother to hear a case, and the councillor refused, advising his brother to
forget a b u t it because it was nonsensical.
In Chapter 6 it was pointcd out that villagers consider duck raising on any
large scale impractical because of Iack of ponds and sufficient space for
sizable ilocks. It is interesting that two of the three 1957 property damage
cases in the village records concerned ducks. In one case the ducks swarmed
into a villager's field and ate some of the paddy; the owner of the flock, a
wealthy woman, offered to pay for the damage but the property owner
refused, saying that the ducks had purposely been let into the field. Being
wealthy, he argued, she could well afford to pay. In the discussion that
ensued, one of his kin struck the woman. The case reached the Village
Council but both sides refuscd to settle, and it w x continued indefinitcty.
Another case involved the head of a five-family group. A landowner had
killed some ducks in a flock that passed over his Gelds, and the five-family
head declared that he had witnessed no damage hy the ducks. The property
owner retorted that when he had asked the hvc-family head and the owner
of the ducks to keep them off his field, neither took action. T h e Village
Council ordered the landowner to apologize, and when he refused hc was
fined 40s VN. Also the penalty was posted in the Council House for a 1 to
see as a mark of his disrespect for council orders.
During this period, nine cases of physical violcnce were recorded with the
Village Council. One record simply consisted of a statement signed by a
man and his sister's son that they would refrain from quarreling. Another
case, brought to the council by a Self-Dcfense Guard, was against a girl who
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struck h a mother-in-law. She apologized and was fined 89. Another conm c d a charge by a young farmer that thc hamlet chief had assaulted his
father during an argument ~vhilcthe two were returning from a funeral.
Several days later, changed testimony of thc young man made it clear that
his fathcr had been intoxicated and fought with the hamlet chief when the
latter tried to assist him home. An example of appeal was a case in which
a woman found her child fighting with another child, and she slapped the
ather child's Eace, causing his nose to bleed. The Village Council ruled that
an apology would be sufficient, but the injured child's mother refused to
accept the v d i c t on the ground that there had been medical expenses. The
council changed i n decision, imposing a fine of loo$ for medicaI expenses.
Another rcported incident of physical violence involved a hamlet chief
who, during a struggle with a man and his wife, struck the woman, injuring
her bad1y. At the hearing in the Council House, the hamlet chief agreed
to pay the a,50o$ medical expenses (the highest expenses involved in any
recorded case). Anotha costly case concerned a dispute between tivo families
over a debt of n8$ which led to a fight, during which one of the wives xvas
injured. She asked for ~.ooo$,refusing a i ~ compromise
$
settlement suggested by the Village Council. When this happened, the council referred the
mse to the district chief.
Village records included thrce cases of land disputes, tivo of which, although lacking details, involved kin. One was a complaint written by a
young man who contendd that whilc he was in the army, his father's
younger brother had unfairly assumed control of family land. Another was
a dispute between a man and his younger brother's son (who was described
in the file as "rough") over some family land. No action had been taken in
either case. The remaining case involved a landlord who asked the council
to notify his tenants that their rent contracts wcre terminated; this came to
the council when the tenants refused to agree and requested a tweyear
extension.
There also are scveral recorded disputes over property. One concerned
ownership of a dog, and another was betwecn a man and his brother-in-law
over two houses. Disputes over water usage are many, although most are
resolved without recourse to the council. In one such case, Farmcr 14 contended that Farmer B tricked him into pumping water into his field. It
seems A's fields were removed from the stream, and B gave permission to
flow water through his fields. After one day of pumping, whcn B's field rms
W e d and the water was only beginning to run in A's field, B refused to
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allow A to continue pumping. The case went to the Village Council, then
to the district chief who ordered Farmer It to pay Farmer A I,OOO$.'~
Marital difficulties brought to thc attention of the Village Council included allegations of aduItery, desertion, and incompatibility. In one mse
a villager accused his wife of adultery, specifying that she had had relations
with another man on three occasions. When the Village CounciI summoned
her to present her defense, she failed to appear, and no action was taken.
Three desertion cases were recorded. A young bride had dcscrted her husband, going to Saigon with another man. The Village Council communicated with her, advising her to return, but she refused. Another woman left
her husband and took her children with her. In a meeting of thc husband,
wifc, and her parents at the Council House, the parents agreed to settle the
dispute within ten days. In the third case of desertion, the wife took 6 , o d
when she departed, and her rvhereahouts were unknown.
Village records contain several formal requests for separation. In one case
the separating couple met at the Council House with the hamlet chief, the
head of their five-family group, various kinfolk, and some neighbors. The
husband presented a written statement authorizing his wife to remarry.
Shortly thereafter, however, the couple decided to renew cohabitation (and
thc Village Chief pointed out that had they really wanted a separation, legal
action would have been necessary). Another case was somewhat more complicated. The wife made the request for separation on the ground that her
husband refused to work, but when the hamlet chief examined further, he
found that they had not actualIy been married, and also that on one occasion
she had threatened to kill him. The ViIIage Council decided to fine the
woman 405, whereupon she fled the village. When shc returned, the SelfDefense Guard took her into custody, but she was released when she and
her alleged husband agreed to a separation and property division.
lvoodruff l7 attcnded the hearing of one marital difficulty centered on a
girl of 18 who had just been married and refused to rcmain with her h u s
band. Thc boy, his parcnts, and the girl accompanied by her mother presented the case to the dcputy chief. The girl's mother declarcd the boy at
fault (noting that her own husband was opposcd to discussing the problem
before the Village Council; she, however, felt it had to be scttled even if it
meant going to court). T h e boy's father responded that the girl had left
her husband because he was ill. After a discussion concerning who was rcI ~ J .Wrnudruff,

I
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W b l e for dcaling with the girl-getting her to return to her husbandthe girl firmly declared that she would not rejoin him. If her parents would
not take her back, she would leave the village. She and her mother then
departed. The boy's father concluded that separation was inevitable, but
he wanted an agreement that his son could marry again. The boy's father
reminded the deputy chief that, although tradition prescribed that the girl
return the bride price, he would not demand it, in order to facilitate the
settlement.
Many villagers lament that the long years of war have disrupted the normally tranquil life of the village and that, in addition to breeding a great
deal of conflict, there also has been a lessening in the deeply rooted respect
villagers have always had for one another. Worst of all, there has been
violence, and wen before the violence of the 1 9 6 d 2 period, there xvae
several incidents that jarred village society. One occurred late in I gj g when
a fight between two villagers resulted in the death of one. A group of men.
including the jovial barber from Ap Dinh-B and a prosperous farmer from
the same hamlet, were drinking rice alcohol one warm afternoon, and the
two becarnc engaged in an argument. This ended in a fight during which
the barber pushed the farmer, who fell backwards, hitting his head on the
exposed root of an old tree. a f o r e medical assistance could be summoned,
the farmer died.
The police agent and other members of the council took the matter in
hand before the provincial police crame to take the barber to jail. Villagers
were shocked, and a group gathered in one of the shops agreed that the
barber was not to blame. When the village chief organized welfare for the
barber's almost destitute famiIy, most residents in the hamlet contributed
either cash or food, and Ong Re Hien donated twenty Iitas of rice. The
barber remained in custody for more than a month, after which the death
was ruled accidental. and he was released. In the meanwhile, however, his
shop had been dismantled by the landlord because rent had not k e n paid.
Again the Village Council rallied and col~ectedmoney for a new shop.
Another disturbing incident took place in M a y 1958 when a villager
attempted suicide, the first anyone could recall. "The Suicide," as everyone
referred tu him for a period, was a man of thirty, unmarried and living with
his mother in a small thatched house. He had bcen ernpIoyed as a driver
by one of the companies that operate jitneys from Tan An to My Tho, and
his neighbors described him as a poor man. They also pointed out that
although he had reached the age of thirty, he had not yet married, implying
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that this somewhat abnormal state might s h d some light on his state of
mind He had taken an overdose of sleeping pills which he had purchased in
Tan An, but before they could have their effect, his mother summoned help
Prior to taking thc pills, he r m t e a note addressed to the Village Council,
which read:

I accuse nobody
T o accuse somebody would cause much trouble
I have had enough of life, and I want to die
I have taken sleeping pills.

He also wrote another note expressing the following anomic sentiment:
I am discouraged with life on earth
I rvant to sce thc nether world
Nobody needs me
I shall kill myself.
The village chief talked with the man several times, but no other action was
takcn.
Since 1955, maintaining security (which means keeping the Viet Cong in
abeyance) has becomc a responsibility of the ViIIage Council. Numerous
organizations have been launched with the aim of genmting loyalty to the
central government, and anti-Communist propaganda has made its way into
many village celebrations. Anti-Communist slogans on banners, signs, and
pamphlets and shoutd horn sound trucks have hecome part of the village
scene. Support of the central government is the major themc of the National
Revolutionary h-iovement, which is the only oficial political party in the
village.18 Its membership includes most of the village leadas--members of
the Village Council and thc high vcnerables of the Cult Committec--and
it has its headquarters in Ong \'an's1s house near the primary school.
Recruiting members for the party is one responsibility of the Village
Council. During 1958 and 1959. at some of the largc village-sponsored gathering, speakers emphasized the neccssity ior villagers to join the party to
demonstrate their loyalty to the government and their will to fight the Viet
18. With the coup d'ctat of November 1, 1963, and the end 01 thc regime of President
Ngo Dinh Dicm, the National Revolutionary h11ovement was dishandcd.
ig. Ong Van is the villager who won ~.rwu,owS i r ~thc national lottcrry; his prohlc is
includcd in Chapter lo.

ao3
On these ocrasions the villagers appeared impassive. As far as
j. wuld he determined, membership in thc party was relatively smal1. and in
-1. spite of attractive programs such as the party cooperative to sell cheaper
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fertilizer to members, villagers still appeared reluctant to affiliate themselves
-;
openly with any political party.
I :
The most military of the new organizations is the Self-Defense Guard, all
! !: of whose members are from Khanh Hau. Centered in the Ap Dinh-A stockade, the Self-Defense Guard is under the direction of the police agent. Until
r 1959 there were about 15 guards, all vulunteers from poor families in the
-i
village, but with the increase in 'C'iet Cong activities in i g U n , young
- +.
: men horn all ranges of village society were pressed into service, s~velling
the ranks to over loo. They receive a monthly salary of goo$ VN and are
given black uniforms. When on duty they carry bolt-action rifles and eat
c and sleep in the stockade.
The Self-Defense Guards maintain observation pasts around the village,
;.- go on night patrols, and provide escorts when needed (e.g. councillors collecting taxes in Ap Nhon Hau). During the 19-2
period they had several
.i nocturnal cncounters with Viet Cong patrols. In one such clash the police
agent was slain, and in another a guardsman was killed. As indicated earlier.
-:the guardsmen sometimes bring quarreling villagers to the Council House,
'pand they also carry messagcs for the Village Council. They often participate
in such village projects as construction of the ncw pagoda honoring Marshal

1;

i-

Due.
The Hamlet Guard, which was replaced by the Rural Dcfcnse Guard in
1962. also was under the police agent. It was not voluntary nor were the
members paid. IVith few exceptions, membership was required of all village
-1 "youths" between the ages of 18 and 4;. Their primary duty was to stand
f night guard duty at various points throughout the village. Armed only with

:
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Wodmff, p. 146, quotes two speakers at such gatha-ngs in the following passages:

A revolution a n n o t be camed out by an a m p or by a security organization or a
police force but only by all citiacns, all the inhabitants of the countryside. Why are
we still far fmm being efficient in our fight against the Communists? Kccause we
have not s u c c d c r l in putting a11 the v i l l a p in the mmc ~ l i t i c a lorganization.
the National Revolutic~t~aryYovemrnt, and because tlle villagers still haw an
inrliffercnt attitude toward the anti-Communist pc~licy01 the government.
hipelf, wlwn I popularize the goven~mcntalpolicies, I directly partici~mtcin the
not you? Why arc you somewhat afraid of politics?
political life of our country.
Comfort )'OUISC~FCS. 1 would say. Since the top leadcr of the orgatlization-the National Rcvolutionar). ;\-louemcnt-is our President himself, any of p u who fails to
jnin shows evidcnce of his indillere~~cc
and could he regarded as guilty.
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poles e meters long and a short piece of rope, they were not intended to
engage in combat with Viet Cong patrols, but rather to signal the SelfDefense Guard on bamboo or w d e n drums placed around the hamIet.
The five-family groups, in addition to providing a mechanism for disseminating news and instructions, are designed to generate a spirit of cornmunal solidarity through mutual aid. Group leaders a h may be callcd upon
to arbitrate difficulties among members. It is through these groups that
attendance for meetings is rallied, and they are supposed to form a surveillance network in which the movements of strangers in the hamlet or suspicious activities of any member of the group are r e p r t e d to the leader
who in turn informs the hamlet chief. By and large, the operation of the
system is very uncven. Some groups are active while others are not. There
also is a pattern of frequent change of p u p composition, with the result
that some families have no idea to which p u p they belong.
In 1956 the central government launched a program to establish village
associations throughout the rural areas. Four associations were formed in
Khanh Hau-ne
each for men and women betrvccn the ages of 18 and 45,
another for those from 45 to 60. Membership in principle was voluntary,
but all were expected to join. There was a province committee as well as a
district committee, and at the village level there was a central committee
for each association. The village police agent served as the head of each
committee, and in each hamlet there was a committee under the hamlet
chief. T h e aims of the associations r v a e similar to thosc of the five-family
p u p a Officially they were designed to stimulate mutual aid, create more
community solidarity, and inducc more active participation in village afEairs.
Since the vilIage associations cut across five-family group lines, they were
supposed to be a supplementary means of maintaining security.
By 1959, the only active village association was that of thc younger men.
In addition to supplying recruits for the Self-Defense Guard, it also maintained a sma team. From time to time the police agent arranged to have
military physical culture instructors visit the village to lead the young men
in ~ilisthenics,and on scveral occasions the young men organimd wellattended concerts of classical Vietnamese music at the dinh. The young
women's association functioned more or less as an auxiliary to the young
men's association, and it had no program of its own. Villagers pointed out
that this was due to "the natural shyness of young women in the villa,ge."
The police agmt attributed the inactivity of the older groups to the fact
that they were too busy with households and farms to support the associations.
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Early in 1962, with the launching of the Strategic Hamlet Program in
the village, some organizations were changed, and plans were made for
establishing new ones. Thc village associations were replaced by the RepubI h n Youth group which includes all villagers between the ages of 18 and
35. By April 1962 some 40 residents of Ap Dinh A-B formed the initial
group, and plans were made to extend the organization into other hamlets
(Ap Nhon Hau, Ap Cau, and Ap Thu T u u still were very insecure-to
all intents and purposes under Vict Cong control). The Hamlet Guard was
replaced by the Rural Defense Guard which has the same form and functions. Also p h were drawn up for the 'Ct'omen's Social Solidarity Movement and a women's paramilitary organization intended to supplement the
Self-Defense Guard.'l The Village Council already had received notice that
registration of women betwcen the ages of 16 and go had begun at the
provincial headquarters. One of the primary propaganda vehicles in the
village is the Communist Denunciation Cornmittce, which consists of 24
members who, according to thc village chief, are drawn horn the "elite"
of the village (including a11 members of the council and some high vcnerables). Every Saturday evening there is a hamlet Communist denunciation
meeting, and the hamlet chief and five-family leaders arc responsible for
seeing that all male residents over 18 years are in attendance- On the fifteenth day of each lunar month thcrc is a gencraI Communist denunciation
meeting held at the dinh in Ap Dinh-A. The committee in collaboration
with thc informatiun agent organizes this mceting, and usually they provide
a speaker from Civic Action, the Civil Guard, or the ProvinciaI Information
Service. Villagers dutifully assist at these meetings, b u t most do not appear
particularly attentive. Some squat outside the dinh chatting in low tones
while a few read newspapers. AEta onc denunciation meeting, a young
farmm regaled his friends in one of the ncarhy shops by imitating the
speaker of the evening. In addition, the committee distributes posters and
banners, some of which exhort villagers to "love the fatherland" and "improve agricultural production," while others decry the "Communist crmks"
and "Viet Cong, engaging in pillage, assassination, and arson against their
compatriots."
EDUCATION

According to villagers, in 1925 the French administration constructed a
primary school in Ap Dinh-A and named it after Marshal Kguyen Huynh
41. After the coup d'etat on November I , 1963, the Republican Youth, the TVomen's
Soda1 Solidarity hiovement, and the planned women's paramilitary organization wcrt
abolished by the new government.
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Duc. It consisted of three classrooms and offered instruction in the first three
grades of the five-grade \'ietnamesc primary education. Idate in 1945, when
the Japanese had withdrawn from Vietnam and the Vict Minh assumed
temporary control of the village administration, the school was burned.
Several months later, the villagers rallied and constructed a new woden
school with a thatched roof. Xn lgqg two classrooms were added, and several
teachers were hired to expand the course of instruction to five grades, p a mitting vilhge children to receive the primary education certificate.
That same year the ncw director of the primary school launchcd a campaign to raise funds for the construction of a more substantial school building. The villagers responded enthusiastically with practically every family
in the vilIage donating some money. The central government allotted 50,ooo$ VN, enabling construction of a fiveclassroom masonry building with
a corrugated iron roof. In 1932 Ong ?'an, the tenant farmer who had won in
the national lottery, generously contributed i go,mo$ for the construction
of an additional five-classroom building with a large concrete water tank
abutted. Late in 1958 the school acquired another frame building when the
UNESCO School of Fundamental Education abandoned its original quarters
and rnovcd to the new buildings constructed beside the national highway.
At prcsent the Nguyen Huynh Duc schml consists of three long buildings,
each containing fivc r:lassrooms, arranged in a compound. The central area
is shaded by trees and serva as a playground.= In 1945 the enrollment was
izo, rising to 636 by 1950, and in 1939 it increased to 778, approximately
halt of whom were girls. Pupils come from all of thc hamlets as well as from
thc neighboring villages of Tan Hoi and Loi Binh Nhon. In spite of the
constant physical expansion of the school, thcre corltinucs to be a shortage
of classrooms, necessitating use of the dinh and the rear section of the Ap
Moi pagoda.
Primary education is free, and although the hfinistry of Education supplies a limited number of textbooks, most pupils must provide their own.
T h a e is no library, nor is there a refectory. Pupils living in Ap Dinh-A, Ap
Dinh-B, and ncarby sections of Ap Moi go home for their midday meal, but
those from distant parts of the village and neighboring villages carry their
own food. At noon the children gather in thc shade around the schoolyard
and the dinh to eat from metal containers or banana-leaf wrappings. Most
have rice garnished with a bit of fish, pcrhaps a cooked vegetable, and
usually a condiment such as crushed fermented pork or fish sauce. Orlly a
2s. Boys seem to pn.fc.r tag. kicking m
girk usual1y play j x k s or jump rope.

r baIIs, cricket figha, and races, while the

I
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few have meat. Some children purchase f d horn the vendors who set up
small stands near the school, and others purchase sandrvichcs in ncarby shops.
T h e curriculum is the standard primary school procgram prepared by the
Ministry of Education in Saigon. Prior to 1958 the Provincial Education
Service was directly responsible for administration of the schml, and the
provincial budgct paid teachers' salaries. W h e n the School of Fundamental
Education was established, it assumed technical responsibility for courses
at the primary school. This proved fortunate for Khanh Hau; the security
situation was making it increasingly dificult to get teachers in the villages,
and g of the 15 teachers at the Nguyen Huynh Duc school were provided by
the School d Fundamental Education (and it paid their salaries).
Also in 1958 the Village Council began to take a more active interest in
: the primary schooI, chiefly, according to I V o d r ~ f fbecause
,~
of community
f
dissatisfaction with the administration of the xhool. The village chief out.
lined the history of conflicts between thc parents and the school directors:
. - the first director was too old and had little contact with the parents; the
second director was too young, and he aroused the ire of the parents by
allegedly keeping the tank water for his own uses, giving the pupils canal
water. At the request of thc parents he was transferred. T h e current director
is more popular because he organized a prize-giving ceremony, but he failed
! to invite thc high venerables to the 1958 prcsentatiun.
I Interest in schml &airs has resulted in considerable cooperation between
the Villa,ge Council and the schuol director. T h e council sought to aid the
school in obtaining some equipment promised hy thc province chief, and
the finance councillor served as special chairman on a cornmittce to raise
funds for the school. 'The council also allowed thc school to use spacc in
the dinh and the pa,@a
for classroms. The school has reciprocated by
assigning three tcachcts to assist in the village census, and the school's Boy
Smut troop participates in major village celebrations. Members of thc ViiIage Council also are invited to thc annual prize awards at the end of the
school year.
The prize-giving ceremony held in 1959 was a mixture of religious ritual,
anti43mmunist propaganda, awards for scholastic merit, and entertainment
by the pupils. T h e province chief was represented by his deputy, a young
army captain. The district chief, members of the Village Council, and several
high venerables had places oC honor in the front of the room, near a temporary altar with the usual large brass incense burncr, candles, vases filled
with flowers,and scveral offering plates piled with fruit. T h e first act of the
;

2%

Pp. s5%64.
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ceremony was to honor the dcccased school teachers. The school director,
the deputy province chief, and the district chief, holding burning joss, kowtowed before the altar. After this brief rituaI, the school director addressed
the assembly, giving thanks to the honored guests for their assistance. T h e
district chief then read a messagc from the President of the Republic, and
the dcputy province chief followed with a speech decrying thc disastrous
effects of Communism in the schools--" the pupils become treacherous toward
friends and disrespectful toward parents." Before the awards a voice from
a hidden microphone sounded: "At the present time, Communist North
Vietnam is burdcned with hardships. Our south is peaceful." T h e guests
presented the awards to deserving pupil, and the celebration ended with
song and dances by the pupils.
In 1957, Nguyen Van Mung, the first director of the School of Fundamental Education, organized a class of primary school graduates for instruction at the sixth-grade level-secondary education in the Vietnamese system. At that time, only a very small number of Khanh Hau children continued on to the secondary level. In addition to being costly, many families
felt that secondary eduation was not essential. Also, conditions in most
village houses are not conducive to serious study; lighting is very poor and
there is a lack of privacy (in only a few houses are there any books).
Six of the sixty primary school graduates registered in Mung's first class,
and aftcr Mung's departure one of the former primary school directors
assumed responsibility for the courscs. By September 1958 there were 41
students bcing instructed by five teachers, all of whom had regular teaching
posts in other Long An provincc secondary schools. By village standards.
tuition is rathcr high-16o$ for the sixth grade and i70Q for the seventh.
Currently, with thc approval of the Village Council, classes are held in a
Quonsct hut constructed by the French trmps near the Council House, and
variously used by the staff of the School of Fundamental Education and the
Self-Defense Guards.
In addition to establishing a secondary school in Khanh Hau, Nguyen
\'an Mung also madc it possible for the village to have its first kindergarten.
Before leaving the village he turned over to the village chief money he had
received from the Asia Foundation for thc kindergarten project. The village
chief proceeded with the project, and late in 1958a one-room structure with
thatched roof. Iatticcd ~vaIIs,and brick floor was constructed. Equipment
was obtained from the canton chief, a friend of the village chief. A lady from
thc hamlet, who had received seven ycars' ed~rcationand was considered of
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"honorablc character" was appointed teacher, with a saIary of 1,0005
monthly, paid by the district authorities.
As early as 1954 a program for adult literacy instruction was launched by
the central government. Known as Popular Education, the program received
a great deal of national support in 1956, and the Bureau of Primary and
Popular Education was responsible for extending the program to a11 sectors.
In Khanh Hau the Village Council, working with district authorities, irnplemented the program, and classes in the national language continue to be
held each day for an hour and a half at 7:3o P.M. for illiterate villagers
between the ages of 13 and 50. The Village Council sends members of the
Self-Defense Guard to the homes of those who do not attend, to "'advise them
of the Village Council's interest in the program."

Threats to the general health of the village are met with some form of

$- action by the VilIage Council. Recent examples of such action were the
.<-.

-

council's successful petition to have military trucks bring water to the village
during the 1958 drought, and their willingness to organize the traditional
rain-making ritual during this crisis. Also, the Village Council quickly sup
pressed a rumor about a cholera death in the village at the height of the
drought. Even in years of normal rainfall, the council, in collaboration with
the Cult Committee, hires a sorcerer to perform a special ritual exorcising
Nil spirits from the village, particularly the dread spirit of cholera, as part
oE the annual Cau An celebration. When a bubonic plague struck parts of
a h e r n Vietnam in 1959, the council disseminated prccautionary measures
outlined in a letter from the district health ofice.
The VilIage Council also has been instrumental in bringing Western
medicine to the villase. :3s part of his hygiene program. Nguycn van Mung
organized a team of students to visit each hamlet and give smallpox inoculations, and with the cmpcration of the Village Council the project was
arried out successfully. A medical cabinet containing 25 different kinds of
Western medicines was received in the village through the American Aid
Propm, and until the viIIage hired a nurse in 1959it was the responsibility
of the civil status secretary. Since then the nurse has used it (getting replacements from Tan An) for his daily sick calls (most patients are children with
mghs and mild di<gestiveupsets).
The most recent health project in the village is thc maternity center,
ampleted in ~ g G z Financed
.
by thc Asia Foundation, it was planned by thc
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School of Fundamental Education and the Village C:ount:il. Prior to its
construction, the school Iaunched a campaign to interest vilhgers in it, but
some of their techniques produced negative results. For example, one leaflet
titled "Victim of Poor Sanitation" told in poctry how a lady i n Ap Nhon
Hau began to have labor pains, and her husband went on a fruitless search
for a nurse. When she began delivery, everyone panicked, and someone
used an unclean betel knife to cut the cord. As a result the child died "of
tetanus, not due to fate." This unfortunate tract precipitated a rumor that
a child actually had dicd in Ap Nhon Iiau. T h e hamlet chief registered a
verba1 protest with the 'l'illage Council because he felt the story shed a bad
light on his hamlet. Other villagers pointed out that thc story was foolish
because no one panics over a thing like childbirth, and few village :ewomcn
rely on the services or a nurse (they prefcr an clder, experienced kinswoman
or neighbor). Also, according to tradition, the cord is cut with a broken rice
bowl. When the center did open a few women used it, and the VilIage Council felt that if all went well-that
is, if no onc dicd in it-thc maternity
center would attract women from the surrounding area.
Although in Khanh Hau communal paddy land has not bcen used exclusivcly for the needy, communal garden pbts arc lct only to poor families,
and there is a small patch of public burial ground for those who need it.
The recently instituted Spring Tree celebration marks an atrempt to provide
a new source of welfare. Launched by the district chief, the Village C~uncil
was made responsible for implementing it. The first step was to organize
a committee, which consisted of the village councillors, the director of the
primary school, a representative of the National Revolutionary A4ovcment.
and the hamlet chiefs. 'CZTiththe aid of schoolteachers they bcgan a fund
collection for the village needy.
In 1957, the first year of the drive, only 1673 VN was collected (the
deputy chief explained that this was because villagers alrcady had conrributed to three difiercnt programs). The 1958 collection, however, amounted
to g,ooo$, and the Village C ~ u n c i preparcd
l
a list of gr adults and 14 children in need of assistance, including elderly villagers without support,
young married laborers without work, the infirm, those with very low incomes, and children of the very poor. On thc day of the Spring Tree celebration, during the lunar new year period, the gifts were distributed, and
the village chief reported to the district chief that the recipients "seemed
happy and grateful to the government." 24
24. Woodruff, p. 156-
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Until 1957 the prescribed cult rituals venerating Marshal Nguyen Huynh
Duc were the responsibility of his descendants, particularly Ong Khai, the
truong toc of the family. In that year the village chief and deputy chicf
conceived a scheme for improving the neglected tomb of the southern hero.
and after meeting with Ong Ke Hien, some high venerables of both cult
committees, and the hamlet chieh, they a l l e d a general meeting which
attracted about fifty villagers. The Village Chief reminded the gathering
that in 1927 the
administration had authorized the village to refurbish the tomb and had paid the cost, and he informed them that now the
village was again preparcd to act. After this meeting the village chicf ex.
plained the plan to the province chief who agreed to contribute lo,ooo$.
aIso suggesting that the council organize a fund drivc.
In response to this advice, the Village Councif formed a committee of
prominent citizens from the vilhge and Tan An. These included Ong Ke
Hien, who served as chairman, the village chief, deputy chief, a repxesenta.
tive of the National Revolutionary hlovement, director of the primary
school, an exdircctor of the primary school, and a well-known jeweler from
Tan An. A goal of 3oo,ooo$ (later raised to qoo,ooo$) was set. Also the plan
:
evolved from simply restoring the existing tomb to construction of a new
shrine which aIso would function as a muscurn containing Marshal Duc
. memorabilia. There would be two buildings-lang Dong or East Shrine
ii and Lang Tay or West Shrine.%In discussing the new scheme, the village
chief pointed out that new buildings would be better than simply restoring
d the tomb because they ~ w u l dbc gestures of greater honor, thus invoking
j
even stronger protection fmrn the Marshal's spirit; he also noted that ncxv
shrines would be more likely to attract tourists who would spcnd money in
2 the village.
3: T h e village chief and deputy chief were the most active members of the
B
3 committee. They prepared a leather-bund "Golden Book" in which the
6
names of donors and amounts donated were careful1y cntered. The procedure
I?i
3 for soliciting donations changed several times, and on the advice of the
% district chief they settled on a system whereby district chiefs would inform
the wealthy-merchants, rice millers. and landowners-uf the fund drive
and then arrange a general meeting with the committee members visiting
a;. Lang IiteraIIy refers to a rnau.wlcurn or smcturc associated with an elaborate tomb
such as an imperial tomb. and usually it is a place whcrc rituals venerating the dead may
be performed. S l ~ e thcrcfore,
,
would be about the most appropriate English word to
Ilse.
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the district. ProvinciaI and district agencies a h donated funds. By September 1959 the contributions amounted to 600,00o$ or 2 0 ~ , 0 0 0 $ in excess of
the goal. In addition to the ~oo,ooo$collected by the committee, some
aqo,ooo$ was contributed by the National Institute of Archaeology and
Prcservation of Historical Monuments, and n;o,oooS was obtained horn
the Mutual Assistance Fund of Long An province with the authorization of
the province chief.
While the fund drive was being conducted in 1938, the Duc family
celebrated the anniversary of the Marshal's death on the eighth day of the
ninth lunar month. Whereas this is normally a family S a i r , hecause of
the revived interest in the memory of Marshal Duc it was attended by the
province chief, the Village Council, some high vcnerables, and scvcral
visitors, giving it the air of an official village celebration. The ritual took
place at the main altar in the houx. Candles burned brightly, the b a s e were
filled with flowers, and food offerings were piled on platters. (According to
members of the family, until the advent of Cao Daism, food offerings consisted of chicken, bcef dishes, and pork, but a spirit message from the Marshal
ordered his descendants to offer him nun-meat dishcs, so thc offerings were
soybean akes, fruit, and vegetables.) Boys in robes such as those worn during
rituah at the dinh stood beside the altar while the male members of the
family, male guests, and fernalc mcmbers of the family kowtowed. After the
ritual a vegetarian meaI was served to the guests.
The assemblage then moved outdoors where about forty villagers were
gathered. The village chief introduced thc province chief, who spoke of
his disappointment at the neglected state of thc Marshal's tomb and shrine.
It was wrong "that the fiiarshal's altar should be under a worn roof." It was,
he emphasized, the responsibility of the Duc family, the Village Council,
and the people to raise money to restore the tomb and shrine. I n e n the
councillors and Ong Khai gathered for tea after the speech, the provinw
chief was more specific in his admonishmentsthere were no flowas on
the tomb, and he complained about the indifference of the villagers. T h e
following year the province chief was represented by his deputy, but the
Village Council had assumcd some responsibility in the preparations. There
wcrc many florvcrs, including a large wreath provided by the village chief,
and there also m e more villagers in attendance.
As the fund drive was being carried out, the National Institute of Archaeology and Presewation of Historical Monuments retained an architect to
draw plans for the first building, the West Shrine, which was to be traditional in form with "a modern look." Before excavating the foundation, a
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temporary altar was arranged and a ritual honoring the Spirit of the Soil
was periormed. Aftcward, cach member of the Village Council carried a
basketful of soil for the site (they explained that this was a syrnblic gesture
of their participation in the project). Needy laborers hired by the village
then began cx~avating.~B
By December I 959 thc completed shrine stood gleaming in the middle of
a newly planted garden of brilliantly colored plants and miniature trees set
in ceramic pots. Constructed of masonry witb a tile m f , the new shrine
combines modem simplicity wirh lilting touches of traditional elegance. The
district chieE, members of the Duc family, the Village Council, nummus
members of the Cult Committee (including the high venerables), representatives horn the neighboring viifages of Loi Binh Nhon, An Vinh Ngai, and
Tan IIoi, as well as a scattering of visitors, gathered for the inaugumtion of
the shrine on December 24, 1959. Converging on the old shrine, they paid
homage to the Marshal by kowtowing at his altar. Male members of the
Duc family were first, then the district chief and other male villagers followed the kowtow order prescribed for rituals in the dinh. After the kowtowing, documents containing the Marshal's royal titles were placed on a
palanquin which had belonged to him. Borne by old- students from the
primary school and acconlpanied by musicians playing drums and gongs, the
palanquin led the procesqion to the new shrine. After the treasured d m ments were placed on the new altar, the kowtowing was repeated.
The inauguration ended with a brief address by the district chief who
first apologized on behalf of the province chief for his absence because of
pressing administrative affairs. He emphasized his belief in the need for the
pvemment to be aware of the cares and desires of the people, respecting
even their veneration of spirits. The village chid thanked the district chief
and added that construction of the second building would begin shortly.
Owing to the increase in Viet Cong activities, however, plans for the second
building were pastponcd. By spring of 1962 no rvork had begun on the
second building and, according to villagers, cult rituals honoring the
Marshal had bccn very small, and vcry few tourists had visited the new

shrinc.
x6. Thcy were paid at thc rate of 3 4 per cubic mctcr, and each was expected to dig
1.5 cubic meters a day.

CHAPTER 8

I h e Cult Committee
IN F O R M ATI o K obtained from elderly Khanh Hau residents indicates that
before the administrative reform of i go4 the Village Council sharcd rcsponsibility for the dinh and the Guardian Spirit cult with a M y of notables
consisting of excouncillors who retained their council titles and respected
citizens who were given honorary titles. After the 1904 legislation and the
emergence of standardized and secularized village counciIs, thc b d y of
notables became known as the Ban T-Xoi Huung, or Cult Committce, and
this pattern was repcatcd in most southern villages. Since the earlier body of
notables had no particular structure and composition. organization of cuIt
committees varies from village to villagc. Vietnamese tradition, however,
defines their primary functions: to organize and perform rituaIs honoring
specific deities revered by the whole villagc, the foremost of which is the
Guardian Spirit of the Village, and to maintain the dinh.
In southern Vietnamese society the Cult Committee encompasses that
group of malcs most active in village affairs, and it invariably includes the
village elite. During rituals at the dinh each member of the committee kowtows before the Guardian Spirit's altar according to a priority based on rclative rank in the committee {see Table 16). This ko-rvrnwing order rcflccts a
great deal about the relative place of the participants in the sociopoliticaI
structure of the village.

COXIPOSITION
O F T I I E KHAKH H A U CULT COMMITTEES
With two dinh, Khanh Hau has trso Cult Committees, and a successful
effort has bcen made to maintain organizational uniformity benveen them.
Primary responsibility for perpetuating the dinh and rituals associated with
the Cult of the Guardian Spirit of the TTillagelies with the ceremonia1 staff
in each committee. Preserved from the traditional M y of notables, this
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T A ~ L1 E
6. Cult Comrnittces in Khanh Hau
A@ Dinh-A and ~ W OHat1
R

Common lo thc Hornlets

(one for each hamlet)
HIGH \.T.XERABLES

HIGHEST M K E R A B I - E

K c Hien

Ticn Bai
Chanh Bai
Boi Bai
Pho Bai
Chanh Tc
Huong Quan
IIuong Ca
Huong Le (or T h a y LC)

WLLACE COUNCIL

Chanh Chu 'rich (village chief)
X a Tmong or Tai Chanh (finance)
Canh Sat (policc)

C a Truong
.

.

--

NOTABLES

Huong Bo
Huong Than
Huong Nghi
Huong Luan
Huong Nhut
I Iuong Nhi
Huong Huan
Huong Hao
Huong Ho

Chu Truong
Giao Su
EIuong Su
Huong Truong
Huong Chanh
Huong Giao
Pho Huong wan

INITIATES

rho Luc Bo

Thu Bo
Thu Bon

I
I

committee consists of five former village chiefs who hold the highest positions. In ranked order, they are thc K c Hien, rviscst and most respected in
the village (as Table 16 indicates, there is a common Ke Hien for both
committees), the Tien Bai, Chanh Bai, overseer of celebrations in the dinh,
and their assistants, the Roi Rai and Pho Rai. The remaining titles in the
ategory of high venerables ham no specific function. The incumbents are
expected to lend some assistance in organizing celebrations at the dinh and
contribute more cash than do those in othcr rategories.
In spite of the i c j o q legislation, the Village Council continues to have an
unofficial role in the activities OF both cult committees, particularly in the
Ap Dinh-A committee kcanse the dinh in that hamlet is the responsibility
of the Village Council. This includes maintaining the structure, appointing
the guardian, and administering dinh land. The village budget has an
allotment of funds for ceremonies at thc Ap Dinh-A dinh, and from time
to time the village budget includes expenditures for travel by members of
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village cult committees. Normally, members of the Village Council are
active in organizing the annual celebrations associated with the dinh and, as
vilIage representatives, they play an important part in the rituals--it is they
who make the o%eringsto the Guardian Spirit. A h , the village chief and
deputy chief have a voice in naming new cult committee members as well as
recommending higher titles for the deserving. Finally, it is necessary to have
served as village chief in order to attain a11 but the Ca Truong title of the
high venerable category of both committees. Although the Village Council
is not included on their organization charts, in both committees it properly
belongs beIow the high venerables. T h e next category includes the notables,
and most members hold titles at this level; as the designation indicates, the
initiates are those newly admitted to the cult committees.
While onIy one person may hold the title of Re Hien, Tien Bai, Chanh
Bai, Boi Bai, Pho Bai, or Chang Te, or any of the positions in the Village
CounciI, more than one may hold any one of the other titles. For cxampIe.
in 1958, sj had the title Huong Chanh in the Ap Dinh-A committee while
20 had the rank of Huong Giao. There were 11 Huong Bo, whaeas there
was only one Huong Nghi and one Huong Luan. The size of the cult committees consequent1y varies from year to year. Between 1958 and 1962 the
Ap Dinh-A committee mcmbcrship ranged from I no to 163, and the Ap
Nhon Hau committee numbered about I lo.
A villager must bc of good charactex and manifest an interest in village
affairs to become a member of the Cult Committee. The Ke Hien, Tien Bai,
and Chanh Bai together with the village chief and deputy chief decide
who will be offered membership and who will be advanced in rank. Since
having a title in the Cult Committee is an honor bestowed by the village.
acceptance is compulsory. Villagers agree there is prestige in being on the
committee-indeed, it is essential if one is to join the ranks of the sociopolitical elite in village society. For the ordinary villager who cannot hope
to move up to the higher ranks, however, membership often is a burden.
One young laborer pointed out that he had to accept thc Huong Hao title
in spite of the fact that the 2009 contribution he was expected to make at
the Cau An ritual forced him to borrow from kin. A tenant farmer expressed
the opinion that the zoo$ donation was too high for a low-ranking title and,
while it did carry prestige, he got nothing else for it.
Should the burden of a title become insupportable, the accepted recourse
is to present a convincing argument for resigning from the committee. In a
group gathered in a shop, a laborer drew nods of asstrnt when he stated that
if he were sufficientlyarticulate, he wou1d go to the council and talk his way
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out of his title. Hardship is not the only excuse for leaving the committee.
Ong Xa Khanh, one of the wealthiest villagers and a forma council member, resigned his title on grounds that his increasing IandhoIdings demanded
too much of his time1
Upward mobility within the Cult Committee depends on age, moral
character, wealth, education, and family background, with one or more
factors assuming importance at different levels in the ranked order. Titles
of initiate are given to young men of good character, usually sons of committee members. Eighteen is the minimum age, and most of the present
initiates are about 21. With the exception of some young men who enter
the committee at thc Thu Bo or Pho Luc Bo levels, a new member commonly rcceives the rank of Thu Bon which he must retain for a minimum
of two years before moving u p - r d . Although these are low-level tides with
no particular associated responsibiIities, it is considered essential for a
young man who aspires to high status in the Cult Committee to pass the
apprentice period as an initiate. All those in the high venerable category
as well as members of the Village Council had once been Thu Bon, Thu
Bo, or Pho 1,uc Bo.
Position as a notable differs only in relative rank and in kowtowing order
at rituals. Most have held title as an initiate, although a new member considered too old to be an initiate commonIy is offered the rank of Huong
Hao which he must retain for a minimum of two years before moving to a
higher rank. Although it is possible to skip ranks, most notables spend at
Ieast two years in each position. Age becomes important at the Ievel of
Huong Bo, which xequires that the mernber be at Ieast 50. Chu Truong is
the second eldest member in each hamlet, and Ca Truong, the only rank in
the high venerables category that does not require a member to have served
as village chief, goes to the eldest member in each hamlet, the highest position to which most members of the Cult Committee can aspire.
Membership in the Village Council pmvides an opportunity for the
qualified vilhger ultimately to enter the ranks of the high venerables. As
already noted, having served as village chief is requisite for all but one rank
among the high venerables and, in principle, any member of the Village
Council eventually may become village chief. Wealth, education, and age
are necessary for membership in the Village Council. Tradition demands
that councillors have the wisdom born of experiencc (it has been noted that
some older excouncillors cornplaincd of the "youth" of the present village
chief and deputy chief), and practical demands in time and money require
I.

A profilc of Ong Xa Khanh is included in Chapter

lo.
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that members of the council be relatively prrxsperous. At the present time a

primary school education also is considered essential.
Before the 1956 administrative reform, when the \-'illage Council had
from nine to nvelve members, it was not uncommon for young men of
well-tedo families to move from the initiate category or the lorver ranks of
the notables to one of the Iesser positions in the council. For example, the
vilIage chief held the T h u Bo rank and was appointed directly to the public
works section of the Village Council; the deputy chief went from the Pho
Luc Bo position tr, assistant civil status secretary. This pattern. howevcr,
has been disrupted by the cver-lessening s k of the Village Council.
In the pattern of movement from lower to higher position, the councill~r
who serves well more than likely will cventualIy become village chief.
Councillors who leave oifice rvithout having served as village chicf usually
are given tides in the catcgory of notables, and those who serve at least one
term as village chief move upward to the rank of Auong Lc or Huong Ca.
&ginning with the rank of Chanh Tc, longevity is the primary determinant
in further mobility. Having already established himself as a man of wisdom
and high moral character as well as a man of means capable of meeting the
"noblesse oblige" of high venerable status, a villager may succeed to the ranks
of Pho Rai, Boi Bai, Chanh Bai, and Tien h i and, should he outlive his
confreres, he may attain the rank of Ke Hien, the highest venerable in the
viIf age.

T H EDINIF
Vietnamcse tradition prescribes some of the basic architectural features
of all dinh. The sanctuary, which is the repmitory for ~e imperial document
naming the guardian spirit and the place wherc altars honoring the guardian
spirit (also perhaps village ancestors) are housed, normally is closed to the
public. Each night the custodian is expected to enter and burn a stick of
joss on the altar of the guardian spirit, and from time to time the high
venerahles enter to inspect the imperial document. Also, the sanctuary is
opened for the four annual village celcbrations. T h e open section of the
building contains provisory altars only during some village celebrations,
and this area serves a wide variety of uscs in most villages. Roofs are of the
traditional style (such as demihed for wood-tile houses in Chapter e), and
there inevitably is a dragon-motii decoration on thc peak of thc roof.
D inh vary considerably in architectural and decorative elegance. The
Ap Dinh--4 dinh is over loo years old, and although it has been rcfurhished
a numbcr of times it is shabby corrlpared ro the Ap Khon I-lau dinh which
was newly constructed aftcr the old structure was burncd during the Indo-
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china War. Indeed, in spite of the fact that the one in Ap Dinh-A is the
&ial village dinh, the Cult Committee feels that in view of its ta~vdriness
it is preferable to keep the imperial document in the shrine of Marshal
Nguyen Huynh Duc and bring it to the dinh in a ritual procession during
the two celebrations specifically honoring the Guardian Spirit of the Village.
Undoubtedly another factor in this arrangement is the great reverence paid
this culture hero who many villagers feel is as powerful as the guardian spirit
(and with the construction of the new shrine, Marshal Duc has in many
respects become a guardian spirit of the village).
In the sanctuary of the Ap Dinh-,4 dinh, there are five altars, the Iargcst
of which (see Fig. 25, notably altar A) is dedicated to the Guardian Spirit

only during rituals.
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(the singular is used regardless of whether there arc multiple guardian
spirit$ The red and gold carvcd wooden box containing the imperial
document naming the seven military mandarin spirits is in the center of
the altar. PeriodicalIy, after selecting an auspicious day and fasting for a
short period, Ong Re Hien and several other high venerables opcn the box
to ascertain that the document is intact. OnIy they know the names of the
deitim, and custom forbids that they mention them to anyone. Behind the
box, gold characters on a red wooden tablet spc1I out the title of the guardian
spirit-Ban Canh Thanh Hoang. There a h are the usual brass incense
burner, candlcs, vases, and offering prates. Altar A is hnked by two smaller
a1tars honoring the "assis cants" (unspecified deities) of the Guardian Spirit.
The remaining small altars, located along thc side walls, are for the ancestors
of the village--all deceased adult villagers. Before altar A there are the
twelve symbolic wcapons and two polychrome wooden maIe phoenixes, 5
feet tali, symbolizing a u t h ~ r i t yA
. ~large drum, used to summon participants
to rituals, hangs from the ceiling.
In addition to annual rituals there are numerous meetings in the open
part of the dinh-meeting of the Cult Committee and general meetings of
villagers to discuss proposed projects or have the Village CounciI explain a
new government pro-pm. Attendance is compulsory at Communist Denunciation rallics, which fill the opcn section, with the overflow standing or
squatting outside. Occasionally thew are large feasts honoring visitors and,
with canvas drawn around thc sidcs (to prevent spectators who have not
paid), it is an adequate setting for plays, concerts, and classical opera performed by traveling troupes. And, because of insufficient space in the prirnary school, classes are held there.
The dinh in Ap Nhon Hau is similar, aIthough it is somewhat smaller
and more elegant. Because it is not the official dinh, it does not have altars
honoring village ancestors, nor is it the site of village gatherings and feasts.
The same type of table representing Ban Canh Thanh Iioang occupiers a
central position on the main altar as does the rcd and gold box which is
empty, since the imperial document rvas destroyed and with it, the identification of the guardian spirit. T h e sanctuary also contains the symbolic
weapons and the two carved male phoenixes.
With the approval of the high venerables, the Village Council appoints
the custodian of the Ap Dinh-A dinh. The present custodian's father had
been appointed to thc position in 1941, and when he died in igq7 his son
a. One of the four sacrcd animals (dragon, unimm, tortoise, and male phoenix)
tomarily rcpmnted in thc dinh.
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was given the job. He lives in a rambling wood and thatched house behind
the Council House, and his duties include caring for the dinh and the
Council House, both of which must be swept out each day. Every night he
lights a stick of joss on the altar honoring the guardian spirits. When rituals
are held in the dinh, he assists with the preparations-particularly securing
additional tables and chairs-and putting the building in order afterward.
He also provides tea for members of the Village Council and their guests.
When they wish to summon him, the clerk strikes a large orange drum
(made from a wine cask) suspended from the ceiling. A certain rhythm is
the signal for the custodian to come and another rhythm indicates that tea is
desired.
Until mid-1957, he rcceived a monthly salary of i,550$, but this was
reduced to Goof for some unspecified reason. He does, howevm, have the
right to rent, for g o gia of paddy annually, the 1.5 hcctares of dinh land.
This rice is served in leasts at the dinh. (In addition, he rents g hcctares
from a landowner in Ap Moi and, as already indicated, he participates in
the government-sponsoredhog-raising program and owns the largest sow in
KhanhHau.)

RITUALRESPONSIBILITIES
OF THE CULT COXSAXITTEE
The Cult Committee is responsible for organizing four annual village
celebrations, two of which include several rituals honoring multiple deities.
C;lu An is the most important of the four, held in the Ap Nhon Hau dinh
on the fifteenth and sixteenth days of the second lunar rnonth and in the
Ap Dinh-A dinh on these days of the fourth lunar month. The primary
purpose of this ritual is to request peace and prosperity from the Guardian
Spirit of the Village. Ancestors of the vilIage also are honored, and evil
spirits are exorcised from the villagc. Ha Dien or Desccnt to the Ficlds, heId
early in the planting season on the fifteenth day of thc sixth lunar month
in both dinh, and Thuong Dien, Ascent from the Fields, on the fifteenth day
of the tenth month, both honor the Spirit of Agriculture as well as the
Guardian Spirit. Chap Mieu or Le Lap Mieu marks the end of the harvest,
and it includes rituals honoring the Spirit of .4griculture, the Guardian
Spirit of the Village, and village ancestors. In both dinh it is held on the
Mteenth day of the twelfth lunar month.
Preparations for the Cau An celebration at the Ap Dinh-A dinh in 1958
began week in advance. B e c a w of the fund drive for the ncw shrine honoring Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc, thc Village Council and some high venerables of the Cult Cummittee decided that expenditurcs for thc Cau An he
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curtailed. At a very informal meeting attended by the police agent and about
eight members of the Cult Committee, it was decided that the classical opera
of the Chinese tradition he eliminated. (It was included in the 1959 celebration, and there was opera in the Cau An a t the Ap Nhon Hau dinh both

years.)
Another expenditure that had to be dealt with was the higher fee asked
by Ong Thay Phap, thc ~orcerer.~
He was from Tan Hiep in M y Tho province, and his services wcre required for certain rituals integral to the Cau
An celebration. He carne to the Council House to plead for a higher fee.
He said he had three assistants, had to travel from Tan Hiep with equip
ment, and had to purchase materials for such things as the spirit boat--all
of which necessitated a fee of 7 0 4 rather than the qoo$ of the previous
year. l17hilehe was explaining this to several members of the Village Council, the Ap Thu Tuu farmer, holding the title of the ritual master, was
summoned. With his arrival the bargaining began. T h e ritual master informed thc sorcerer that expenditures fox the ritual were being cut so it
would not be possible to pay him more. The sorcerer, however, felt that his
services were worth morc than 4 0 4 : "I do everything necessary for preparing and performing the ritual, even writing the lien and van tt." The
village chief responded that in Khanh Hau neither was used in the rituals.
'C;\'ithout hesitation the sorcerer pointed out that since he furnished his own
red turban, chis relieved the village from having to purchase one. No one
rmponded.
Turning away, the sorcerer then addressed an appeal to the observers in
a voice loud enough for thc village oficials to hear. "Performing the ritual
is difficult and fatiguing," he groaned. "It is like a classical play where
everything must be done at the right time in the right manner. Then too it
is physically demanding-I must cut my tonguc and upper left forearm for
blood to prepare amulets, and the ritual involves being u p all night drinking rice alcohol." The council mcrnbers and ritual master conferred among
themselves during the sorcerer's plea, and when he had finished, the ritual
master repeated his offer of 4 0 4 , adding with an air of finality, "That is
all wc can pay. Besides you don't need three assistants and extra things."
Pondering a moment the sorcerer pointed out that if he did not receive
more money he would have to make the ritual simpler, whereupon the
ritual master laughed and warned, "If you leave something vital out, the
Guardian Spirit of the ViIhge will cut your head off!"Nonplussed, the
3. The sorcerer is dacribcd in &tail in Chapter 3.
4. Both invocations to spirits.
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sorcerer departed, and several days later he ret-urncd, offering to perform
the ritual for 4003.
The sorcerer's fee and other cxpenscs are met with Cunds contributed by
members of the Cult Committee, the Village Council. and heads of houscholds in Ap Moi, Ap Dinh-A, Ap Dinh-B, and Ap T h u Tuu. High venerabies are expected to give between goo5 and qoof as well as a tray of glutinous rice or a large can of cookies; other mmebers contribute ZOO$. The
s w n expected of household heads depends on relative wealth-203
minimum from the poor and zoo$ from landowners. In 1958 the collection for
the Cau An at the Ap Nhon Ilau dinh brought 34,004, of which g ~,ooo$
was expenses, and for the Cau An at iip Dinh-A, some 48,ooo$ of the 57,0008
collected rvas spcnt. (The surplus is supposed to be used for dinh maintenance.) Sacrificial animals and food for the feasting account for most of
the expenditures. Four sacrificial pigs and two heads of cattle to furnish
meat for the meals were purchased in the village. Ordinary rice, vegetables,
beer, rice alcohol, and necessary condiments also were purchased. Labor is
voluntary, and generally the same group of men and women prepare the
food in a shack next to the Council House.
Several days before the celebmtion, a group of volunteer workers descended on the dinh to remove the wall separating the closed sanctuary from
the open section. Some repainted the red and gold on the main altar while
others cleaned the altars and polishcd thc wooden pillars. Undcr the supervision of the ritual nmster, thcy arranged two temporary altars in the open
section and another altar at thc entrance to the Council House. Brass incense burners and candle holders were carefully polished and placed on the
temporary altars.
Formally, the Cau An celebration lasts three days-Yet Than is the first
day, Dan Ca is the second, and Ton Vuong is the third. Actually in both
the Ap Dinh-A and the Ap Nhon Hau dinh, thc Cau An rituals take place
during a t w d a y period, and the third day is given over to some amusement
such as the classical theater. On the first day, the initial ritual is Tien Hien,
honoring the d e c d members of the Cult Committee and Village Council, and in Ap Dinh-A it takes place in the Council House whcre there is a
permanent altar dedicated to the village ancestors. On the morning of thc
fifteenth day of the fourth lunar month, members of thc Cult Committee,
dressed in traditional clothes, began converging on the Council House. High
venerables carried offerings of glutinous rice cooked in saffronand coconut
milk, neatly arranged on circular trays, or red tin boxes of cookies. They filed
into the Council House to join other members of the committee in the rear
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whae offerings werc recorded by the village clerk and a representative of
the Catholic families in the village (to symbolize their participation in the
celebration).
As the time for the ritual approached, a group of villagers (including the
monk from the Ap Moi pagoda), crarrying drums, horns, gongs, and stringed
instruments gathered on one of the hardwood beds in a corner of the room.
Four young men and two boys known as the ritual students, dressed in blue
and black robes and hats modeled along the lines of traditional mandarin
costume, entered and were dim& to the temporary altar by the ritual
master. The boys flanked the altar while the young men stood by a table
placed behind it.
Three rumbles of the large drum followed by three measured saokes on
a small drum signaled the beginning of the ritual. Fast rhythmic music
began in the back of the room. Everyone stood as the three highest venerables. Ke Hien, Tien Bai, and Chanh Bai, removed their shoes and moved
to posiciuns on a mat before the temporary aItar. Prompted by the ritual
master, the two boys lowered their heads and clasping their hands while
raising them high, they announced the titles of the worshippers. With
lighted joss sticks held at the lcvel of their foreheads, the three venerables
performed the prescribed ritual kowtowing. They were followed by the
Boi h i , Pho Bai, and Chanh Te titles and, beginning with the Huong
Quan, those with the same title kowtowed in groups of three.
After the high venerable had kowtowed1 the prescribed oEerings were
made to the village ancestors. Representing the village and each wearing a
satin band in the national colors (saffron yellow and red) a c m his chest,
the police agent, finance secretary, and civil status secretary kowtowed once
and remained kneeling before the altar. The four young men, bearing the
offerings, moved forward from behind the altar, walking in a slorv step,
raising their legs high, and dipping deeply in a movement reminiscent of the
stylized actions in the classical Chinese opera. Thc first two held oil lamps
before them, the second trvo carried dishes containing an offering of fragrant burning sandaIwod which they proffered to two of the villagc reprcsentatives. Taking them, the councillors held them in a gature of offering,
and then passed them back to the young men who continued in their stylized procession and placed the oiferings on the alrar of thc ancestors. Ritual
offerins of rice alcohol and tea were performed in the same manner.
The ritual mastcr then kor~towcdbefore the temporary altar and unfolded the m n te, an invocation to the ancestors, and a list of the mmbers
of the Cult Committee, in black caliigraphy on red paper. In a high-pitched
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chant, the ritual master identificd thc village, thcn read the list of members,
and concluded with the rcquest of the village ancestors for peace and prosperity. Aftem:ani he placed the van te on the altar and the offerings continued. The fourth oEering was of rice alcohol and the fifth of tea. When
they wcrc cornpletcd, Cult Committee membcrs of the notables and initiates
korvtowcd in groups of three. In the final act of the Ticn Hien, the ritual
master burned the van te on the altar.
After the ritual, thc participants were invited to sit at the food-laden
tables for the first of several feasts that wouId take place during the next
two days. The high venerable5 werc seated at the Iong table immediately in
h n t of the permanent altar; other members of the Cult Committee moved
to othcr tables at random. hiembers of the Village Council acted as hosts,
seating people, directing the scrvers, and generally sceing that the guests
were well supplied with food and drink.
?lrhile the Tien Hien ritual was in progress, the sorccrcr and his assistan&
had been preparing for their ritual. In the open section of the dinh, they
had arranged two altars, the larger dedicated to thc sorcerer's patron deity;
the other had tablets honoring the deity's assistants, all warriors of ancient
Chincse Icgends. They also had constructcd a spirit boat 4 fcet long, of light
wood and colored paper. A flag on the top contained the names of evil
spirits written in Sin-Vietnamese calligraphy, and under the roof thrcc
paper xlldiers rwrc fastened to each side. A paper drum and small w d e n
oar had been placcd inside, and the hoat rvas fixed to thick bamboo logs.
Shortly after thc feasting ended (about y P.M.), the Villagc Council and
members of the Cult Committee ,gathered outside the dinh to bring the
imperial decree naming the Guardian Spirit of the Village from the shrine
of Marshal Duc to the dinh. Thc Village Self-Defense Guard led thc procession. follo~~ed
by two files of school children dressed in blue and white uniforms. Behind them two mcn carried a small altar, and several men held a
banner bearing the slogan "Than Tam Dan Le" (Attend the ritual with a
reverent attitude). Next came the reliquary, a large, elaborately decorated
red and gold model of a dinh, flanked by men holding brightIy colored
mandarin parasols. In no particular order, the participants xvaIked behind
the reliquary. As the procession moved along the spur road into Ap Dinh-B.
villagers hurried to thcir doorways to watch.
At the shrine the procession ~vasgreeted by Ong Khai, the head of the
Duc family and keepcr of the Marshal's ~ h r i n eT. ~h e children linml the garden path, and the participants filed into the shrine which contained several
5. The role ofOng Khai is cxplaind in CIlaptcr 10.
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altars and a collection of Marshal Duc memorabilia. Ong Ke Hien. Ong
Tien Bai, and Ong Chanh Bai proceeded to the main altar where they
kowtowed while other Cult Committee members kowtowcd at the two
smaller altars. When all had paid their respects to the spirit of Marshal Duc,
Ong Khai stepped forward and rcmoved the rcd and p l d box containing
the imperial decree from the main altar. He prcscnted it to the finance
secretary who, with the police agent and civil status secretary, kowtowed.
Leaving the shrine, they placed the box in the reliquary, and the pmession
regrouped. Along thc route, flowers and offerings had been placed on the
small Thien altars in front of the houses. The villagers stood in reverent
silence, and a soccer game in a dried paddy field next to the road came to an
abrupt halt as the players stood facing the procession. At the dinh, the
finance secretary removcd the box and placed it on the main altar. Accompanied by the police agent and the civil status secretary, he then kowtorvcd.
T h e Thinh Sac ended with alI members of the Cult Committee kowtowing
according to ranked priority as in thc Ticn Hien ritual.
After the Thinh Sac, Thay Phap Vao Dam, the sorcerer's ritual tuok place
in the open section of the dinh. The function of this ritual is to exorcise evil
spirits from the village, particularly the Spirit of Cholera which is thought
to appcar at this time of the year when the water supplies are luw. On the
two altars arrangcd by the sorcerer, candles flickered, joss burned, and there
wcrc offerings of cookies and three small grasses of rice alcohol. Three false
black beards had been attached to cither side of thc print depicting the
patron deity. Onc of the assistants sat on a mat next to thc largcr aItar
holding a banderolc on which an invocation to the sorccrcr's deity was
written; the other assistant donned a red skirt and rcd wig. Some of the
musicians from the Tien Hien ritual began to play frcnzicd music as the
sorcerer cntered wcaring a short robe and a headpiece fashioned o u t oE red
prayer paper known as a so, a special request made of a powerful spirit.
Swaying and spinning to the music, the sorcerer sccmcd to go into a trance,
and suddenly he stopped to read alertly the invocation from the banderole
held by his assistants. Then both assistants joined him in the dance, and
finally a11 three prostrated themselves heforc the altar.
The ritual contintled as thc assistant in the red wig put on one of the faIse
beads, and dancing in circles he chanted an invitation to thc spirits of the
military mandarins to assist in the cclchration. 'CtThenhe fir~ishcd,the sorcerer sat heforc the deity's altar and read incantations from a bmk while
his assistants beat small drums. T h e rhree then retired behind a tattered
curtain they had strung across a comer of the room.
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After a brief interruption, the sccond phase began with the re-entry of
the sorcerer and his two assistants dressed in multicolored robes of bits and
pieces of cotton cloth, their faces madc up in the fantastic style of the Chinese theater and wearing the black beards- The sorcaer s t o o d before the
main altar and, removing thc prayer paper which had been his headpiece,
he read an appeal to the spirits of those who had d i d violently and all other
evil spirits, particularly the cholera spirit, asking them to assemble at the
dinh to partake of the f d offerings which had been placed on the altar of
the Patron Spirit. Carrying a small portable altar on which offerings of pork
had been placed, the assistant$ preceded the sorcerer out of the building to
join several men carrying a large orangecolored drum which they beat
frenziedly. The sorcerer and his assistants called to the spirits in Ioud voices
as the group movcd along the road to carry their appeal to all hamlets of
the village.
Darkness had descended and oil lamps had been lit in the dinh and
Council House. Behind thc dinh sev-I sacrificial pigs were being scrubbed,
and when one of them was prepared it was tied to a pole and carried into
the open part where it was placed before one of the temprary aItars. A
villager known as Ong T e Gia, the honorable housekeeper, a specialist in
sacrificial slaughtering, entered and proceeded to the main altar of the sanctuary. Holding his special knife and a basin, he kowtowed and asked permission of thc guardian spirits to sacrifice the pig and make an offering of
it. IVhilc two men held the pig's hcad back, Ong T e Cia poured rice alcohol
into its mouth (later he explained this was to increase b 1 d circulation so
the animal rvould expire sooner). He then took a drink of the alcohol himself, after which he deftly cut the pig's throat with one sweep of the knife.
The gushing blood was collected in the k i n , and rvhen the animal ceased
its movements, it was carried outside to be cvisceratcd and dissected.
Two more pigs were slaughtered in the same manner, and after dissection the parts were distributed according to village custom. The heads, considered the most honored para of the animals, and the prcstigeful tenderloins were placed with the glutinous rice and cookies on a table before the
altar of the Guardian Spirit in the dinh. After the celebration, the heads
were presented to the four highest venerab1-Ke
Hien, Tien Bai. Chanh
Bai, and Boi Bai-while some of the tenderloins were given to Ong Khai,
the head of the Duc family. Slices of the bacon were placed on all the altars
in the dinh, and small morsels of porli. fat were put on all the offerings of
glutinous rice and cookies. Each member of the Cult Committee also received a morsel of pork. Some of the elders pointed out that the well-known
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proverb, "A morsel of flcsh from the village is wrrh more than a basketful
of flesh from the market," exprcsscs the symbolic val~lcof this presentation.
Finally, entrails and other parts remaining wcrc carried to the kitchen to be
cooked for the feasts.
An evening meal was being served to members of the Cult Committee in
the Council House while a large crowd of villasers gathered in the dinh for
the final phase of the sorcerer's ritual. Entering the dinh from their tour
of the village, the sorcerer and his assistants put lighted candles and food
offerings, including twelve bits of flesh from tweIve parts of the sacrificial
pig (to represent the twelve years of lunar rycle), into the spirit boat. Music
began as the sorcerer approached his patron deity's altar, again producing
the prayer book from which he read a final invitation for the spirits to enter
the boat and partake of the feast prepared for them. Four villagers then
lifted the spirit boat and, followed by the sorcerer, his assistants, and a group
of villagers, they proceeded to the Rach Ong Dia, the stream that forms the
southern border of the village. After the sorcerer had recited some prayers.
they pushed the boat into the current of the receding tide. Spinning erratically, it drifted seaward. The sorcerer pointed out that village along the
route were expected to see that it continued on i h way; should it stop, the
spirits might disembark.
At midnight. Chuc Kien, the major ritual 01 thc Cau An celebration,
took place in the dinh. In addition to honoring the guardian spirits of the
village. Chuc Kien incl~ldesa formal rcquest for peace and prosperity.
Food offerings and floxvcrs had been pIaced on the main aItar and on pre
v i s q altars B and C (see Fig. 25). Candles blazed and colorful satin decorations graced the sanctuary, lending a particularly festive air to the place.
In form, the Chuc Kien was very similar to the Tien Hien ritual. Under the
direction of the ritual master, the two boys flanked altar 13 and announced
the Grst group of worshippcrsthc Ke Hien, Tien Hai, and Chanh Bai.
They first kowtowcd at altar I3 and then repeated the act at altar A. T h e
other high vencrables, village chief, and deputy chief follorwd, and rather
than making the offerin,gs as in the Tien I-Ticn, the notables and initiates
a h koxvtowed. When all had finished, the finance secretary, police agent,
and civil status secretary kowtowed before altar C while the venerable
Chanh T e k o ~ v t o ~ v ebefore
d
altar B. They remained kncreling, and after
gongs and drums sounded three times, the four young men moved forward,
carrying lamps and offerings of sandal~~ood
which were givcn to two of the
village reprcsentati\~cs.As in thc Tien Hien, thcy offered them and returned
them to the young men who proceeded in thcir stylized step to altar A.
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There wcre two offerings of rice alcohol and onc of tea (at the Cau An
ritual in Ap Nhon IIau there were three oEerings nf rice alcohol, and all
ofierings were carried by male and female members of the ciassical o
p
troupes, dressed in their theater costumes and wearing colorful makeup).
After the offerings, the ritual master read the invocation to the Guardian
Spirit, asking peace and prosperity for Khanh Hau. I-lc also read a list of the
Cult Committee members. T h e final act of the ritual was to b u m the invocation on aItar A. & T a t participants then gathered at the Council Housc
where a simple meal of rice soup containing entrails horn the samificiaI pigs
was saved.
At eight o'clock the next morning, members of the Cult Committee began
gathming at the Council House for a breakfast of pork dishes and glutinous
ricc from the trays brought by the high vcncrables. Customarily the donor
retains half the glutinous ricc, and the remainder is served at the feasts. In
the rear of the room the village clerk and the Catholic representative continued to record contributions. A group of eldcrly women entered and, after
making small contributions of lo to 15 piasters, they sat together at one of
the tables where they were servcd breakfast. Some of the high venerables
exphined that all either were widows or abandoned by their husbands and,
as their children were married, they lived alone. This gave them spccial
status in the community, and they wcre the only femalcs invited to partake
of the feast. Since they wcre household heads, however, they were cxpectcd
to make cash contributions regardless of how small.
At cleven o'clock the beating of a large drum summoned participants to
the ritual sacrifice of the one remaining pig. Thc t ~ v uboys in mandarin hats
and robes stood at altar A and announced the Tien Bai and Chanh Bai, who
moved forward and kowtorwd. The pig, trussed to a pole carried by two
men, was brought to the altar and, after asking the Guardian Spirit to accept
the offering, the Tien Eai simulated the sacrificial act by passing a knife
close to the animal's throat. The pig was then taken to the rear of the room
where Ong T e Gia did the actual killing as he had done before.
After a large meal served in the early aftcrnoon, the Dan Ca, the final
ritual venerating the Guardian Spirit, took place in the dinh. Therc was
only onc notable difference in the arrangement of oEerings for the Dan Ca
-whereas in the Chuc Kien the sacrificial pigs had been cut apart, now
the rvholc carcass of the pig was left intact and spread out to dominate the
food sacrifices. The ritual itself varied somewhat from the Chuc Kien and
Tien Hicn. Rather than kowtorving after the high venerables, thc village
chief and deputy chief followed the initiates. The hamlet chief of Ap hfoi
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replaced the finance secretary as a village representative, and pork r e p I a d
the tea offering. Finally, the Chanh Te tasted hoth the rice alcohol and the
pork before the young men placed them on altar A. The ritual ended with
the burning of the membership list and invocation to the Guardian Spirit.
Cia Sac, the act of returning the imperial document to the shrine of
Marshal Duc, marks the final phase of thc Cau An celebration. In form it
was like thc Thinh Sac in reverse. After the participants had kowtowed at
altar A, the police agent removed the box containing the document, and
the proce:essinn accompanied the reliquary to thc Duc shrine. The korvtowing was repeated before the altars at the shrine after the box was replaced.
After thc ritual, many participants remained and were served tea.
In addition to honoring the guardian spirits of the village, both Dcsccnt
to the Ficlds and Ascent from the Fields are primarily intended to pay homage to the Spirit of Agriculture. Behind the dinh, the altar honoring this
deity consists of a large stone tablet, set on a massive concrete dab. The
name of the Spirit of Agriculture, in Sin-'ietnamese calligraphy, is carvcd
on the tablet. The altar is flanked by two small shrines, one dedicated to
the Five Elements (metal, wood, water, fire, and earth); the other honors the
Spirit of the Mountain. The Ascent and the Descent rituals are similar in
form and, as indicated, they are held in the Ap Dinh-A and Ap Nhon Hau
dinh on the same days at the same hours.
In 1958 planting already had begun when thc Desccnt ritual was held at
the L4pDinh-A dinh on the fifteenth day of the fourth lunar month. During
the early morning the sanctuary was opened, and thc altars were decked
with flowers. Under thc supervision of the ritual master, an altar containing
a large incense burner, candles, a vase of flowws, a cruet of rice alcohol.
.wvmal small glasses, and offcrings of bananas and pineapples was arranged
in front of the shrine of the Spirit of Agriculture. Vivid red and gold mandarin parasols and racks holding the twelve symbolic wcapons to ward off
evil spirits were placed on either side of the altar- Members of thc Cult
Committee, some bearing offcrings of glutinous rice, cookies, or long loaves
of French hrcad, filed into the Council House. Since the cost of this feast
(as well as the Thuong Dien and Chap Mieu celebrations) is relatively low
-3.;oo$
in 1958-smaller donations for this and the Ascent ritual were
c x p t d - l e o $ from the high venerable5 and from 803 to loo$ from other
members. Contributions from household heads were not fixed. According
to somc of the high vmerables, before the Indochina War cach f w d offcring
was accompanied by a chicken, but because this imposed a hardship it was
discontinued. Since thc end of the war, however, the village of€ering has
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become more ebboxate. Whereas it had bcen a chicken, it now is a pig, a
more prestigious sacrificial animal. The Descent to thc Fields drew a
smaller attendance than the Cau An. It'hile most members of the Cult
Committee attcnded the Cau An (about '50). only 70 members assisted at
this celebration.
Food offerings were placed on the concrete slab before the tablet and
also on the two shrines. After Ong T e Gia ritually slaughtered the pig in
the dinh as he had done during the Cau ,4n celebration, the head was
prominently displayed, and bits of flesh were put on each offering. {After
the ritual the food was distributed as it had been after the Cau An.) Drumbeats summoned the participants, and when all had gathacd behind the
dinh, the musicians who had played at the Cau An began their frenetic
music. The two boys in mandarin hats and robes took their positions beside
the altar and announced the worshippe-Erst
the Ke Hien (since the Ap
Dinh-A dinh is considered the official dinh, the Ke Hien attends rituals
there in the event of a clash of schedules) and then the other members of
the Cult Committee in ranked order.
Alter ko-rvtowing at the altar, each worshipper proceeded to both small
shrines where he borvcd from the waist, and then he kowtowed before a11
five altars in the sanctuary. For the offerings, the village was represented by
the finance samtary. police agent, and civil status secretary. Unassisted by
the young men as they had been at the Cau An rituals, they p u r e d glasses
of rice alcohul, offercd them to Ong Than Nong, and then placed thcm on
the altar. After this the ritual maskr read an invocation to the dcity and
the usual list of Cult Committee members. After the second offering of rice
alcohol. thc ritual master burned the invocation and list on the ground
bdore the altar as the final act of the Ha Dien. The participants then repaired to the Council House whcre a meal was served.
The Ascent from the Fields ritual has the same form; it also was performed at the altar to the rear of the dinh, and thc rvorshippers paid hornage
at the shrines and the dinh altars as well. Offerings w7mc thc same, and the
ritual master also read and burned an invocation and list of membcrs. In
order to reduce the cost of the ritual, the sacrificial pig was represented by
the head and fcet of a pig that had been slaughtered previously by a villager
for a family celebration.
T h e last annual village celebration is Chap Mieu, held on the fifteenth
day of the twelfth lunar month to give thanks to the guardian spirits of the
village for their protection during the year. In form this cclcl~rationresembles the Cau An, although it is bricfcr and lcss elaborate. Only two pigs are
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sacrificd, and the sorcerer's ritual is not included. For the 1958 Chap Mieu
celebration, however, the village hired a troupe of players to perform Cai
Luong, a type of popular Vietnamese thcater, ~vhenthe rituals were over.
The ritual homage to the deceased members of the Cult Committee took
place in the Council House as it did in the Cau An with the ritual assistants
in their mandarin robes, the offerings of sandalwood, rice alcohol, and tea,
as well as the kowtorving in ranked order. This was followed by the prmession to obtain the imperial decree from the shrine of Marshal Duc, after
which there was a Iarge meal for which a s t m had been slaughtered. The
major ritual honoring the Guardian Spirit of the Village began around midnight, and it did not vary from this ritual in the Cau An celebration. T h e
following morning there was a brief ritual in the dinh before the procession
formed to return the decree, and at the shrine another brief ritual marked
the end of the celebration. Many of the participants returned to the dinh
where the theater group pcrformd for the rest of the day.

THEHIGIEVESERABLES
The Ke Hien is an uficial advisor to the Village Council, and from time
to time the council or hamlet chiefs also seek the advice of other high
l~cnerables-particularly the Tien Bai, Chanh Bai, h i Bai, and Pho Hai of
either committee--on proposed projects, administrative problems, and other
difficulties facing the community. They are elderly men who enjoy the respect given to the wisdom of age in this society. Also, all had sewed as village chief, which gave them administr;ltive experience, and they are among
the well-tedo in village stxriety.
Of all the high venerables, the Ke Hien is most revered as a man of
sagacity and good character. In addition to sharing the qualities characteristic of high venerablcs, he enjoys the reputation of bchg the most adept
farmer in the village (creditcd with having introduced chcmical fertilizer).
His conlributions to village projects and to welfare have won him acclaim
as a generous man-a ~ u u dBuddhist-nd
devoutness was added when he
financed construction of the Ap Cau pagoda.

CHAPTER 9

Socioeconomic Dzfientiation

I

i

I
i

HISTORICALw O R K S on Viemam often ascribe to traditional Vietnamese
society four social "classesp'-part of the Chinese heritage. These arc intellectuals, farmers, artisans, and tradesmen and merchants. Le Thanh Khoil
points out that chis explicitly is an occupational classification ("elle est
M c sur la profession et non sur la fortune"). While these distinctions may
have been meaningful in the traditional Vietnamese society of northern and
central Vietnam, there is nothing to indicate they ever existed in the south.
Older vilhgers in Khanh Hau are likely to use the term si (intellectual)
when referring to those versed in Chinese calligraphy and the ritual forms
associated ~vithtraditional cults. At the present time, however, there arc
only ten villagers who can claim this esoteric knowledge and in the past the
number apparently never was very large. Finally, si does not indicate a n
occupational specialization-the si are and were farmers.
There are relatively few artisans in Khanh Hau, and most of them are
engaged also in agriculture. Mexchants include ricc merchants, ricc millers.
shopkccpcrs, and those in petty commerce. All rice merchants and millers
own paddy land which they cultivate with hired help and/or rent to tenantrj.
PractimIIy all the vendors are wives of laborers or farmers. In the final analysis, therefore, while there arc intellectuals, artisans, and tradcsmcn, all
would primarily or secondarily be f a r m ~ v e nthe Buddhist monks and
nuns and the medical practitioners.
The fact that practically everyone is directIy engaged in agricultural
activities indicates the homogeneity of the village life. Social expectations
are that an individual marry, have children, and provide well for them.
Eachclors and spinstcrs are fringe people, childless couplm are vierved with
pity (usually they adopt a son), and poor providers are scorned. A deeply
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rooted desire among villagers is to own land and, with the exception of a
small group of Catholics, villagers sham many religious beliefs and practices.
Homogeneity, horvever, does not preclude some distinctiorls. Villagers
themselves often make references to the well-to-do, those not-rich-not-poor,
and the poor.2 These three sociomonomic levels provide a heuristic device
for describing variations resulting from relative economic means. Thcse are
variations on the village way of life-manifest in behavior and in patterns
of consumption, but they do not amount to social classes as they are dcfincd
by Web& and more recently by Lynch.#
Relating the situation in Khanh Hau to Weher's concept, there are no
peculiar styles of life but rathc-r, as already indicated, variations on a
common style which is the village way of life. With the exception of the
direct patrilineal descendants of Marsha1 Due, none in the village can claim
"charisma of prestige by virtue of b i r t h ; and "appropriation of political or
hierocratic authority as a monopoly by socially distinct p u p s " cannot be
said to exist in Khanh Hau, even in the case of the sociopolitical clite (which
actually is not entrenched). While there is social inequality in thc richmiddle-poor ranking,there are neither discontinuities nor "strata culturally
recognized as qualitatively distinct," which I-ynch considers dia<gnostic of
social stratification, the crssence of social class.
T h e three le.rrels, fusing one into the other, form a vertical socioeconomic
structure. Within them there are more specific status positions (which will
be seen in the profiles in Chapter lo of individual villagers), but the aim
2. I n Viet Minh, Viet Cong and North lGetnamcrse literature a similar distinction is
ma&, using the literary designations rich peasant, in-betwen peasant, and poor peasant,
although the implication is social dass in the Marxist s e w 3. The most imprtant sources. in order, of the development 01 distinct strata are:
(a) the da=elopmcnt of a peculiar style of life, including, p~rticularly, thc qpe of
occupation pursued: (b) hereditary charisma arising from a p i t i o n of prestige by virtue
of birth; (c) the appropriation of political or hierocratic authority as a monopoly by
socially distinct group. (Welxr. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, p. 428.)
4. But I do not scc that they d i k r Zrom the majority of students . . . who consider social stratitication a system of social inequality. While accepting this
formula I prefer, in view of the finding of this study, to distinguish systems of
suatifica tion from systems of ranking. S)s tc~nsof social stratification are characterized
by the prescncc of breaks, interruptions, discontinuities, disjunctions by virtue of
what is at least partially a qualitative diffmncc bctWcen the two strata so separated.
Where the m i a l inequality iu not mar~ifcsurdi11 strata of this kind, one has a social
ranking system, a system of wcial status, but nut une of social stratification. Henw
I would revise slightly the wmnion definition of s m i ; ~ lstratifica~ionand call it a
system of social i ~ r q l m l i l yf t m t ~ crittg strata crili trritlly recognird ur q ~lnliinfiz~cly
dirtinct. [I-yndl. Sncial C l m in a Bikol Town, p. 6.1
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of this description is morc to present broad variations among the three levels
than to pinpoint social statuses in the village. T h e latter would require more
finely chiseled techniques and a more explicitly focused study. T h e present
work is simply an attempt to indicate the activities of people of given means
within the confines of villagc society-the distinctions among the rich, the
poor, and those in betwecn.
Socioeconomic ranking in village society is measured primarily by subsistence activities. Whether one is a landowner, tenant (and by the same
token how much land he owns or rents), laborer, or shopkeeper determines
relative position in the vertical structure. By and large, an upper level can
be identified a111ong farmers who own more than q hectares of paddy land
and those who rent more than 5 hectares. Anyone owning or renting land
in those amounts is considered well-to-do by the villagers. A middle level
would include those who own betwecn 2 and q hectares or rent hctween
2.5 and 5 hectares. T h e lower level encompasses farmers who own 2 hectares
or less or rent 2.5 hectares or less. This level also includes laborers (most of
whom are farm laborers), those engaged in petty commerce, shopkeepers,
some artisans, and the uncrnployed (see Table 17).

TABLE
17. Socioeconomic Levels by Household, 1958
Middle

UPPm

(65.5)

24 (24.2)
60 (22.5)

29 (29.3)
32 (12.0)

(100.0)
(75.5)

84 (14.2)

61 (10.3)

hwe~

Resident landowners
Resident tenants
Nonfarming
Total in each lcvel

46
175
224
445

(46.5) *

Total
99
267
224
570

(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)

(Per cent.)

It is difficult if not impossible to place some villagers in the socioeconoinic
structure. The Duc family, specifically members directly descended from
Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc in the male line, have a unique place. According to the criteria outlined above they are mixed-some are prosperous and
some are not. Collectively, however, they have something of Weber's charisma of prestige by virtue of birth, and consequently must be treated apart.
Others who do not fit into the structure tend to be marginal to villagc
society. The Chinese shopkeeper and the Chinese pharmacist did not participate in village affairs and are considered outsiders. The primary school
teachcrs, with orlc exception, live in Tan An, and they, like the staff and
studcnts of the UNESCO School of Fundamental Education, remain apart
from village society.
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The sociocconornic upper level of village society is composed of the
wealthy-the gentry. While most of them rarely if ever work in the fields,
and many are busily engaged in entrepreneurial activities, they continue to
consider themsehes farmers. They usually oversee important phases of the
planting cycle-sowing, transplanting, irrigating, and harvesting--and are
sure to bc present when the paddy is being measured and poured into sacks.
Their ties to the village are strong, and even those who were forccd out of
the village by Viet Cong activities return when possible to visit kin and
friends. Wealth, in most instances, makes the villager a more responsible
member of the society by virtue of the noble* oblige associated with high
status.
As their landholdings increase, uppcr-levcl villagers are able to lease or
sublease larger portions, which removes them more and more from direct
agricultural responsibility. As their incomes rise, somc lend money with
interest to fellow vilhgers, and in recent years a growing numbcr of gentry
have become entrepreneurs. SeveraI have invested in rice milling-* goal,
sound business in the minds of vilhgers. Some are active in rice merchandising, and at one point three relatively wealthy brothers had a rice and
lumber business, traveling as far as Ban ale Thuot in the highIands. The
village chief recently invested in a new gasoline station near the bridge in
Tan An.
The type of house in which one lives is strongly indicative of status.
Wmd-tile and masonry-tile houses are associated with the upper level of the
socioeconomic structure. The Wet Cong in their nocturnal tax collections
use this criterion as does the local administration when a quick measure of
rehtive wealth is needed for such things as collccting funds to implement
the Strategic HamIet Program?
For the Vietnamese villager. the house is more than a home; it contains
the altars honoring the ancestors, and consequently it is important to have
a house that will endure. Such a house is the symbol of Iineage longevity
and is a prestige symbol as well. Finally, from a practical point of view, the
well-constructed house is a good investment.
T w o new features of houses recently constructd by well-to-do villagers
are concrete water tanks and brick ovens using rice husks as fuel. Although
5. The dose correlation of percentages of villagers in the three smziocmnomic levels
in Table 17 and percentap of house types for Ap Dinh A-B and Ap Moi in Figure a
support the c b c y of this aitcrion.
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the initial cost of these installations is high, both have been gaining in favor
among wealthy villagers, and they also have become prestige symbols.
Farmsteads of upper-Ievel villagers characteristically are large and usually
have very decorative Chinese gardens, with dwarfed t r e e s and flowering
bushes set in ceramic pots. Polychrome pots are relatively expensive and
must be purchased in the Tan An or My Tho markets. Uncommon varieties
of flowers are likely to be cultivated in these gardens, and the dwarfed trees
are mtly, obtainable only in a few places in southern Vietnam.
Furnishings in the houses of the gentry vary sorne-rvhat. In older, more
traditional houses, furnishings have a faded elegance. They retain traces of
good workmanship, and the w o d is of high quality, but they are weathered
-unavoidable in the dampness of the delta. In all village houses, regardless
of means, it is de rigueur to have a table with benches or chairs before the
altar of the ancestors, and in older houses of the well-todo these are of
awed wood, sometimes inlaid with mother-of-pearl. Pearl inlay aIso is
bund in the ceremonial cabinet and the serving nay.
As in other village houses, the main room of a prosperous villager's house
is likely to contain several beds (low, table-like platforms} but of polished
h a s d w d rather than ordinary w d . They are intended to serve the family
for many generations, and they have a variety of uses. Mats are placed on
them for sleeping, and in the daytime they provide a work area for the
women of the house. Female visitors and guests at weddings, funerals, and
other family events remove their shoes and gather on the beds where they
are served betel leaves, lime, and areca nuts. Another itern commonly found
in older houses is a marble-top table, usually placed in the center of the
main room.
In the more recently constructed masonry homes, furniture usually is of
lightadored, highly polished wood, and the styling tends to be more modern
(i.e. Western). A style of furniture influenced by French art m o d e m developed in Saigon before World War 11 and since has diffused to the market
towns and villages of the delta. Most wealthy families have a penduIum
dock, perhaps two, and several families have battery-operated radios. In the
main room of the house a mirror usually hangs from the wall or graces the
b n t of the French armoires which villagers favor. Framed, gaily colored
prints decorate the walls of the main room, and there invariably is a photm
graphic collection of near and distant kin.
Among the well-todo, the large and elaborate altars honoring the ancestors dominate the main mom of the house. Altar accouterment is of fine
quality. An incense burner of polished brass stands in the center of the altar,
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flanked by two candlesticks either of brass or turned wood. An offering
stand of pearl-inlaid carved wood is to one side, and the offering plate on
which fruit is placed each day very likely will be of blue and white china.
A large vase, also of blue and white china, contains the flowers which are
part of the daily offerings.
Guests are served tea from a decorated pot covered with a brightly colored,
padded tea cozy, and the afFIuent pride themselves on having tea cups and
sauccrs of French manufacture, which they use only when there are guests.
Candied fruit, frcsh fruit, and dry cmkies usually arc served. Another material luxury found in these houses is the pressure lamp that bums white gas
and thror+rs a glaring fluorescent-like Iight. T h e only motor scmters, motorcycles, and motor bicycles in Khanh Hau are owned by villagrs of the upper
socioeconomic level.
Only a small group of villagers can be distinguished by their dress. Men
in public ofice, particuIarly members of the Village Council (a11 a u e n t villagers) usually wear IVestem-style white shirts, trousers of light material, and
Western shoes when they are in the Council House. T h i s attire marks them
as men of official standing, and when the province chief or other high
officials visit the village, this group, wearing suits and ties, is expected to
greet them. Western clothes are extremely costly and, in the context of village life, continue to be forcign. In a sense, the council members in these
clothes represent the village's face to the outside world-the symbolic link
between the traditionally rooted village society and thc Western-influenced
world of Vietnamese oficialdom.
When the gentry are relaxing in their own homes or taking their leisure
with friends, they prefer comfortable, loose-fitting, white collarless shirts,
cotton trousers, and wooden c l ~ t h common
e
leisure-time dress for male
villagers, regardless of economic means. For special occasions all adult males
wear the traditional black tunic and tight-fitting turban. Quality of material, horvever, reflccts onc's smioeconomic status, and wealthy villagers prefer finer materials (silk or satin) purchased in Saigon or in the market towns.
While some of t h e e villagers might wear black cotton shorts and shirt
around their orvn Famrstcads, they never would do so in public.
Elderly wealthy villagers tend to be almost indistinguishable from other
males of their age group. Most have retained the traditional practice of
wearing their hair long, tied in a bun at the nape of the neck, and they
usually have the wispy goat-a
s i g n of wisdom. The); never wear 1Yestern
clothes. When visiting in thc village or in neighboring towns,cldcrly men
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wear the traditional loose-fitting white cIothes and w o d e n clogs. The preferred headgear is an adaptation of the white jungle hat introduced by early
French administrators, and they also carry large black umbrellas to protect
themselves from rain and sun.
Women of wealthy familics are little set apart in dress and appearance
from other village women. Style is not a determinant of female social status
in Khanh Hau. T h e Vietnamese
costume varies little, if at all, from
year to year; in S a i p n thme may be periodic variations such as the height
of the collar, but these ~ Q U ~couture
G
innovations never reach the village.
Around the house women wear a simple cotton blouse and black pantaloons
of cotton or calico. For visiting a nearby shop or another house in the hamlet, they usually wear conical hats or checked cloths wrapped around and
draped over the head. For more formal occasions-family celebrations or
rituals at the dinh or the pagoda-women wear black or white tunics, and
some women of wealthy families have these made from fine materia1 purchased in My T h o or Saigon.
Single girls attempt to be more individual in their dress, preferring pastel
colors and Iight material. They also wear more jewelry than do married
women. Girls of welttodo families generally have gold necklaces and thin
gold bracelets which they wear to weddings. In the village it is customary
for girls to wear their hair long and Joose until they reach the age of 15
or 16 when they arrange it in a long chignon. Older women favor a tight
chignon at the back of the head. Hairdressing is done in the home, although
occasionally wealthy families have thcir young daughters' hair curled at the
one beauty parlor in Tan An.
The affluent are very active in the political life of Khanh Hau. They
have reached the stage where they can afford the considerable time and the
mt of participating in village affiirs. He who holds office in the Village
Council must be relatively free from farm responsibilities, and he also must
have an outside income to permit periodic outlays of his own money. Public
figures are expected to make impressive personal cash and food contributions to village celebrations and village projects and they also must be able
to support themselves during the murring perids when there are insuffident funds for villagc officials' salaries.
Education ranks high in village values, and children of the well-to-do are
currently expected to receive at least a primary education. In the past, some
sons of wealthy families wcre sent to schools in Saigon or Cholnn to foIlorv
a course in traditional Vietnamese studies and learn Chinese calligraphy.
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At the present time, however, the pattern is for children to attend the
secondary school in Tan An (which recently has bcen expanded), and a few
village children have been students at the secondary school in My Tho.
The prosperous also can provide better medical care for their families.
They consult the sorcerer and use traditional Vietnamese medicine, as do
other villagers but, having thc means, they a h make more use of Western
medicine.
T h e sociopolitical elite of Khanh Hau includes Ong Khai, truong toc
of the Duc family, and his younger brother who served as civil status secretary, eventually being appointed village chief. Those with the greatest
prestige and power, however, are the Ke Hien, Tien Bai. and Chanh Bai,
the last two Erom both cult committees. The Ke Hien's son serves as village
secretary, and the village chiefs father was Chanh Bai in the Ap Dinh-A
committee. A s o n of the Tien Bai in the Ap Dinh-A committee is deputy
chief, and a son of the Tien Bai in the Ap Nhon Hau was, until his recent
slaying by the Viet Cong, police agent. I t is this group who have wealth and
prestige, as well as being the most active in village affiirs. They decide who
will be recommended to the provincial oficials for the VilIage Council, and
they decide who will be admitted and advanced in the cult committees.
Celebrations of well-to-do families tend to be large and elaborate, in some
instance sumptuous. Ong Ke Hicn, one of thc wealthiest villagers, invites
more than a hundred guests to the six death annivtrrsaries he observes each
year. Weddings, particularly, are joyous occasions-a wedding marks the
beginning of a new family and symbolizes lineage continuity. Food is carefully prepared, and some families have hired chefs horn Tan An to supervise preparation of the many dishes. Ice, a costly item in the villagc. is
brought by the carload from Tan An for these occasions. One wealthy villager rented several Citroen and Peugeot taxis in addition to several buses
to transprt guests to the bride's village.
Funerals of the gentry are lavish, even when death coma unexpectedly.
The vigil and feasting often last three days or longer so that kin may gather
from distant places. In addition to having burial plots, wealthy villagers
retain the services of a gcornancer to select auspicious sites for the family
tombs. During the funeral vigil they summon the Buddhist monk to pray
before the bier (in return they are expected to make a donation to the
pagoda), and they are the only villagers to hire the funeral trappings, musicians, and coffin bearers from a professional service in Tan An. Finally,
after the burial there is a series of prescribed but not obligatory rituaIs,
which, because of expense, are observed only by the well-todo.
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Having more free time and the means to travel, wealthy villagers tend to
be more mobile than other villagers. Both business and pleasure take them
to the towns and villages of the surrounding area. Most visits to nearby villages are to attend family cclebrations and, in the case of the women, to visit
parents or siblings. A trip to Saigon still is considered an adventure. One
exceptional (and wealthy) villager, who is reputed to be something of a bon
vivant, has a motor scooter on which he makes weekly visits to Saigon where
he attends the cinema and visits bars in the Khanh Hoi port section. Several
wealthy families have been to Dalat and Cap St. Jacques for holidays, and
some villagers have visited Ban Me Thuot in the highlands on business.
Many upper-level villagers spend a great deal of time at public and private
rituals and feasts. Those in the Cult Committee and the Village Council are
expectcd to attend all village cclebrations as well as many of the Buddhist
rituals, and they are invited to many weddings, funerals, and death anniversaries. Wives attend fewer of these affairs, primarily because of household
responsibilities but also because women are not expected to attend many
socia1 gatherings- Members of the Village Council divide their days between
the Council House and their farms. Time at the Council House, however,
is not spent entirely on official matters; being conveniently located, the
Co~ancilHouse is a gathering place, and the ever-changing group found there
spends much time chatting, reading newspapers, and drinking tea.
Leisure time in the village is passed in much the same way regardless of
one's financial means. During the dry season the young men play soccer in
a cleared paddy field; volley ball is a favorite rainy-scason sport. Another
popular pastime among young men is gathering in a house to play musical
irlstruments and sing. Proficiency in such traditional instruments as the long,
semitubular don tranh with its sixteen chords, the round, banjo-shaped don
kim with two chords, or the stringed don co which is played with a bow, is
highly regarded, A few of the young men have Western-style guitars on
which they play traditional southern Vietnamese airs. Love songs, very plaintive and sentimental, are most popular, but the mood of these haunting
melodies is apt to be suddenly broken by one of the fast, rhythmic, more
recently composed popular songs.
Older men usually gather in the shops or in the house of a neighbor where
they sit in the soft golden light of the oil lamps drinking tea, rice alcohol,
or beer and discussing crops, weather, and local news or exchanging village
gossip. Writing and reciting poetry is a favorite pastime among men, and
the good poet enjoys high prestige in the village. At weddings, funerals, and
other celebrations the accomplished poet invariably is called upon to com-
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pose a verse commemorating the occasion. A few of the older men are able
to recite long p a g e s from epic Vietnamese poems, which is considered an
admirable achievement. Women and girls have no specific leisure time for
such gatherings. Normally their leisure is spcnt gossiping in the local shops
with other women of the hamlet, and visiting during the daytime is common, particularly among those who live close together.
There is little in the way of organized amusements in Khanh Hau. Occasionally the Vietnamese Information Service of the Ministry of Information
sponsors a film (usually propaganda) and recently a group of village young
men organized a concert of classical music which was we11 received. Periodically there are visits by traveling theater troupes that perform hat boi,
classical Chinese plays. or reIative1y modern Vietnamese plays. There usually are hat boi performances after the Cau An rituals at both dinh. Young
and old, male and female, attend these performances which often last six or
seven continuous hours.
Organized entertainment usually is presented in the Ap Dinh-A dinh.
making it difficult for those in the more distant hamlets to attend. In any
event, such entertainment is infrequent, and villagers are accustomed to
providing their own amusements after the sun goes down. When the subject
of leisure time activities was being discussed with a group of farmers o v e ~
rice alcohol and beer, one man, noted for his wit, summed up thc situation:
"When the vilhge is darkened, there is nothing to do but go to bed and
amuse ourselves with our ~vives." Then he added reflectively, "That's why
we have so many children."

One outstanding characteristic of the middle-Ievel villagersthose who
own between 2 and 4 hectares or rent between 2.5 and 5 hectar-is
that
they usually are engaged almost exclusively in agricultural activities. Scveral
have additional trades but they tend to be ancillary. Unlike most of the
well-todo, farmers of the middle level do not have the means to indulge in
entrepreneurial ventures. On the other hand, unlike landowners and tenant
farmers with small= holdings, they are not forced to seek dry-season employment. Their farms sustain them, and their farms are thc fwaI centers
of their lives. They spend more time in the fields or overseeing laborers and
transplanting teams than do the wealthy. Also, thcy nwn more farm implcments and stock than the other villagers.
Villagers of the middle lever are less expIicitly associated with particular
house types than are the wealthy. Although many of them live in wood-
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thatch or wood-tile house, some live in masonry-tile houses or completely
thatched houses. New, modern lurniture would be a rarc sight in their
houses. A few have radios, and there are the usual photos and colored prints.
Ancestral altars cnmrnonly are arranged on carved w d e n cabinets, and
altar accouterment is likely to be of good quality, but characteristically
modest. Motherof-pearl is less in evidence. As in the houses of the wealthy.
guests are seated at a table before the altar of the ancestors and served tea.
but in Vietnamese cups.
Bicycles are the common m a n s of transportation for villagers of the
middle levcl, a1though in recent ycars several have purchased motor bicycles.
In general they tend to be less mobile than wcalthy villagers; they stay close
to farm and home, and few can afford frequent or extensive traveI. Agricultural needs do necmsitatc periudic trips to Tan An and, less frequently. My
Tho, and there are the weddings, funerals, and celebrations of ancestors'
deaths in neighboring village. Rarely, however, do they travel to distant
to~m
or to Saigon.
While working in the fields or overseeing the hired help, middle-level
farmers
black cotton shorts and shirts and a conical hat. They go barefoot in the fields and around the farmstead- practical solution to the prob
lem of walking in the slippery mud of the fields, farmyards, and bundings.
Black cotton also is worn during informal leisure time spent at home or
vi&ing Eriends, but for visiting the Council House, attending meetings, or
leaving the village, the low-fitting white cotton clothing and wooden clogs
are worn. The women dress alike regardless of socioeconomic Ievel, but
single girls of middle-level families wear fewer pieces of jewelry than do
girls of well-to-do families.
With the gentry dominating the Cult Committee and the ViIIage Council,
viIIagers of the middle level tend to be peripheral in the poIitical life of the
village. A few serve as hamlet c h i c k position without much political
authority, but it requires that a man be known by his neighbors and have
their respect; most hold lo~verahelontitles in the Cult Committee. In
middle-level families it is desirable that children receive a primary education. 1f a son is not going to be a farmer he should learn a made, and it is
well £or a girl to learn sewing whether she becomes a seamstress for profit or
; not. Among villagers, the dressmaking trade has high prestige-it reflects
skill, and it can be carried on a t home. In upper and middle families, sewi ing and perhaps some mat wcaving are the only respectable gainful pastimes
1 for women.
IVith the exception of marriages, family rituals and feasting are considcr-

;
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ably less elaborate among middle-level villagers than among the upper level.
Funerals are relatively simple, and although some families summon the
Buddhist monks to pray before the bier, no middlc families hire the Tan
An funeral servicc, nor are they likely to obscn?call the post-burial rituals.
Well-todo families often celebrate death anniversaries for several days, but
middle-level families have only onc-day celebrations, and the number of
guests usually depends on the yearly fortune of the family; i f the harvest
has been abundant, from 2 5 to go kin and hiends are invitcd, but in lean
years the numbcr is reduced to lo or 12.

The lower socioeconomic lcvel in village society encompasses the widest
range of occupations. In addition to farmers who own less than z hectares
and tenant farmers who rent less than 4.j hectares, this category includes
laborers, barbers, tailors, and most of the shopkeepers.
Farmers of this level reIy a great deal on mutual aid in preparing the
fields, mnspIanting, irrigating, and harvesting. Kin and close neighbors
assist one another in these tasks, and only those who almost qualify for the
middle-lcvel category are IikeIy to hire transplanting and irrigation labor.
Most malt laborers have one or two farmers for whom they work, and their
employment usually is seasonal-horn the time the rains begin until the
end of the hancst-and even during this period they do not work c c r y
day. To subsist, most laborers must seek additional cmp1o)ment in the village, in the brick factory on the main highway, or in Tan An. T h e labor
pool also is swelled by farmers who do not cultivate a sufficient amount of
land to maintain themselves and their families and are forced to seek dryseason employment. Occasionally the province remits labor in the village
to work on a highway or bridge project, and they often hire female as well
as male laborers. In the village female laborers are normally found only on
the transplanting and harvesting teams.
Included in the lower socia1 level is that odd scattering of women who eke
out their subsistence in small commerce--selling foud ncar the school and
along the roads or peddling sticks of sugar cane, coconuts, and other locally
available h i t s and vegetables, and sometimes they weave mats ordered by
other villagers. Women engaged in petty comrnercc are for the most part
widows, women abandoned by their husbands, or women whose husbands
are unable to work. Their activities requirc only several hours each day,
leaving them ample time to care for their homes and families.
This class also includes the unemployed, particularly thm solitary elderly
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peoplc living on money provided by children and other kin. They live alone
and often cultivate gardens, selling most of the produce, and some of thc
elderly men have cattle or buffalo which they may rent for plowing.
One common characteristic of lower-level families is that all members are
expected to make some direct contribution to the sustenance of the group.6
Because of this, it is not possible for many of their children to attend school,
and among those who do, few complete a primary school education. Parents
would like their children to be literate and they, more than middle-level
villagers, are eager to have children lcarn a trade. A boy may become a carpenter's apprcntice, and a young man or girl may be fortunate enough to be
accepted as a tailor's apprcntice. I n both instances, however, they would
have to be cxemptcd from contributing to the family larder for scveral years,
but a more insuperable barrier for most lower-level families is the cost of
purchasing tools or a machine with which to practice the metier.
With rare exceptions, families of the lower level live in thatched houses.
such as those described in Chapter 2, which are associated with villagers
who exist at a subsistence level; these are constructed by the residents, assisted by kin and friends. T h e larger thatched house is apt to require some
specialization in preparing wood for the frame, but construction is also a
mutual-aid effort, as are repairs and replacement of thatch. Many of the
small thatched houses provide minimal protection against the elements;
lashing winds send rain through the countless openings, and once the
pounded-earth floor becomes wet, it is likely to remain so for a long period.
Although thatched houses are cooler than other houses in the heat of the
dry season, they are damp.
Furnishings in these houses usually are simple--a wooden table or two,
some chairs, and perhaps a cabinet for storing clothes. Lower-level families
seem to have a widcr variety oE beds than the other villagem-the
traditional Vietnamese beds (simply planks set on a frame), and there are hammocks as well as collapsible canvas beds or cots. Ancestral altars usually are
arranged on wooden tablcs or cabinets. The altar accouterment varies from
the brass incense burners, candleholders, and china vases to simple containers filled with sand to hold joss sticks and tumblers for the flowers.
Decorations are equally modest; colored pictures from magazines or calendars are very popular; only a few have family photographs. Most thatched
houses are illuminated by small oil lamps.
Most lower-level farmers make their own threshing sledges, harrows, and
the sn~alltools used in rice cultivation and gardening. Few own plows and
6. Division of labor in the family is discussed in Chapter 5.
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teams, but rent them when needed. Most raise some chickens, some have
pigs, and although duck raising is considered a profitable activity, the initial
cost is too high for most families. Personal possessions are few and simple.
Women's wardrobes usually consist of several black or white cotton blouses,
some black cotton pantaIoons for daily wear, and one black or white tunic
of cotton or calico for dress occasions. A few of the young women have tunics
in pastel shades of pink or blue. Very few women of the lower levcl have
jewelry.
haen generally wear black cotton shorts and a long-sleeved collarless shirt
of the same color and material. For visiting other parts of the village or
traveling into T a n An, they wear the usual loose-fitting white cotton garb
already described. Many villagers of this category do not possess the traditional black tunic and turban required for attendance at rituals and feasts.
so when the need arises they borrow them from kin or friends. In order to
conserve their one pair of wooden clogs, they go barefoot most of the time.
The hospitality pattern described for other villagers extends to those of
the ION-erlevel. In a thatched house thc visitor is seated at a table before
the altar of the ancestors where tea is served in small glasses. Often, even
among the very poor, one of the children is sent to the nearest shop to
purchase some dried cookies for the guests. The tea cozy will more than
likely be a hollowed-out coconut shell, sometimes painted bright green.
Villagers of the lower level do not trave1 much. Their need Ior manufactured goods is not great, and the market in neighboring Tan Huong has
most of the things thcy require. Only infrequently do thcy travel to Tan
An (with the exception of those seeking emplojment); most cannot afford
the amusements available in the town, and few villagers of this economic
level have been to Saigon. Like other villagers, however, they attend Eamily
celebrations outside Khanh Hau, although the cost of travel restricts thcm
to villages in the vicinity.
Villagers of the lorva level do not participate very much in the political
life of the village. Some have received titles in the Cult Committee, but
these are lo~vechelonoffices that carry minimal responsibilities-small contributions and participation at the four annual rituals in the dinh. Those
engaged in agricultural activities usually attend gcneral mwtings to dccide
the course of such village projects as the canal construction, and all male
villagers are obliged to attend periodic Communist Denunciation meetings.
Only those who farm have benefited from government-sponsored agricultural programs (agricultural credit or agricultural cxtension) and a few
tenants of this level were helped by the Agricultural Rcform Program.

FamiIy celebrations among these villagers arc modest. Money is set aside
for weddings so that as many kin and friends as possible can be invited and
-:: served a good meal with meat dishes and some aIcoholic beverages. Funerals,
i wen when they are anticipated, are simple. The minima1 rituals are ob.-.
; served in the minimal time, and the fare is vegetarian (in keeping with
f
Buddhist tradition in the village, a family can choose whether or not to
:
serve meat at funeral repasts). In some middle-level families the celebration
of ancestors' deaths varies in elaboration with yearly fortunes; for the poor,
however, there is no variation. The relatively simple prescribed ceremony
is followed by a meat that rcscmbles the main daily mcal-fish, a vegetable
or two, soup, rice, and the usual condiments. Tea is apt to be the only
beverage served to the five or six guests.
Among the lower-level villagem two types of free time can be distinguished
-voluntary leisure when one seeks relaxation and amusement a£ter a period
of work, and involuntary leisure due to unemployment or underemployment, which most genaally occurs between the harvest and the beginning
of the planting season. This is the hot, dry time of the year when those at
occupational loose ends gather in the small shops and barber shops to chat
or visit with neighbors. The laborers spend their voluntary Ieisure in much
the same way as do the other villagers.
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CHAPTER 10

Socioeconomic ProJiles and Social Mobility
THEDUC FAMILY:KHANH IIAU ARISTOCRACY
I N K HA N H XI AU, if there is anything approaching an aristocracygroup
is the Duc
family, particularly the patrilineal descendants of Marshal Nguyen Huynh
Duc. Although none of thcm has distinguished himself in any way and only
a few would qualify for the upper level, direct-line descendants have high
status in village society by virtue of birth. A number of nonpatrilinea1 kin,
some of whom have married women of the family, have settled in Ap DinhB, attracted by rent-free £armstead sitcs, but they are accorded no special
status because of this relationship.
In spite of his being a national hero and one of the early settlers in Khanh
Hau, Marshal Duc did not own a great deal oE land. This is probably because he was absent from the village most of his adult life. He was born in
Khanh Hau and spent his last years there, but the intervening years of
adulthood wcre passed in the army. Ile never held office in the village, nor
did he engage in agricultural activities. The 11; hectares of patrimony
which his paternal grandfather dcclared is now the trust of Ong Khai, the
present head of the patrilincagc, a son of the previous hcad. Part of this
land is xcupied by family tombs, including thc large tomb of the hero, and
a portion is the site of 18 farmsteads in Ap Dinh-B belonging to patrilineal
and nonpatrilineal kin.
Thc patcrnal grandfather of Ong Khau purchased 15 hectares in a neighboring village, declaring them huong hoa patrimony. Ong Khai holds tide
to this land, and m a t of it is rented to kin. His elder brother and younger
brother (the civil status secretary) each rent three hectares, two younger
sisters each rent one hectare, and kin rclated through Ong Khai's father's
mother rent a total of three hectares. Two hectares are rented by natives of
to whom high prestige is ascribed regardless of relative wealth-it
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the village where the land is Imted, and an additional two are farmstead
sites in the same village.
According to an imperial decree signed by Emperor Gia Long, which the
Duc family possesses, Marshal Duc xvas in his lam years granted revenues
£tom loo hectares of land in Mau Tai village, Huong Tra district, in Thua
Thien province of central Vietnam. This was a reward for his Ioyal services,
and the decree specified that the privilege be extended to his descendants.
During the reign of Emperor h-Iinh Mang the amount of land was reduced
to 60 hectares, but the revenues continued to be paid to the Duc family
until the death of Emperor Khai Dinh in I 925. The succeeding emperor, Bao
Dai, resided in France, which prevented the family horn making a direct
appeal to have the revenues restored.
In igge Ong Khai's father, Ong Tan, wrote to a number of government
oflkials concerning the family claim, and when their responses indiated no
interest in considering the matter, he decided to journey to Hue and speak
with high o k i a l s at the Royal Court. As he was preparing for the trip. Ong
Tan was summoned to Can Tho by a group of Cao Daists who advised him
that they felt there xvould be a message of great importance for him in their
forthcoming seance. One spirit message informed him that the tombs of
Marshal Nguyen Huynh Duc's parents were Iocated near Hue, and this was
bllowed by a mesage that his trip to Hue ~vouldnot bring Eavorable results. Ong Tan refused to heed the x-ing,
and he went, as planned, to
Hue. He was granted a meeting with the Minister of the Interior at the
Royal Court, and this official regretfully informed him that there was no
record of the decree in the royal archives.
Discouraged, but very much awakened to the possible efficacy of Cao
Daism, Ong Tan returned to Khanh Hau where he embraced this new
religion. Nothing more was done about the claim until 1959 when, on the
advice of legal counselors, Ong Khai had the imperial decree photographed
and sent a copy of it along with a formal appeal to the Ministry of the
Interior in Saipn. To indicate the prestige of Marsha1 Duc, Ong Khai
pointed out in the accompanying letter that each year the province of Long
An contributed 5 4 VN for upkeep of the Marshal's tomb, and the Province
Chief had donated e,ooo$ in thc drive to raise funds for the construction of
a shrine honoring the hero. In March 1939 the Ministry of the Interior
mpnded, stating that the family's claim to the revenues could not be
recognized; the famiIy had no title to the land, and since the RoyaI Archives
were destroyed in fighting that took place within the x+mlIedcity during the
Indochina War, there was no means of ascertaining which land was involved.
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Ong Khai, however, does not consider thc matter ended, and \+hen representatives of the Bureau of HistoricaI Research visited Khanh Hau in May
1959 to photograph the Marshal's tomb, he enlisted their aid in the family's
cause.

As head of the Duc family, Ong Khai's primary responsibilities are in
maintaining thc Marshal's tomb and ancestral house. Thc weathered gray
stone tomb is the largcst in the viciniry, a small vcrsion of the imperial
tombs in Hue, and nearby is the large, rambling house, set in a garden in
the middle of which is a delicate tea pavilion. The section of the house facing
the garden contains the shrine arid museum. An imposing altar, almost hidden by brightly colored hangings, dominates the main room, and in h n t
of it is a glass case filled with the Marshal's persona1 effects and imperial
awards. There are several small altars, and the walls of the room are covered
with photos of visitors.
T h e other scction of the house, reached by narrow, dark passages on
either side of the main altar, resembles the larger tmditional wood-tile
houses of the village. T h e main mom is cavcmous, and the central section
is occupied by a large Cao Daist altar. Smaller altars, dedicated to other
ancestors and Buddhist deities, are scattered about the room. There are the
usual hardwood beds, tahles, and a number of chairs to accommodate the
visitors to the shrine, who are received in this room; when Cult Committee
members come to remove the Guardian Spirit decree from the main altar,
they are served refreshments here. It also is the meeting place for leaders
of thc Tien Thien Cao Daist congregation.
With the severance of revenutrs in 1925, the Duc family entered a period
of financial difliculties. Rents from various landholdings did not amount to
much, and since most of this income was from huong hoa patrimony, it had
to be expended on rituals and feasting associated with the Cult of the Ancestors. Income from visitors' contributions diminished considerably when
in the early ~ggosa large pagoda honoring General Le Iran Uuyet was constructed on the edge of Saigon, which became t h e primary tourist attraction
in southern Vietnam. Also, travel became difficult with the outbreak of
World War 11. The Duc family recalls this as a period of poverty for them,
and they feared their ancestor would become a forgotten hero. Some of the
nonpatrilineal kin quit the village; for example, Ong Khai's younger
brother, unable to rent land in the village. was forced to mi,pte to Saipn
(where he now operata a transport service).
With the end of the Indochina War in 1954. however, the fortunes of
the Duc family began to riseprimarily due to nationalism and southern
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Vietnamese regionalism. Southern Vietnamese culture heroes became popular, and Iocal officials,
the province chief and the village chief
proposed that a shrine honoring the Marshal be constructed in the village
near his tomb. The Duc hrnily agreed and donated a plot of land.
Rcstored to his place among the national hcroes. Marsha1 Nguyen Huynh
Duc was rapidly attaining the rote of a deity. In addition to his undeclared
status as a guardian spirit of the village, he was increasingly being considered a Cao Daist saint by the local Tien Thien congregation. In 1959
they dediated an altar to him, and some of the leaders expressed the desire
to have him officially included in the sect pantheon, although the holy see
in Soc Sai had not given its approval. All of these events have served to reinforce thc high prestige position of the Duc family. I n 1958, Ong Khai's
younger brother was appointed civi1 status secretary in the Village Council,
ascending to the role of village chief in December i 961. T h e peak of prestige
was reached, however, when early in 1960 the new shrine honoring Marshal
n'guyen H u p h Duc was completed, and members of the family officiated
at the dedication.
V ~ L L A G E ROSF T H E UPPERECOSOMICLEVEL

Ong X a Khanh: Wealthy Landowner
To meet this wealthy h e r and moneylender walking on the road in
Ap Dinh-B with his face hidden under a battered conical hat, one might
easily mistake him for a farma or laborer of the poorest type. He is a tall,
:
gaunt, and somewhat taut man of sixty years who, like most older men.
favors the traditional long hair tied in a bun at the nape of the neck and the
wispy beard; his daily attire consists of the black cotton shorts and shirt
associated with work in the fields. For visiting in the hamlet or at the Council
House (which he rarely docs), Ong X a Khanh wears the usual low-fitting
t white cotton outbt. At village and family celebrations, his traditional tunic
and turban are of ordinary material and his only footgear is a pair of
. w d e n clogs.
In curious conmst, his house reflects his rvealth, and thc house of his

,

father which stands nearby. reflects the wealth of the preceding ,gcncration.
Ong Xa Khanh's house is the ncrvest and most elegant masonry residcnce in
Khanh Hau (see Fig- 13). I t has a wide veranda, a sizable concretc water
tank, and its floor plan represents a departure from the traditional in having
a separatc dining m m ; the thatched kitchen has been retaind. The furniture is modern--of highly polished light-colored wood done in styles popular
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in Saigon-and there are brightly colored prints as well as sevaal large
mirrors on the walls. A guest in the house of Ong Xa Khanh is servcd tea
in Westernstyle cups of thin china together with candid fruit, a delicacy
usually reservcd for special occasions.
Ong Xa Khanh's splendid house (almost hidden by arbors covered with
flowering vines), his father's house, and the simple thatched residences of
his
quiet and unassuming sons form a group of farmsteads near the spur
road in Ap Dinh-B. The ancestral housc, constructed some fifty years ago,
is a large wood-tile structure with traditional lines, which serves primarily
as a sanctuary. The cavmnous main room where the altars stand is opened
only for rituals honoring the ancestors. The rear rooms of the house are put
to practical -ome
are storerooms for tools, and one large room contains
large recd-mat paddy granaries.
According to Ong Xa Khanh's £amiIy history, pawd down verbally, his
paternal grandparents migrated to the delta from central Vietnam during
the interdynastic wars of the nineteenth century.' T h e y settled in Tuong
Khanh, presentday Ap DinR A-B, clearing an unspecified amount of land
for paddy cultivation. Their son served as a minor official in the village, and
through inheritance and succtlssful farming, he accumulated ten hatares of
paddy land. He also was admittcd to the Cult Committee, achieving the
position of Chanh Bai, one of the high vcncrahles. Each of his five children
received two hectares, and his youngest son Ong Xa Khanh inherited titlc
to the paternal housc. The eldest son assumed the role of patrilineage head
until he became a Roman Catholic when a council of the other sibling
elected Ong X a Khanh to the role.
Ong X a Khanh's financial rise was due to his being rental agent for Ong
Hue, formerly the largest l a n d o m in Khanh Hau (although a resident
of Saigon), and of litigation with the present village chief. In the village
there are strong sanctions against squabbling over in herimnce, and this
affair was a rare exception- Ong Xa Khanh's aunt was married to the village
chief's uncle, and the couple held joint title to ten hectares of paddy land
The wife survived her husband, and prior to her death shc made an arrangement whereby her kin and her husband's kin could by mutual agreement
have either hw large w-&-tile house or 1.ooo pre-World War I1 piasters, the
estimated value of the house. For some unknown reason she did nothing
about the ten hectares of paddy Iand. After her death both families agreed
1. This probably rcfers to the wars ktween the Trinh of the north and the Nguyen
of the south, which began in r 6 1 0 and lasted into the nineteenth century.
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that Ong Xa Khanh's eldest brother would receive the house and the village
chief and his siblings would divide the thousand piasters. Soon after, Ong
-Xa Khanh filed a claim for the land with the district tribunal, and the
village chief countered with a similar claim. The tribunal, after consider; able deliberation, decided that the land was huong hoa of the alienable type
: and divided it between the contesting parties.
Ong Xa Khanh became the rental agent of Ong Hue when the present
i
I
highest venaable in the village resigned the position. Since Ong Hue rarely
visited the village, his agents had a great deal of autonomy, and a number
of villagers, particularly tenants and former tenants, continue to harbor
;r resentment against Ong Xa Khanh for his actions during this period. T h e y
5 accused him of overcharging on rents and keeping the difference. Villagers
I also claim that since Ong Hue was more interested in cash than paddy at
"harvest,
Ong Xa Khanh paid him the rents in cash, but demanded the renu
in paddy which he then stored far later a l e at higher prices. This angered
the tenants r h o would have preferred to pay rent in cash, saving paddy which
they could store for later sale themselves. I n e n he had accumulated sixty
hectares of paddy land, Ong X a Khanh resigned his position to devote full
time to his own interests. He and his sons cultivate the unrented portion
of his land, doing mast of the field l a b r themselves. In addition to being
an important landowner, Ong Xa Khanh is reputed to be the biggest moneylender in the village.
Despite his wealth, however, Ong Xa Khanh never has achieved a position
in the Village Council higher than finance secretary. Even this proved unsuccessful; he had so many difficulties with other members that the munci1
was disbanded and was reformed without him. Also, he refused a position in
the Cult Commitwe, on the ground that he ~vastoo busy with his land and
farmingresponsibilities. When there are rituals at the dinh, Ong X a Khanh
puts in only brief appearances, and he refused to donate funds for the
wnstmction of the Marshal's shrine (which provoked the village chief to
comment, "Xa Khanh has big pockets without bottoms').
He is clearly an outlander {recently his son rnamed the daughter of Ong
Lam: another outIander). He is in conflict with the village chid and others
currently in powa, and many villagas consider him crafty and miserly.
Nonetheless, he is treated with deference. Since Vietnamese have smng
sanctions against pubIic rudeness, criticisms against Ong X a Khanh are not
made openly. Further, in the Iong run vilIagers have respect for the fact that

1
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n. A profile of Ong Lam and his brothers begins on p- 26a
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he has been successfu1 in acquiring land and wealth and, more importantly,
he has provided well for his family. He also has maintained scrupulously
the ancestral house and the Cult of the Ancestors.

Ong Chan: VilZagc Chief
Ong Chan is referred to and addressed as Ong Ca, an informal designation
for village chief. He is 48 years oId, rather stout, and generally very affible.
By village standards, he has done well; hc has two wives, several g o d houm,
land, many children. and a position of respect. His risc in thc socioeconomic
structure of village society has come about through many circumstances.
Family history records that his paternal grandfather settlcd in Khanh Hau
and accumulated six hectares of paddy land, all of which he declared inalicnable patrimony. Ong Ca's father, the succeeding head of the patrilineage,
held several positions in the Cult Committee, ascending to the position of
Chanh Bai before he died. Since his father pIaccd great emphasis on ducation, his sons were sent to secondary school in Tan An where they learned,
among other things, to speak French.
When Ong Ca was e i years old, he was admitted into the Cult Committee
and given the title of Thu Bo, the lowest rank, usually resaved for the sons
of those in the high ranks. He assisted his father and brothers with farming
and soon became involved in rice merchandising. This proved profitable,
enabling him to purchase several hectares of paddy land in thc village. Ong
Ca, atypically, was over go years old when he married, and the alliance
cnhanced his economic p o s i t i o n 4 i s wife had some land and title to h a
parents' large w d - t i l e house. Soon after, his litigation with Ong Xa Khanh
brought him an additional five hectares of paddy land.
On the death of his father, the family clected Ong Ca as head of the
patrilineage, and all agreed, since he was wealthy, that his two brothers
should divide the income from the patrimony rather than use it for the Cult
of the Ancestors as prescribed. The elder brother touk two hectares, and his
younger brother received four hectares. Ong Ca's elder brothcr is considcrably older than he, and although he had bcen village chief for one term and
also had held several high titles in the Cult Committee, he has completely
withdmwn from village affairs, even avoiding rituals in the dinh (although
R e does attend performances of the classical theatcr faithfuIIy). He had
several hectares in addition to the patrimony, and when he reached the age
of 67 he transferred the titIes to his sons. After his wife died, he moved out
of his house, leaving it to his daughter and her family, and he constructed
a small, very rudimentary thatched hut on the edge of Ap Dinh-A. An inde-
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i pendent and philosophical old man, he says he prefers the simple life, tend-

' ing his garden and watching his

/,

two head of ~ a t t l e . ~

Ong Ca's younger brother also engaged in rice merchandising, but he
contends he found it too dishonest so he returned to farming. He, like his
older brother, has no titlc in the Cult Committee. claiming he is too busy,
and hc is the only resident of Khanh Hau who adheres to the esoteric Chon
Ly sect of Cao Daism.' At onc time Ong Ca had been a member of the Tien
Thien scct, joining in response to a spirit masage received during a village
seance. Subsequently, however, he fell ill, and local sect leaders interpreted
it as a sign that his conversion was prernaturc and advised him to withdra~v.
Ten years after his first marriage, Ong Ca took a second wife, a prosperous
widow with several houses and some land. One of the houses was converted
to a granary to accommodate the ever-increasing store of p d d y from Ong
Ca's ever-increasing land, part of which was rented and part cultivated with
hired labor. Ong Ca regretted that his farm responsibilities forced him to
abandon merchandising, but when the opportunity arme, he invested loo.om$ VN in a new gasoline station in Tan An.
As his wealth increased, Ong Ca became more active in the political life
of the village. In 1g5q he was named public works secretary; in 1956 he was
appointed village chief, and this position has occupied most of his time since.
He has the explicit goal of making Khanh Hau into a "model village," and
to this end he cooperated closely with Mr. Nguyen Van Mung, the first
director of the UNESCO School of Fundamental Education, who lived and
worked in the village when the school was being built. They successfully
launched the canal-building project, latrine construction, and a poultryraising program. Ong Ca also was very active in organizing the campaign
to construct the pagoda honoring hlarshal Duc.~

Ong Van Tan: Prosperous Tenant Farmer
Prior to rituals in the dinh, an observer cannot fail to notice a small,
wiry man with closecropped white hair, busily preparing the altar. During
the rituals he seems omnipresen t-whispering the proper incantations to
the boys flanking the altar and telling them when to announce the names
3. Ong Ca's elder brother died in 1961, and the farniIy erccted an elaborate concrete
tomb in which he is buried.
4- This sect is described in Chapter 3.
5. Late in I @ I Ong Ca resigned as village chief and was replaced by the younger
brother uf Ong Khai, truong toc of the Duc family. Because of Viet Cong activities in
K h a ~ ~Hau,
h
Ong Ca moved u, Tan An, returning to the villagc only in the daytime to
owrsce his land and houses.
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of the next rvmshippers. Toward the end of the rituals, he is the venerable
who reads the list of those being honored, the same list which he later
ceremoniously burns on the altar. This is Ong Iran Tan, who holds the
high title of C a Le in the Cult Committee, making him responsible for
proper form and performance of all village rituals.
Ong Van Tan is 60 years old, and he lives in a large w d - t i l e house on
the edge of Ap Thu Tuu, near the Earmsteads of his two married sons. He
rents 15 hectares from Ong X a Khanh, which makes him wealthy by village
standards. Ong Van Tan's paternal grandfather settled in Ap Thu T u u
where he rented some land; in igop he and his family suffered greatly from
a great storm that struck the delta, destroying crops. Ong Van Tan's father
also was a tenant farmer and was Huong Hao in the Village Councilresponsible for expediting orders of the village chief and arranging village
rituals. This undoubtedly had something to do with his enrolling his son in a
School of Ritual Studies newly founded in Khanh Hau by a retired employee
of the Saigon-My Tho railroad, a scholar of the traditional ritual forms
and Chinese calligraphy. Sixteen young men met in classes arranged to permit them time to continue their farm duties. The curriculum was centered
on traditional ritual forms, chants, symbolism, Chinese calligraphy, and
Vietnamese history.
Ong Van Tan remained a student in the school un tit he was 2 3, when the
master died. H e was granted the title of Ca Le in the Cult Committee, but
after three years, hrm and famiIy responsibilities forced him to relinquish
this honor. Ong Dan, the villager who later won ~,ooo,ooo$
in the national
lottery, was his only remaining confrere from the Schml of Ritual Studies,
so he became Ca Le until 1956 when Ong Van Tan took the position again.
The role of Ca Le demands considerable time, but since he now uses hired
laborers to work his fields, he has the time to give. He recently instituted a
course in ritual forms and prayers for young men of the village, fulfilling
a long-standing desire to perpetuate the traditional knowledge he had a-:
quired. Ong Van Tan has one final desire-to own land for his sons, and he
has been saving money for this end.

Ong Dan: FT7ealth by Chance
The people of Khanh Hau have an implicit faith in predisposition to
good or bad fortune, and occurrences peridically reinforce this belief. One
of these xuas the good fortune that visited Ong Dan in 1952 when he won
1,000,in the national lottery. Before 1932 Ong Dan lived with his wife
and six sons in a Iarge thatched house on the edge of Ap Thu Tuu. His
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younger brother was hamlet chief of Ap T h u T u u , and his older brother,

I the head of the patrilineage, lived nearby. According to the family geneal-

I1
!

'

agy book, one of the few in Khanh Hau, Ong Dan's paternal grand fat he^
had come from central Vietnam in the nineteenth century, a refugee from
the dynastic wars. He remained a tenant farmer as did Ong Dan's father.
In spite of their rclative povcrty, Ong Dan's Eather insisted that his sons
learn to read and write, and he managed to send them to the School of
Ritual Studies.
Gambling is a traditional activity in Vietnam, and since the 1955 ban on
gambling as one of the "four vices," 6 the only legal outlets are the national
lottery and the government-controlled race crack at Phu Tho, near Saigon.
Villagers of all economic levels eagerly look for the lottery tickets having
their "lucky numbers," and newspaper sales increase markedly when lottery
results are published. When Ong Dan won, his way of life changed immediately. He purchased twenty hectares of good land, seven of which he cultivates himself; he rents the remainder, and seven of these were declared
huong boa. He then mnsmcted a masonry house which cost igo,ooo$ and,
knowing that masonry houses were a special target in Viet Minh raids on
the village, he selected a site in Ap Dinh-A, close to the military stockade.
Large hardrvmd beds, carved chairs, a marble-topped tabIe, and a rnagnificent cabinet inlaid with motheraf-pearl (on which to arrange the altar of
the ancestors) were purchased for the main room of the new house. A woodcrarver was hired to make a decorative frame for the altar, and drapcries were
bought in Saigon to grace it. Ong Dan's new house was thc first in Khanh
Hau to have a brick floor, and it also had the distinction of being the first
house with a wide veranrla--a feature which since has become the mode for
masonry houses. Finally, Ong Dan d o n a t d zoo.ooo$ to the village for the
expansion of the primary school. This gesture elicitcd great praisc from his
fello~vvillagers who considercd that this was the act of "a p o d Buddhist."
As a consequence of his new wealth, Ong Dan hccamc more active in
villa-ge aEairs. Hc was awarded a high place in the Cult Committee, and for
several years his home has been the headquarters of the NationaI Rcsrolutionary Party, and rncctings of the Agricultural Cooperative have been held
there. He also found more free time, most of which he spent in the Council
House assisting with the organization of village celebrations. While his
eldest son prefers farming, the o t h a sons, w i ~ htheir father's encouragement,
have continued their schooling. The smond eldest attends a secondary school
in Saigon, and Ong Dan is particularly proud of his ability to speak some
6. The othcr three are prostitution, opium smoking, and alcoho!.
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English. Recently Ong Dan has been suffering from a respiratory ailment
which has not responded to medical treatment. Some villagers contend this
is thc result of his new life-an abrupt change that has put him out of harmony with the elements; others pessimistically point out that it is inevitable
that good fortune be followed by ill fortunear

Ong Hiep: The Highest Venerable
Known to all by his title, Ong Ke Hien, he has the highest position on the
Cult Committce and is the wealthiest rcsident of Khanh liau. With his
white hair tied in a bun in traditional fashion, his goatee and lined face,
he is the perfect picture of a Vietnamese village venerable. He
born 75
years ago in Ap Nhon Hau where his father was hamIet chief. Their ancestors were cady settlers in the neighboring village of Tan Huong, where
Ong Kc Hien's paternal grandfather famed two hectares of paddy land, and
his matcrnal grandfather inherited title to ten hectares, some of which was
passcd on to Ong Kc Hien's mother. In addition, Ong Ke Hien's hther accumulated ten hectares in Tan Huong, which he later dcclared patrimony,
and when hc married a girl from Ap Nhon Hau and moved therc, he purchased another ten hectares in Khanh Hau.
Before he inherited any land. Ong Ke Hien's fortunes m e when he secured the position of agent for Ong Hue and his brother (absentee landlords). Being agent under these circumstances is profitable-the
salary is
high and the agent has considerable autonomy. As in the case of Ong Xa
Khanh, therc continues to be some criticism leveled against Ong Ke Hien
for alleged sharp practices while hc was agent, although generally it is mild
compared to accusations made against Ong Xa Khanh.
With accumulated capital, Ong Ke Hien began purchasing paddy land
from his employers. He aIso receivcd tcn hectares whcn his father died, and
the family elected him head of the patrilineage, giving him title in trust to
ten hectares of land in T a n Huong. Although hc was relatively young, Ong
Kc Iiien was gaining his reputation as the most successful man in the village
as well as one of the most adept farmers. Ilis decisions when to plant, trans
plant, and harvest were awaited by other farmers, and hc was t h e first in the
village to use chemical fertilizer. Having achieved the status of a wealthy
landowner, hrr bccame more active in village affairs and was named vilIage
secretary, a position he held for almost fifty years; he was also awarded a
high title in thc Cult Committee.
7.

Ong Dan died early in 196~.
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Ong Kc Hien eventually acquired close to iw hectares in Khanh IJau
and considerable holdings in thc surrounding area. On the edge of the river
in Ap Cau he constructed the most palatial house in Khanh Hau. All his
children received primary school educations, and his only sons, identical
wins, were sent to a private secondary school in Cholon where they received
a "traditional education," emphasizing Vietnamese history, literature, fine
arts, and Chinese calligraphy.
The Indochina War brought terror and destruction to Ong Ke Hien as it
did to many villagers. On one of their noaurnal raids, a band of Vict Minh
approached his house and demanded a large sum of money, making it clear
they would kill him if he did not comply. He refused and, with the help of
his sons and some weapons hidden in the house, fought off the raiders. Hearing gunfire, guards from the watchtower near the bridge on the main highway came to the rescue, dispersing the remaining I i e t Minh. The next day
Ong Ke Hien moved his family into a house he had purchased in Tan An.
Not long after, the Viet Minh again raided the village, plundering and
burning his house. Ruins of the veranda, the rusting wrought-iron fence.
and the dried-up fish pond overgroivn with weeds are all that remain.
With the end of the Indochina 'CVar, Ong Ke I-Iien found himself even
more involved in entrepreneurial and philanthropic activities. He had
achieved the highest rank in the Cult Committee, and being Ke Hien
demanded contributions to village projects and celebrations as well as donaons to the necdy from time to time. In addition, Ong Ke Hien financed
e reconstruction of his brother's pagoda and became the pagoda's sponsor.
contributing one hectare of paddy land and a yearly allotment of rice for its
upkeep? In keeping with the postwar trend of investing in enterprises, Ong
Ke Hien purchased a large rice mill in the neighboring village of Ba Ly
(where his daughter's husband was village chief), and hc also actively end in ricc merchandising. He continued t c expand
~
his landhnldings and
began purchasing uncleared land in the Plainc des Joncs area recently
opened for settlemcnt.
O n e of the twins assumed operation of the rice mill in Ba Ly where he
constructed a modem masonry house.BThe other twin has remained in Ap
Cau, living in a masonry houx near the highway. Hc is his father's rental
agent. and for several years he has served as village secretary. He also holds
a relatively high title in t h e Cult Committee. One of Ong Ke Hien's &ugh'I-This pagoda is described mom in detail in Chrpln 5
g. In igGn Viet Cong activiucs forced him to mow into Tan An.
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ters is marricd to Ong Chi, a brother of Ong Lam, a prominent resident

of

Ap Dinh-A (whose profile follows), and they operate a large general store
near the market in Tan Huong.
Because of Viet Cong activities in l g38 and 1959, 0 n g Ke Hien has continued to reside in Tan An, visiting the village frequently, particularly for
the celebrations in which he officiates. With most of his financial affairs in
the bands of his children, he spends a grcat deal of his time in villas and
philanthropic efforts, the latest of which is a Buddhist nunnery organized
by one of his nieces in My Tho. The Village Council constantly seeks his
advice and as Ke Rien he organizes and participates in rituals a t both dinh.
In addition to giving six annual dcathanniversary celebrations, he is invited
to a great many givcn by other families in thc vicinity. Ong Ke I-Iien now is
preparing to dic, and when he visits Khanh Hau, he invariably stops in Ap
Cau to oversee work on the elaborate concrete tombs bcing constructed for
him and his wife ncar the pagoda.
Ong Lana and His Brothers: Entrepreneurial Fanners
On the western edgc of A p Dinh-:l where the coconut palms, areca palms,
and other tropical growths abound, there is a clearing, usually cluttered
with cwonut shells, paddy husks, and firewood, in the middle of which
stands the house of Ong Lam. In some respects the structure resembles an
elaborate shelter more than a house-it is of mixed old and new wood with
a tile roof, and one end is practically open. Thin latticework forms a partial
wall (no barrier to weather, insects, and animals) giving the structure an
unfinished appearancc. Afong the path leading from the house to the spur
road, there is a Iarge, substantially constructed wood-tile house, built by
Ong Lam's father and, in keeping with southern Vietnamese custom, it
belongs to the youngest son. Ong Nam.lo Ong Chi. the second eldest son,
is married to the daughter of Ong Ke Hien, and they are proprietors of a
general store near the market in the neighboring village of Tan Huong.
Since he owns land in Khanh Hau and spends a good deal of time there,
Ong Chi is considered a village resident
The brothers Ong Iam and Ong Chi resemble each other-thcy are thickset and have round, ruddy faces that break into c a q smiles. Ong Nam, on
the other hand, is thin, quiet, and furtive. Ong Lam and his brothers ham
many kin in the village, and they are well-known figures in the surrounding
lo. In Chapter 4 the residence pattern of this part of the hamlet is described in detail,
indicating the network of kin which includes Ong Lam and Ong Kam.
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area. Their paternal grandfather was landless, but their father had amassed
twenty hectares. On his death, Ong Lam, his two brothers, and one sister
tach rcceivcd five hectares. Ong Lam became head of the patririneage, although his father's younger brother assumed responsibility for cult rituals
honoring thc paternal great pndparents and grandparents, leaving Ong
Lam and his brothcrs to share ritual rcsponsihility for their parents. The
brothers and their paternal uncle also share the cost of a general ritual for
all ancestors, to which over IOO guests are invited.
The family has had a tradition of political participation. In addition to
their father who was deputy village chief, their mother's younger brother
saved several terms as village chief and currently holds a high position in
the Cult Committee. I n I 944 Ong 1-am was appointed village secretary, and
when the Japancse quit Vietnam after their surrender in August 1945, he
mumed the position of Viet h4inh villagc chief and named Ong Nam village secretary.ll The Viet Minh adrninistmtion was short-lived, however, and
when the French restored the colonial administration several months later,
&e pre-Viet Minh Village Council 1uas re-established, forcing Ong Lam and
his brother to return to farming. Since then they have remained relativeIy
aloof from the political Iife of the villagc.12
At the end of the Indochina War, Ong Earn and his brothers pooled
their resources to invest in various enterprises, the most adventurous of
which w.as a lumber and rice business. Since they realized sizable harvests
£tom their combined 15 hectares, they planned to m n s p r t rice to the highknd town of Ban Mc Thuot where there is a constant demand for it (particularly since the great influx of Vietnamese settlers since 1957), and purchaw lumber which is plentiful (and hencc relatively cheap). The lumhcr
then wouId be carried to Tan An and sold at high prices. Ong Lam went to
make the necessary contacts in Ban Me Thuot while his brothers bought a
mck and loaded it with milled rice. The plan was successful and the business thrived until Ong Nam had an accident when he was transporting
lumber over thc sinuous road from Ban Me Thuot. T h e brakes failed on a
steep hi11 and the truck carcencd off the road, tipping over in a ravine. Ong
Nam almost lost his Iife, the truck was a total loss, the cost of salvaging the
lumber rvas prohibitive, and the business venture ended.
Undcntandahlg. villagers now speak m-ith reluctance about events of this era.
w ~ tl~c
5
time the villagcbuilt who01 was burnd. leaving
them without a pri111aryschool for scvcral years.
12. After the police chief =-as killed by the Viet G J I Iin
~ 1961,Ong Nam replaced
bim, and in 1964 hc continued KI hold this position.
11.

m e noting, however. ~ ; l it
t
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This ill-fated enterprise, however, has not dampened their spirit. Ong
Nam made wveral unsuccessful attempts at rice merchandising-his methad
of contracting for unharvested crops proved too precariouwnd in 1959
he turned to rice milling, collaborating with a Khanh Hau rmident who
operates a rice mill in Tan Huong. Ong Lam has made more of a success d
his rice merchandising, purchasing milled rice on the Cholon market and
selling it at Moc Hua in the Plaine des Joncs area where rice is in demand
Ong Chi divides his time between his general goods store and his farm.
Although they have been political outsidms, Ong Lam and his brothers
are rcgarded highly by fellow villag-ers. Ong Lam holds a high title in the
Cult Committee and faithfully assists at rituals in the dinh as dues Ong Chi,
although hc does not have a title. Ong Nam, on the other hand, scorns the
rituals and refuscs to wear traditional clothes. Although their family cele
bra tiom arc elaborate, the brothers live modestly. Neither their clothes nor
their houses are ostentatious. Unlike his brothers, however, Ong Chi spends
more time and money on entertainment; with one of the few motor scooters
in Khanh Hau, he travels to neighboring market towns and to Saigon where
he attcnds thc cinema (particularly when American films are playing) and
visits the bars in the lively port section of thc city.
VILLAGERS
OF

THE

MIDDLEECONOMIC
LEVEL

Ong Ca Duoc: rlfiddlc-Level Landowner

Ong Ca nuoc lives on a farmstcad apart from any of the dusters that form
Ap iC.ioi. His house is substantialIy constructed with a masonry roof and
largc masonry veranda, although the rest of the structure is of wood. T h e
main room is large, dominated by a splendid ancestral altar with gleaming
brass accouterment. There is carved ~ : w daround the altar, and the dark
hardwood pillars supporting the frame of the house are hidden by large
tablets of bIack x%-odon which gold Chincsc characters spell out invocations. T h e furnishings, however, arc very simple.
T o one side of the house thcre is a stable in which several hcad of cattle,
a horse, and a cart arc kept-the
only draft horse and cart in the village.
With them, Ong Ca Duoc's son operates a transport service between the
village and T a n An. A kitchen p r d c n flo~irishesnext to the house, and
there is a delightful flowcr gardcn in the middle of which Ong Ca Duoc
arranged a small polychrome shrine honoring Ong Than Nong, the Spirit
uf Illgriculture. Thc open front of the shrine faces the veranda, enabling
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the spirit to watch the inhabitants of the house. "We try to be good people,"
says Ong Ca DUN; "Ong Than Nong can indccd give a favorable account
of our conduct to the Emperor of Jade."
Ong C a Duoc's Eathcr came from the neighboring village of Tan Hiep,
settling in Ap Moi where his w i h had many kin, some of whom were willing
m rent him land.13 Ong Ca Duoc attendcd primary school for several years
and assisted his father with farming. After his marriage he rras able to rent
some land horn kinfolk, eventually saving enough money to purchase one
hectare. When he had 3.5 hectares, he began to take a more active part in
village affairs and, although he never held a position in the Village Council,
Ong Ca Duoc ~uasgiven a high title in thc Cult Committee. Because he was
not considered sympathetic to the Viet Minh, he had to quit Khanh Hau
for most of the Indochina War, and during one of their raids on the village
the Viet Minh burned his house. When the war ended Ong Ca Duoc returned to Ap hloi, constructed a new house, and resumed his place in village
sodety.
Currently, Ong Ca Duoc spends most of his time tending his farm and
helping his son with the transport business. He continues to hold a title in
the Cult Committee, actively assisting with the organization of vilbge projects and celebrations. Although he is not a particularry wealthy man. Ong
Ca Duoc is considered one of the most prominent citizens of Ap Moi, a
reputation enhanced by the fact that he has many kin in the hamlet, many
of them women without husbands, and they look to him for counsel and
aid. His only son is marrid, and Ong Ca DUN is making plans to give him
some land, and also to acquire additional land to bc dcclared huong hoa
Ong Hai: Hamlet Chief and Landowner

The hamlet chief of Ap Moi is 55 years old, has the reputation of being
very independent, and prefers to remain in the privacy of his farmstead on
the southern edge of Ap iMoi. Hc appears at the Council House only when
some official duty requires his presence, and then he goes a b u t his business
quietly and swiftly. When it is over he may briefly chat with those present
before he puts up his large black umbrella and departs.
Ong Hai's paternal grandfather owned the four-cong Iarmstead on which
the ancestral house stands. Since both Ong Hai and his Eatha were youngest
, sorts, they inherited the Earnstead and thc house, a rambling wood-tile
13. In Chapter 4 the midence pattcrn of Ap hioi w-as analyzed, and one of the larger
, kin groupings includm Ong Ca Durn

;
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structure over 60 years old, solidly constructed with a hardwood frame and
polished hardwood pilIars. Its former elegance, however, has all but dk
appeared, and currently the main room is piled high with tools and farm
implements (including an unused hand-operatcd husking machine), and it
serves as thc paddy granary. There scarcely is r m m to receive visitors, and
the family spends most of its time in a ramshackle addition.
"A bit of land can pass through 10,ooo hands in 1,000 years," is the proverb Ong Hai delights in quoting when he recalls his acquisition of land.
His paternal grandfather had been a landowner with 1.5 hectares of g o d
paddy land. Financial difficulties, however, forced him to sell it to his neighbor, Ong Tien Bai Tri. With no land othrrr than the fourcong farmsteads,
Ong Hai's £ather remaaincd a tenant farmer, unable to save money because
of unfortunate circumstances. Ong Hai rented 1.5 hectares, and he cultivated a vegetable cash crop on the farmstead. In 19517 0 n g Tien Bai Tri.
because of pressing financia1 obligations, put the 1.5 hectares purchased
from Ong Hai's grandfather up for sale. When thc news reached him. Ong
Hai quickly sold the expensive inlaid cabinet on which his ancestral altar
was arranged, unearthed his savings, and purchased the land.
With the aid of hired laborers, Ong Hai works his own ficlds. In addition
to farm responsibilities, he has demanding family and administrative duties.
Since his eldest brother, the head of the patrilineage, is a poor tenant
farmer, and his other brother, the secretary for the district c h i d in T h u
Thua, does not live in the village, O n g Hai has assumed responsibility for
six annual death-anniversary celebrations. As hamlet chief he visits families
throughout the hamlet, assisting those who have dNicultics with administrative matters-registration of births, marriages, dcaths, and land transfersand he attcnds many of the xcsidents' family celebrations. If a resident of
the hamlet is in need of funds or medicine. Ong IIai usually approaches the
well-todo for contributions. Finally, he holds a title in the Cult Committee
of the Ap Dinh-A dinh.
Ong Hai values education greatly and has sent his children to primary
and secondary schools. He believes that this is more important than expending money on house, clothes, furnishings, or tomb. His eldest son, who now
works in the control tower at Tan Son Nhut airport near Saigon, received
a secondary education in My Tho and also studied in a government technical school in Saigon. This son periodically visits Khanh Hau on his motor
bicycle, although his father insists he leave the village bcfore the sun goes
down. Security in the remote parts of Ap Moi cannot be guaranteed, and
Ong Hai has had sufficient trouble during the Indochina War to make him
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cautious. Several times during the war he was forced to quit the village for
short periods, and during one of these periods the French troops from the
stockade in Ap Dinh-A entered Ap Moi to raid a reported Viet Minh meeting in Ong Hai's housc. They surrounded the farmstead and opened fire
on the house, killing the sole occupant, Ong EIai's twelve-year-old daughter.
Ong Tan: Middle-Level Tenant Farmer

Ong Tan is a big man with a hca\y red face that some of his friends
laughingly attribute to his drinking habits. He is envied by fellow tenant
farmers. In addition to having a sizabIe w d - t i l e house in Ap Cau, with a
large garden and fruit gmve, Ong Tan rents 4.5 hectares from his father's
older brother, Ong Kc Hien. It is considered choice Iand-within
the
bounds of Ap Cau, an area of ample water sourccs and relatively loxu fields
which retain available water. As a result, in the droughts of 1957 and 1958
Ong Tan suffered less than other farmers and, being a kinsman of the landlord, he was assured of a rent reduction because of the drought. Further,
Ong Ke Hicn, in the course of putting his material affairs in order after his
seventy-fifth year, suggested to Ong Tan that he begin processing a title for
the Iand he is cultivating. This relieved him of the need to save money for
the eventual purchase of land. Finally, to add to Ong Tan's good fortune,
his wife expects to inherit some of her father's land.
Ong Tan is considcrd something of a sybarite by his fellorv villagers,
particularly the group of maIes who periodically gather to drink and talk
in a shop by the path in Ap Cau. Hc can drink more alcohol than any of
them, and he says he has a second wife with her own house in Ap Dinh-A
(where she sells fruits and vegetabIes to support herself) in addition to a
third wife in neighboring Tan Huong. Further, Ong Tan claims to have
many "girl friends" in surrounding villages as well as in Tan An. His Falstaffian air makes him a popular figure in the hamlet, and his kinship to Ong
Ke Hicn gives him some prestige. He holds a title in the CuIt Committee of
thc Ap Nhon Hau dinh, faithfully attending the rituaIs held there.
His brothers have the reputation of king more responsible than Ong
Tan. His elder brother was once village chief, and his younger brother
currently is hamlet chief of Ap Cau. Like Ong Tan, the younger brother
was a tenant farmer, but hc saved money and purchased five hectares of
paddy land. He also rents three hectares from Ong Hue, the absentee landlord. His house, occupied by Wife Numbrr One and her children, is a large
masonry-tile structure on the bank of the stream in Ap Cau. Deeper in
the hamlet, Wife Number T w o lives in a small thatched house.
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Ong Kim Tai: A Small Tenant Farmer

Ong Kim Tai was first encountered squatting amid thc tombs which are
numaous in one part of Ap Dinh-B, scooping muddy water from a drying
pool into his nearby seedbed. It was thc worst period of the 1958 drought,
and frantic efforts to save wilting seedlings wme common throughout Khanh
Hau. The afternoon sun beat down, and Ong Kim Tai in black shorts and
shirt, a frayed conical hat on his head, worked steadily until there was more
mud than water at the bottom of the pool. Hc is an old man with a leathery,
lined thin face and bright smiling eyes, and seems the typical Vietnamese
peasant of boob and pictures. His house, a plain thatched structure with
one large room and a small hitchcn addition, is near the spur road and is
completely obscured by thick greenery.
Ong Kim Tai is a widower, and he lives rvich his 16-yearold son. They
divide the task of maintaining the house and farm, and are occasionally
helped by a visit from one of his three daughters who temporarily does
the cooking, cleaning, and washing. In kceping with Ong Kim Tai's way of
life, his house is simply furnished-plain plank beds, a tablc, several chairs,
and a small altar of the ancestors. He rents three cong of land from which
he ckes a living. but bad years likc 1958 are likefy to plunge small tenant
farmers into debt. In the dry season he works as a laborer, and a1though hip
son assists with the farming, Ong Kim Tai has insisted that he complete his
primary education.
Ong Kim Tai's father was a tenant farmer as was his paternal grandfather
who had come from central Vietnam in the nineteenth century. Since the
family has been long established in the village, he has many kin in Ap Dinh
A-3, and he has a great deaI of contact with them. His only extravagances
are his three annual celebrations of ancestors' deaths, tn which he invites
a b u t 15guests, mostly kin. He docs not hold a title in the Cult Committee,
but he faithfully attends rituals at the dinh and at the Buddhist pagoda, and
he participates in numerous celebrations given by kin and neighbors. Now
that his son has a hasic education, Ong Kim Tai desire to find land for him
to rent, and for himself he only hopes to bc able to obtain for a grave a
small corner of ground from somc wealthy villager.

Ong Canlz: Small Landowner
Near the family tombs of a well-todo civil servant from Tan An, there
were, until 1959, three thatched houscs which belonged to Ong Canh and

I
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bis wife and her elder brothers Ong T i n and Ong T u and their families. At
the present time on1y thc house of Ong Tin rernaiw-death has dispersed

'

.

-

:
:
:

:

the other two families.
Ong Canh's paternal great grandfather was an early scttler in Khanh Hau
where he owmed 2.5 hectares of paddy land and evcntually constructed an
elaborate masonry house. He married a woman From the village of Duong
Hoa, some go kilometers from Khanh Hau and subsequently she inherited
5 hectare and a rnasonq house from her parents. Thcy had only one s o n
who inherited both houses and all 7.5 hectares. He, in turn, had four children-two sons, the elder of whom was Ong Canh's father, and two daughters. The two sisters married in Khanh Hau, and the younger bmther went
to live in the Duong Hoa house, I a t a becoming a schoolteacher there. Ong
Canh's father remained in Khanh Hau and assisted his father with farming.

On the death of their Eather, each of the children received an equal share
of the land--approximately 1.9 hectares. The elder son received the Khanh
Hau house; his brother inherited the house in Duong Hoa.
Both Ong Canh's paternal great grandfather and grandfather had been
members of the Village Council, and both had been sorcerers. Ong Canh's
father Iearned the sorcmus secrets horn his father, but unlike his ancestors
he took no part in village affairs. Older villagers recal1 that he was rather
a shiftless man, content to live on the rent from his land without attempting
to increase his holdings. In his later years he fell ill with a lung ailment,
and there were several years of very poor harvests. Faced with bankruptcy,

he dismantled his masonry house and sold the rnatwiaIs, rather than sell
: his land. T h e family moved into a thatched house, and when Ong Canh's
I father died soon aEtcr, each of his four children rcceivcd almost half a
hectare.
Ong Canh had been married four times when he took the sister of Ong
I Tin and Ong Tu as his wife. All four wives had died as had three daughters
--by one wife. After his marriage he constructed a small thatched house near
the two houses of his wife's brothers. The three families formed a small
.
community, and they relied on one another for aid in house repairs and
: agricultural tasks. In 1938 Ong Tinh's wife fell ill with a respiratory ailment
which grew steadily worse in spite of the various medicines provided by her
i husband and their kin. Not long after, Ong T u began complaining of general weakness, and his abdomen began to swell. As his symptoms increased,
he was unable to work in the fields, so his brother and other kin gathered
his harvest. The hamIet chief collected contributions of food and cash to
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aid Ong Tu and his family, but all medical treatment failed to arrest the
swelling.
Ong T u clearly was going to die, and suddenly his sister. Ong Canh's
wife, began to manifest the same symptoms. In the face of such difficulties,
aid diminished as kin and neighbors concluded it
fate that he should die.
In the shop near Ong Canh's house, one woman cxprcscd a widely held
opinion chat the ill fortune plaguing Ong Canh was inevitable bccause of
the long tradition of sorcery in his family: "Those who deal with the spirits
may just as easily be their victims, and those relaled to them might also be
affected." Ong Tu slowly died, and his wife took their son to live with her
kin in anothcr hamlct. Their houstr was dismantled and the thatch was used
on Ong Tin's house. Since Ong Tin now became the head of the family,
hc moved O n g Tu's altar into his own house. Within months, Ong Canh's
wife died, and he dismantled his housc, selling the material. Reluctant to
remarry, Ong Canh went to live with his younger brother in the rambling
paterna1 house. He was converted to Cao Daism and has become an active
member of the Ban Chin Dao committee in the village.
Ong Ngoc: Hamlet Chief

Ong Ngoc is a relatively young man to be hamlet chief of Ap Dinh-A,
but the Village Council has confidence in him, and his neighbors highly
praise his honesty arid conscientiousness. He also manifests a genuine cmcern for the well-being of the people of his hamlet and has taken an artive
interest in organizing sports and clubs for the young people.
Ong Ngoc's father also had been hamlet chief in Ap Dinh-A and, like
his son, enjoyed a g o d reputation; he rented seven hectares and was wellt d o . He constructed a substantial h a r d w d house with tile roof and filled
it with costly furnishinpfincly carved furniture and an imposing ancestral altar arranged on an elegant cabinet intricately inlaid with motherof-pearl. After his death, however, the landlord refused to rent any of the
land to Ong Ngoc and his brothers. Being the youngest son. Ong Ngoc
inherited the paternal house as we11 as his father's two buffalo. He was able
to rent several cong of paddy land and supplement his income by renting
the buffalo. His brothers were less fortunate. Unable to rent land in the
village, one went to Saigon wherc eventually he found cmploymcnt at the
post ofice in the Dakao section of the city; the other settled in anothcr village
where he was able to rent half a hectare of land.
k n after he was named hamlet chief, Ong Ng
,x lost the lease on his
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a village officia1 he was permitted to rent one hectare of
village communal land In 1958, however, the amount of this land available
for rental diminished when seven hectares were turned over to the School of
Fundamental Education and, since military veterans were given primity,
Ong Ngoc was again without land. In spite of his poverty, he has refused to
sell his house or any of the furnishings, but not being able to afford new
roof tiles or the services of a carpenter, he has Iet the house h l l into a state
of disrepair. Not discouraged by his ill fortune, Ong Ngoc began working
as a laborer, and his wife with equal courage began selling some of their
garden vegecables.14

land, but being

Ong Nha: Barber and Tailor
Near the spur road in Ap Dinh-A there is a small thatched structure with
- a large window cut in the front wall. A weathered sign announces that it is
i a barber and tailor shop and that Ong Nha is the proprietor. T h e barber, shop occupies the section of the room near the window. A mirror, a high
/ chair, and a table on which scissors, a clipper, a razor, and a comb are kept
i are the equipment of the barbering trade. W h e n Ong Nha is not cutting
hair, he moves to the other side of the room where a young man and girl
sit at foot-powered sewing machines performing the simple tasks entrusted
to apprentices. Ong Nha inspects their rvork. perhaps replacing one of them
at the machine to demonstrate somc fine point, or he may take up some
material lying on a nearby tallle to han113titch a scam. Finished products
-shirts, tunics, and trousers--hang from the ceiling. In the rear of the
shop are scveral beds, and a thatched abutment serve as kitchen and living
quarters for Ong Nha's wife and five children.
Ong Nha was born in ccntral Vietnam where he learncd these trades. I n
IMO, seeking better opportunities in the south, he scttlcd in Khanh Hau
and married a village girl. There is a constant dcmand for barbers in the
village and, although shorts, work shirts, and children's garments can be
made at home, tunics and clothes for more formal occasions as well as Western-style shirts requirc the specialized skills of a tailor. Ong Nha complains,
however, that living and operating costs arc too high fur him to realize
much profit. He must purchase rice and other fwd, and with a large family
there is need for medicine which is costly. The cost of cloth is high, and when
the shop needs repairs or a new roof he must hire someone to do the w ~ k .

[

14. By 1962 Ong Ngoc's lot had improved somewhat when he was able
Lectarc 01paddy land in the villa-.
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In 1959, a young man camc to work as his apprentice, and thc girl, Co
Sao, Ong Nha's younger sister, is the latest of several sibling who have
come from Tourane to learn sewing. One young brother has gone into the
tailoring business in Saigon, and another hrother is a tailor in Phan Thiet.
A cousin of Ong Nha's wife learned from him, and she now has a thriving
embroidery business in Cap S t Jacques. Periudiwlly Ong Nha expresses a
desire to establish a business in Saigon whcrc hc feels his children would
have more opportunitics, but the cost of leaving Khanh Hau and the initial
cost of getting settled in the city are prohibitive.
Ong Nha's shop is a gathering place, particularly for young men of the
area, many of whom are attracted by the presence of Co Sao. Members of
the village soccer team spend their hce time in the shop, and older men
getting their hair cut offer them advice and joke with them. In spite of his
having been in Khanh Hau for over twenty years, Ong Nha remains a marginal member of village society. He is not active in village affairs and has
nwer been offered a title in the CuIt Committee. Ong Nha hirnsclf points
out that he is essentially an outsider-he has no kin in the village, no land,
no tombs, and he is not a farmer.

Co Bay: Shopkeeper
In the middle of the Ap Dinh A-B alr;glomeration, at a point in the spur
road where there usually is a great deal of activity before and after the
midday heat, Co Bay has a small shop, simply constructed of gnarled lw
and odd pieces of wood salvaged from houses being dismantled in thc vicinity; the roof is thatched. A small addition to thc rear houses Co Bay's aunt
and her chiIdren; to one side of the structure, she maintains a large kitchen
garden ample with green vegetables and arbors hung with melon-like vegetables.
Co Bay is a girl of 17, plump and attractive, and very popular with the
residents of the area. Shc is the daughter of small tenant farmers who live
nearby and rent one hectare from1 Ong Xa Khanh. The shop actually belongs
to Co Bay's father who built the structure and purchased the stock, but Co
Bay volunteered to run it, and i t generally is referrcd tn as hers. The stoct
is relatively limitd: several types of nonalcoholic bevcragcs bottled in Saigon, some fresh fruits and vegetables, a small collcction of canned gods,
several jars of h a ~ dcandy and dry cookies, jugs of fish sauce, a container of
fermented shrimp, some d r i d fish, and some school supplies. The shop, however, is a favorite meeting place for the women of the area, particularly the
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widows and the elderly, and a few young men converge on the shop in the
kte afternoon to talk with C o Bay.
Co Bay's brother lives near the shop and he spends a great deal of time
there, of ten tending it in his sister's absence. He is a young man of 25 years,
a veteran of the Vietnamese army, which makes him eIigibIe to rent half a
hectare of village communal land. The women who gather in the shop
mnsida him a very amusing individual, and since he traveled while in the
army, he is envicd by the young men of the village. His friend Anh Teo is
about the same age and is also an army veteran; he lives with his small
family in a thatched house near the Ban Chin Dao temple and, like Co
Bay's brother, he rented communa~land which he had to relinquish (with
a promise of alternative land) when the school was granted seven hectares.
Anh Teo currently works as a laborer to support his family. In his leisure
time he also plays on the soccer team, and he meets with other young men
at Co Bay's brother's housc to play traditional musical instruments and sing.
Among the many women who gather in Co Bay's shop, Ba Luc is the
most frequent visitor, probably because she lives alone in a very small
thatched house next to thc shop. She is a relatively tall woman, extremely
thin hut very erect, and her lined brown face is framed with soft white hair.
Ba Luc was born 78 years ago in Rach Gia, a coastal town on the Gulf of
Siam; her parents died whcn shc was a child, and she lived with poor kin.
While she was still quite young she married a man who worked as a food
vendor on a coastal ship, and subsequently they came to Khanh Hau where
he rvas able to rent a small amount of paddy land. Their daughter married
a tcnant farmer in a neighboring village, but they ~ ~ ' e able
r c to send their
son to the viIlage primary school, after which, with scholarships, he was able
to complete secondary schooI, eventually obtaining the brevet for teaching.
Currently hc is a schoolmaster in a village close to Saigon.
After her husband's dcath, Ba 1,uc clcctcd to remain in Khanh Hau rather
than live with either of her children. Although her daughter is too poor,
particularly sincc the drought years of 1937 and 1958, to contribute much
to her mothcr's suppnrt. Ra Luc's son periodically brings her money. She
lives simply, requiring little food, and shc cultivates h a own kitchen garden.
She contributes ro$ IrN to thc major rituals held in the dinh, and as one of
the respectctd -~vidowsof the village she is invited to participate in the feasts
served at thc Council IIouse during the celebrations. Many mman of the
hamlet rely on Ba Luc fur ad\yice and assistance with births or ailing childrm, and whcn she feels the need for company, she can always go to Co Bay's
shop.

I
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In general, but not always, those born into very well-todo families or
r families remain in the same status. Children who are born into
the upper socioeconomic level will inherit sizable tracts of land and p a h a p
some enterprise, and (barring unforeseen misfmune) they will remain in
the upper level. Children of the lower s ~ o e c o n o m i clevel have little opportunity to move upward; most will not be able to complete a primary education,and the cost of learning a trade is prohibitive. Rental land is not usually
available, and land prices in the village are now relatively high. Mast people
of this ategory live on or near a subsistence level-their primary concerns
are to survive and stay out of debt. Upward mobility is good fortune and
down~vardmobility is bad fortune, and villagers are likely to attribute
changes in status to destiny; but this does not imply £ataIism--one can still
strive to improve one's lot or make it possible for chiIdren to improve theirs
(e-g. through education).
As a relatively entrenched aristocracy in Khanh Hau, hiarshal Dw's
patrilineal descendants, particularly those of the senior linc, are swially
immobile-their unique s t a t u s is crystallized The villagers experience a
certain amount of prestige in being associated with the hero of southern
Vietnam, and the Duc family is the living symbol of this association. Rituals
very p

honoring the Marshal reiterate his ties to the village, and these rituals must
be performed by the truong toc of the Duc farniIy.
An increase in landholding, preferably by purchase than rcntal, is essential
to upward mobility. The big tenant is in a precarious position-he
has no
guarantee that he will be able to retain his lease for a long period, nor does
he have anything to pass on to his children. O~vnershipof land, on the other
hand, represents security, and land is the most valuable thing a man can will
to his children. Land declared huong hoa guarantees a cult and with it, bliss
in the afterlife. Further, huong hoa helps generate lineage solidarity in
providing a means to hold large family celebrations where members of the
family can gather and reconfirm their bonds of kinship.
Once a villager has acquired some land by inheritance or purchase, he is
motivated to amurnulate more--an amount sufficient for the succeeding
generation to maintain the status of the family. Given the fragmentation of
land when both male and female children inherit, this is not easy; for
example, a well-to-do h m c r with ten hectares will pass on only two hectares
to each of his five children, perhaps precipitating a process of dormward
mobility as in the Ong Canh family.
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Fragmentation of family land is inevitable, but the sketchcs of some of the
upper-lwel villagers illustrate ways of increasing one's landholding. Others
have invested in enterprises, illustrating an emerging pattern in village
miety: an increasing number of uppcrr-level villagers have turned to businas as a means of gaining wealth.
In Khanh Hau, the rvell-todo and those in the process of gaining wealth
never Iive in thatched houscs. Having acquired a sufficient amount of land
to elevate his status, an upwardly mobile villager usually constructs a substantial house as a primary prestige symbol. Prior to its destruction, the
grand house of Ong Ke Hicn was a fitting monument to his status as the
wealthiest resident and highcst vcncrable.
Villagers striving for upward mobility must also have fine furnishingsm e d wooden chairs, marblc-top tables, and pendulum clucks are items of
prestige. It is important to have good hardwood beds that will remain in the
family many generations, and more important to have an impressive altar
of the ancestors. lF1hile Ong Hai could with impunity sell the costly cabinet
on which his altar was arranged, it would have been a desecration to sell
any of the accou cement. Cloches, however, are not particularly indicative
of status in village society.
An upwardly mobile villager is expected to have more elaborate family
celebrations as his status rises. Villagers of means perform all prtrscribcd
rituals in an elegant manner, inviting many guests and properly entertaining
them. Abundance of food reflects the af3uencc of the £amiIy. Among the
many dishes, it is important to have meat, particularly pork and beef, both
of which have more prestige than chicken. Alcoholic b e v e r a g e ~ o g n a c ,
beer, and rice alcohol (in that order of prestige)--are requisite. As one
moves upward it also is necessary to make more sizable contributions to such
things as the construction of the pagoda honoring Marshal Duc, and the
size of every villager's donation is public knowledge.
Literacy is essential to upward mobility. A villager must be able to read
and write in order to have the respect of his fellorv villagers, and it aIso is
necessary to carry on econonlic activities. In the past a primary school
education was not prerequisite to improvement of status, but with the expansion of educational facilities in the village it promises to become so.
Even at the present time it would be unusual for a middle- or upper-level
family to take a child out of school before his primary education was

In Chapter 8 the structure and functions of the Cult Committee were
described, the pattern of upward mobility in the ranking order of the mm-
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mittee was analyzed, and the collective role of those in the higher echelons
as the sociopolitical elite of village society was pointed out. Relative mnking
in the Cult Committee indicates a great deal about statuses within the
upper s ~ i o e c ~ n o m level.
ic
The highest venerable is the first to kowtow at
the rituals and has the highest s t a t u s in the village either born a soci*
political or socioeconomic point of view. The lower titles, horvevm, do not
reflcct a great deal about status within either the middle or lower socioeconomic levels.
For thc upwardly mobile villager who aims at the Olympian heights of
the high venerablcs, politiral status becomes as important as economic status
when he reaches the upper level of village society. In the past thc pattcrn
has been for villagers to serve on the Village CounciI before being made a
venerable, and whilc the council positions have become appointive, they
continue to be held by upper-level villagers who have both the time and
means to participtc actively in the political life of the village. There is
a political in-group which more or less controls council positions, and not
every well-todo villager is accepted into it.
In addition to bcing accepted into thc Village Council, the upwardly
mobile villagm currently lvould be obliged to join the National Revolutionary Party, thc only official political party in the village. He a h would
have to participate in village affair-ssist
in organizing the rituals and
othcr village celebrations, and attend all the mc~tingsheld, whether for
anti-Communist propaganda or proposed village projects. If he should succeed in gaining a high vencrable title, wcalth and age rvould become the
primary factors in continued mobility. Prescribed cash contributions and
those expected from the incumbent require that a venerable be wealthy.
Finally, shouId the villagcr of vencrable status outlive the other venerables,
he will become Ong Ke 1 Iicn.
In Khanh Hau society, as in any society, chc fortunes of famiIies fall as
often as they rise, bmusc of fragmentation of landholdings, illnesses, or
unwise investments; irresponsible heads of households have also bcen known
to gambIe or drink away thc family fortune. Downward mobility is a proucss
that can occur in practically any famiIy in the villagc. A wcll-todo family
can lose its land, housc, and high status, and thosc living on a subsistence
level can sink to destitution.
The profile of Ong Ngoc iIlustrates the precariousness of gaining upperlevel status by renting a large amount of land. On the death of the father,
Ong Ngoc and his brothers w e without land and thc family w a s forced to
disperse4 tcrrible fate for villagers. Reduced to pvmty. Ong No% con-
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to scratch out an existence in the village, retaining his position as
hamlet chief, the onc remaining trace of higher status. In this case, land
hgmcntation in three generations plunged the family from upper to lower
hues

An additional example of downward mobility, not recorded in the pr*
files, is an impoverished Ap h-ioi family that continues to live in their large,
ramshackle wood-tile house--the bleak monument of better days. The pam a 1 grandfather had accumulated large landholdings in the village and
constructed the house. When he died, his son inherited house and land and,
according to villagcrs, hc squandered his wealth on gambling and opium.
To meet his growing debts he sold land, retaining only a small plot which
he declared huong hoa before his death. His son, thc prcsent head of the
household, was an active Viet Minh cadreman, and when the Indochina
W a r ended, the family found itself in disrepute as well as poverty stricken.

CHAPTER 11

Conclusions
T ~ IOLD
E

P R O V E R B "Phep vua thua lc lang" (The laws of the emperor
yield to the customs of the villagc) is known by all Vietnamese, and in
many respects it characterizes the village in Vietnam as a selfcontained
homogeneous community, jealously guarding its way of l i f little
~ world
that is autonomous and disregards (if not disdains) the outside rvorld. This
image contains many elements of Durkheim's social segment-* mechanical
solidarity arising horn subjecting the members to uniform conditions which
give them uniform and strong consciences. It implies as well the corporateness contained in Tonnies' concept of Gemeinschajt society and elements
of Redfield's rccently articuhted littlecommunity model with its four outstanding characteristics: distinctness, smal lnm, all-providing self-sufficiency,
and hom0gcneity.l
Redfield finds that these qualities are clearly marked in such societies as
simple bands, but they diminish as societal complexity increases until they
are scarcely traceable in little communities of industrial Europe or America. In southern Viemam, historical events since the end of the nineteenth
century have rendered the image implicit in the proverb less and less applia b l e to the villagc. The isolation of the village has steadily grown less, and
the ways of the village havc becn more and more encroached upon by the
ways of the world. This situation is vcry much reflected in Khanh Hau
whme the little-community qualities exist but are perceptibly dwindling.
There is, for example, homogeneity in the attitudes and values of many
of the Khanh Hau villagers. They share a cosmological view deeply rooted
in the Buddhist-Taoist4onfucianist ideology of the Chinese Great Tradi1.

Durkheim. De la Division du Travail Social. Tennis, Gemcimchajt und GesellRedfield, The Little Community.

schaft.
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tion, with Vietnamese alterations and additions, which underlies the amalgam of belie& and practices that make up village religion, and it influences
all other aspects of villas society as well. Adherence to it is manifest almost
daily in behavior--even in the behavior of Catholics, followers of the Minh
Chon Ly sect (who consider themselves emancipated from the traditional
religious beliefs), and villagers who for whatever reason have rejected some
of the traditional ways. Belief in universal order, and the related concepts
of harmony with this order and human dcstiny within it, are reflected in
the conformity of all villagers to guidance by the lunar calendar and reliance
on individual horoscopy, and in the respect of most vilIagers for the principles of geornancy. The notion of harmony is involved in many practices
and ritualsobservance of taboos, use of amulets or talismans, preparation
of medicines, consultation with healers, propitiation or expulsion of spirits,
invucations to deities, and vmcration of ancestors. T h e aim of these is to
preserve or restore harmony and, with it, well-being.
Before the advent of Cao Daism, and with the exception of a small group
of Catholics, all villagers identified themselves as Buddhists. Although the
homogeneity of formal affiliation (or expressed association) consequently
has diminished as several hundred villagers became Cao Daists, homogeneity
of belief in Buddhist doctrine and deities (all incorporated in Cao Daiim)
has continued. This also is true of popular beliefs and practices which are
admitted by all Cao Daist sects except the Minh Chon I..y (some twenty
adherents in Khanh Hau). Veneration of ancestors (Catholics spccify that
they honor rather than venerate ancestors) is almost universal in the village.
The altars are the same and rituals are performed according to prescribed
£om.
There also is homogeneity in the social expectation. The drive to provide
well for one's family combined with some of the basic belie& associated with
the Curt of the Ancestors contributes to the strong motivation for economic
gain that characterizes the Vietnamese peasant (which in turn has contributed
to the expansionism that marks Vietnamese history).
It is the h i r e of most villagers to improvc their lot, which means having
land, a finc house, material comfort, and education for one's children. One
of the dreads of poverty is that the family may disintegrate as members quit
the villa-ge to seek a livelihood elsewhere. For the villager it is extremely
important that the famiry remain together: in addition to the comfort of
having kinfolk about, immortality lies in an undying lineage.
There is homogeneity in the villagcn' style of life. Variations are not great
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enough to warrant stratification into sucial cIasses. Rather, they are variations
on a common theme which amount more tu elaborations than to substantive
difEerences.
There also is a great deal of homogeneity in livelihood activities, with
practially everyone in the village directly or indirectly engaged in rice
cultivation. All farmers cultivate ricc, and all laborers are farm laborers.
Village leadersthose in the smiopolitical elite and/or the Village CounciI
4 s well as rice millers and rice merchants own paddy land and describe
themselves as farmers and most spmiatists also are farmers. Khanh Hau
farmers usc the same planting techniques. They agree what methds are
best suited for the different varieties of rice planted in the vilIage and for
relative elevation of one's fields. All use chcmical fertilizer, a11 share the
myths concerning its effect on the soil, and there is a common tool complex
Some variation exists in garden cultivation, although it is not great, and
thew is a common collection of vegetables grown in all gardens.
The homogeneity of values, style of life, and some behavior patterns, as
well as the functional intcrrclationships that exist among the various aspects
of village society, implies communal personal associations such as are contained in the conceptuaI models of Durkheim, Tiinnies, and Redfield. These
communa1 personal associations, however, cannot be said to exist for the
whole of Khanh Hau society. Cultural values and social behavioral patterns
are shared because the inhabitants have a common tradition, which in this
case is the Vietnamese tradition as it exists in southern Vietnam. It does not
necessarily follow that members of village society have strong social bonds
or a sense of social solidarity. These qualities are found within the village
but cannot be attributed to the village.
Several outstanding factors relating to this lack of communal pasonal
association can be isolated. First, the settlements that make up Khanh Hau
are widcly dispersed; sections of Ap Cau and Ap Nhon Hau arc 5 kilometers
from the northern part of Ap Dinh-R and, unless he has kin or acquaintances in sl~cha distant place, a villager is not likely to visit there. Villagers
often remark that thcy do not know fellow villagers from other h a m l e t s
they may know them by sight, hut they have never spoken. On the other
hand, those living in the string settlements of ,4p Cau and Ap Nhon Hau
literally are a stone's throw from string hamlets along the opposite banks
of the streams separating Khanh Ha11 from the neighboring villages of Tan
I Iuong and An Vinh Ngai (see Fig. I).
T h e effect of this dispersion is compountlcd by the fact that there are no
rcal focal ccnters to attract sizable segments of the village population, giving
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them the opportunity for swial interaction. The dinh often is described as
the social and religious center of the Vietnamese village, but this is true in
only a limited sense in villages of southern Vietnam. There are four rituals
held at the dinh in the course of the lunar year, but participation is expected only oE the cult committee members. Although attendance is compulsory for all male houschold heads, there is very little interaction among
the audience either before, during, or after the meetings. Undoubtedly,
having two dinh and two cult committees diminishes the importance of
each, but had the village only one, its primary importance would still be
that of ritual center for some of the village men.
The Council House does not function as a focal center. Most viIIagers
visit there only wcasionalIy to take care of some administrative necessity.
The Buddhist pagoda in Ap Moi (the village pagoda) and that in Ap Cau
draw a relatively smalI attendance at rituals, and their active congregations
are h m the locale rather than from the whole village. Although both the
Tien Thien and Ban Chin Dao Cao Daist sects have sizable congregations.
their temples actually function as socia1 centers more for the residential
groups surrounding them than for any significant segment of the village.
These limitations also apply to the group-sponsord cult of Quan Gong
which largely is supported by residents of Ap Nhon Hau.
One might speculate that if Khanh Hau had a market it would serve as a
center for social intercourse in the village. Marketing, horvwer, is done by
the women, and the ~roximityof the Tan Huong market to the southern
portion of the villagc, combined with the attraction of the large Tan An
market q kilometers from the northern edge, would reduce the sipificance
of any market within Khanh Hau. Finally, the ~ l i t i c a levents of the past
several decades have greatly disrupted v i l l a s lih. Whereas war m a y have
the effect of generating solidarity among a people, the guerrilla type of hastilities characteristic of thc Indochina War bred only conflict and suspicion.
Without battle lincs, rvithol~tan identifiable enemy, the war was everywhere. P r r i e t hlinh and pro-French factions existed in the village, and
although most villagers did not take sidcs actively, accusations of being on
one side or the other were rampant. This pattern continud as the Viet
Cong movement against the national government reached Khanh Hau, and
the effect has been to turn many villagers inward. They noxu are primarily
concerned with survival for themselves and their families.
The lack at village level of communaI personal association was manifest
in the unsuccessful village cooperative. This represented the first attempt at
a vilhgc-wide cffort, and although it was limited to those who farm, mem-
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bership was drawn horn all harnIets. The trust and cooperation needed to
make a success of the organization clearly was lacking- In their last meeting
before it disbanded, some members openly admitted reluctance to entrust
money to the group, and there was a great deal of dissension. Lamenting it
afterward, somc villagers pointed out that many members did not know one
another very we11 and several of the leadm had opposing sympathies during
the Indochina War. T h a e is greater solidarity at the hamlet level, whose
residents usually identify themselves as such and associate others with the
hamlet in which they live.
In Khanh Hau, property relations, locality, and the beliefs and practices
associated with the Cult of the Ancestors are intrinsic to the solidarity of the
patrilineage. Huong hoa, the ancestral house, and the tombs are material
symbols of the patrilineage, and it is around them that kin sentiments rally.
Although the members (often including some very poor) receive no greattr
material benefit than several elegant meals during the year, they have the
prestige of belonging to a toc with land. Furthermore, coIlective ownership
of the patrimony and having a voice in the selection of the truong toc give
members a sense of participation which periodically is r e i n f o d by gatherings for ccIebrations associated with the Cult of the Ancestors. Members
also have the consolation of knowing that a cult will be maintained for
them after death.'
Close to the situation in Vietnam, Freedman (Lineage Organization,
pp. l e s a g ) emphasizes the importance of common property in maintaining
the solidarity of lineages in southeastan China :
In order to explain why some lineages rather than others managed to
hold their members togetha I have adduced the factor of common
property. We may -rue11wonder why rich individuals should place their
wealth at the disposal of their lineage or onc of its s e - p a t s instead of
leaving it to be enjoyed by their immediate descendants. Chen Hanseng assures us that "the sense of family responsibility" is such in
China, and especially Kruangtung, that ~vhilc"thc individual family
likes to cnjoy the prestige of a big land owncr, it considers it j ~ z s t as
s. In his study of Pul EIiya, Lmch focuses on what hc considers u, bc two imporrant
aspects of kinship in that v i l l a p l o c a l i t y and property mlations. Thc former generdtes
mrpratcnrtss: "Pul Eliya is a sixiety in which IocaIity and not descent forms thc basis
of corporate grouping." Although i t is in propcrty rclauons that kinship emerges,
"kinship systcms haw no 'reality' a t all except in relation to land and property. W h a t the
social anthropoIogist calIs kinship structure is just a way of talking ahout property relations which can a h l
x talked about in other ways." (Pp. zg6go6.)
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important to strengthen the economic status of the main stem of the
family, that is the clan, as to bolster up the security of the direct descendants." [Chen Han-seng, The Present Agrarian Problem irt China,
China Institute of Pacific Relations, Shanghai, 1939, p. go.]
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Hu also includes common property as well as the Cult of the Ancestors
among those institutions that lend cohcsivenm to the tsu, the Chinese
patrilineage:
A11 i b institutionsthe
~
establishment of the common propcrty, benefits for eduacion and public xvelfarc, the laying do-run of rules of behavior, the assumption of judicial powe-have
a common aim: the
conso1idation of the p u p for the security and advancement of its
members. The security offered is trvofold; religious, in that the tsu
assures the individual that the rite in his honor will be continued
indefinitely; and social-economic, by assuring each member of assistance
in case of need, both from the group and from individual fellowmembers. [Hsien Chin Hu, The Common Descent Group in China,
Only a few patrilineages in Khanh Hau have the corporate character noted
above and since, with the exception of the Duc family, most patririneages
have been established in the village only three or four generations, they are
small and young compared to thoscr described by Hu and Freedman for
China and by Gourou3 for the dclta of the Red River. Nor do thcy have
the secular functions of the well-tdo Chinese and nox-thmn Vietnamese
pasilineages. While the patrilineagc of the Duc family has an aristocratic
aura, it cannot be said to have political power, nor does it have the wealth
to guarantee welfare for its membcrs. Rent-bee farmstead sites are about the
only outstanding material bcnefit, and they are given to nonpatrilineal kin
as well. The only patrilineage in m a n h Hau which has political power and
wealth is that of Ong Ke Hien.
Most tmilies in Khanh Hau are without land, their homes do not endure
long enough to become ancestral houscs, and their graves are earth mounds.
There is a tendency for patrilineagcs comprised of such hmilics to fission.
Economic necessity forces members to q u i t the villagc, and eventually thcy
lose contact. Although that. is an effort to obscrve the rituals associated
with the Cult of the Ancestors, the group that gathers is smal1, usually cornposcd of those within walking distance. Sqmcnts that fail to comc together
3. k s Paysaris du Delta Tonkinois, pp. I q - z ~ .
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for rituals honoring common ancestors usually designate thcir own truong
toc, arid consequently there is apt to be duplication of rituals honoring the
common ancestors. In fissioned patrilineages, cohesiveness is found in lineage segments. ln such instances, property relation would not be important
(indeed, they may not exist) whereas proximity and veneration of common
ancestors generate kin solidarity.
While the household group is the most basic social unit of village society,
the small kin clusters (most of which are parts of patrilineages) share the
same primary group characteristics. It is at this level that one finds hce-toface relationships, unqual ificd mutual aid, and common participation in
celebrations. There a l m are non-kin househoIds in some of the clusters. and
consequently proximity sometimes supersedes kin ties as a basis for strong
social bonds.
1n addition to a predominance of kin-linked households, some residence
groups have strong religious bonds. The Catholic families in the village are
largely concentrated in the northernmost section of Ap Dinh-B, and many
of the households are tied allinally and consanguineally. The Catholic group
also has its own leader. Although thc Catholics have definite in-group feelings, they are not isolated from the rest of the vilhge, and relations between
Catholics and other vilIagers are very close. Cao, Daists have the same ingroup solidarity which, in the Tien Thien and Ban Chin Dao sects, is reinforced by having their temples serving as focal centers, particularly for
members living around them.
Khanh Hau's relationship with the outside worId, particularly the urban
world of Saigon, is reflected in the c h a n g ~that have murred in village
society since the end of the nineteenth century. The most traceable of these
are changes in the structure and functions of the lrilIage Council initiated
by legislation in 1904 intended to standardize the councils throughout the
coIony of &chinchina. This legislation clearly defined the prerogatives and
responsibilities of all councils: it delineated t h e secular functions and eliminated sacred functions related to the Cult of the Guardian Spirit of the Village, precipitating the formation of Cult Committees in all villages. Since
that time the trend has been toward smaller councils; in Khanh Hau the
pre-ltrorld M7ar I1 council of twelve was reduced to five members by legislation in 1956, and by 1961 it had dwindled to three members. This reduction
in size has been accompanied by a steady increase in paper work and a continued sapping of council prerogatives as outside governmental agencies
have assumed greater responsibility in village affairs. The customs of the
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village have been yielding not to the emperor, but to the French colonial
administration and subsequently to the central republican government.
Through its provincial and district administrative arms, the ministries in
Saigon have had an increasing role in village education. public works, agricultural programs, financial affairs, judicial matters, and civil order. In the
ax of Khanh Hau, the provincial and district officials also have pIayed an
impormnt part in the development of the Marshal Duc cult. Further, since
the establishment of the republic in 1955, there has been a growing number
of village organizations and assmiations.
In the past the village leaders emerged from the older segment of the
swiopolitical elite, receiving at best only modest salaries (the prestige was
more important than salary); council members now are appinted by prtF
vincial authorities. They are younger than their predecessors, and they receive 6xed salaries as civil servants. In general the village is king more and
more integrated into the national netrvork centered in Saigon and, as this
proceeds, the traditional administrative autonomy steadily decreases.
Changes in the area of religion a h have resulted in more ties with the
outside world. The arrival in 1958 of the Buddhist nuns at the Ap Cau
pagoda marked for the first time contact and control by Buddhist hierarchy.
The advent of Cao Daism and the establishment of the Tien Thien and
Ban Chin Dao temples created new religious centers in Khanh Hau, and
these sects have generated a new wave of solidarity among the villagers who
have joined. This change also has been in the direction of putting Khanh
Hau more in touch with the outside world, although in the case of Cao
Daism, not with Saigon but with the delta mwns to the south.
Khanh Hau villagers generally display a readiness to accept innovation
when it is shown to be useful. Traditions are strong and the taboos and
sanctions are rigidly observed. Nonetheless, there is in them a certain flexibirity which allows a freedom to choose.
Many of the technological and material innovations in the village can be
attributed to villagers of the upper economic level who, since they are
relatively mobile, have contact with the outside and have the means and
willingness to take some risk. The lower economic level manifests a considerable self-sufficiency in being able to satisfy most of their basic needs
within the bounds of the village. Thcy expIoit the physical surroundings,
constructing their houses of available logs, bamboo, and thatching, and they
sustain themselves for the most part on village produce-rice, vegetables,
fruit, and h h (as well as occasional meat). They make their own tools and
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furnishings, and aside from such things as cIothes, kitchenware, altar acmut m e n t , lamps, oil, and fish sauce, they have no need for goods manufactured beyond the village. As one axends the socioeconomic structure of village society, however, dependence on the outside increases. Upper-level
vilIagers have houses constructed by specialists (some from outside Khanh
Hau), using material brought into the village. Their furnishings are manufactured in Saigon or one of the large market towns, and they consume a
good deal of food from the Tan An market (occasionally even canned
French M).
Many have either a motor scooter or motor bicycle, and since
a11 are farmers, they must purchase chemical fertilizm as well as pesticides.
One of the outstanding innovations since 1950in Khanh Hau livelihood
patterns has been the crncrgence of the entrepreneur. Some villagers were
engaged in entrepreneurial activities before that year, but the predominant
pattern was for those with available capital to lend it to fellow villagers or
merchants in nearby towns. Within a short period of time, well-tdo villagers began investing in rice merchandising and then rice milling; now
hand-operated home rice mills have all but disappeared from the village.
AIso, the effect of both rice merchandising and milling has been to create
more Iocal rice marketing and price fluctuations. The eflect of the Cholon
market on the village consequently has bcen somewhat Iessened.
Educational facilities have increased in Khanh Hau, precipitating some
changes. More viIlagcrs are becoming literate, and are thus becoming better
acquainted with the outside world at an early age. There also has been an
incrcase in contact between the boys and girls from Khanh Hau and surrounding villages. Most changes in kinship practices have been in relation
to marriage. Amnged marriages are now less common, and there is more
IikeIihood that the engaged couple already will be acquainted. Also it is
possible to marry someone with the same surname when it has been reasonably we11 established that there are no consanguineal ties, and the hamlet
exogamy of the pre-World War I1 pcrid no longer is rigidly observed. The
service period of a fiance to the girl's family is now not required by many
families, and since the end of the Indochina War there has bcen a reduction
in the bride price.
These arc thc identifiable changes that have taken place in Khanh Hau
society, and many of them have come from Saigon-the doorway to the
world beyond Vietnam. Crndcr the French, numerous administrative alterations had been efiected in village government, and since the village has
become part of thc Republic of Sauth Vietnam, administrative changes have
been wen more sweeping. These new concepts are essentially more \Vestem
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than Eastern, and although they were intended to transform the village government, they really have succeeded only in bringing about a number of procedural innovations and giving new tasks to the VilIage Council, at the
same time sapping the power and prestige of the village olficials.
Nevertheless, many of the old ways have survived the sweep of Saigon
legislation. Most decisions concerning village socicty, such as village projects.
welfare, response to crisis situations (such as the drought), and justice, continue to be dealt with in ways traditional to the villagc. Thc VilIage Council
also has retained its sacred functions, none of which is sanctioned by IegislaLion. The councillors continue to have an important role in the Cult of the
Guardian Spirit. In the Council House there is an altar honoring ancestors
of the villge, and the council is responsible for administering Buddhist
pagoda land as we11 as dinh land. These are part of the village way, and they
remain.
Although in many respects the well-todo are responsible for most technological and material innovations, they are at the same time the guardians
of many Vietnamese traditions. The gentry constitute the clientele of the
geomancers, and they are the most active supporters of the Cult of the
Guardian Spirit of the Village.
The villagers feel that the oId rs-ays are good, especially when they are
expressed LI rituals, but thcy also Ecel that new ~ x y sare acceptable when
proven of value. The people of Khanh Hau are not descendants of ancestors
who have lived in this place a thousand years, perpetuating a pamhia1 village world. Their ancestors were migrant people-pioneers who left their
natal pIaces in the narrow coastal plain of centra1 Vietnam about a century
ago (as, indeed, their ancestors had quit their places of origin in the past)
to settle in the strange new surroundings of the vast delta of the Mekong
River. Khanh Hau people are of a tradition in which one guards the old
ways while adopting the new ways necessary to changed surroundings.
In spite of the changes in some aspects of village socicty, the essential
characteristia of the village way of life have persisted. The traditional
values, practices, and rituals continue to be honored and observed, and they
are being transmitted to the younger generation as they were in the past.
The ordinary villager clings to the familiar. His primary concerns are his
family and perhaps his farm, and in his war-weary world, his will is the will
to survive.
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Appendix B

C A O D AISM first appeared as an identifiable religious movement in ige5,'
founded by Ngo Van Chieu, a civil servant in the Department of Criminal
Investigation (a bureau of the colonial government in Cochinchina). Long
an advocate of spiritualism, Ngo I a n Chieu spent much of his leisure time
organizing seances with fello~vcivil savants. During a seance held in lglg
while serving at the District Headquarters on the island of Phu Quoc in the
Gulf of Siarn, he made contact with a spirit that identified itself as Cao Dai
(which could be translated Supreme Palacc or High Thronc). At a later
seance the same spirit revealed that Cao Dai was the symbolic designation
for the "Supreme Being."
After his transfer to Saigon, Ngo ?'an Chieu continued communication
with the Cao Dai in seances held with a group of civil servants in a small
house in a back street of the Cho Gao quarter of Cholon. In the course of
these seances, the Cao Dai directed the group to symbolize him visually with
a large eye emitting bright rays of light, and it also advised them to use the
beaked basket which, whcn held by the mcdium (preferably a youth a@
12 to 15), spells out the spirit message. At a seance held late in 1925 the Cao
Dai directcd those present to bccome his first dkiples and organize a new
religion bearing his name. At this time seances were popular among
younger civil servants, and news of what had occurred spread rapidly
through the bureaus. Although therc was no semblance of formal organization, Ngo Van Chieu was Imkcd upon as the head of the religious movement. Other groups then reported that they aIso had communicatd with
Cao Dai, and at a seance in a Cholon restaurant the spirit had directed one
of the guests, Le Van Txung, a well-todo businessman, to join thc new religion. The message also implied that Le I a n Trung was destined to have an
important role in the religious movement; hc therefore joined Ngo lran
Chieu's group, and his life changed. Previously he had been an "impenitent
I . Gobron, Histoire du C a o d a i m , p. 19. Anonjmous, Le CaodaTsme. Direction dcs
Affaires Politiques et de la Siirctt, r.e CaodaTsme: igzl;-rg3g, p. ng.
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materialist." but now Le Van Trung refrained from eating meat, smoking
opium, and other pleasures. Eventually he gave up his business to devote
himself completely to Cao Daisrn.
In 1926 Le Van Trung replacd Ngo Van Chieu as head of the Cao Daist
movement. Membership srvcllcd, the first cadres of leaders were formed, and
the first propaganda centers were established. On October 7, 1926,an official
declaration that Cao Daism rvas a formal religion was signed by e8 leaders
and a47 adherents and filed with the Governor of C ~ h i n c h i n a By
. ~ March
of the next year the Cao Daists had acquired a sizable tract of Iand in Long
Than village. Tay Ninh province. Here, near the sacred Black Lady mountain close to the Cambodian bordcr, they established their headquarters or
Holy See.
In the period that followed, Cao Daist doctrine and organization crystallized and some of the basic tenets of the new religion were made known:
Cao Dai is the Suprcrne Being who for the third tin~eis revealing himself
in the orient. Owing to lack of communication in former times, the five
branches of Dai Dao, the Great IVay~onfucianism(Nhon Dao), Worship
of Spirits (Than Dao or Khuong Thai Cong), Christianity (Thanh Dao),
Taoism (Tien Dao), and Buddhism (Phat Dao)-were established in different parts of the world but hiled to converge. The primary aim of Cao Daisrn
is to bring together these great religions.
Spirit mesages dictated both doctrinal and organizational structure of
the Cao Daist rnovemcnt. Oficially known as Reformed Buddhism, much
of Cao Daist doctrine is drawn from Buddhism of the Mahayana tradition,
and mixed with it are concepts of Taoist and Confucianist origin. The Buddhist ideal of "the good man" provides the h i s for Cao Daist ethics. and
thc 1%-holecomplex of little-tradition Vietnamese t a b s and sanctions is
incorporated into their idcal behavioral scheme. In the pantheon. Cao Dai.
symbolized by thc cyc emanating radiant light, is the Supreme Being. Below
him are the three great saints, Confucius, Buddha, and Lao T'se. Having
appeared at a later date, Christ is ranked below them. T h e high category of
saints includes Quang Am, the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy (who, according
to Cao Daist interpretation, also embodia the Christian Blesscd Virgin), the
Chinese tvarrinr Quan Cong, and Moses. The general rank of saints incorporates all those of the Theravada and Mahayana religions, and eventually
Sun Yat Sen, Jcanne d'Arc, Victor Hugo, and the French admiral Duclos
were added. Ritual forms arc traditional Vietnamese (korutoruing while
2.

Direction dcs AfEaires Politiques

. . . ,Le CaodiaYsme, pp. p-32.
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holding burning joss; food offerings) as are thc decorations and altar accouterment (gongs, vases of florvers, incense burners, offering plates, and jess
s

Ry 1930the Tam Ky Pho D o (as the scct officially was known) had expanded considerably. and a definite hierarchical structure had emerged
which is very similar to that of the Roman Catholic Church but differs
notably in having a female hierarchy including cardinals, archbishops, and
other high dignitaries. During this period in Tay Ninh at the Holy See
there was a great deal of consmtion, culminating in a colorful and architecturally bizarre cathedral designed to incorporate great motifs of the past.
The French viewed the Tarn Ky sect £avorabIy and allowed them to
organize their own army (with the assistance of French military advisors).
and the hierarchy also was given the right to collect taxes in a large area surrounding the Holy See. This period of expansion aIso was a period of dissension within the hierarchy. Although Cao Daists refer to it as a period of
schisms, one French sourceQ points out that the differences were not ductrim1 but personal. Quarrels developed ova questions of power and the
Pope's right to form an army as well, and dissension ensued because individual leaders acquired foIlowers, splitting off from the Tam Ky. The result
was an excdus born Tay Ninh, and of the eleven Cao Daist sects that
emerged, eight survive.
The first to leave was h'go Van Chieu, the founder of Cao Daism, and he
founded the Chieu Minh Danh sect at Can Tho. In an attempt to restme
ordcr among the leaders, Pope Ly Van Trung resigned, requesting Nguyen
Ngoc Tuong to replace him. Thc new pope began to reorganize the sect,
but after several troubled years he also stepped down, leaving the leadership
temporarily in the hands of a committee. Taking a poup of follor+-ers,
Nguyen Ngoc Tuong quit Tay Ninh to settle in the delta town of Ren Tre
where in 1934 they organized the Ban Chin Dao sect, along the doctrinal
and organizational lincs of the Tam Ky sect. By lggo they had numrrous
followers so they established their Holy See on the outskirts of Ben Tre.
During a seance at Tay Ninh in iggr Nguyen Hao Ca, a high-ranking
member of the hierarchy, received a message advising him to leave the Holy
See and organize his own sect at Rach Gia, a city on the Gulf of Siam. After
3. One Cao Daist Ieadcr of the Tien Thien sect pointcd out that in addition to the
fact that it is not necessary for the typical Vietnamese to change any of his existing
religious beliefs when he converb to Cao Daism, he enlarges his pantlieon to indude
cleitics of thc Judeehristian tradition as well as deities of uther religions. Further,
the ritual form is so dose to the traditional that it is not alien.
4. Direction des AfEaires Politiques, p. 87.
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1 his arrival at Rach Gia, another spirit message directed him to My Tho, and
1 there he established the Holy See for his ncw sect, the hlinh Chon 1.y. Be-

t

tween 1932 and 1938 this new sect gained a large following, and it diverged
both in doctrine and structure From the othcr Cao Daist sects. Initially the
Minh Chon 1.y gave spccial veneration to T a m Tmn, the Three Deities.
Quan Cong. and Ly Thai Bach, described as the Supreme Spirit. Eventually
they also included Thich Ca, a reincarnation of Buddha. Christ, Lao TSe,
Confucius, and Ngm Hoang Thuong De, the Emperor of Jade. Their most
striking innovation, however, was the adoption of a new symbol, the "Eye
in the Heart," which is an eye set in a Iarge red heart from which rays of
light emanate. Nguyen Hao Ca decided on this in the belief that while the
eye simply records what is secn, the heart has full realization. True h o w l edge, therefore, is found in the heart.
Also, unlike other Can Daist sects, the Minh Chon Ly rejects many traditional Vietnamese belie& and practices---such things as the Thien cult, the
CuIt of Ong Tao, and bdieh in the numerous spirits (the ma, qui, and
than) are not tolerated. Nor do they observe some of the usual Cao Daist
food taboos such as not eating food derived from living creatures. The only
traditional Vietnamese cult allow-ed is the Cult of the Ancestors.
The hierarchicai structure of the Minh Chon Ly is symbolized in their hly
Tho cathedral by a pyramid of oil lamps below a large representation of the
Nhan Tam, the "eye in the heart." The Committee of Three Great Heads
is the highest ruling body, and within it, Nguyen Hao Ca, the founder,
occupies the position of Thai Dau Su or Central Head. Below this is the
Committee of Nine which is divided into the Tu Buu or Four Treasures,
functioning as the secretariat, and the Ngu Hanh or Five Elements which is
responsible for the five administrative regions in Vietnam. There also is a
femaIe hierarchy whose major functions are to proselytize among women
and see to the religious instruction of female members of the sect. All
the hierarchy reside at the Holy See, but the women have special altars at
which they worship.
Another sect was founded in iggq when, because of personal difficulties
with the hierarchy of the Tam Ky, Nguyen Hun Chin left Tay Ninh with
a group of fourteen follo~versknown as the Seven Saints and Sevcn Sages.
They remained briefly in a ncarby village where they agreed to found a new
sect, the Tien Thien, and they dispersed to gain folto~versin different parts
of the delta. Their beliefs and organization resemble those of the T a m Ky
and Ban Chin Dao sects and, although they claimed to have 72 temples by
the eve of 'CVorId War 11, they still lacked a Holy See.
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During the perid of dissension, three relatively small and little known
sects made their appearance. The Bach Y Lien Doan organized its headquarters in Tay Ninh Province some time during the early iggos, and in
lggl the Minh Chon Dao established its Holy See in the southern city of
Bac Lieu. In iggg a small group broke away from the Minh Chon Ly, and
under the Ieadership of Nguyen Van Kien organized in Tan An the Chon
Ly Tam Nguyen, the smallest of the Cao Daist sects and also the most divergent in doctrine.
Although the French administration viewed the Tam Ky with favor, m a t
other Cao Daist sects, associated as they were with nationalist movements,
were regarded with suspicion. The Tien Thicn was outlawed in i ~ oDur.
ing World War I1 and the Indochina War, Nguycn Ngoc Tuong, head of
the Ban Chin Dao, and Nguyen Buu Tai, future leader of the Tien Thien,
together with other members of Cao Daist hierarchies were investigated by
the French authorities, and some were sent to penal colonies on the islands
of Phu Qum and Poulo Condor. During the Indochina War, French tmp
requisitioned the house of Nguyen Hao Ca, leader of the Minh Chon 1.y.
and in a battle between French and Viet Minh troops the Minh Chon Ly
cathedral in My Tho was destroyed. W i t h the exception of the Tam Ky sect,
the Cao Daists were reduced to clandestine activities.
With the end of the Indochina War in 1954, the Cao Daists began to
function more openly. The prisoners were released, and Nguyen Buu Tai
organized the dispersed hierarchy of the Tien Thicn sect. They established
a Holy See at Soc Sai, a small town in the midst of the coconut estates 18
kilometers west of Ben Tre, and began construction of a cathedral which
was completed in 1957. The Minh Chon Ly leaders began to reconstruct
their Holy See and completed the cathedral in 1958. In 1955 the fortunes of
the Tam Ky sect took an adverse turn. The leaders chose to join the Hoa
Hao and Binh Xuyen5 in their struggle against h e newly formed government of Ngo Dinh Diem, and when they were defeated the Tam Ky sect lost
its army and its right to collect taxes in the area surrounding the Holy See at
Tay Ninh.
5- "The Binh Xuyen. a gmup of formcr river piratcs who a t une time rooperatcd with
the Vieuninh, were given the right to run Saigon's lucrative gambling housls and vice
rackets, and later even put in control of the Saigo11 police." (Buttinger, p. 462.)

L U N A RCALENDAR
Twelve Lunar Year C y c k

T~

Mouse
Buffalo
Tiger
Cat
Dragon

Suu
Dan
Meo
Thin

T~
Ng"

Snake
Horse
Goat
Monkey
Cock

Mui

Than
Dau
Tuat
Hoi

D0g
Pig
Lunar Year Months1

Thang Gieng
Thang Hai
Thang Ba
Thang Tu
Thang Nam
Thang Sau
Thang Bay
Thang Tam
Thang Chin
Thang h-iuoi
Thang Muoi Mot
Thang Chap

I

Dan

Tiger

Meo

Cat

Thin

Dragon
Snake
Horse
Goat
Monkey
Cock
Dog
Pig
Mouse
BuEalo

TY
Ngo

Mui
Than
Dau
Tuat
Hoi

T~
Suu

1. Thc designations in the left-hand colalso are used in the Gregorian calendar.
In the Iunar calendar the "comp!ete months" have p days, the "incomplete months" have

29.
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Hours of thc Day
A.M.

Suu
Dan
Me0
Thin

hious€
Buffalo
Tiger
Cat
Dragon

TY

Snake

10:oo to

Kgo
Mui
Than
Dau

I-Iorse

1p:oo to 2:OO

Cock

2 : to~ 4:00
q:oo to 6:oo
6:oo to 8:oo

Tuat

Dog
Pig

8:oo to i o : m
10:oo to 12:00

TY

1:oo to 2:oo
e : w to q:oo
4:oo to 6:m
6:oo to 8:oo
8:oo to i0:m
1 2 : ~ )

P.M.

Hoi

Goat
Monkey

Seven Sample Days in the Lunar Calendar

9th day (Truc Mang) Day of the Cock, 6th lunar month (incomplete)
Predominant element. Fire
Predominant star, Chuy
UnhvorabIe for marriage, burials
Favorable for construction, ritual offerings, commercial dealings, to open a

shop, long voyages
Auspicious hours, Horse, Mouse. Goat
Favorable ages? Dragon. Snake, Buffalo
Unfavorable ages, Cat, Mouse, Dog
loth day (Truc Binh) Day of the Dog, 6th lunar month (incomplete)
Predominant element. Fire
Predominant star, Sam
Celebrate anniversary of spirit Vu Lan Eon
Unfavorable for rituals and gatherings with guests
Favorable for large projects and welfare endeavors
Auspicious hours, Monkey. Pig
Favorable ages, Cat, 3f ouse. Horse
Unfavorable ages, Dragon, Goat, Buffalo, Snakc
n. This refers to thme born in a particular year, sudl as the Year of thc Drapn or
Snakc.
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~ t day
h (the Truc Dinh) Day of the Pig, 6th lunar month (incomplete)
Predorninant clement, Wood
Predominant star, Tinh
Unfavorable for marriage, house const-ruction
Favorable for cult rituals, enwring school, gatherincgswith invited guests.
great voj'ilges, tailoring clothes, cutting hair
Auspicious hours, Horsc, Goat
Favorable ages, Tiger, Cat, Horse
Unfavorable ages, Snake, Monkey, Mouse

z t h day (Truc Chap) Day of the Mouse, 6th lunar month (incompletc)
Predominant element, Earth
Predominant star, Quy
Unfavorable fur long voyages, marriage
Favorable for rituals, gatherings with guests, burials, signing contracts,
commerce
Auspicious hours, BuhIo, Cock
Favorable ages, Buffalo, Monkey, Dragon
UnhvorabIe agcs, Horse, Cat, Pig
g t h day (Truc Pha), Day of the Buffalo, 6th month (incomplete)
Predominant element, k t h
Predominant star, Lieu
Unfavorable for marriage, great voyages
Favorable for entering school, gatherings with friends, comrncrcial relations
Auspicious hours, Tiger, Monkey, Pig

Favorable ages, hfouse, Cock, Snake
Unfa\yorable ages, Goat, Cock, Pig
4th day (Truc Nguy), Day of the Tiger. 6th month (incomplete)
Predominant element, Metal
Predominant star,Tinh
Unfavorablefor long voyages, burials
Favorable for rituals, opening the market, commercial relations
Auspicious hours, Buffalo, Goat
Favorable ages, Pig, Dragon
Unfavorable ages, Cat, Mouse

5th day (Truc Thanh). Day of the Cat, 6th month (incomplete)
Season, Little hot season

~ 9 8
Predominant element, Metal
Predominant star, Truong
Unfavorable for cult rituals, long voyages
Favorable for dealing with affairs of great importance
Auspicious hours, Cat, Horse
Favorable ages, Dog, Tiger, Buffilo, Mouse
Udavorable ages, Cwk, Snake, Horse
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Appendix D

DESIROU
of~borrowing 4,ooo$ VN, Mrs. A (most participants in hui are
women) organizes a hui with four other members, Mrs. 13, Mrs. C, and
Messrs. D and E. With five in the group, the hui will last five sessions, and
at each one a participant will receive money. At the first session, the cku
hui (the organizer), will receive a loan horn the other members, and at
subsequent sessions those who have not yet received money wiIl bid on the
basis of interest they are willing to pay for a Ioan. The maximal interest
bid wins the loan for that session, and the amount of interest is deducted
from the amount each participant in the bidding turns over to the winner.
Those who already have received money, however, will pay the stated maximal contribution.
As hui leader Mrs. A is hostess, and at the first session she serves a large
dinner. The maximal contribution has been set at i,ooo$, and each of the
participants gives her that amount (thus she realizes the 4,oaoJFshe wanted).
At the second meeting refrmhments (no meal) are served. and on this occasion the other participants have an opportunity to bid for a loan. The bids,
containing the amount of interest each is willing to pay, are written on slips
of paper and passed to the leader. Mr. D wins, bidding 350$, and although
Mrs. A as the nonbidder must give him ~.ooo$,the others pay him 6509
(9503 interest subtracted from the om$ maximum). At the third meeting,
Mrs. B wins, bidding 2008; both Mrs. A and Mr. D must give her ~,ooo$
each, the others give only 8003.
At the fourth mecting, Mrs. C wins with a bid of 1503, arid she receives
850f horn Mr. E as well as i,ooo$ from A, B, and D, giving her a total of
3.8509. At the last mecting Mr. E receives a total of q,ooo$, or i.ooo$ each
from the other four participants. The result is that Mrs.A has received an
interest-free loan of 4,ooof, whereas Mrs. I3 and Mr. D pay inwrest of 50$
and 1,0508, respectively, for loans received. Mrs. C gains qca$ and Mr. E
7 0 4 for their participation. The assumption in the hui is that early in the
bidding those with the greatest need for loans will bid high while those who
can wait, bid low, standing a chance to gain later.
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Appendix E
T Y P EOSF RICECULTIVATED
IN KHANH HAU
(according to villagas' ranking)

A. Farly or hasty rice (harvested some go days after transplanting)
Tung xa
Bangnon
Sam0
Xiem
Nang quat
B. late rice (harvested some I no days after mansplanting)
Rang chon
Nang thorn
l'e vang (thanh tra)
Tar, huong
Soc nau
Trang nho
Nang cho
Nang ra
Nang ray

Nep ruoi

moc, yellow grain
{ den,
black grain

Nep bung
Nep sao tien
Nep ngong
Ncp cang cuong

RICE, VEGETABLES, A N D F R U I T S

Vegetables Cultivated in Khanh Haer
LATIN

VIETNAMESE

B ~ bw)
P
Bau dai
&u ngan
Bi dao

Aegie marmelos, Correa
Aegle marmelos, Correa
Benincasa hispi&, Cogn.

Bi do
Bi xanh

Cucurbita maxim, Duch.
Benincasa hkpida, C o p .

Ca nau
Ca tomat

Solanum mlongenu, Linn.
Solanum lycopmsiczsna, Linn.
Brassica oleracea, Linn.

Cai bap
Cai be trang

Cai cu
Cai sa-lat
Cai xanh
Dau bap
Dau haricot

Lactuca satiua, Linn.
Brassica juncea, Hook. et Thunb.
Hibkcus escuImtus, Linn.
Dolichus catjang, Linn.

ENGLISH

Maize or corn
Long gourd
Short gourd
Variety of squash
or gourd
Variety of squash
Variety of squash
or gourd
Eggplant
Tomato

Cabbage
Chinese wrhite
cabbage
Lettuce
Cole, kale

Okra
White French bean

mng
Plhosmlus lunattss, Linn.
Dau haricot ve
(dau mong chim)
Phaseolus vulgaris, Linn.
Dau haricot ve
( h u que)
Dau phung
Dua gang
Dua hau
Dua leo xanh
Hanh
He
Khoai lang
Khoai mi

Green bean

A rachis hypogea, Linn.
CuctstnrS melo, Linn.

Peanut
Melon

Citrullus vulgaris, Schrad.
Crsmnzis sativus, Linn.

Waterme1on

0)
Allium angulosum, Linn.
Ipomoea batalas, h k .
Manihot utilissima, Pohl

(-1
Khoai mo
Khoai mon
Khoai tay

Sieva bean

Gherkin
Onion
Welsh onion
Sweet potato

Manioc

Dioscoreu ahla, Linn.

Red yam

Colocasia escul~ntum,Schott
Solanurn ttsberosum, Linn.

Taro

Irish potato
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Khoai tu
Muop dang

Dioscorea esculenta, Lour.
hfomordica charant ia, Linn.

balsam pear

(kho qua)
Muop khia
Muop ngot
Ot
Rau can
Rau can nurx
Kau can tau
Rau den
Rau hung
Rau huong
Rau mung toi
Rau muong
Rau que
(hung cho)
Rau rap
Rau rut (nhut)
Thorn (dua)
X u hao

X u xu

Variety of yam
Bitter melon,

LuNa acuSangula,
Lufla cylindrica, Roem.

Varieties of gourd
related to Italian

squash or zucchini

Oenamthe stolonifera, IVaII.
Ocnan the stolonifera, Wall.
Oenunthe stolonifera, Wall.
A marantus gange f icers, Linn
Mentha aquatica, Linn.
Polygonurn odoralu-m,Lour.
Basella m b r , Linu
Ifiomoea aqeurtica, Forsk.
Ocimum basilicum, Linn.

Red chili pepper
Celq
Water cdcrg
Chinese celery
Brede de Malabar
Variety of mint
Variety of thyme
Basella
Spinach or bindweed
Variety of thyme

Houttuynia cordata, Thunb.
Nep f unia oleracea, 1-inn.
A nanassa sativa, LindL
Brassica oleracea, Caulo-Rapa
Scchium edule, Swartz

Pineapple
Turnip cabbage
Chayote

F m i t Cultivated in Khanh Hau
VIETNAMESE

LATIN

Buoi

Citrus grandis, Osbeck

Cam
Cau

A talantia monuphy lh, Correa
Areca cat echu, Linn.
Citrus medica, Linn.
Subspecies digitata, A4uct
h-iusa
Eugenia jam bos, Linn.
Baccaurea s a p i h , hlucll-Arg.
Carica papaya, Linn.

Chanh
Chuoi
Dao
Dau
Du du

ENGLISH

Grapefruit tree
PomeIo tree
Orange tree
Areca nut tree
Lime t-ree

Banana tree
Peach tree
hfulkrry
Papaya tree
(papaw tree)

SO3

RICE, VEGETABLES, A N D F R U I T S

Dua
Khe
Long nhan
Man (roi)
Mia
Mit
Oi
Quyt
Tam duoc
Tra hue
Trau
Vu sua

Xoai

Cocos nucifera, Linn.

Averrhola carambola, Linn.
Euphoria Iongana, Lamk.
Prunus briflora, Roxbg.
Saccharurn oficinamm, Linn
Ardocarpus integrif o l k , Linn.
Psidierm gunjam, Linn.
Citrus nobilis, Lour.
PhyIlanthus dislichers, Muell.

Piper GttIe, Linn.
Ch~ysophyllurncainito, Linn.
Mangifaa

Coconut tree
Caramble tree
Longan tree

Jambose tree
Sugarcane
Jack tree
Guava See
Tangerine tree
Gooseberq
Variety of tea
Betel vine
Milk apple
Mango

Wild Fruits and Vegetables
Fruits
VIETNAMESE

LATIN

Binh linh
Le ki ma

Llccum mammosa, Gaertn.

Mamey aspodilla or
Marney sapote

Mang cau (na)

A n o m squamosa, Linn.

Anona or custard

Me chua

Tutnarindus indica, Linn.

Tamarind

apple
Wild black fruit

0-moi
Trai keo

( k m tay)
Trung ca

Vegetables
Den den gai
Rau cang cua
Rau dang ruong
Rau ma
Rau mo
Rau muong

Marsh pennywort

Bindweed

Kin Groupings in Ap Moi and the Temple Sections of A p Dinh A-B

PATRILINEAL
kin groupings predominate in Ap Moi (Charts 1-4)but there are
somc exceptions. In Chart 1 , Group d, the senior member of the group is a n
elderly widow who returned to her native village with her children. She
resides in ls/5, her s o n is next door in 12/2, and her married daughter and
her family live on the other side in 12/1. The daughter's husband came to
Khanh Hau horn the village of Cu Chi in the neighboring pmvince of My
Tho in I ~ O and
,
after his marriage hc elected to remain in Ap Moi. The
widow's elder brother's two sons live nearby in i g/l and 13/2, a single
structure divided into two separate units, and her younger brother's son lives
in 10/g.
In Chart I, Group e, there is also a mixture of patrilineal and nonpatrilineal kin. The oldest member is an amiable man who holds the title Ca
Truong in the Cult Committee. He resides in 12/4 with several widowed
sisters and other kin. T w o widowed sistcrs who periodically are visitcd by
children and grandchildren live nearby in l3/g and 15/4. One of the old
man's sons lives in i a / g (another son lives in 3/5 in Section D of the hamlet
with his wife's kin grouping). This grouping is linked ailinally to the p u p
in I£, on the edge of this section. The old man's wife's £ather'sbrother's eldest son is hamlet chief of Ap Moi arid resides in 15/3. The hamlet chief's
father's brother's son and daughter live dose by in houses 1 5 / 1 and 15/2. T h e
hamlet chief's father's sister married a man from Ap Dinh-A, and their offspring and families form part of a kin grouping around the Tien Thien
temple.
Section B (Chart 2) consists of ten farmsteads scattered around the paddy
fields. Group p a is exclusively patrilineal, consisting of three brothers and
their families in io/l, g/q, and g/3. Group zb also is composed of patrilineally Iinked households. The oldest member of the p u p is a villager who
holds the title Ong Tien Bai, the second highest venerable in the Cult Cornmittee. He Iives in 9/5, sharing it with his youngest son's family; his eldest
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brother's son lives nearby in 16/e. Another brother's son lives in 5/4 in
Section C. Ong. Tien Bai is a patrilineal kin of the hamlet chief, and his
older son is deputy chief of the village and lives in 1/1 in Section D of the
hamlet. The head of the household in g/i has distant kin in other hamlets of
the village, but those living in numbers l o p , g / z , 8/4, and 8/5 (Fig. 18) have
no kin in Khanh Hau.
Section C (Chart 3) has a total of 20 households, 18 of which are divided
between two kin groupings. Group ga, composed of 14 households, is a
mixture of patrilineal and nonpatrilineal kin, and it simplifies explanation
mmewhat to identify Ego as Ong Ca Duoc (profile in Chapter lo). He is a
prominent resident of Ap Moi and lives in 5/1. A large portion of this group
is composed of his mother's kin. Two of her sisters returned to live with their
paternal kin when their husbands died. A son of one sister lives in 5/53; the
daughter of the other sister resides with her family in 6/4. Ong Ca Duoc's
mother's eldest brother's son is in 8 / z , and 8/1 is inhabited by his sister who
is married to the brother of the man in 7/4.
Ong Ca Duoc's mother's younger brother (the only surviving sibling) lives
in 6/5. which abuts the house of a daughtcr, number 6/7. Another daughter
lives across the canal in 7/2, and a son lives next door to her in 7/3. On the
other side of Section C, a son of one deceased daughter lives in 5/4. This
surviving maternal uncle is married to the elder sister of Ong C a Dux's
father's brother's wife. On his hther's side. Ong Ca Duoc's father's brother's
sons live in 6 / a and 6 / 3 , and the son of the family in 6/2 lives in 6/6.
Group gb is somewhat smaller bur also has nonpatrilineal kin. Three
brothers occupy houses 6/1,7/1, and 7/5. Their father's younger sister's son
lives nearby in 8/3. As indicated on Chart eb. Ong Tien Bai's elder brother's
son inhabits 5 / 2 , a relatively isolated farmstead. House 8/6 (Fig. 18C) stands
apart from the rest of the farmsteads, and its occupants have no kin in the
hamlet.
Section D of the hamlet (Chart 4) has lg households, I I of which are part
of four kin groupings. Group qa consists of two brothers in q/s and 4/5. and
Group qb, located near the Buddhist pagoda, includes the monk in z/3, his
younger brother in n/5, and their sister and her family in 315. The sister's
husband is a son of the venerahlc indicated in Chart le for Section A, and he
£rankly admits he prefers Iiving near his wife's kin than near his own kin
group. Group 4c is composed of two brothers in 1/5 and 1/6, and thcir
brother's wife's polygynous brother, a former village chief, maintains a househoId in 4/5, in another part of the section. House 1/i of Group qd is occupied by the deputy chief, and it has been pointed out that his father, Ong

S*
APPENDIX F
Tien Bai, resides in Section B of the hamlet. Ong Tim Bai's sister's polygnous son has one of his two households in z / z . The deputy chief's wife's
mother and sister and her family live in 1/4.
Eleven households are represented in Chart 5, Group c. House z5/4 is
mupied by the leader of the sect in Khanh Hau. His youngest son and his
family live in the house, and another son lives in e3/5. The sect leader's
mother's younger brother's son lives in e6/1. Number 17 is occupied by the
sect leader's father's younger brother's son, and his £ather's sister's sons live
in nq/i, a z / i , and 46/3. The man in 26/3 is married to a woman from a
small kin grouping also living in this section. Her brother lives in 26/5, and
their father's younger sister's son resides in 26/2. A sister of the wife of the
man in z 6 / 5 lives in aq/q, and this woman's husband's father lives nearby
in ~ q / g .
As shown in Figure ig, 27/4 is occupied by a family with kin in another
part of Ap Dinh-A. The man in go/g had an uncle who lived alone in the
house; after his death the man and his family came from another hamlet to
occupy the house and cultivate the extensive garden. An elderly man lives
alone in house 15, and he has kin in the hamlet. The sect provided him with
the plot of land on which his house stands, and he is aided by his kin. From
time to time grandchildren come to stay with him. Number ag/q is an
elaborate masonry house, and although the head of the household has no kin
in the village, his wife is a distant kinswoman of the descendants of Marshal
Duc.
Six of the nine households in Chart 6 are a kin grouping of patrilineal
dexendants of Marshal Duc, who live rent-free on this land owned by the

Duc hmily.
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CH-.T 5. Kin Groupings Around the Ban Chin Dao Temple in Ap Dinh-A+
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A= O zg/s

CHART
6. Kin Grouping Around the Tien Thicn Temple in Ap Dish.-B

'See Figure w,p. 98.

Glossary
Dincritial marka on all Vittnamese wanla have been omitted

Cau An

an annual celebration
one manday of work
communal paddy land
Cao Daist daily prayer ritual
Buddhist lay monk
communal temple
family genealogy b m k
all things needed for a funeral cortege
classical Chinese plays
pacrirnony for upkeep of Amstor Cult
a tontine {see Appendix D)

cong d i m

Cong Phu
cu si
dinh
gia pho
giang do
hat boi
kuong koa

hui

thatching methods

-

rornanized Vietnamese script
the ccIestial forces
octagonal talisman with mirror in center
patrilineage
patriIinea1 head
Vietnamese dollars, 72 to U.S. dollar

quoc ngrs
t h icn
t huong

fuong

toc

truong to^
$VN

MEASURES AND WEIGHTS
Tsaditional Vietnamese

French

English

LINEAR MEASURE

tacL

thu0t-t
Lam (lnrong)

6 centimeters (6/100 m.)
6 decimeters (6/10 m.)
no longer used

2.36 inches
25.62 inches

are (100 sq.m.)
hectare (10,000 sq. m.)

about 4 poles
about 2.5 atres

SQUARE MEASURE

cao (sao)

mats (1 0 coma)

3l.9

GLOSSARY
FLUID AND CORN MEASURE

gia5

4 deali ten (40 liters)

8.8 gallons

li grams
60 grams
600 grams
6 kilograms
60 kilograms

13.24 pounds
132.24 pounds

WEIGHTS
JY

luong
can

Four un. in northern Vietnam.

t Forty an. in northern Vietnam.

:Cong is used as a labor unit equivalent to one man-day of wurk; 12 mng previously equal&
one mau (1 hectare, but shoe the inuoduction of chemical lertilizer this has k e n reduced to 10
mg.

5 In some places
u d , which equaled

the province.

(not Khvlh Hau) , a gia equals 42 litm. Formerly the submeasure o was
of a ~ a dependent
.
on the type of grain measured and
4io.
rn

x2.xe.
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Adoption. t o c j ~ o ;and d expectations, zzg
Age grading: arid kin terminology. 83. 84-86;
in CuIt Committee, 417. SGG also Kin (numaatires), Patrilineage
& priority: and pahilineage head, 84.
'
91: in kin t
logy, 83, 84. 85. 86, and
anmmm ~reneration,88, go; in Cult Committee mobility, 217, 218. See also Kin
(numeratim). PatriliAgrarian Reform Rvgram: promulgation, 42;
. implementatim, 44; and tenancy, 4 k and
Village CounciI, 187; and communal land
mtals, 1-

Agricalttld Credit Pmgram (NACO): fertil-

izcr-purrhase loan program. igg-qo. ;*i
repayments, reactions to,
and Villagr

in;

,

,
1
7
Agricultural Service (Servie Agriwle): and
rice vzrietim 136; pig program, 155-56;
buffalo p m p m . 157
Apiculture. Ministry oE. See Agricultural Service. Cmp, Fertilizer
Aid Program, and Wrestern medicine, Pog
hmstm veneration: and errant spirits, 76.78:
-1
support, 0% 8 8 , 8 ~ and
:
pamilineage, -1.
96, 480. 281-82: mqmmibility for, -1,
96. in en-t
celebration, xoi-;
in wedding. 104. 106; rituals,
iz8-go.
131, i p : pseudonym for decmrd.
lag; in Cau An elebration. anFng: and
cekbrations related to socioeconomic status,
aqh P ~ M 4 7
. , 259, 461. 266. See aha
Ancestry. House (anwstral). Kin (gmup
mrporatenm). Patdineage, Pattintmy, Tet
Nguyen Dan.Tomb. T r u o n ~
toc
Ancestry, ptrilincal: in northern and central
Vietnam. 8s: in Khanh Hau, 8 4 3 , 88; of
Duc family, 83, 89. 289
Animal& draft, 1 5 m 8 ; in riae p l a n t i n g , I$%
n; in threshing, 144-4; taxes on, I*;
s a d , in dinh, nzo n.

Asia Fouu&tion: financial support 01 arperimental grden, 153. of village kindeqarkn
and maternity center. z d h g
Asuxiatio~, village: Catholic. 58; -1,
146; tarmera', 17536, iq;for younger and
older risen and women. eoq. See a&o VilJ
a
g Agricultural -tiye
Avoidance: of brorhers-in-law, z q ; d u e
pregnancy, i a p 8 ; during birth, l o w ; OF
real name, log. leg; by children. 111. See
also Tabom

Bachelors, m i a l status, ngg
Bamboo, as mnstruction material. z k g , 153
Bananas, varieties uses, rg 1 5 4
Benedict, P., quoted. 5
Betel (leaves] and ateca (nuts), 104--~06,
passim; 118. 125116, 151,237
Binh Xuyeu. struggle with Ngu Dinh Diem,
294

Birth: rate in population pattern. 47-48; mtio
m death. y y a : prepamtian. lq-g; confinement 108, log: ritual to ''ckmse child,"
log: new maternity center, wg-lo. See also
Prrgn-c~
Bride price. ion. See &o Marriage @reLiminaria), Wedding
Buddhism: Gmldes of M a c y (Quang Am):
p r o t e c t o r of Ehildrcn. 111. ~ m invoked
;
for
easy hiIdbirth, 1 1 1
Mahayam (Chinese): introduction into
Vietnam, 4; predominance in delta, 14-15,
55. 277: inm..ing tormalization of, 59, CQ, 283; practiced in village pagdas. @64: by cu si, 59. Q; rituals.
domcstic
deities, shrine, rituals, i w . See a h Buddhist Studies Association, Cao Daism. Cn ri,
Hoa Hao. Monks, Nuns, Pagoda
Theravada (Indian): introduction into
Vietnam. 4; persistence in delta. 14-15. 55
Buddhist Stud*= A d t i o n of South Vietnam, 59; and My Tho nunnery. 61-62
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Budget, village: preparation. IF; rewnue for
1 p g ~ cxpenditums,
;
194-95.See also Village Council
Caditre,

I-, cited, 4.

55

Calendar, lunar: casmologicai view. 5657;
and homampy. 7576; and heal81: and
transplanting rim. 138; outline. 2gg-gS
Calligraphy, Sina-Vietnamese: origin, 4: litm
c
y in, 51
Cambodians. See Khmers
Cao Daism: in southern Vietnam. 14-15, 291zgz, zgg,19;mxts, 66.2p-94; introrluction
into village, m;mnverts,
g*,
2 s SEC~S in nilage. -3;
dciries. 6&7g.
291, ngg; spirit mnm, 66,
72; and
Yoga. 7 ~ reIatiom
;
among sccts in VilIage.
n;mideuce pattern. 91-98,304 ff.; group
mlidaricy. 98. 143. 2% marriages.
1 6 ; domestic shrines, iw: funerals, 128;
impact an village religious homqpmeity.
277: history, n-;
basic ttnets, 291; and
French attitude, 29% w: hiemrcfiical organization. agz. 193; struggle of with Ngo
Dinh Diem, 4gp
Catholiinrraduction into delta. 14. 55:
in village. 56, 58; marriage, 58, 106; damestic shrines, rituala, 1-21;
f u r u ~ & , 128:
bearing on mid relations, 284
Cau An celebration: date and purpane, 291;
and m m , 94-g.
225-8, aod finances.
221-2:
food far. ~ P P P ~ and
;
a n m m venera*
IP-5; ritual processions, 4 ~ 5 ZPG,
.
=go;and Marshal Duc, 296. zp: and Guardian Spirit of ViVage, 5t28-p. See ako Dinh,
Guardian Spirit, Smcerer, V i l l a s Council
Cay dua nwc. See Palm @tania)
Cemeteries: Hakka and Fukienese, eo, 4s;
Catholic, 4; on m u n a l land, nio
Cham, in Vietnamege history. 5-6
Champa. Kingdom of, 5-6
Chap M i w (or 1R Lap Mieu) debration,
azi. PgP
Che Chu, Cham Ling. 6
Chicken% 15-7
Child rearing, 1-12;
"cleansing the memory" ritual. 1lo; protection from evil spirit,
11-1 1; relations with grandparents. i 1 II 2; punishments, amuscmcnts, i lr
Ch'in Shih Huang-ti, Emperor,
China, v a t tradilion of. in S.E. Asia, I-a
C h i n e : mnquest and settlement of Red
River delta, -3: administration, 3-4; agricuItural tochniqucs, 3; fine arts, 4; influence
in kinship system, 5; cemcterieq wr; phar-

w.

&.

iw.

macistr, i ig.
169: marginality of,235.
Cholwa. 18, ziqn, sog: Spirit of, wg ~25.
en6xt7.

See a h Cau An celebration.

4:I
4)

Sorcerer, Village Council. Water
- I
Cholw, r i m market center, i r n i . 173, 28.+
!
.See aho Rice (merchandising, milling)
j
Chu nom. See Script (SinwVietnamm)
Climate, village and ! h i p p t t e r n , 18
Gochinchina, establishment of wlony. 7
f h f b purchbefore death, 199;
tiw, Cao Daist, 1 ~ 8See
. also Funeral
Collateral kin, termiriologics, 86
CommunaI lands: in northcm deta, 15-14; in
village, 14, 42, igi, ~ 6 and
9 n.; in southern
dclta, 15; revenues 191.&e aho Tenants,
.
ViLlagc Council
Communal temple. See Dink
Communications: watmurses, 17-18. 2 ~ ~ 3 :
footpaths, 22: r-ehicular, deliveries, 23-24;
mail, radios. gmsip, 25. See a h Mobility
(physical)
Communist Denunciation Committee: o w ization and activities. 205. See aLro PI&.
ganda. V i l l a g Council
Conmbinage, 113-14
Conflicts: due m Indochina War and Viet
C0ng activities, 911; among Cao Daist
sects. 73; role of I-g
toc &jp:cauged
duck raising. 156. lgB, and arbitration
of, 195-~0i:p-aI
violence. ig&gg,sot;
land claims and mobile property, 199; water
mntml. ~qg-zoo; marital, wool; edumtional, aq; inheritance, %5a-53. See a h
Hamlet Chiefs. VilIage Council
ConEuciaiotrduction inm Vietnam, 4;
in Vietnam- religious ideology, 55
Cong &an. See CDmmunal lands
Gong tho. Sea Cmnmunal lands
Cooperativ~: Cao Daist co€lin. 138: VilIage
Agricultural. "7-75
Coquerel, A., ated, 137
Cosmological view: in gmmantic kliefs, gE41; in belicP and kharior. 5657, ~ 7 6 7 7
Coundl House: in Khanh Hau, 8; in In&
china War, g: demiption, 186; and Cau
An aclebration. 223+5. See also Village

b-

Council
Craftsmen, 1 6 5 a ; tradm and socioewnomic
status. y g . z45
Crrdit: .4gicultural C r d i t Pmgmm. iyj40.
17-7:
National Revolutionary mnvcment,
I gg-.lo:
hoplieepers, 174; s h i p supp~ie~s.
169, 17.1; kinfolk, hicnds, ncighhors, 174;
w-ealthy villagers. 171. 253; hui (mutual
credit or tontine). 169, 174, nw; Village Ag-
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ricu~turalWperative, 17475; AgriculturaI
Service buffalo program, 157.176
Crops: latania palm. zezg; rice, I$, 147;
commercial vegetables, fruits, 14;coconuts,
1-1;
a m nuts, ktel Iravcs, mangos,

D u c family: and village history. fl;and Cao
maism. 67. 449: an-.
7.83.89. ~89:
residenw pattern, g.I-gS; and tmong lor, 89.
z y ~ ;hiarshal Duc cult. 89. 219: place in
village 806cty. 234. 235. -0,
472; for-

Appendix E
Ca si: in Buddhist h i a t i o n of South Wetm. 59; in Ap Cau pagoda, 5 e ; as
h k m , 61%; pmancers, 65. See also
Baddhisrn (Mahayaw), Healcrs. hieckine,

Duck raising, 156, 198
Durliheim. E.,cited. e$, a78

tune3

gn.

-

See also

Thmpists
Cult Committees: emergence and desaiption,
214ff.; mcmlnmhip, 415-18; mubiliry in,
ei7-18; memparticipation in Cau An.
Hz Dien. Thuong Dien, and Chap m u
celebrations, 2 2 ~ role
~ ; of high wnerable& 41. 231; m e m W p and s o d m
nomic status, q ,
245, 4 6 : and upward
soda1 mobility, ~7374-See &O
Dinh,
Guardian Spirit, Mobility (odal), Village
Coundl
Cult of rhc Ancestors- See Ancestor seneration
Cults, private, 7 3 7 4

:

.

:
I

.

Dan Ve. See Self-DefenseGuards
Death: ratio to births, p 5 z ; and Catholic
priat, 58, 128; preparation for and rcgk
tratlon, 123; hotification, 1 q
Debt. See Credit
Deities popular. 14. 77. 78, m. See aka
Cholera, and under Spirits as main enhies

DtlPEIt, J.. cited, 1%
Descendants, Desxnt. .See PatriIinea~
1:
j: Dien Bien Phu, battlc. g
Diet: meal schduledi, 11. 1 t5-16. 143:of Buddhist monks, nuns, and clr si, 61. &, 64;
L
and Cao Daists. 7, q g ; prenatal. ig; posti

:'3

-i

'

i

15s. p ~ - o g ; fruits. I-,
p3:
154-56, 151-58; fish, shellfish.
fmgs, 158, 159, 160. 163-65; hditands. 170;
schmlchildren's lunches, s o 6 0 7
D k h : historical function. 6: destruction during Indochina \fir, g; land, 44, Enl; functions q,
205, q.
t ~description,
;
custdian, ~ 1 8 enml:
.
and Cau An rituals,
148-50.

meat m u m

i
.

'9

An celebration. Cult Committees. Guardian
'

Spirit
Dong Thap Muoi. See Plainc rles Jon=
Drought: fear of chulcra, IE-ig,,-i
2q:
planting pttcm. 139; rain-making ritual,
141;and Village Council, 18% aog: and
land rentals. 188

of. 448-51

Edumtion: literacy, 51-52,2 d ; p d 0 0 l . 6%
*;
rx@m. 5=, fo6,
~84:
baIities a n d administration, n o l k q : primary school, z o h q ; and celebrations, s q 08; smmdarg schml, 908; adult, wg: and
sodwc~nomicstatus, zag-40, 243, 2% z56.
257, ~ g g ,
~66,271: and upward social
mobility, ~ 7 3 .See also School of Ritual

*.

Studies
EIitc, sociopolitical, 916: a m p s i t i o n of, ngo.
k e o h Mobility (sodal)
EnkepreneuriaI activities: rice milling and
merchandising. i m g : 354. n e . 4 6 ~ :
ricelumber bushes&236, 261: gas station.
236, 254; significance, ~ 8 4
Errant spirits and anator veneration. 76,
78. 130; placation of. iei+a. igo
Exogamy, Ioo. See a h Marriage (preliminar-

ies)

Family: kinship system. 82 f.: nuclear, 8a83.92; names, log and n.; Family Bill, 113n.
Farmers' Assodation. 17576. 187
Farmstead, 246. See also Settlement pattems
Fcng. Han Chi, 5: cited, 8e83
Fertilizer: chemical, intrcduction. 139. 258;
varieties, 139:us, 140; availailility, 139-40.
.*I
See also Agricultural Credit hogram,National Revolutionary Movement
organic: dung, 139. 149. 158; compost.
13% 149: in gardens, 14yp, 151; buffalo
hide. 151: ricc bran, 17192
Fines, and \'illagc Council. 1-w.
SCG d o
Punishments
F&: dried. 158; traps. 15-1;
nets. 161-6~:
shcllkh. 159-65: ponds. 16&3;
Hmg,
16244; unsuccessful introductions, 164-65
Fishing: h r ammmcnt, 112; techniques,
15-

Fiw-family group, gg and n.. 183, 2q; head
of. 195. %; functions.zoq
Food gathering: by children. 116; by rice
glcanen, 147-48; fruits and V b I e s . 15n:
molluskq 16%
Fortified village. See S t r a w Hamlet ProgrFreedman, Maurice, 5: quoted, 2-1

INDEX
French: Colony of Cochinchina established, 6:
military consniption, 8: 1946 r r o ~ c u p t i o n
of
g; conflict with Vict Minh,
*lo: village administration, 17M1. z8z;
and Cao Daism, sgn,
Fruits: as a s h crop, 148. i5e53; cultivation,
1-4.
303; wild, 1 5 ~ .~ 3 Scc
- also Palm.
Gardens
Fuuneral: avoidance, l o w : preparations,
1n3-26. rituals, 124-27; vigil, aaoutemmt.
1z5*
wncge, 1-7;
for a child. 1 ~ 7 ;
Cao Daist. Catholic, 128; and soEimmnomic
status, ~ 4 0 ,4 5 - 4 4 , 4 7 . See aLso Ancestor
wnera tion
Furnishinhousehold: relation to house
t)'pes, g ~ g g 38;
. in Ap Cau pa*,
6142;
and sachwmomic status. 237.443.%25,446;
and upward m i a l mobility. 9 3

Gardens: decorative, 26: kitchen, 26, 61-62:
on communal Iand, 4s. 148-50: mperimental, 148, Ijg-gq; of upper-lwel villa&s,
237
Genealogy book: of Duc famiIy. 7,89; m p sibility of truong loc, 82. m i t y in village.
83
Geomancy: and settlement pattern, m, gE-41;
principles, 38.65; and kitchcn. 41; and cu si,
65
T,haU Scc Spirits
Cia Dinh: iguycn Huynh Duc's governorship, 7: military Iand grants, 13
Gia Long, Ernpmr. 7-8
Cia pho. See Genealogy book
Ciao Chi: Chinprovince, 9 4 : and Buddhh. 4
Gourou. P,ated, 281
Guardian Spirit of Village, Cult: in Khanh
Hau, 8; in Vietnamese villages. 56; and
Village Council. 179,2 14.~16,224, ~ 4 6 . ~ 2 8 ;
rituals 52524.

Ha Dien (Descent to the Fields) celebrations:
date and purpose, 221; preparations. ng*
31; finanas, n p : ritual. 231
Hamlet chief: salary. i Ag. 1%: liaison. 183; in
village pmjccts, 185: weIfare organirer, 185,
s w : in Guardian Spirit Cult. 185; arbitrator in conflicts, 195: pmhlc. 263-64. 26%
69
Hamlet Guads: in 1958, lo; chief, 182-83.

reorganid, pw
Han Wu-ti, Emperor, 3
Hmd of patrilineage. See T w n g tor
Healers: techniques of ZIham Than (blood

letting, pinching. ttc.). 57. 81. lzg, r68; in-tion
to deity. 65-66. 80; cxorckm, 6g.
79. 80, 81; Siao-Vietnamese medianes, 6q,
65, -1,
iig. 168; amulets and talismans,
6g. 65, b 8 1 ; mailing souls and spirits 57.
76: bone setting, 11% 1 6 w ; inmulations,
iig. 1%;
hospitalization, 120. Scc a h
Health. Medicine, Therapists
Health: and cosmologid view, 5657; ioodr.
1iyi8: rituals. 1 I 8; programs r 18, -10.
See also Healers' techniques. Mediche,
Therapists
Hendry, J.: citcd, 148, 164: quotsd, 1 4 p 9
Hoa Hao: in Mekong delta. 14-15. 55; struggle with N p Dinh Dicm.
Hommmpy: and t~mnaIogiraI view, 5657:
for g w d and bad pcrioda, 5657, 75: in
healing, 57, 81; for marriage preliminaries.
I-,
lon; weddings. lop. 105: fu-1
rituals.
'23
House: ancestral. type, 3.5; f8gfr; examples, 250-5s. See a h Ancestor mention. Patrilineage, Truong toe
mnstruction: procedure& p6; eilect of
Indachina War on. 37-58;
types: thatched, n6: woad-thatch. g m :
wood-tile, 35-57; mamnq-tile, ~
8 in- ;
novations, 38: taxes. 192. 436; asmsments,
236; and w i m m o m i c status, ng6, 143.
245; and k a l mobility, 273
Household composition: for village, gi-:
and p a w i l d residence, 9;plygynous,
92.
Hsi Kuang, governorship of, g
-

-

-

-

Hsu, Francis, 5
Nu, Hsien Chin, 5; quotcd. 981
Hui: as source of crcdit, 169, 174: conflict.
196; mcdcl, 2gg
IIumor, 105,127-28,14p44, iw+3
Huung hw. See Patrimony
Huyen Cong Duc. See ~ p & e nHuynh Duc
Huyea Tran. Victnarnene princrss, 6
Inest: changes in concept of. loo. See also
Exogamy, Marriage (preliminaries)
India, grrat tradition of, in S.E. Asia. 1-4
Indochina War: in village history, &lo: c k t
on housc mnstruction. 37-38, tcnancy pattern, 45-46, population pattern, 47-48; disrupting eKect of, 419: a d Cao Daim, 294
Inhwiranw: and midcnce rule, gi; in poIygynous families. I 13; pattcms, 132--99:of
paternal house, ultimogmi turc tulc. ~ p ;

examples. 23, 21%~ 263
Irrigation. See Water control

INDEX

Japanese. ormpation of Indmhina. 8
Jewelly. and socioeconomic status, ngg,

Le Thanh Khoi: c i t d , 3, 5: quotcd, 4, 23%
gjg,

zas

Jural authority: in patriluleagc, 82; in family,
111-1z

En@ trees, 153
Khanh IIau. histov and settlement. I lt
Khmers: mupation of Mckong River delta,
6: present distribution in delta, 14: as
Therarada Buddhists, 55
Kim group cmporateness: symhls. 88-&j; and
patrimony., among gentq,
96. x72.
n W i : non-gentry, -1,
96, 281-82:
among Cao Daistq 98. See uho Ancestor
veneralion, Patrimony, Patrilineage, Tomb,
T ~ u o n gtoc
numcntives: for siblings, 85. 87: referential for children, 86; vo~ativefor children,
87; as nicknames, log
terminology: rrlcrential, lineal alliliation.
8 ~ 8 7 and
;
relative age. 8 3 4 7 ; r-t
pronouns. 83; sex modifiers. 83-86: honorific
dAgnations, 8344; mIlateral kin. 8fi: affinal, 85-87; teknon)-morzs, %; v-ti~c. 8?88

w,

Labor:division of, and nuns. 6sl: polygynous
hor~~hoIds.
I I !&I 3. I 17: and mcimonomic
level, ssson. household composition. 11416: in rice cultivation. 137. 138, 143. 1-14,
14&47- See nho hfutuaI aid
hire& for transplanting tams. 115, 138:
child, 116; domestic. 117; in d y %son.
135: plowing and harrowing. 13738; by
SchwI of Fundamental Education, 189; by
=
villagc, nlg: and economic status. nqq
Land: tenurein Mekongdelta. 19-14, 15; in
r
village, 42; privately owned, -1-46, and
Agrarian Reform Program,44; pa@ land.
:
4s. 61-62.64; din$ 44, 221: \due of,
1
45-46; rentals, .15-.16. 1-1:
and village
revenue. 1 q - g ~ :claim conflicts, iyj, z p j
53. 25-1; ownenhip or m t a l and d o -i. emnomic status, 235. 236, 243, n a ; examples
I:of acquisition, @-go,
4 5 ~ 5 3 z54.
,
455. ~ 5 7 ,
P.
z5i?-59.
261, 263, 46344, 265: and upward
.
1
mobility, 27-3;
fragmentation. 261.
r6i: arul downward -1
mobility, 272.
See also CommunaI lands
Landlor&: during Indwhina Nrar, 10, 46;
ownership pattern. 42-44; and Agrarian Reform Prog~am.44; and rent contracts, 46
Latrines, 26: relative to fish raising. 1%
1
Le dynasty, in Duc k i l y historg, 7

I

Le Van Duyet: pru*
of Emperor Gia Long.
7: shrinc, 250
hax.See land, Landlords. Tenants
Leibum, and socioffonomic status, 41-42, 417
L i t c q : in national d p t and Sin-Vietnarnw calligraphy. 51-52; xhooling for
adults, 209; and upward soda1 mobility. s73
Loans. See Credit
Lunar Ncw Year. See Tel Nguyen Dan
Lynch. F , cited and quoted, 294
Marriage: Catholic-non-Catholic 5% and
sibling vocative terms, &7-88; among viIlage
gcntry. 95: restriction% 95-96. 284; age. 99;
and mourning, 102; financa 101-0~. 105;
symboIic annuuncemen t of consummation.
iu6: d d e n c c . 1dia7; pIural. 11-13, 114.
See also Avoidance, Marriage (preliminaries), Mother-in-law deference, Wcdding
celei~ration;
preliminaries, loo: hommcope, I ~ I :
ritual visit, 101; engagement celebration.
ioi-oz. Scc also Wedding celebration
Maspero. H.. quotcd, 3-4
Mat Tran n a n Toc Giai Phong Mien K m
Viet Nam. See Viet Cong
hiedidnc, folk: amnological view- and hocopy, 5657; concept of souls and vital
spirits, 57, 76. See ako H~alers. Health,
Thcrapkts
Victnamcse C'southern'")). b, 119, 168:
home prcparcd, dicta^. I 1%1g; ChiC'northcrn'?). patent, I 19, 168; Western,
l ~ g - s o , 168, q; from medicinal plants.
155; and mioemnun~icstatus. 240
Mckong Riwr delta: typical v i l l a p , r: in
Vichamex history, 1-9.6-7: s D c i ~ ~ ~ ) n o m i c
Ehamctffistitr. 1 ~ 1 6 : ph?siography. 17;
Indian and Chinese trarlilionz. 55
Mid-Autumn Festival. I 1%
Mipation: Vietnamese historical m o m e n t
southward, 5 7 : for cmnomic reasons. 4%
p;to Plaiac dc9 Joncs, 4 ~ 5 0
Mobility: physical. travel, 48; emigration. 4%
50: and population pyramid, 41-48, 51;
and d-nomic
status. z.11. 2-13, 246. Set
also Communications, Population pattern
social: patterns. ' 7 2 7 5 . 2854%
Monks, Buddhist: in Buddhist Studies Association of South Vietnam. 59; in tillage
pa*.
5 w . 61. -4:
and fun-1s.
14. 145. 126: in anwstor veneration. ifg.
See aho Cu si. Nuns
hiother-in-law, deference, iq

Moumin~:and marriage, 102; garb, I 25. I 29:
p w - ~ z 5 See
. oLro Funeral
Mutual aid: and ddence proximity, 96; and
smioernmmic h l , 96, 244,
amCao Dabs, 98. 143; and irrigation, 143
My Tho, military land grants, ig

ne;

NACO. See Agricultud Credit P q p m
Nam lien (southward movement), 5 7
Nam Viet: early kingdom of, g
Names: honorific designations, 8@5; family,
86. log; given, log: avoidance, log, irg;
signiduring New Year. 131. See ako
Kin (numeratiw)
National Front 6or the Libemtion of South
Vietnam. See Viet a n g
National Revolutionary Movement: estnbWment in Kbanh Hau, lo; fertilizer program,
13g-40, in;and Farmers AsrmiatiW, 175,
1'16; incraw of membership. 1'16: and ViI-

lage Council, m
Ngo Dinh Diem: election of and party established in Khanh Hau, lo; and Viet Cong
pmpapnda. 11: coup d'etat of Nov. :1
19%. rr. 4~ n,z q n
.
: m g g l e with Cao
DaisrS, Hm Hao. and Binh Xuyen. zgq

Nguyen: mttol in southern Vietnam. 6; dynasty. 7
Nguyen Anh. See Cia h g . Empemr
Kguyen Huynh Duc. Marshal: in village history,
?-g;
and Tim Thien tho Daist mt,
.
.
p. n p : death anni-ry,
8g, PIP--^^;
shrine, 89. P ~ O ,for guardian apirit dmumcnt. 415-6: primary schoo? named after,
cult of, 411-12; tomb, 212, 450: and
Cau An mlebration, xp6. tgo. See also Duc
family, Village Council
Nguyen Van Mung: health program. 118, mg;
experimental garden. 15e54; poultry-raising program. 15-7;
canal cwm~tstmctiou,
and Village Countil. 189: educational projects, z c & q See ulro M o o 1 of Fundamental
Education
Nhrm Hau, village: hmcr mmposi~ion, 1:
inampmation into Khanh Hau, 8
Nuns, Buddhist, and M y Tho nunncry, 6 1 4 2

Ong Ke Hien, highest vencrable: dash with
Viet Minh, 9. 37. 359; anal. 41, 143; Ap
Cau pagoda, 60-63; welfare, 63. eoi; successful hrmer. 136; and chemical fertilizer. 139,
n58; as rice merchant. 173; school. 185: mle
in Cau An, n n l . 226, n q , 228; Ha Dicn.
Thuong Dicn, and Chap Micu, Z ~ Ih; t h
anniwrsary. r40; p d l e of. qffi

Ong Thay Phap. See Sorccrcr
Paddy. See Rice
Pagoda: of Buddhist Studies Assaciation. 59:
in Ap Cau, 59-63: in Ap Moi.
lands,
61-62.64.74: of Quan Cong. 7 ~ 7 4
Palm: lamia. 29. i y J , g : coconut, 1-1;
a m , 15~
Pauilineage: structure in northern and aentral Vietnam, Bz, 89; in Khanh Hau, 82,88gi; of Duc family. 89, 8% 281; as -rate
kin group, 8-1,
95+,
e b & ; longevity
symbok -:
6sGm of, -1.
96; and
rcsidencc pattern. 96, goq ff. See also Ator veneration, Kin @up corprateness)).
Patrimony, Tomb, T r m g tot
Patrimony: title to, 89. - 8 ;
income, 89,
-1,
254; types in southern Vietnam, 88,
and ancestor veneration, 895: punmating kin group mprawness. 8 8 4 % 96. 27%
~80-81; examples, pgxo, 459. 459, 257: inheritance, qp-53, w. See also Ancestcri
veneration, Kin (group mrporatenes). Patrilineage, T m b . T-g
tor
pets, 157
Phmg Trao Cach Mang QUOC Gia. See National Rwolutiouq Movement
Pigs: husbandry. 154-55: hmIarion, 155:
new strains, 155-56: smiiicial o t k h g s .
zni-3s. paPhime des Jonts: mil, 17; dcvelopmcnt program, 4 w 9
Polygpv. I 1 ~ 1 3 ;function, 113; cxample,
254-55. Sce also Combinage
Population: fertiliq, 5-1;
birth-rlcarh ratio.
p 3 1 , yp; literacy, 51-52
pattern: relative to other Long An rilI*
13: by hamlet, 47: and Indochina
1%~. 4y.18; and emigration, 4 % ~ ;and
popula~ionpyramid. 51
Polllug: E h i f h S , 15-7;
ducks. 156. 198
Pmpancy, ~ g hhavior
;
and t a b m . 1074.
See also Birth
Propaganda: F'ict Cong, 10, 11; gowmmcnt.
17536, w z , m5,208; for maternity center,
410. See ah0 Communist Uenunciation
Committee
Pmtcstantism, in delta,5;
Punishment: Iy parcnts. 11s; hy Village
Council, 179, 195. See also Fincs

w;

Rcd Riwr delta: Chinese conquest,
kingdom of Nam Viet, 3
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M e l d , R , cited, 276. 278
Rent. See Land, Landlords. Tcnants
Republican Youth, organization. 105
Residenw: pattern. in Ap Moi, in Ap Dinh
A-B, and around Cao Daist tcmples, 93&; and patrilocal midence rule,
96; and d a l relations -I,
96-98. 278.
282; of Catholic familifs, 4 8 ~ See
.
also Pamilineage. Kin (group mrporatenes)
rule: p r a x i b d . gi. *;I
houwhold
mmpositim and d d c n c c pattern. 91-96.
97. &e also Marriage
Ricc: cultivation tcchniqua in delta. 14. 13644; land planted to, 4 ~ varieties.
;
13;. 136,
p; cmp failure 3958, 19-9;
pmts and
diseases, i.#sd 1; harvest. 144-47; doublc
cropping. 147-48; marketing. I m 3 - See
slro Drought, Fenilizers, Water control
merchandising: changing pattern, 1 7 ~ ~ 7 3 :
and 1-1
rice milling, 1p 7 1; finances, 17175; fiska, t 7 ~ 3 2%,: 262: villagers engaged
in. 1 5 ~ 3 254,
.
559. 462
milling: changing pattcm, i m i ; p m e9s. 171-2;
villagem cnpgcd in, z j g
mills: hand-opcratcd. 166. IF;machine170-71
Ritnak a n m t o r veneration, 88-91; 128-go,
131, 13s; marriage preliminaries, 10 I ; wedding. 104-5;
postbirth, 1 0 8 ; to prescrvc
w d - k i n g , 118; to placate errant spirits,
IPI--PP; for Spirit of Heaven. 122; funeral.
13-5, lp6-sj; for Spirit of Hearth. 1331; for Spirit of Agriculture. 137: raiomaking. 141; for dacased schoul teachers,
407-08; and Cau An celebration, SP~-30
Rural Defense Guard: purpose and mganizaion. -1.
See also Hamlct Guards

e.

Saigon, I: dimate, 18; immigration to, 4 9
Srhool of Fundamental Education (UNESCO):
establishment in villaw, lo: communal
land, 42; literacy suwq, 51-52; and rilIage Council, l e , IS-;
role in rducation, n q 4 , and new maternity center,
-10

School of Ritual Studi-. 256.257
Suipt. romanized (national). literacy in, 515s; adult m u m in, prig; Sin-\'ictoamesc,
lit-in. 51-32
Self-Dchsc Guards: in 1958, 10;in 1962, 1IIn, POZ: chic€ of. 189-83; expcnditurrs for,
1-5;
and Virt Cong, q;
and Cau An
celebration, zng
Separation (marital): and residence pattern,
( ~ r : reawns for, 92. 114. S W I ;
and n ~ s -

tody oE childrcn. 114; conflicts,
Service paid, rdative to wealth, 102. See
a h Marriagc (preliminaries)
Settlement pattern: and SuatEgic Hamlet
Program, 12, 5
~ of vilIage
;
hamlets, 1~
PI: and geomanq, no, 38, 40-41; brmstead
form, 25-6; and aodal interaction. 478-79
Sorual internurse: prernarim1. loo: after
wedding, 106; during pTegnaV. tq: after
childbirth, log; extramarital. 112. r l F l 4
Shop: as gmip centers. 95. 16% +-I;
variety and operation. I-;
taxes, 194:
examples, n-1.
See aLro \'cndors
Soil mmposirion. 11-18
.Smthill. W.E., quowd, 38-40
S o m m : ritual for drowning victim, 78; personal b a d c p u n d . 7@0; healing techniqucs, 7 M ; patron &it); 7 g - h ; fees, So,
161; for Cau An celebration. 24-3; exorcism of evil spirits from village, 425. 4 2 6
95, 228. Set dso Healers, Therapists
Spinstem, social status, sgg
Spirit boat. 445.428
Spirit of Agriculture: and plan&& 137; and
Ha Dicn and Thuong Diem oelebrations.

35-31
Spirit of Hearth (Ong Tao): and kitchcn arrangement, 41; protector of children, 111;
honorrrl during Kcw Year, r p y
Spirit ofHeaven. I 22
Spirit of SoiI (Ong Linh Thanh T h o Vo):
and builriing construction. 96, nln: in wedding celebration, log*:
in Trung Xgutvn
feast, 141-nz; and well digging. 150
Spirits: vital, 57, 76: malevolent, 76, n, 78:
gomi, 77; and suicide, opium addiction, 77.
insanity, 77, 80, drowning, 7 ~ 8 fim,
,
78.
ill health. lg, 80; exorcbm hy s
o
,
80:
and unfavorable name or nickname, log,
i 10: chiIdren protected against. IIWI 1. See
oko Cholera, Errant Spirits, Guardian
Spirit. Heakrs
Spring Tree ce1ehra~ion.185n., 210
Stars. See Horosoopy
Strategic tIamlet Program: implementation
in village, iz, 59-54; and Viet Cong, 53-54;
and Villagc Council. 53. 195; new nrgani7ations assochtrd with. 205
Suhistencc activities: variation in southern
Vietnam, 14. 13-16: and smiocmnomic
status, zgj; of upper-level villagers, 236.
rniddIe level. 24% 243, lorvcr Ievcl, 2 4 ~ 5
Suicide, 77, 201-02
Sridden cultivation, in early \'ictnam, g

INDEX

mantic, 38-41; inaest, IW; pmatal, I08. &c &o Avoidanw
Tailoring trade, and doemnomic ntatus.
45.

epg* fw

Tali-:
geomantic, 41: in Ticn Thien
temple, p; aa ritual ofkings, 75: to protect children. 78, 1 ~lrli: and mrmrcrs,
7and Madame H e a h , 80: magic
cloths. 81: homold. 124; Tet we. 131
Tan An: market town, capiral of Long An
province, 1: amter of local Catholicism. 58
Taoism: introduction into Vietnam, 4; in
religious ideology, 55. Scc a h Cwmolcgical
view-! Geomancy
Tax: collection by Vict Cong, 53, 236; payment procedures. 191%; on land, ~gl+p;
OII houses, shops, pharmacies. animals, 192:
delinquency in payment. igp-gg
Tay Son rebclIkm. 7
Temple. See Dinh
TmanLq: of village-owncd land. 42; size of
holdings. 4:rent contracts in Agrarian Reform Prcgram, 46: rcnt paymmts, 253
Tet Kguyen Dan {Ncw Ycar alebration): ancestor ene era ti on. go. 131, 132; and Spirit
of Hearth, i 3 q 1 ; symhls and rituals.
13l-gZ
Thanh Minh perid. % See a&o A m o r
veneration. T o m b
Thatching: transport. ZP-23: latania palm
fronds, 29. 152-53: techniques, sg. 31-2
Thcrapisu: cu si. 6446. I 19. 167: sorcerer,
T-,
119, 1%;
Matlame Healer. go, 1 19:
Ong Tha? Sau Ttioi, 81, I ig: hone specialist, pharmacists. 119, ~(i?nu-.
119no, 155, mg: and socioeconomic status, 240.
See ako Healers. Health, Medicine
Thuong Dien (Ascent from thc Fields) celebration: datc and purposc, nel; similarity
to H a Dien ritual, egi
Toc. See Patrilincage
Tomb: of hfarha1 Duc. 19. 211, zin; and
geomancy. 4+41: maintenance. 82, Sg; sentiments conccming. 8 M g ; in a n a t o r v m cration, 8g, 148-go; construction khre
death. i q . 960
T&nies, F., cited, 176, 178
Tran Van Giap. cited. q
Trees: as abode of spirits, 69; and shrines.

ls-19
Trinh-h'guyen wars. 6
Trung hgu-fen feast. celebration, 1zI--PP.
See
a h Errant Spirits, Spirit of Soil

selection, 82, 89-91, n p , :5P, 254; a d
ancestor veneration, 88.89+~1. e p , PV, 23;
conflicts in role of, 8gip; hncral, 124;
arbitrator in hmily disputes. 196. See alro
Yatrilineage. Patrimony, Tomb
Tuong Khanh village: former composition of,
r; birthplace of Marshal Duc. 7; i n m r p
ration into Khanh Hau, 8

UKESOO. See S&ml of Fundamental Eduation

Vegetables: cultivation, 148-54 155-54: as
rash uop. 148, 15-3;
consumption. i+
49; wild. 151, p3; cultivated. p i Vehidcs: number of, EZ; and sxioecmomic
status, 238,243
Vendors: to village shop. q:AT. 1;and tcmporarg stands. *
i:
doemnomic status, 4 4 . See ako Shops
Veterinary
inmulation program, 155
Vichy French Government, control of Whinchina. 8
Viet Gmg: activities in village and dclta area,
in-is. sg. mj. stin: rcartion to Stratrgic
Han~Iet Program. 53-51; rcfcrwrt to i n
speec-hcs 175, I@.
and banncrs, 2 9 ; and
Vict Minh: rnownwnt in Khanh Hau. II; A&
ministr;itive Comrnittce in village, &Q. 261;
mnflict with French. g-10: aclivities in vilhge, +lo. 259.
Administrative Cmm

*;

Vijaya, Cham capital. Vietnamcse wnqucst, 6
Tillage AgicuIturaI Cooperative: p u v ,
17.1: failure. 175, 2 7 m : role OF Village
Council, 19
Village chief: in Vict C o n ~ o - m e n t
struggle, 10;mnvcrsion to Cao Daism, 6768; in riw merchandising. 1 7 3 ; attitude tm
ward position, 1 8 5 4 ; and School of Fundamenra1 Education. 189; out1a);s of cash, 193:
arbitration techniques. 1 ~ - 9 8 ; kindergarten project. r d ; and Marshal DUEcult. 111,
413; prohle of, 2 5 . 3 5
Villa& Council: formation. 8: during 1ndw
china War, g-10, t81, in Viet ~ o n f f C o w m ment suu,qle, 10, 11. 12, 18;during
1958 drought, ig, 141, 188-89; and School
of Fundamental Education, 42, 187. i-;
Stratrgic Hamlct Program. 5
~ and: agriculture, i.ig. 1-55. 175. 176-77. 187; public
works projects. IR;.
itkjgo: changa in
1 ~ ~ 1 , 9 6 2 158-113,
,
z~s-8
j; compensation
for serring. 180, 181. 183: membership,
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19;
deities and spirits, 7 ~ 8 See
.
I WSOUKC
~:
of inlormation, 185-88; and
also Dmught
rent adjustments, 188; and resulving mncontml: to suppIy potable water, 18. 38,
Uicts. 189, 19-1;
budget maintenance,
i8g. 207; through wells, 18. 150: pd~,
26.
I-;
tax wllec.tion, 191-93: political se163; tanks, 38. ao6; mtrvoir, 1 4 ; probcurity, mdj; cdumtion, 1 ~ 7 .mg;health.
lems. 19, 1%. 141; land values. 45; and
-10;
and Marshill Dm cult, a i 1-1%: and
tidal action, 1.11. 4 0 : by breaching bunds,
Cult Committee, 215-16, 2 1 y 1 S : and Cau
141; irrigation channels. canak and d w k
An celebration. 224. 225, 296,22S: Ha I l i m
141-4.1; conflict%143. l ~ m2 g.
and Thuong Dien rituals, 231: and socioWeaving: and familial division of labor. 115;
economic status. 23% 93; and upward social mul~ility.45.4
technique, 1-7
W e k . hi., cited and quotcd, zgq
Vitgin Mary. I 1
Wedding celel~ration,tog: cash gifrs, log. 105;
proacssiona, I-:
symblic gifts and garb,
~ g104;
, and Spirit of Soil, 104; and ancesW ~ F . 137, 138, nig n.
tor veneration, 104-5;
avoidance during
Wang 3img usurpation, 3
prcgnanq. iq-08; and mi-nomic
\'arJmbc, and smiwoormmic status, 238, 239,
status, qo, 247. See also Marriage
943.~46
H'elIs. See IYatrr (oontroJ)
Water: streams in and around village. 17-18;
Widows: residenw patterns. 92, rql; and Cau
murccs of potable rater. 18.38, 1811-Rg, w6:
s h o r t a g e , 1 g , i g g . ~ ~ ~ . ~ 8 8 . ~ 8 g . ~ g ; p o ~ ~ .An celehation, 229. 271
I\'dmU, L.: cited, I 88, I*, 1%. 195; quoted,
e6. 163;tanks, 38, 4,
ng: and land values,
qj; and rice planting, 136; and garden -1189, igo, 192
tintion,

One of the crucial struggles w e e n East and West is taking place in South
V i m , an area whose cuIture has been virtually unknown to scholars. The
author has used the small village of Khanh Hau, in the Mekong River delta
southwest of Saigon, as a microcosm for the study of the ruraI physical setting,
the beliefs and customs of the several religions that exist here side by side, the
kinship and family pattern, the crops and agricultural methds, the economic,
administrative, and l e e 1 systerns, and the socimonomic structure and mobility.
An important aspect of the study is the information it provides on the changes
in Iivelihd patterns, in village administration, and in other segments of the
society now occurring as a result of increasing contacts with the more complicated urban sxieties of Vietnam and with Western influences.

The product of Iong observation in the field (the research was sponsored by the
Michigan Stare University Vietnam Advisoq Group), this is the first full trcatment of Vietnamese culture to be publishd in English. It is documented with
charts and tables and iIluarad with maps and drawings of house qpcs and
arrifacix

Gerald Hickey is consultant on Vietnamese allairs for the RAND Corporation.
'In this ficld, Mr. Hickeis buok is nf major importance. . . . erzer).onc mncemd with the
thrtxr to South Viemam is indebtrd to Mr. Hick~y.He has shone a bright light into the
shadows of the Vicmamw village.''-Buuk Week

"Mr.Hick+s r c p r t has grcat value for its penetration to realities of rhr. Vietnamtiun.'-l\lew York Ti7/les.
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"An excellent and infnrmative bcwk which slm111d stanr! as a m d d for othw anthropological

studies.. . . Indcr-d, it contains so much infurmation about rhe pv)pIc, the m d c of life, anrl
thc culture nf the area which is nor available from any other source that it will constitute
ncccssary background reding for 311 who in tcrusr themwlvr-s seriously in South Victnam,
no matter what the nature of thcir interest."-hTeu, Sociely.

"Beyonda doubt the b4-r.of Amurican scholarship that the krgc-scale U S cornmitp u g h t abuur"-The A s k S r d e n t .
m a t in Vier Nam b
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